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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Suscombirrria ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITITE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Williams, Hayes, Miller,
Lowey, Sawyer, Payne, Unsoeld, Andrews, Jefferson, Reed, Roemer,
Kildee, Coleman, Petri, Roukema, and Gunderson.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative assistant; Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minor-
ity education counsel; and Rose Di Napoli, minority professional
staff member.

Chairman FORD. I am pleased to convene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for this, the 18th hearing in a series of 44
on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Today is the
first of three hearings on the Stafford loan program, which gener-
ates the largest amount of financial assistance each year.

Federal contributions of $4.24 billion during this fiscal year will
generate about $11 billion in loan capital, providing almost 4 mil-
lion students and their parents with guaranteed loans to attend
postsecondary institutions; 3.2 million of these students will receive
subsidized loans.

Today we will hear testimony from witnesses representing all
sectors of postsecondary education and all the players in the Staf-
ford student loan programinstitutions, students, lenders, finan-
cial aid administrators, guaranty agencies and the student loan
marketing associationall with suggestions for changes in the loan
program.

And I'm particularly pleased that Michael Farrell, the Acting
Assistant Secretary for the Office of Postsecondary Education at
the Department of Education has joined us here again. You're soon
going to set a record, Mike, for appearances on reauthorization, but
we're very pleased to have you.

Mr. FARRELL. I'm glad to be here.
Chairman Form. And I was very pleased in the presence of others

to report to the Secretary last night that every time you've ap-
(1)
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peared here you've been helpful to the process and he's well repre-
sented.

Today we will hear suggested reforms to the Stafford loan pro-
gram, which is becoming one of the most costly problems, and that
the program itself facesthe default problem. While the net de-
fault rate for Federal guaranteed student loans has not increased
over the past 10 years, this is important. Ten years ago the student
loan default rate was 9.7 percent; in 1989, it was 9.6 percent. So it's
actually come down very slightly in a period when anxiety about
loan default costs has gone up.

And I hope in our discussion we can keep a separate view of the
cost of defaults, the accumulated portfolio out there and the rate of
defaults. Too frequently, when it s written in the press, those two
terms are confused and it gives the public the idea that during the
10 year period, the rate of defaults has increased.

So they think that more students are being less responsive than
was previously the case. They don't make the distinction because it
isn't made for them in the newsvaper. When we're talking about
this tremendous annual cost, we re talking about paying for the
cost of loans that have been made ever since the beginning of the
program, not what the current status is.

I look forward to hearing the comments and suggestions of the
witnesses we have today on ways to improve the Stafford loan pro-
gram. We have prepared statements from all of the witnesses,
which we've had time to examine. Without objection, the full pre-
pared text will be inserted in the record immediately following the
oral presentation by each of the witnesses.

Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The student loan

aspect of Title IV and of its programs that help families and stu-
dents attend colleges and universities, is an integral part of it. And
I would like to take this opportunity to make a brief statement be-
cause I think it's helpful for us to clarify our situation here.

Mr. Ford and I have agreed to a hearing schedule which I think
now numbers in the forties, as far as the number of hearings. And
we're doing it on an issue basis. Today the issue is GSL's, yesterday
and the day before were two days of Pell grant hearings, and so
forth.

At the same time, Mr. Ford and I, as we have done in past years,
have agreed that it probably would not be constructive to produce
legislation to place in introduction or before the committee in ad-
vance of going through this process. And I want to confirm that,
that both myself and Mr. Ford have kind of given up that option
now until these matters have all been heard. Then we will try to
put together some legislation afterwards and try to come up with a
bipartisan approach to these major issues regarding which we're
having all these hearings.

Having said that, I know that there may be legislation intro-
duced that has any impact on these various programs as we go
through the process, and those can be helpful and we will certainly
take those into consideration when the time comes. But I want to
remind you that we don't have a particular markup vehicle or a
bill and, basically, we are going to hold in abeyance those options,
at least for the Chairman and this member, in the hopes that we
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might be able to ultimately put together a proposal that would not
be divisive, but uniting. And we feel that this is the best way of
doing it.

So if there are those who wonder where my bill on such and such
is, or why Ford hasn't introduced his bill, that's the reason. Others
on the panel may have their own bills to introduce; there are other
members involved. But there may be some questions from time to
time regarding that.

I know the Chairman and I have just visited with the Secretary
regarding that issue, and I think he understands our position and
respects it as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. I want to thank the gentleman for bringing that

up. I think it should be made clear to people that Mr. Coleman and
I solicited from all of the education establishment, if you will, back
in January your specific recommendations to be given to us, I
think, it was by April the 8th.

Those have been collated and were put in a side by side form so
that everybody can see what everyone else is suggesting and what
their rationale is for it_ This is the same procedure we followed 5
years ago in reauthorization.

We, at the same time, have promised people that there would not
be a Ford bill or a Coleman bill or a Democratic bill or a Republi-
can bill or an administration bill standing by itself in front of
people as we went through the hearing process. We're trying to
proceed through the hearing process examining all of the facets of
Title IV as concepts rather than being for or against anybody's par-
ticular initiative.

And it should be clearly understood. We met with the Secretary
before their legislation was introduced. I believe it's being intro-
duced today, or will be before tomorrow. It's up here now and we
have a copy.

We have no prejudice against that because neither of us are ea
sponsoring, even by request, and we explained to the Secretary
that it would be inconsistent. Mr. Williams has, introduced a
Middle Income Student Assistance Act that I have had a long and
abiding interest in. And I've resisted becoming a co-sponsor on that
for the same reason.

And I don't want anybody to think I've given up on that idea.
I'm going to be fully supportive of Pat's efforts at the appropriate
time, but it would not be fair for .!ii; to superimpose our ideas of
legislation on the process before we find out what people think.

So the absence of the Chairman and the Ranking Republican
from any bill that's introduced from any quarter should not be
taken to mean anything other than what we have just explained.
It's neither a repudiation of that legislation or a lack of interest in
it or any indication it won't get full consideration. It's just a matter
of trying to stay pure for as long as we can, and sooner or later
that will break down, as you know, when we have to make deci-
sions.

But I would add to that that in discussing Pell, for example, we
discovered that the education community, the spokespersons that
we've heard from, the organizations that we hear from most fre-
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quently, have come together with a common approach to the future
of Pell earlier than they have ever done so in the past.

The publics and privates usually aren't even talking to each
other by this stage in the reauthorization process, and they've al-
ready presented us with a unified approach, without a specific
dollar amount attached to it. That's something that will have to be
determined later, but at least it is an approach that unifies the seg-
ments of education as they haven't been this early in the process in
the past.

Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you mentioned, I

have a bill that I introduced yesterday, with Majority Leader Gep-
hardt, Caucus Chairman Hoyer, Ways and Means Committee
Member, Mr. Downey. We will be seeking other co-sponsors, with
the exception of the Chairman and the Ranking Minority Member,
on that legislation.

It's a simple bill that simply extends Federal student financial
aid to all students in this country, but most importantly, middle
income students. They and their families are the bed rock of Amer-
ica's tax system, and yet they find it increasingly difficult to fi-
nance their children's college education.

Just 10 years ago, the average cost of a public school was $2,600;
today it's $5,000. Just 10 years ago, the average cost of a private
school was $6,000; today it's $11,000. College is quickly becoming
out of the reach of middle income folks. And those families, I think
most if not everyone would agree, are finding that they worry now
about not being able to provide their children with at least as good
education as their parents provided them.

I have another reason for introducing this bill, Mr. Chairman;
it's political. It has to do with the political support for the Act that
you and the rest of us are attempting to reauthorize. A student aid
system that relies on the support of middle income people to fund
it but provides them virtually no benefits from it is losing the sup-
port of the American people.

And at a time when we increasingly find cannibalism with
regard to where scarce dollars are going to be spent, it seems to me
that we need to significantly broaden the support of the loan and
grant programs.

Briefly, Mr. Chairman, my bill does three things. It provides as-
sistance under the guaranteed student loan program to all families
without resort to a needs test. That means we do away with that
cumbersome and complex loan application problem. Say that to
folks and you'll hear them applaud.

Second, it removes the value of the family home and the family
farm from the calculation of need for the other student aid pro-
grams, including Pell (grants. That's going to make that program
and others more accessible to middle income families.

And finally, Mr. Chairman and my colleagues and friends, it
brings fmal decisions concerning the size of the Pell grants back to
Congress, where many of us believe those decisions belong, rather
than leaving them down at OMB. That will provide families with a
better idea about the availability of the program to them when
they're trying to figure out how to pay their children's college bills.

9
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Mr. Chairman, I'm grateful for your remarks of support for the
legislation that you made this morning, and I look forward to con-
tinuing to work with you and my other colleagues to see if we can't
include middle income American students as recipients to a greater
degree than they have been in the recent past of student financial
assistance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COLEMAN, Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I'd be pleased to yield.
Mr. COLEMAN. I thank the gentleman for yielding. As he knows,

throughout this series of hearings that we've held so far, it has
become clear that one of the prime efforts that this member has
been involved with, and Mrs. Roukema, I know, has an interest in
this as well, that the introduced legislationand both of us in the
past have pursued thisthat it will be something that we, on this
side of the committee aisle, will find great interest in. Perhaps
with a few turns or twists from your legislation.

But the thi ust of it is that we recognize the essential poirtts that
you've raised. And that is, first of all, that going to a colleg,... today,
and paying tuition and room and board, is probably the second
largest expenditure that a family will make, second only to the
purchase of a home. That's a very important thing to remember for
all people with all incomes.

The second thing is that for too long we have seen a removal of
the middle class, the working middle class, from program eligibil-
ity. A loan program which was essentially designed by Mr. Ford
and others, before we became members of this body, was created to
serve that middle class. And they have been, basically, removed or
driven out by budget concerns and considerations through the
years.

So there we do have a political problem. The problem is the
people who pay full tuition, the people who pay the taxes, are now
being told when they fill out the forms, "I'm sorry. You're not eligi-
ble." So they pay twice, while others who are less fortunate finan-
cially may benefit, and others who are more fortunate financially
can accept those costs. The middle class is being squeezed more and
more and more.

You will find on this side of the aisle great sympathy and inter-
est in this subject. And I believe that removing the home equity
and family farm part of the formula will essentially help with this
issue.

Non-liquid assets should never have been made part of that for-
mula in the first place. Because the only way you can utilize those
assets is to place a second or third mortgage on them, and endan-
ger your own home or farm, or sell them in order for a member of
the family to attend college. None of these options are good, and I
hope that we can find a common ground to agree on.

Mr. WILI1AMS. I want to thank the gentleman for that indication
of support, if not for the precise language of my bill, for the gener-
al thrust of it. And I, of course, Tom, know of your long support for
it because you and I have visited about this for years and I'm look-
ing forward to working with you and your colleagues on that side
and seeing that before this Congress is out, we make middle

1
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income Americans eligible for significantly increased financial as-
sistance from the Federal Government.

Chairman FORD. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. ROUICEMA. I jug want to acknowledge and associate myself

with the remarks of Mr. Coleman, our ranking member, and reiter-
ate that dating back to 1987, Mr. Williams and I worked on a
number of aspects of this problem, particularly the fixed asset. We
even passed that proposal out of this committee, the full commit-
tee, in 1987, or 1988, I guess. It did not get to the floor for a vote.

I won't go into the unfortunate fate of the Roukema amendment
and the education act last year. It was not adopted, and I accept
that. But had it been adopted, this provision would already be in
law. It was not adopted at that time for other reasons. It was part
of a comprehensive default program.

But I look forward to working with the majority on this subject,
and most of all, to preserving access to higher education for low
and moderate income groups. And I think there we stand unified
in our commitment.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Nothing, thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr, GUN DERSON. Nothing at this time.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you. Because of my

crowded schedule today, I may not be able to remain until the
person I'm about to present and introduce to you, who is a witness
and a part of this panel from the State of Illinois, testifies.

I'm pleased this morning to have the opportunity to introduce
Mr. Jerry Murphy, who will soon testify.

He's an educator by profession. Mr. Murphy is currently the di-
rector of Universal Technical Institute of Illinois. Having opened
their doors in 1988, UTI of Illinois is one of the many Universal
Technical Institutes across the country. Located in Glendale
Heights, Illinois, this institution educates more than 600 students
in automobile and diesel mechanic technologies, as well as air con-
ditioning repair.

Mr. Murphy also serves as a member of the Education Commit-
tee of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce. I want to welcome
you, Mr. Murphy, a fellow Illinoisan, as well as all the other wit-
nesses to the hearing today on Stafford loans. I certainly look for-
ward to hearing your testimony, if I can remain, Mr. Murphy. I
want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence in permit-
ting me to make this introduction. I haven't learned yet to be in
two or three places at the same time, so I do have to leave pretty
soon.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement for the record.

but I want to hear Mr. Hayes' friend sooner rather than later. So I
won't say it now.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Thomas C. Sawyer follows:1

1
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STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS C. SAWYER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF OHIO

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing on Stafford Loans.
If, as we heard during our previous hearings. Pell Grants are supposed to be the

foundation on which Federal student financial aid programs are built, then Stafford
Loans are the bricks and mortar,

In the 1970's the annual loan volume of Guaranteed Student Loans never exceed-
ed $3 billion.

The volume total in 199t) was $12 3 billion.
In addition, an entire industry now exists which sends large volumes of money

among banks, students, schools, collection agencies and even Wall Street.
The student loan program was created in 1965 to give middle class families some

Federal assistance to pay college costs, without spending any Federal funds.
Clearly, the Stafford Loan program has changed in many ways since its concep-

tion and I look forward to hearing the witnesses testimony and participating in
comprehensive reevaluation of this program.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. K1LDEE. Nothing at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. No, thank you. I'm eager to hear the witnesses.
Chairman FORD. Anyone on the front row? Fine. Mr. Gaydos has

a written statement for the record. Without objection, it will be in-
serted in the record.

[The prepared statement of lion. Joseph M. Gaydos follows..]
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Opening Statement
Joseph M. Gaydos

Postsecondary Education Hearing
June 6, 1991

The Higher Education Act of 19155 originally provided

loans for students from middle income families and grants for

more needy families. As we all know, these programs have

evolved since then to the point where loans are the major

vehicle of financing higher education for almost all Americans

who need assistance to make their dreams a reality.

Today, even our most needy students are forced to incur

huge debt burdens because the appropriate level of grant money

just hasn 4' been there for them.

Of all stu-Ients receiving federal assistance during the

1989-1990 school year -- almost three percent of those

students with family incomes less than $12,000 received only

loans according to
preliminary data from the Department of

Education. An additional 34 percent of these low income

students received a combination of grants and loans.

For those students in this same income category who

received grants but still had to borrow, almost 59 percent of

them borrowed more than $2,000 and more than ten percent of

these had to borrow more than $3,000.

Using conservative estimates, these students will owe at

least $8,000 and many will owe more than 512,000 over the

course of a four-year program.

The debt burden for middle incnme students is even

greater because very fow middle income studentc qualify for
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grants, and, when they do qualify, they receive smaller

awards.

while the financial prospects of attaining a

postsecondary educatior progressively worsened for these

middle and lower income Americans, families increased their

dependence on loans. But access to loans is not enough for

far too many families. They can only borrow so much before

they reach a limit where they know they will never be able to

repay their debts.

We have all heard the tragedies of students hocking their

belongings to pay their bills and parents having to choose

which child they are going to send to college.

The people of this country deserve more than an empty

promise that their children can be whatever they want to be

when they grow up. Whether a child wants to be a doctor or a

truck driver, he or she should have that opportunity.

We should not dictate which children will have the

opportunity to follow their dreams and which will not based on

their families economic situations

Unfortunately, some students have been denied their

educational dreams due to changes we have made during the

cost-driven budget recOnciliation process.

Hopefully, now that We have the opportunity to make true

policy decisions regarding the grant and loan programs during

reauthorization, we will find a way to solve the existing

problems in the programs without making higher education even

less accessible for students.

- 2 -
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STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL FARRELL, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR THE OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION. U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. WASHINGTON. DC; SELENA
DONG, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES STUDENT AS-
SOCIATION. WASHINGTON, DC; WILLIAM L. BANKS, VICE PRESI-
DENT. CHEMICAL BANK, JERICHO, NEW YORK; CARL DONO-
VAN, PRESIDENT, NORTHWEST EDUCATION LOAN ASSOCIA-
TION. SEATTLE. WASHINGTON; LAWRENCE A. HOUGH, PRESI-
DENT AND MO. STUDENT LOAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION,
WASHINGTON, DC; JOE PAUL CASE. DEAN OF FINANCIAL MD.
AMHERST COLLEGE. AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS; GERALD
MURPHY. DIRECTOR, UNIVERSAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS; AND DONALD W. GRIGLEY.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT NATIONAL BANK.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Chairman FORD. The first witness will be Mr. Michael Farrell. As

you've heard, your prepared statement is already in the record and
it will appear with your comments. You can add to them your
statements, highlight it or supplement in any way you think is
going to be most serviceable to this record.

Mr, FARRELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. I am pleased to appear before the committee today to
discuss the department's recommendations for reauthorizing guar-
anteed student loan programs.

From my perspective, Mr. Chairman, I hope you won't mind my
observing what I see as progress in education after two days. As I
recall the panel on Tuesday, the odds were nine to one; today they
look more like seven to one. And I'm wondering if I have a chance
to work it down to even odds in the future.

Chairman FORD. From where I look, it looks about even right
now.

Mr. FARRELL, Thank you, sir. To sustain the effectiveness of the
programs, we intend to focus the attention and resources of the de-
partment to improve the integrity of the program. Reports initiat-
ed and requested by Congress, the Inspector General's audits and
reports, and the joint management study conducted by the Educa-
tion Department and OMB all document significant problems that
a lax system has permitted.

Our proposals are based on our analysis of the basic GSL struc-
ture that makes clear that while there are weaknesses in many as-
pects, the basic program is viable. Our proposals would make fun-
damental reforms in all parts of the program, reduce Federal risks,
stabilize guaranty agencies, forge partnerships with States. estab-
lish stronger minimum quality standards, and improve default pre-
vention and debt collection.

First, we reaffirm our commitment to access and choice by pro-
posing increases in Staffords for all undergraduates, from $2,625 to
$3,500 for first and second year, and to $5,000 for third, fourth, and
fifth year undergraduates.

We propose an increased SLS for all except first year students.
These increases would be from $4,000 to $6,000 for other under-
graduates, and to $10,000 for graduate students.

15



Increased loan maximums complement our recommendations
that grants focus aid more to the poorest studentis. Our proposals
increase the amount of subsidized loans available to all families, I
would say, by about 182,000 more loans, counting Staffords, PLUS
and SLS.

The sum of these will further the Federal commitment to the
program as a good investment. We propose a minimum course
length of 6 months or $600 as a condition of institutional eligibility
for student loan programs. This proposal makes the minimum
length consistent with all Title IV programs and furthers default
reduction.

The guaranty agencies are critical components. The collapse of
the higher education assistance foundation illustrates the need for
the Secretary to have additional authority to manage ailing guar-
anty agencies. We propose corrective management plans, minimum
reserve requirements, and authority to terminate a guaranty agen-
cy's agreement.

Our proposals also authorize the Secretary to assume certain
guaranty functions when a guarantor withdraws from the pro-
grams or if the Secretary terminates the agreement.

Conflict of interest safeguards and accelerated guaranty agency
filings are other items included. We'd also like the Sallie Mae to
report to the department when its loans to a guaranty agency or
any lender exceed $50 million.

A fundamental premise of what we're offering is for States to
take an active role in establishing licensing standards and monitor-
ing the activities of a guaranty agency. To this end we propose the
Secretary set minimum licensing standards. Each State would back
its designated agency with the equivalent of the full faith and
credit of the State.

Since lenders benefit from Federal student aid programs, we pro-
pose they also share the risks. Special allowance payments would
be reduced by .25 percentage points to lenders with default rates
exceeding 20 percent.

Secretary Alexander has committed us to working with you to
obtain a program that expands access to postsecondary education,
which restores integrity, in fact and in the mind of the taxpayers,
and which supports education excellence.

Some of these many proposals are major, and others represent
small goals or improvements. That isn't accidental; we're fixing a
system grown elaborate in its provisions and participating organi-
zations. They have done pretty well. They should share in the risk
and they should share in the fixing.

The Secretary's priorities to me were to first get after the fixing,
and then begin evaluating alternatives to the present systems. As
you know, we will be providing some additional thoughts on gate-
keeping, which we will submit along with any other measures we
feel would contribute to your very thoughtful considerations.

I've received excellent assistance from this subcommittee and
from your staffs. I appreciate your great knowledge and depth of
expenence, and be happy to answer any of your questions at
the appropriate time. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Michael Farrell followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before this Committee today to

discuss the Department's recommendations for reauthorizing the

Guaranteed Student Loan programs.

To sustain the effectiveness of the programs, we intend to

focus the attention and resources of the Department to improve

the integrity of the program. Then our dollars, loans and

grants, will help to provide quality education and training for

deserving students.

Reports initiated and requested by Congress, the Inspector

General's audits and reports, and the Joint Management Study

conducted by the Education Department and the Office of

Management and Budget, all document the significant, deep-rooted

problems that a lax system has permitted to develop. With the

strong commitment and leadership of the Department, all parts of

the education community must work together to ensure a strong and

viable student loan program.

Our proposals are based on our analysis of the basic GSL

structure that makes clear that while there are weaknesses in

many aspects, the basic design is viable. Our proposals would

make fundamental and far-reaching reforms in every dimension of

the program. We would reduce Federal Government risks, stabilize

guaranty agencies, forge stronger partnerships with States,

establish stronger minimum quality standards, and improve default

prevention and debt collection.

First, we reaffirm our commitment to access and choice by

proposing to increase the maximums is the Stafford program for

all undergraduates. These increased maximums would be $3,500 for

first- and second-year undergraduates; and $5,000 for third-,

V
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fourth-, and fifth-year undergraduates. We are also proposing an

increase in SLS maximums for all borrowers, except first-year

students. These increased maximums would be $6,000 for other

undergraduates and $10,000 for graduate students. These changes

will help students meet the increasing costs of education and

encourage persistence by providing additional loans to

upperclassmen. Increased loan maximums also zomplement our

recommendations that grant aid should be focused to deliver more

aid to the poorest students. Our proposals increase the amount

of subsidized loans available to all families.

We are recommending numerous actions to improve

accountability. These include default reduction proposals,

strengthening oversight of guarantee agencies, improved loan

collection, risk-sharing, and measures aimed at eliminating

"counterfeit" programs -- low-quality educational programs that

leave students with debts, not a degree. The sum of these

actions will ensure that the Federal commitment to the GSL

Programs is a wise investment.

We propose to establish a minimum course length of six

months or 600 hours as a condition of institutional eligibility

for the student loan programs to reduce the incidence of default.

This proposal would make the minimum course length requirement

consistent for all Title IV student aid programs. We ask that

lenders perform credit checks on prospective borrowers over the

age of 21, and require a co-signer if the borrower has a poor

credit history. Next, we propose to delay loan disbursements far

60 days to first-year students at schools,with default rates over

30 percent. Lastly, we propose to require lenders to offer

graduated repayment options to borrowers.

The guarantee agencies are critical components of the

student loan programs. As the Department discovered last fall,

with the collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation,

-2-
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the Secretary needs additional authority to manage ailing

guaranty agencies. We propose to require corrective management

plans, including minimum reserve requirements. We request

authority to terminate a guarantee agency's agreement if the

Secretary determines that the agency is no longer able to perform

its responsibilities. Our proposals would also authorize the

Secretary to assume certain guarantee agency functions when a

guarantor withdraws from the GSL programs or if the Secretary

terminates its agreement. We also request conflict-of-intSrest

safeguards to prohibit guarantee agency officers and employees

from having a direct financial interest in any entity with which

the agency has a business relationship.

We propose to improve guarantee agency operations by

requiring their filing for reinsurance claims within 45 days

after the lender guaranty payment is made, reimbursing actual

administrative costs (up to one percent of loan volume), and

requiring the Student Loan Marketing Association to report to the

Department each time it makes a loan to a guarantee agency or any

lender with an outstanding loan balance to exceed $50 million.

We propose to improve loan collections by requiring students

to provide a driver's license number and other borrower locator

information, and authorizing guarantee agencies and the Secretary

to garnish a defaulter's wages.

A fundamental premise of our GSL proposals is that States

should take an active role in establishing strict licensing

standards for postsecondary programs, and to better monitor and

regulate the actIvities of a guaranty agency. To this end, we

propose that the secretary set minimum licensing standards in

regulations. Each State would back its designated guaranty

agency with the equivalent of the full faith and credit of the

State. We would also require States, where school default rates

exceed 20 percent, to pay a share of the default costs. If

-3-
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States are actively monitoring schools and guaranty agencies,

these proposals would not be costly for the States.

Since lenders benefit from the Federal student aid programs,

we propose that they share the risk of borrower default. Special

allowance payments would be reduced by .25 percentage points to

lenders with default rates exceeding 20 percent. This shared

risk should reduce abuse in the GSL programs.

We are examining alternative approaches for ensuring that

Federal aid is provided only to students who recognize the

importance of education and who take their studies seriously.

This includes an assessment of the current statutory provision

that requires a student to maintain "satisfactory progress"

toward a postsecondaiy degree or certificate. And, the 1990

Reconciliation provision would be further tightened by dropping

the default rate threshold to eliminate schools to 251 in 1994

and make the school ineligible for all Title IV aid beginning in

FY 1992.

We have the opportunity to strengthen this critical

component of Federal student financial assistance. With the

support of this Subcommittee, the Congress, Secretary Alexander's

personal commitment, and the President's strong support for our

efforts, I am confident we will do so. And quite frankly, the

public demands it.

I have received meaningful
assistance from the Subcommittee

and your staffs, and I appreciate your program knowledge and

experience.

I would be glad to discuss our proposals in more detail or

to answer any of your questions.

-4-
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Chairman FORD. Ms. Dong.
Ms. DONG. I'd like to thank Chairman Ford and the subcommit-

tee for this opportunity to testify. My name is Selena Dong, and I
am the legislative director of the United States Student Associa-
tion, which represents 3.5 million postsecondary students.

While USSA recognizes that the Stafford loan program has en-
abled countless students to pursue a postsecondary education, we
believe that a few changes are needed to the program, along with
the program entitlement, to make our loan programs work most ef-
fectively in the interest of both students and our country.

First of all, USSA shares you concerns about the increasing cost
of the Stafford loan defaults; however, we would like to always re-
member that the overall percentage of students defaulting on their
loans has remained roughly steady over the past 10 years at about
10 percent. Hence, even though total student loan volume has
quadrupled in the last 10 years, a consistent 90 percent of students
to repay their loans.

Second, our efforts to curb abuse and achieve savings in the stu-
dent loan program can not be at the expense of students' access to
higher education. Origination fees, delayed disbursement and flexi-
ble treatment of students in deciding who is a defaulter and the
cutting off of institutional participation in the student loan pro-
grams ultimately hurt students.

Too often, it is current and future students who must pay for the
student loan defaults of the past. And all too often, what these stu-
dents must give up to pay this price is their educational opportuni-
ty.

Third, there are many reasons why students default, including
ones for which it is unfair to assign them blame. Half of student
loan defaulters are dropouts from postsecondary programs who will
not have the earning power of a college graduate and, hence, may
want to pay back their loan but simply can not.

Hence, we must strengthen our investment in the retention pro-
grams, including the TRIO programs, that enable students to stay
in school and not become defaulters.

Also, many students are not adequately counseled on the serious-
ness involved in taking out a loan. As one student at Mr. Hayes'
field hearing testified, as a freshman he was told he could quickly
and easily get a loan. And when he was forced to drop out tempo-
rarily because of a family crisis, he did not know about the grace
period or deferment options or that he was supposed to pay back
his loan. Not surprisingly, he's become another default statistic
and he finds it extremely frustrating that he can not reverse his
default status until he repays off the entire loan, which he simply
can not do right now.

USSA thus supports efforts to improve students' understanding
of the financial aid programs through a public advertising cam-
paign on student aid, as well as enhanced training of high school
counselors and financial aid administrators on the complexities of
the student aid program.

This would ensure that students have all the information neces-
sary to make good decisions and be informed student loan borrow-
ers.
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I will highlight just a few of USSA's proposals for the Stafford
loan program. First, origination fees and assurance premiums
should be eliminated. Right now lenders, who, of course, are my
distinguished colleagues on this panel, can impose on Stafford loan
borrowers an origination fee of up to 5 percent of the loan's princi-
ples and an insurance premium of up to 3 percent of the principle.

Attachment 1 of my actual written testimony is a lender notice
to a Wisconsin student. You will notice that $229.40 was taken out
of his loan, and yet he will be expected to pay off the full loan, plus
interest, of course. This is clearly unfair.

Second, too many hard pressed middle and working class families
who have been squeezed out of eligibility of the Stafford loan pro-
gram into taking on the more onerous supplemental loans for stu-
dents or PLUS loans for parents. These loans have high and vari-
able interest rates, and students and parents have to repay the
loan within 60 days of disbursement, as if they're any richer after 2

months. And if they choose to defer repayment until while the stu-
dent is in school, the Federal Government does not subsidize the
interest during the deferral.

The second attachment of my written testimony is an actual
lender statement of a Louisiana student. You will notice that she's
taken out a $4,000 SLS loan, but over the next 9 years, after paying
off her SLS loan, she will have had to repay $8,362. It's crazy that
poor people have to pay twice as much for their education.

So USSA recommendsand this is a little radicalthe abolish-
ment of the SLS programs unless they become more subsidized and
manageable for students and parents.

I can also tell you about the New Jersey student who is from a
single parent household who has been pushed out of Pell grant eli-

gibility and will end up paying $4,000 in Perkins loans, $16,000 in
PLUS loans, and $20,000 in Stafford loans for a 4 year education.

Third, to increase Stafford loan eligibility of students from work-

ing class and middle class families. USSA recommends removing
the use of home and farm equity in Congressional methodology
needs analysis, and wishes that this, indeed, was in the law.

Fourth, USSA recommends increases in Stafford loan limits for
sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate and professional stu-
dents.

Fifth, USSA strongly believes that less than half-time students
should be eligible for Stafford loans.

Sixth, USSA recommends restoring the grace period back to 9

months, rather than the current 6 months.
Seventh, for those students who have loan debts in excess of

$10,000, a graduated 15 year repayment schedule should be avail-
able rather than the current 10 year repayment period.

These last two proposals would help ease the number of loan de-

faults.
Eighth, the USSA recommends strongly that this committee con-

sider repealing current mandated delayed disbursements of student
loans and reject proposals for additional ones. Students depend on
the prompt receipt of their loan money to pay for their tuition,
rent, child care, transportation and so on. If they didn't need the
money promptly, they would have not applied for it.

Q
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Delayed disbursement is forcing some students to drop out of
school because they can not continue to afford to stay in. Many
schools actually impose late fees on students whose late loan
checks are not their fault. Other students are dropped from their
classes, while others have holds placed on their student ID cards.

This is consistently one of the most voiced complaints of our stu-
dent membership. If Congress is not willing to do away with these
mandated delayed disbursements, USSA suggests that legislative
language be added to the Higher Education Act that prohibits post-
secondary institutions from penalizing in any way students whose
late loan checks are not their fault. This clearly would help stu-
dents stay in school and help other students start school.

Ninth, USSA believes that when determining who is a student
loan defaulter, there must be some flexibility, especially in cases of
fraudulent and/or closed schools. We were very disturbed to learn
of the Department of Education's refusal to refigure the loans from
Florida students whose signatures were forged on loan checks by
fraudulent school owners who then closed the school. Clearly, there
must be some flexibility in determining who is a student loan de-
faulter,

And lastly, USSA is very interested in the proposals regarding a
direct lending program, especially the optional one proposed by
American Council on Education. We are excited about the possibili-
ty of simplification of the loan application, delivery, updating and
repayment process, the possible elimination of origination fees and
insurance premiums, and the possibility of substantial savings that
could be channeled into the grant program.

However, USSA asks that you carefully consider the following
questions as you consider direct lending proposals. First, will there
be adequate capital so that the loan program remain an entitle-
ment under which all eligible students have access to loan capital?

Second, how do we prevent institutions from redlining students
they consider risky borrowers since institutions are being held for
high default rates; that is, there have been increasing numbers of
institutions are being cut off from participation in the programs,
will they deny loans to students who may think are likely to drop
out and default? Will this end up denyin first generation college
students, students of color and low income students from access to
loans and a postsecondary education? We have the same concerns
about the administration's proposal for credit checks.

Third, if financial aid officers that direct lending institutions
take on new overhead costs and thus require additional funding,
will there be new costs passed on to the backs of students? Will
direct lending really eliminate the need for origination fees and in-
surance premiums? And if there are savings, will they go into
grant programs?

In conclusion, USSA recognized the importance of the Stafford
loan program in opening up the doors of higher education. With
the above changes, USSA believes that students will be better
served by the loan program.
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During this reauthorization we urge you to put into place default
reducing and cost saving measures that improve institutional qual-

ity and students' access, rather than ones that punish current and
future students for defaults and fraud of the past.

Thank you once again for this opportunity, and I'm happy to
answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Selena Dong follows:1
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I would like to thank Chairman Peed and the nabcommittse for this

opportunity to testify. My name is Selena Dons and I amLegislates: Director of the

United State. Student Modell= (USW the motifs WWI and MBE national

student organisation. Isprementing mon than 3.5 million students. USSA =copies,

that the Stafford (formorly the Guars:deed Studant) Loon pogrom has enahlsd

countless students to pursue a postsecondary education. However, our proposals for

the Stafford Loan Foram are tccompanied by our strongbelief that a Pell Grant

entitlement is a necessary prerequisite to making our loan programs work in the

interests of current and potsntial postrocanduy studonts, es well as our Nation.

Pint of USSA shares Congress' concern about the increasing coatsof

Stafford Loan defaults. However, we would 10ce to dispel a taw myths about why and

when students dsfault, and the role of institutions in redudng student loon defaults.

Pint and foremoet, we would like to point out that the swetell pessideis alstellente

tleistiltinces ankles= 'bee sieseined swegbly seseilywver the pest 10 pan (et ablest

10 pessont of tb dears bassweevel Hence, even though total student volume has

quadrupled in the lut decade, a consistent 90 parent ofstudents DO ropey their loans.

Second, USSA is NOT suggesting that the 10 percent of loans that go into

default ana not significant or reason tor us to carefully consider ways to improve the

peramtap of rtudonts who repay their loans. Hence we ere very wupportive of

cortgressional. hutitutionaL and postsecondary communityefforts to decease the

number of defaults and to reducs fraud and alma in the student loan eystem. We

hear from too many students who fall through the cracks and end up defaulting on

thsir loans, or who have bon ripped off by fraudulentschools. Hamm our elm*

to stub goes etsd eddies avh1n thsstarhat n pavans CAM= be at ths

amen daubed.' atom to Nemeducation. As this testimon; will demcoutrate,

origination few difficult repayment schethales, delayed disburetzttenL inflexible

treatrasnt of students in cam of cloud schoWs, and the cutting off of inetitutional

elighility for participation in the rtudent loan prismultimately hurt duds*. Too

often it is curtent end future etudants who must pay tor the student loan defaults of

the past. And too often what students must give up to pay this price is their

educational opportunities.

I Gleam, Lairmust F. `The Studenf Lean Qundwr Chop MrYilitbe 1989.
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In addition, we mut snake a careful distinction fraudulent schools

and those that nu" have higher than average default Wes simplybecause they

provide a crucial servin: that is, they serve low-income population, that ans lou

academitilly prepered than their more privileged counterparts. These school, should

be applauded rather than pretumed to be the source ofhlanis for ths Stafford Loan

default preblern. As we testified last Tuesday. a Pell Giant entitlement would decease

the amount of low-income students foreed to take an huge loans to pay for their

postsecondary education, increase the perairtance rates of student,. and thus

significantly reduce the number of Stafford Loan defaults.

Thht them ase many maim whystudente default indigfingones kg which
it is unfair tome* blame to the MAW. Half of Stafford Loan defaulters are

dropouts from postsecondazy programs. Thew people are not likely to have the job

pmapeds or enhanced earning power that accompany& postsecondary degree or

certificate, and thuo face difficulty repaying their loans. Many etudent loan defaulter,

WANT to payback their loans; they just CANNOT, Hence, we must etrengthen our

inveetment in the retention programs - including the TRIO Programs, for Students

firm Digadvantagad Backgrounds that enable students to day in school and not

become another default statistic,

In addition, many atudents are not adequately counseled on the seriousness of

and responsibilities involved in taking on a loan. As one student at Mr. Hayes field
hearing testified, taking out a student loan was his first major financial decision a

decision that he now regrets. When etate and federal yenta failed to cover hie

freshman par cads, he was told by his financial aid administrator that a 1;1000 loan

could easily and quickly be in his hand,. He took out the loan, and when family

difficulties required him to 'etop out" temporarily, he did not know about grace

periods, defonnent options, or even that he was euppore to payback his loan. Not

surpritingly he hes become another default eta Ugric And he finds it extremely

frusbating that he cannot reverse his defaulter status and again receive student
financial assistance - until he pap off the loan entirely, somethinghe lust cannot

afford to do so right now. .

USSA thus support, efforts to improve student,' awareness and understanding

of the financial aid programs through a plgaiuglywilloggnmpaisavainisloninisi.

and through Ottiertainins of high school counselonr. as well as financial aid

2S
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erizatielzelem, on the complexitiee of the student aid system. This would help ensure

that students have all theknowledp necessary to make rod dedsions and to be

Impend* and informed student loin borrowers..

USSA's proposals for theStafford 1.011A prognm include number of parts.

Cl4stnit1gnbagintionansaltaing=1
First of alL USSA feels stoney *het ciddrielke bondinane= prenslume

deoeldhe Aesthete& Students apply for financial aid becaume they do not have a lot

of money. How con we thenexpect them to pay application fees, migration fees and

influence premiums? Right now,otudents are often charged an application fee whin

they apply for financial aid. And since l98t , the HigherMunition Act hes authorized

lenders to collect from Stafford Loan bormwen an osidnation sepal to 5% of the

loWs prindpal lobe paid to the Mull government in ceder to offset the coots of

federal inichool subsidies and spOdel allowance paymielts to lenders. In addition,

Stafford Loan borrowen maybe chanted up to 3% of the loan prindpal as an bonne,

prunbam to defray guaranty agency&Mit coats. In other words, under the current

system, a student who is supposedly receiving* $2500Stafford Loan is really receiving

52300 but must repay the loan as if be/she had received the full $2500.

There is currently no origination fee attached to the Supplemental Loons tor

Students or the PLUS programs,but SS borrowers have to payan insurance

premium up tol f of the loan principal.

Atterhimni ft is an utual 'Notice of Loan Guarantee and Discloeure

Statement' of a Wisconsin student. You will notice that while he took out a S3,388

leen, he was chased a $te inn:mince premium, or 'guarantee fee", and a $1b940

onginetion fee. So he pres given only $3.158.60 out of a $3.388 loan to cover hie college

cons but will eventually beexpected to ropey the ends. $3,318 (plus interest of

coulee). This is clearly unfair. Low-income etudents are the lest people who should

be taxed in such a wey to save the federal govenunent money.

5.4121§MentiUMA1121142nia-elaininialigualcalnull
Second,. USSA believes that the continuing support of a government-

guaranteed and subsidized loen ping= is crucial to the opiningof educational

opportunity to all students. Millions of undergraduate graduate and professional
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rtudents at colleges, univemitier, community colleges, professional schools and

vocational and Inds schools have depended an Regent Loans to access higher

education.

Unfortunately, many students bent hani-pnesed working and middle-income

families have been squeezed out of eligibility for the Stsffoni Loan program into

taking on the more onerous Slapplemental Lune ferShelesdo (SL.5) esed/orPLUS

LIM ler pew* There loans have hie: and variable interest rites, and difficult
repayment rule.. Student and parent must begin repaying tha loan within 60 der of

dithursement (as if they am any richer after 2 months). a if they defer repayment

while the student is in school, tbe government does NOT subsidize the interest

during the defy:rel. The interest starts accruing the day the loan is disbursed to the

etudoni or pear% 1.155tiniammandeilagagibmintstga5
Vt.? f.i.2t- I. t 1-14,1'01.-11

Attachment 12 ig in *dual RepapnentladdfindunknniTheclanueStateMent
from a lender to a SLS born:wet a student frorn Louisiana. It shows that after she

makes repayments on her g..5 loan of $4,000 over the next nine yeam. she will have

had to repay SSW. She will have to pay $8,362 for a WOO loan. It's crazy that poor

people am expected to pep twice as much tor their education! And this loan - among

the other °nee she has - will affect the met of her life. She hu already hid to tum

down a number of low-paying Jobe in the public sector in favor of higAlerpaying ones

that can pay herbills and her loan payments. She wishes now that she had received

better counseling regarding her loan options; she sayw she would have found another

way to pay for her eduestion rather than %Jae on this monster of a loan. I am not sure

what she could have done differently; after all she was receiving many other kind, of

financial usistance, working full-time and going to school full-time, and still had

unmet neci.

Likewise, a New lonely student from a singe parent household eras not eligible
for a Pell Grant. Her education will end up costing her a $4,000 in Perkins Loans,

SUMO in PLUS loans, and $15,000 in Stafford Loans. She is now a geduate with

$20,030 worth of pervonal debt. When she turns down jobe that she wants to do but

pay her too little to help her pay off these loans, she and her mother, saddled down

with S12.000 worth of debt wonder ff her higher education was worth tt,

- 4 -
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NmilogyilidismasadistraZquity
Third to inmate the Stafford Loan eliObility of hard-pnrseed students from

workingslass and middle.cle ml1Iee, USSA recommends einnsbatberne of

hew end lam aprityin the CaltrilliONII MithelidCWmode mark It if
unfortunate that federal financial aid policy hss taken a lea degree turn so that the

loans have become the largest mune of aid to even the needieststudent*, while

middle-income rtudents have been squeezed out of the loan program designea for

them.

Fourth. I.MSA recommends in addition to making Pell Gmnts an entitlement

and investing more in Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEC) that

Congress innesse Safford lien bane iforsophoneown junior. onionand rani.
sad primiceal Andean. These increase. of 33%, 3%, and 20% are necessayto

make up for the affects of inflation, and to cover the skynxketing cootsaf

education, especially graduate and pmfenional school. USSA ie not licommending

an increase in the Staffccd loan limit for first-year students, Indeed, we think that

first-year students should receive additional Fell Grant money to cover their college

costs and enable to mein to their second-year. Afterall, the first year is the moet

difficult year for student retention.

Lentlhan-half-ticae Studvak

Fifth, USSA strongly believes that beffsan-haltifino students*odd be
eligage for %find Lama Their current ineligibility for the largest loan pmsrana does

not make sense in liert of the changing demographics of our college campusse. We

feel that thio population's pernstence and graduetion rates would he significantly

increend if they were mule eliple for Pell Glenn and Stafford Loans.

arictleried
Sixth, USSA recommends roiscingthe gem period to nins moan indeed of

the amid six mentba After graduation (or temporarily discontinuing school), a

student may take many months to find a fob and have the earning power to start

repsying his or her loan. This is particularly true during these economic times. Them

have been many stories on the difficulties recent college pduates have had in finding

jobs in their Bela,

3 1-
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Seventh, USA supports the 1121111111111 of en camel huTercspernsuf

schedule le Unarm This current repayment schedule can be extremely difficult
for graduates, especially those who are in low-paying Jobe and/or support dependents.

For those with rtudent loan debts in mese of $10,000, a graduated 15-year repayment

schedule should be available. This changp would cut down on the number of itudent

loan defaults by those who intend to psybut cannot do so in a tenrar perked. This
'IL *JI e. ,

minyaanintiontiatudentlembstamn.

DelamiDisimatunni
USSA is extremely concerned about the leimms with whkh *sheds

cuadvo their bane whether ft is a mull dCI5gi1.I11Iu1l modeles tardier'
diehumement arkndeer schedules Students depend on the pmmpt receipt of their

loan money to pay for tuition, rent, child cans transportation, and so on. If they did
not need the money promptly they would not have applied for iti Delayed
disbusernent I, forcing some itudents to drop out of school since they cennot afford to

stay in. Too many schools actually impose late fees on students whose late loan checks

are not their fault. It's not like these students have extra money lying around to pay

off these late fees. Other students are actually dropped from the classes they have

registered for because they have not paid their tuition hills on time. It is also pretty

hard to pursue your academk work Uygur loan check is late. which means you must

pay your tuition bill late and so a hold is placed on your student identification card

and you cannot access the computer facilities or check out library books. Delayed

disbursements &Te an unnecessarily harsh response to the loan default problem; they

punish current and future students for the defaults of the put and endanger their

ability to stay in school.

Hence, USSA maramoL___nds thailhitsemmince tosenfibmpolingcutnnt
IngtableCdeletygt 4411.11erileMalldittedatIMMEgi &Ada on4tAnet This
includes:

The 1 990 Omnibus Reconciliation Act provision that imposed a II-day
delayed disbur :merit of student loans to all first-ttme borrowers;

2
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Thr 19114 nconciliation act provision that imposed a 30-day delayed

disinurpment of SLS loans to fird-time borrowers;

The administrstion's proposal to delay the dideursement of loan
decks bY ea dap to all students at institutione with default rates over
3396.

Then delays are an ertismely serious manner for students. In fact the lateness

with which they TaCeive their loans - and the absence of adequate coungeling about

these delay. - constitute one of the most oft= voiced complaintsby our numbenhip.

In some cues these delays are lifethneatening. One itudent from Masyland twilled at

a Senate field hearing= Reauthorization that her loan checks alwap come late. One

fall she was forced to use her owing, to F* y off her tuitionbilL this wu mousy es

bed intended to use to renew her health inturence. She figured that a one or two-

month lapee in her health insurance would be 'no bigdeal.' That is until she found

out that she had cervical cancer. With no health insurance and only part-time

employment she had to undergo dogmata Minh for doctor who would operate

on her. Eventually she borrowed money bom friends to fly borne and In operated on

by a doctor there who was kind enough to reduce the costs and accept a payment plan.

While she was technically not suppooe to count on her loan money to payoff her

heilth insurance, this delay in the delivery of loan check rye her no_rihershrict.

Clearly student aid should he delivered in a timely manner. If Congress is not

willingto do away with these mandated delayed disbursements. then 1155Ainggests

tbeLprismodultinitilmli
foulateloachisks that ale nm theiduill. We ale

suggsettng that legislative language be added to the Higher Education Act that

piohibits inotitutions

'hem bnpoeing late fees, dropping horn enrollment or any way
penalizing students whose student loane have been approved and
Focused, and ',being held either by the institution or tank for
whatever meson end will arrive after the start ofthe quarter or
semester. The students must be able to enjoy all the rights enjeled by
all other enrolled students< such u library and computer facilities

MM.`

3 3 t ,
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Ninth, MA shares a concern that wee brought up by Conran= Coleman
at a hearing last week. We believe that mina delueslefegedro leadiadeld loss

ddardIertbel theme melba mos illeilliffly.egellailyb cam of fmathalsof endfor
dosed ado& We were very &Oust's& to learn what the response of the Department

of Education wu to a plea haute Florida state attorney, who had written to the

Decartment regarding the case of s school that had forpd the signatures of students

on same loon checks, When the school closed down, then students who went already
victints of a school that did not provide them with the training promised to them

then became victims of the Deportment. which refused to fogies their loans, Yet

these students were not even aware of loans being taken out in their name. While we

undesetand the Department's belief that states play the important rale of lkensing and

monitoring schools, we object to their firm stem that then students should be

respired to payback these loans. Once again, innocent students are being forced to pay

the price for the Departmenrs desire to crack down on fraudulent trade schools. We

believe that the savinp fmm refusing to forVve these loans will be outweighed by the

human and eocietal losses that will reoult from these people being denied a post lend

prnbably a future education.

Loan Forgivenesslar_Corrimily5ervice
Tenth, there is no doubt that student loan hammers' postiadeabion culler

and job &aim am increasingly dictated by economics rather than penonal desires and

goals. Congress has recognized this by enacting a long list of deferment and

cancellation options for students going into specific low-paying fields and volunteer

work. There has bun much discussion regarding partiel loan cancellation for

students who p into low-paying community service jobs; Senator Bumper, has

introduced legislation (S. 527) to this effect. While USIA supports the use of

deferments and partial cancelletiono to allow students a full ranp ol poet-graduation

options we believe that a more comprehensive and cohesive solution is the edequate

SimplificatiounilahmastIgaihmainination
Eleventh, USSA also supports a number of propels that have been put forth

by the Nationel Council of Higher Education Loan Pros:me (NCHE12) tncl the

-8-
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Student Loan Marketing Amodation that would abstplity the appiketion deffemy

proem end incniese etarbotar ondiadendbisof the elsekent loan mem end Idioms

Increend counseling for etudent loan borrower., enhenced communication between

the parties involved in Itudent loam timely notification nulling deferment

- In addidon to our recommendations above - would be effective /tope to

take in the effort to make the "nem more llaser-friendly", reduce defaults, and ensure

that students make choices that are best for them.

Eaticalthaingianding
Lastly, USSA is very interested in the proposals regarding an optional and

lending perm especially that of the American Council on Education, We rapport

the development of this ides for Ito following masons:

* Simplitlattan of the loan application,delivery, updating, and
repayment promos. The natant GSL structureof more than 1301:0

lenders, aver SD guarantee *prudes, and many secondary markets

results in an overwhelming "stem of multiple applications, fees,

paperwork and massive confusion for too many student.. By

contrast, the Perkin, Loan pmam is ter easier for students to
understand and use. IJSSA believe, that many &bulb Ire the result

of the complexity and confusion of this system that leaves too many

students with ten little information and no sense of who to ip to for

answen.

The postible elimination of eriginatisaftet Ant lams=
pirmiura

lersibility of subotantial savinp (a reduced need to pay the

allowence rate) that could he channeled into increued &int

Automatic loan censgidden,

However, 'Whit committee looks into direct lending proposals. USSA asks

that you carefully consider the following queitione:

Will there he adequate cepitel so that the loan program will remain
an entitlement under which every student who is elighle for the

program can gat a loan?

3 5 .
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How do Ite rit institutions bona ' ° students the,
consider rUborrowere? Sim institutions are held
reeponelble kir default atm (ie. high default schools are being
cut off hum ticur bt student loan pregame), will &E.,- deny
loans to te w think are likely to dtop out end default?
Will this end utadisztl øzwzUonawa stank

Aida* and
Aln* As lock:mut* acme
to loan, and a postsecondary education? We have the same convent
tegarding the Adminietration's proposal for credit checks for student
loan hOSTOW141 sr 21 and older.

If financial aid office. at dimet lending institutions take or new
overhead costs and thus require additional funding will there be
neumeleineolion.to.dudenta? Would direct lorldinglially
eliminate the need for origination foes and insurance premiums? If
there UR adage from restructuring the lean Fops= will they go to
student tid programs?

Will nonindilioneLebagenti- older students, pert-thus students, and
evening studente - motive adequate services regarding loan. U
financial offices are only open during the day?

USSA looks forwerd to further discussing theme issues as ru consider direct

lending proposals, and stand, ready tv be of areistancv. We think that the direct

lending could be a powerful way to ensure that student loans work in students'

interests.

In conclusion, USSA recognizee the importance of the Stefford Loan program

in opening up the doors of hipper education. With the above structural chanpe.

USSA believe. that students would be even better served by the Form. During this

Reauthorization, we urge you to put into place default-reducing and caet-raving

memos that improve institutional quality and students' access, rather than onse that

punish current and future students for defaults and fraud of the pest. M

Congreannan Coleman pointed out. the coots of a prvposel for inceued risk-sharing

amongstater and inititutions could maybe paned on to the backs of students in the

form of additional origination few. W. applaud this foresight and look forward to

working with the entire committee to make our loan programs the best presible.

Once spin, thank you for this opportunity, and I am pleased to MONT any

questions you might heve.

- 1 -
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ArTACKILNT $:
REPAYMENT ADDENDUM AND DISCLOSURE STATINUTT DATE 04179/91 Ali

SLS LOAN REVISED (BORROWER COPT.)

0275-012 17.379744595 7

10
SOC/Al SELTTRITy mumgm

IN ACCORDANCE WITH INE REPAYmENT SECTIONTsT Of THE STUDENT LOAN PROMISSORY NOTE(S) LISTED
Allow, FIRS/ NAT'L BANK (MUM, HOLDER. ADOPTS WS REPAYMENT ADDENDum AND DISCLosuRL
STATEMENT As AR ANENDRENT 10 TH1 LISTED MOMS) A01E101110 REPAYMENT PROVISIONS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE REPAyNZAT SCHEDULE arm,. ExCEPY AS HEREIN AMENDED, THE TERNS,
coRDIgloas AND pROVISIoNs of INEsE NOTES(S) SNAIL REMAIN UNCHANGED. THE. ADOPTION of THIS
ADDENDUM DOES NOT DISCHARGE THE DOIGATIONS OF ANy PARTE' 10 1ME MOTE(S).

ESTIMATED UNPAID
1DATE INTEREST 1 PRINCIPAL 0AtANCE IESTINATEU UNPAID

1 LOAN (DATE OF TIFOINS TO I INTEREST ON REPAYMENT INTEREST ID DE I

muMSER 101SAuRSEMENTIA1.cRut I RATE sTART DATE iCAPITALIZEO

101 I 03/7v/ov I 85)24/m4 111 Awn r $ 4.000 DO 1 $ 1,002.25

RN vARIARLE RATE LOANS TAFTElls To 5E5/PLUS LOANS OHLVT. SEE YOuR PRomIsSonv NoTE FOR
METHOD op CALCULATION

TOTAL AMOUNT TO SE REPAID, E.ESTINATE
TOTAL ESTIMATED UNPAID PRINCIPAL BALANCE ON REPAYMENT START DATE.
TOTAL ESTImATED UNPAID INTEREST TO NE CAPITALIZED
EQUALS, PRINCIPAL AptouNT 10 DE REPAID.
ADD, INTEREST PAYABLE DuRlso REPAYMENT PERM.
EQUALS, TOTAL AMOUNT TO It REPAID

YOuR PROJECTED REPAYTTENT SCHEDULE IS (PAYMENTS SHALL DE MADE IN MONTRLy
Dia ON THE SAM DAV Of EACH MON/H. IN ACCORDANCE HITT( THE FOL.DRIND SCREDUl

117 PAYMENTS OF $ 71 00 BEGINNING 01,27/43
WITm FINAL PAYMENT OF $ SS 81 DUI OR 03,21/0]

1

$ 4,000 OD
1.002 25
1.002 2.,

0 5,560 SA
11,562, au

PAYMENT OF INTEREST, THE AMOUNT OF THE REOLHAR PAYMENT IS PANED UPON IMF ASSOmPTIoN THAT
ALL PAYMENTS WILL BE MADE ON THE sCHEDUFED DUE DATES THE TOTAL INTEREST PAvAOLE DuRING
THE REPAYMENT PERIOD NAY BE NoRE OR LESS THAN CDATEMPLATED Pr THIS REPAYMENT SCHEDULE.
DEFENDING UPON WHETHER YOu PAY EARLIER OR LATER THAN SCFTEDUL40. THE AMOUNT OF THE Flom
PAymENT INDICATED NIEL OE ADASTED UPWARD OR DONWRARD 10 REFLECT IRE BALANCE DOE RASED
UPON THE DATES THE PAYHENTS TIGRE ACTUALLY RECEIVED.

INTEREST DURING DETERRENT vIEE BE CAPITAITEED (ADDED To THE PRINCIPAL AmOuNT OF THE
TOANTSI), IF PROVIDED FOR IN YOUR PROMISSORY NOTE, IN ATCORLITACt WITH APKILAREE LANS AND
REGULATIONS OF THE GUARANTOR.

PREPAYMENT. you MAY, 4T YOUR OPTION AND AtTHOUT PENALT", PREPAY ALE DR ANY PART OF IMF

PRINcIPAt ON THE LOANIST LISTED ABOVE AI ANT TINE.

LATE CHAMOIS, IF PERMITTED Av STATE LAW. Tod LENDER MAv mita A LATE CHARGE IF rOu FAIL
TO PAy AEI OR PART OF A REINIREo INSTALLMENT WITHIN IQ PAYS AFTER IT IS DUE on To PROVIDE
WRITTEN EVIDENCE THAT VERIFIES ELIGIBILITY TO HAVE PAYMENT/SI DEFERRED A LATE CHARGE MAY
NOT EXCEED A CENTS FOR EACH DOLIAR Of EACH LATE INSTALLMENT

COLLECTION CHARGES, YOU AND AMY ComAAER oR ENDORSER. IT APPLICASLE (REFER TO YOUR
PROMISSORY WE). SHALE RE JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY LIABLE FOR ALL COSTS, INCLUDIMO, PUT NO
LIMITED 10, REASONAVEE ATTORNEY'S FEES. COURT COSTS ANO COLLECTION &DERV( FEES INCURRED
THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR THE COLLECTION OF FAVRENTS NOT PAID WHEN DOE

CONSOLIDATION/REFINANCING. A coNsDEIDATION LOAN PROGRAN IS AVAILABLE UNDER WHICH VOu FAV
AL AZLE TO CONSOLIDATE LOANS TMAT YOU RECEIVED UNDER TpF STAFFORD 10SL) LOAM PROGRAM, SES

PROGRAM, PERKINS LOAN PROS/8Am (FORMERLY IRE NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM), AND
THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM. CERTAIN PIUS. SLS. AND AlAS LOANS MAY BE
REFINANCED TO CONINE PAYMENTS OR 01141A A VARIABLE WEREST RATE. CONTACT TOE NOLOIRTST
Of YOUR LOANTST OR YOUR GUARANTOR FOR moat iNFORMATION

HOLDER, FIRST NAT,L RANK COMMERCE

SERI/1CFR, FIRST WACTOVIA STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES INc.
P.O. 80x 3077 WINSTON-SATEM. NC 77102

110. 805147

ALI COMMUNICATIONS Amp PAYMENTS MUST gE SENT TO THE SEPVICER AT THE ARM ADDRESS UNLESS

TOE HOLDER NOTIFIES YOU OTHERWISE IN WRITING

- 1 2 -
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Chairman Finn. Mr. William Banks.
Mr. BANKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee. My name is William Banks, Vice President with Chemi-
cal Bank. Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the
Stafford student loan program. My testimony reflects the views of
the Education Funding Committee of the Consumer Bankers Asso-
ciation.

Chemical Bank began making loans to students in New York
State during the 1960s. We remain one of the five largest origina-
tors and holders of Stafford loans in the U.S. and are the second
largest bank holder of loans. Last year we made over 50,000 loans
to students and parents of students. This included Stafford, SLS,
PLUS and consolidation loans.

Chemical currently holds over $900 million in guaranteed stu-
dent loans. We hold every Stafford, SLS, PLUS and consolidation
loan we make for the full life of the loan.

My testimony today reflects my belief that the Stafford loan pro-
gram is built on a sound structure for providing capital to students
interested in pursuing postsecondary education. That is not to say
that improvements are not needed. Many improvements, however,
have already been made, the impact of which is yet to be realized.

With additional changes, we believe the program can be
strengthened as a remarkably successful means of leveraging over
$12 billion per year in new private capital in support of education.

Mr. Chairman, lenders are well aware o; the interest of this sub-
committee in the Pell grant program. We share you commitment to
strengthened Pell grants, both by expanding the maximum grant
and by assuring that the maximum grants specified will be funded.

We hope to work with this subcommittee on achieving this goal
while, at the same time, improving the Stafford student loan pro-
gram to better meet the needs of students. A strengthened Pell
grant program has the added benefit of reducing the borrowing
needs of low income students.

In developing its reauthorization proposals, CBA has sought to
identify areas where student services can be improved through en-
hanced simplification and standardization. CBA has put particular
focus on Stafford loans and how this vitally important part of stu-
dent aid can be made less complicated for students and less costly
to the Federal Government.

CBA endorses proposals put forth by Representatives Lowey and
Sawyer to make information about programs funded through the
Higher Education Act more readily available to students and to
provide specialized educational services for those students statisti-
cally most likely to drop out of school. Innovations of this kind are
vital to the future economic health of the Nation. Details regarding
the major CBA recommendations accompany this statement.

In summary, first, we propose simplification and standardization
of all forms and procedures used in the program to the maximum
extent possible. There is no reason why application deferment and
other forms and processing procedures used in the Stafford loan
program should differ from guarantor to guarantor.

These differences confuse students, negatively reflect the level of
service they receive froks Iiinders, make the life of the financial.aid
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administrator unnecessarily difficult and increase the administra-
tive costs faced by lenders.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that legislating greater standardiza-
tion and simplifying as many aspects of the program as possible
will solve many of the problems described by schools which cur-
rently bear the administrative burden of dealing with multiple
lenders and guarantors in the program.

Secondly, establish a loan program for middle income students.
Rising college costs have made it increasingly difficult for students
from middle income families tc attend the institution of their
choice. More assistance needs to be offered to these students, but at
a lesser cost to the Federal Government, than is needed for those
programs targeted to low income students.

CBA has endorsed the unsubsidized middle income loan program
put forward by NCHELP. In H.R. 1117, Representative Roukema
has proposed amendments to the needs analysis system that would
also correct inequities which result when inaccessible nonliquid
assets are considered in needs analysis processing.

Third, simplification of the application process, including proce-
dures to allow for one-time submission of basic eligibility and need
information. During a 4 year college career, a student may fill out
four, eight, or even sixteen separate application forms, all asking
identical questions. The system needs to be streamlined to allow for
a single, one-time submission of data when updating only as neces-
sary.

Fourth, promulgate regulations under negotiated rulemaking
with representatives from the higher education community.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would again like to emphasize the
commitment of lenders to provide a stable, reliable source of cap-
ital to students and to administer the program with the same
degree of commitment we do our other consumer product areas.

During the past 25 years, the Stafford loan program has provided
over $110 billion in capital to students in pursuit of postsecondary
education. It represents a successful public/private partnership
which, with modest changes, will work even more effectively in the
future.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify. I would be happy
to respond to any questions you or other members of the subcom-
mittee may have.

[The prepared statement of William E. Banks followsl

40
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education, my name is William L. Banks, Vice-President with

CheMical Bank, New York. Thank you for the opportunity to

testify today on the Stafford Student Loan Program. My testimony

reflects the views of the Education Funding Committee of the

Consumer Bankers Association (CBA).

Chemical Bank began making loans to students in New York

State during the 1960,s. We remain one of the five largest

originators and holders of Stafford Loans in the U.S. and are the

second largest Bank holder of loans. Last year we made over 50

thousand loans to students and parents of students. This

included Stafford, SLS, PLUS and consolidation loans. Chemical

currently holds over $900 million in Guaranteed Student Loans.

We hold every Stafford, SLS, PLUS and consolidation loan we make

for the full life of the loan.

My testimony today reflects my belief that the Stafford Loan

Program is built on a sound structure for providing capital to

students interested in pursuing postsecondary education. That is

not to say that improvements are not needed. Many improvements,

however, have already been made, the impact of which is yet to be

realized. With additional changes, we believe the program can be

strengthened as a remarkably successful means of leveraging over

$12 billion per year in new private capital in support of

education.

4 "
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Mt. Chairman, lenders are well aware of the interest of this

Subcommittee in the Pell Grant program. We share your commitment

to strengthen Pell Grants, both by expanding the maximum grant

and by assuring that the maximum grant specified will be funded.

We hope to work with this Subcommittee on achieving this goal

while at the same time improving the Stafford Student Loan

Program to better meet student needs. A strengthened Pell Grant

program has the added benefit of reducing the borrowing needs of

low-income students.

In developing its reauthorization proposals, CBA has sought

to identify areas where student services can be improved through

enhanced simplification and standardization. CBA has put

particular focus on Stafford Loans and how this vitally important

part of student aid can be made less complicated for students and

less costly to the federal government.

At Chemical Bank, we take a keen interest in working with

high school counselors, parents and students about how to access

federal financial aid programs. CBA endorses proposals put forth

by Congresswoman Lowey and Congressman Sawyer to make information

about programs furJed through the Higher Education Act more

readily available to students, and to provide specialized

educational services for those students statistically most likely

to drop out of school. Innovations of this kind are vital to the

future economic health of the nation.

-2-
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Details regarding the major CBA recommendations accompany

this statement. In summary, we propose:

1. gnatexatign_sajauLkaanciumtkun_giAnti_anciagAn

Amiguncet. Students are clearly concerned that they are

borrowing too much, too early in their academic careers. To the

extent possible, Pell Grants should be increased and front-loaded

to decrease student dependence on loans early in their academic

program.

2. jmolementation of a maior public eduation camoaion to

assure early awareness of the availability of student aid. We

believe early information encourages students to go to college

who might otherwise assume, mistakenly, that this opportunity is

out of their reach. A major public awareness program should be

directed to prevent this lost opportunity. It is clear that more

must be done to convince families fron all socio-economic levels

that higher education is important, ezhievable and financially

possible.

3. Simplifigation and standardization of all farms and

procedures used_in the program_ to the maximum extent Possible.

There is no reason why application, deferment, and other forms

and processing procedures used in the Stafford Loan Program

should differ from guarantor to guarantor. These differences

-3-
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confuse students, negatively reflect the level of service they

receive from lenders, make the life of the financial aid

administrator unnecessarily difficult, and increase the

administrative costs faced by lenders. Specific recommendations

include;

-- Clean up the deferment process. One major step forward

would be the simplification and reduction in the number of

deferments available, a position which has been proposed by CBA

and other groups. In addition, in-school deferments should be

valid until the student's anticipated graduation date. If a

student drops out, the change will be captured by the student

status change verification process. Any necessary adjustments to

interest and special allowance will then be made by the lender.

-- Clean up the status change process. This issue has been

raised by several higher education groups, and currently many

students are negatively impacted by flaws in the process. CBA

has some specific recommendations with respect to this process

that could significantly benefit students.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that legislating greater

standardization, and simplifying as many aspects of the program

as possible will solve many of the problems described by schools

which currently bear the administrative burden of dealing with

multiple lenders and guarantors in the program.

-4-
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4. rataklifilawintjaWsuluarggralLf.u_aidslasmturdial

ptudenta. Rising college costa have made it increasingly

difficult for students from middle-income families to attend the

institution of their choice. More assistance needs to be offered

to these students, but at a lesser cost to the federal government

than is needed for those programs targeted to low-income

students. CBA has endorsed the unsubsidized middle-income loan

program put forward by NCHELP. In H.R. 1117, Congresswoman

Roukama has proposed amendments to the needs analysis system that

would also correct inequities which result when inaccessible,

non-liquid assets are considered in need analysis processing.

Congresswoman Roukema recommends other refinements which CBA

endorses.

5. implification of the application Process. including

procedures to allow for the one-time submission of Dasic

faigibility_Anculiteg_infal=isza. During a four-year college

carelr, a student may fill out four, eight, or even sixteen

separate application forms, all asking identical questions. The

system needs to be streamlined to allow for a single, one-time

submission of data, with updating only as necessary.

While CBA believes that it is appropriate to create a

process through which data is collected a single time and used

for multiple purposes, we also believe it would be inappropriate

to combine the student loan application process with loan

-5-
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eligibility determination. A student should apply for a loan

only after his/her eligibility for all forms of aid is

determined. The promissory note can and must be signed

separately to assure that all applicants are fully aware of their

loan obligations.

6. promulgate reaulatione under neagtiated rulemaking with

LeRxeseRtatives from the higher education cemmunity.

7. geduce differences betweQp the reguirementg_fer

raVAIMent--Q1--005-5.-ta

P22241212. One major recommendation in this area is elimination

of the current 8/10 interest rate structure. CRA recommends that

all loans currently subject to this provision be modified to

remain at 8 percent and that all new loans be made at a variable

rate, subject to a cap of 10 percent.

8. Eliminate genecessary gr extranepuswogram

teg11..irements and eroviiii.012._2511.C.11_A5_Strtilig.ati211Si

reglatreden...te.r_SelftetiKeNOLLce.
Student assistance programs

should be as simple as possible. Any requirements not directly

related to reducing defaults or assuring accountability need to

be struck from the statute.

In addition to these recommendations, CBA has the following

comments to present:

7*.
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Concerns About the Strength of the Guaranty Agency Svstea

The collapse of tha Higher Education Assistance Foundation

(HEAP) has been very well publicized. Lenders welcomed the

leadership of the Department in assuring that outstanding HEAP

guarantees would be honored. Lender concerns about the guaranty

agency system as a whole, however, continue.

CBA welcomes recent Department of Education initiatives to

gather data on the financial condition of guaranty agencies, We

believe that Congress should provide guidance for the Department

regarding steps to be taken if another agency faces financial

difficulty. If a problem does develop, CBA believes that a

resolution can be reached at minimal or no cost to the government

through the use of advances to ride out cash-flow problems, or

through mergers.

Ilmirtmen_t_cfEgluratice_II.O.LI,2_12S3irt_EzamsUingLliksLea

CBA has followed with interest the recent announcements of

major personnel changes at the Department of Education. Lenders

are pleased that the Department has decided to initiate a

substantial reorganization of the Office of Student Financial

Assistance designed to effectuate better management and business

practices. Last month, a group of lenders on the CBA Education

-7-
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Funding Committee had an opportunity to meet with Michael

Farrell, the new Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student Financial

Aseistance. We were very impressed with his interest in taking

full advantage of modern data processing to improve management of

the program.

We expect, Mr. Chairman, the new efforts at the Department

of Education will complement those of lenders and guaranty

agencies, to continue to reduce student loan defaults. We have

indicated our willingness to help the Department on its efforts

in this area.

The report released by Senator Nunn, following a two-year

staff investigation, puts additional emphasis on ths need for

improved oversight and program management by ED. It is important

to remember, however, that all the alleged fraud and abuse

reviewed by the Nunn Subcommittee staff had, in fact, been

uncovered and reported by participating guarantors in the

Guaranteed Student Loan program. That indicates to many lenders

that current practices do uncover fraud where it exists and

result in appropriate punitive measures.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would again like to emphasize

the commitment of lenders to provide a stable, reliable source of

capital to students and to administer the program with tho same

degree of commitment we do our other consumer product areas.

-8-
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During the past 25 years, the Stafford Loan Program has provided

over $110 billion in capital to students in pursuit of

postsecondary education. It represents a successful public-

private partnership which, with modest changes, will work even

more effectively in the future.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify. I would be

happy to respond to any questions you or other Members of the

Subcommittee may have.

(105A699)

-9-
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CBA REAUTHORIZATION PROPOSALS

The Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) believes that the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act should focus on the

important social objectives of the program. In the last several
years, rising education costs and inadequate growth in Pell Grant
funding have led to increasing numbers of low-income students
relying on atudent loans rather than grants to attend school. A

failure to correct this trend will result in the further erosion
of educational opportunity and lead directly to a decrease in
access for students with the greatest economic need. The result

will be a decline in America's ability to compete with other
nations. Therefore, CBA endorses the efforts of Senator Pell (D-

RI) and Representative Ford (D-MI) to increase grant assistance
through vital expansion of the Pell Grant program.

The Guaranteed Student Loan programs represent a dramatically
successful public - private partnership designed to achieve a

valued social goal. In order to preserve and enhance that
partnership, CBA has identified eight legislative priorities for
the pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965,

as amended:

1. eimelified administration of the nrogram _through the use of

Mole= gAZA-12E2=211D9. CBA strongly endorses the elimination of
unnecessary paperwork in the Guaranteed Student Loan programs.
Record-keeping and loan administration practices in the student

loan industry have fallen behind standards generally applicable

to the consumer loan industry. Methods of record retention
including microfilm, microfiche, laser disc, computer disc, and
image optics should be utilized by the Department of Education to

eliminate the storage of paper record-keeping beyond the loan
application and the promissory note. Regulations issued by the

Department of Education should accomplish the following:

o simplify all aspects of the student Doan process
including application, disbursement and origination:

o improve communication between lenders and guarantors by

requiring the use of uniform reporting documents (this

would also enhance borrower understanding of their loan

obligation);

o simplify fulfillment of institutional responsibilities
under this part by institutions of higher education:

and

o improve the administration and oversight of the program

by the U.S. Department of Education.

ar1
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2. Eimaifiraktian_sdjzazzgtiar_dataraante. Undercurrent law,
eleven separate deferment categories allow borrowers to defer
loan repayment. The proliferation of deferments has increased
the complexity of program administration and has proven to be
confusing to borrowers. Congressional intent in instituting
deferments was to recognize the legitimate need for financial
relief for borrowers in certain circumstances. CBA recommends
the elimination of all deferment categories except the time
periods during which a borrower is enrolled as a full-time
student; and documented instances of economic hardship, such as
unemployment or total disability. Lender use of forbearance
allows all other borrower circumstances to be fairly and
appropriately considered.

3. Due diligence procedures. Major lenders and servicers are
in agreement that the due diligence regulations are too rigid and
result in a higher priority being placed on maintaining
compliance with the regulations than on loan collection. The
Department of Education acknowledged the problems caused by the
regulated standards currently in effect and recommended revisions
to the thirty-day "bucket" system in the HPRM for the 1986 Higher
Education Act Reauthorization in November, 1990.

It is CBA's view that the collection practices of a lender
should be measured and taken into consideration when claims are
approved or denied for percent. By establishing a tolerance rate
for errors, lenders could concentrate on enhanced loan collection
efforts rather than lock-step compliance with required letters
and phone contacts which may or may not contribute to a borrowers
repayment of the debt.

By imposing a percentage guideline for compliance, any
lender who maintains a pre-determined performance rate standard
(for example, 95 percent) on completion of mandatgry due
diligence steps would be assured full paymeLt of ',reurance,
interest and special allowance on loans made. Thi,r compliance
would be monitored on a annual basis during the mandatory audit
of a lender's portfolio. The audit would be paid for by the
lender, monitored by the Department of Education, and performed
by an independent third party auditor. Parameters cf the audit,
as defined by the Department, would follow standard accounting
practices and would include a defined statistical sampling
technique upon which a lender's performance would be measured.
The performance measurement derived from the audit would be used
by all guaranty agencies with whom the lender has participation
agreements to determine how claims were to be paid. Lenders
whose samples are found to be above the standard would be
reviewed for proper monetary and technical data. Failure to
maintain compliance at or above the defined standard would result
in a full review of each file for the given time period and the
assessment of prescribed penalties. Without the threat of

32
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inordinate penalties for inconsequential regulatory violations,

the lending community would attempt collection innovations which

emphasize the true spirit, rather than the exact letter of the

law.

4. 4t. 11 1 I - *f

CIA believes that the statute should require guaranty agencies to

operate on a mound actuarial basis. Furthermore, the statute

should define steps to be taken by the Secretary of Education in

the event of a guaranty agency solvency. In light of the recent

collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation, interest

in these proposals has increased among the Congress and the

Administration. Therefore, C8A recommends that the Act should

require the Secretary of Education to do the following:

1. Periodically re-evaluate the solvency of all guaranty

agencies.

2. Identify agencies which fall below specified federal

standards relating to reserve ratio and/or other indicators of

administrative and financial viability and require such agencies

to: (A) operate under a guarantee management plan approved by

the Secretary, (B) if appropriate, overcome a short-term cash

flow problem through the receipt of additional repayable

advances, (C) merge their operations with a stronger agency, or

(D) terminate their I-tsrations and assign responsibilities for

outstanding 'guarantees to the Secretary. After consultation with

lenders, it would be the Secretary's prerogative to transfer such

guarantees to a solvent agency.

3. Require the Department to publish the results of an

annual survey of guaranty agencies to facilitate lender

evaluations of agencies.

5. =a! - , 41 t 'IL* I!

IV reculations. A recent GAO briefing report verified that the

Department of Education rarely complies with the statutory

requirement that regulations be promulgated within 240 days of

legislative enactment. The regulations necessitated by the

passage of the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

are not yet finalized; the NPR!! did not appear in the federal

Waster until November, 1990. Given the significant liabilities

imposed on lenders, secondary markets and guaranty agencies for

failure to properly administer the GSL prograa, the issuance of

clear and timely guidance about legislated program changes is

imperative.

The complexity of the GSL program is such that the

Department of Education and the higher education community stand

to benefit from early and direct communication about these

mandated regniations. Early consultation can serve to educate

the community and sensitize the Department to potential problems

53
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regarding implementation. For these reasons, CBA supperts the
use of regional meetings and negotiated rulemaking procedures in
the development of regulations to govern the implementation of
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, as was required,
with certain modifications, in recent reauthorizations of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Vocational and
Adult Education Act. The use of negotiated rulemaking to
promulgate regulations governing the implementation of Title IV
should in no way be seen as a substitute for the useful and
ongoing communication and issuance of Dear Colleagues which the
Department presently undertakes with the higher education
community.

6. Insurance to lendere. CBA believes that the requirement
that guarantors offer 100 percent insurance to lenders as a
condition for insurance program agreements with the Secretary is
critical to maintaining open access to loans for all borrowers.
The program Already involves significant loss to lenders. Even
with a 100 percent guarantee, lenders face significant losses
because of strict due diligence penalties: and penalties
resulting from retroactive regulatory changes that affect pre-
existing loan agreements. Lender profitability has been reduced
(GAO/HRD 90-130) and lender participation in the program has
diminished aS a direct result of this increased financial risk.

/n the past, lender risk sharing has been put forth as a
means of default reduction. There are preferable means of
achieving this legitimate goal. CBA has proposed, for example,
that lenders be given additional flexibility in fashioning
collections procedures. It should also be noted that Congress
has enacted numerous bills and amendments aimed at reducing GSL
defaults. Remaining default reduction options such as stricter
school cutoff rates or co-signer requirements will only serve to
reduce access to loans for those potential borrowers most in need
of financial assistance in order to pursue higher education.

7. goecial Allqwence. The special allowance paid to lender
participants in the GSL programs is calculated by adding 3.25
percent to the 91-day treasury bill rata. The 1989 CBA Student
Lending Survey found that the return earned by lenders in the GSL
program was typically less than that earned on other consumer
loan products. As the cost of funds and operational costs
associated with the student loan business continue to increase,
financial managers at lending institutions will revaluate their
level of participation in the program. In order to maintain open
access to loans for all eligible borrowers, the current special
allowance calculation should be preserved. Additionally, if
Congress determines that high-risk borrowers should continue to
have access to GSLa, enactment of a higher special allowance to
increase the return to lenders on loans made to such student
borrowers should be considered.

5 '1
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8.
;guaranteed student loam. Students determined to be ineligible

to borrow under congressional methodology remain eligible for

unitimkaiging Guaranteed Student loans. Beoause these loans are
unsubsidised and offered at 8 percent, they ars made by very few

lenders. The Supplemental Loans for Students program (SLS) makes

unsubsidixed, guaranteed loans available to independent students

and, in special circumstances, dependent borrowers, but many
middle income students who need financial aid remain unserved.

- el

CBA endorses 4 proposal put forth by NCHELP to expand loan

access to guaranteed but unsubsidized loans to all eligible

students. Under the NCHELP plan, only those students showing

financial need would continue to be entitled to in-school

interest benefits through siduidimig Stafford loans.
Vnaubsidized loans would be available to those not qualifying for

full subsidized Stafford loans. Interest on the unsubsidized

loans that accrues during in-school, grace, and defereent periods

would be paid either varterly or capitalized, as agreed upon by

the lender and the borrowers. Borrowers would pay a 5 percent
reinsurance premium to offset the costs associated with defaults.

The NCHELP propotral does not contain a specific proposal for an

interest rate on unsubsidized loans. It is assumed that a rate

would be set to eliminate any special allowance in all but

extraordinary circumstances.

105/15/9
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Mr. HAYES. [presiding] Thank you. Mr. Donovan.
Mr. DONOVAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Carl Donovan. I'm President of the Northwest Education
Loan Association, the designated guaranty agency for the State of
Washington, and currently President of the National Council on
Higher Education Loan Programs, acronymed NCHELP.

NCHELP membership is comprised of guaranty agencies and sec-
ondary markets, plus most of the major lenders and other organiza-
tions involved in the delivery of GSLs.

NCHELP published its position paper on reauthorization last
summer, following over 2 years of development. I am submitting
for the record the full text of NCHELP's pro e 116 s.

On three previous occasions before this su ommittee, represent-
atives of NCHELP have commented on portions of the reauthoriza-
tion paper. In May, the subcommittee heard testimony on our pro-
posals for simplifying deferments and strengthening the school eli-
gibility and default management processes.

Last Tuesday, the subcommittee heard our proposal to increase
Pell grant eligibility and decrease loan eligibility during the early
stages of a student's program of study.

All of these proposals, in combination with additional recommen-
dations I will review today, comprise most of NCHELP'3 reauthor-
ization package.

The 1986 amendments imposed a financial need test on all Staf-
ford loan borrowers. As a result, many students from middle
income families became ineligible for subsidized Stafford loans.
NCHELP propmes that an unsubsidized Stafford loan program be
created to aid these students. It would be identical to the existing
subsidized program in all of its terms and conditions, with the
single exception that in-school interest for middle income borrow-
ers would not be subsidized by the Federal Government.

A borrower could fill out a single application for both a subsi-
dized and an unsubsidized loan, requesting up to the maximum al-
lowable by law, independent of the amount of expected family con-
tribution or other aid received. If you showed need for a portion of
the amount, you could receive that portion on a subsidized basis
and the remainder on an unsubsidized basis.

NCHELP recommends that the interest rate for new borrowers
in both the subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford loan programs be
set at market rate, as currently calculated for SLS and PLUS
loans, with a ceiling of 10 percent. This would eliminate the Feder-
al interest subsidy during repayment, except under high interest
rate conditions.

In addition, we urge the subcommittee to eliminate the split in-
terest rates on current loans, converting those borrowers to a flat 8
percent rate instead.

The 1986 amendment set a rate to the student of 8 percent for
the first 4 years of repayment, with an increase to 10 percent
thereafter. In addition, they called for a cumbersome windfall re-
payment provision to assure that the rate to the borrower does not
exceed market. This action has proved a nightmare to lenders and
servicers alike. It also serves borrowers poorly, since lenders are
unable to consolidate a student's debt in repayment if his loans are
at different rates at the same time.

rzirti.
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NCHELP has several proposals on loan limits reflecting its belief
that loans should be minimized during the early stages of a stu-
dent's program of study and that additional loan capital is needed
to finance the rapidly increasing costs of upper division and gradu-
ate education.

We propose the following annual loan limits. For Stafford loans,
undergraduate students, first year students, we propose keeping at
the current level of $2,625 a year. This assumes a significant in-
crease in Pell grant eligibility, however, to cover additional costs.

For the second year, we propose an increase from $2,625 to
$4,000 a year. This assumes no material increase in Pell grant eli-
gibility for second year students. For third, fourth and fifth year
students, we propose that the loan limits be increased from the cur-
rent $4,000 to $6,000 a year.

Now, our proposals for the first and second year could be re-
duced, depending on the extent to which Congress is able to
achieve a front loading of grant assistance. And we would encour-
age that.

For graduate students, we propose an increase from the current
$7,500 to $10,000 a year, and then in 1993, up to $12,000,

For SLS loans, our proposals assume a significant increase in
Pell grant eligibility for lower division students and the authoriza-
tion of an unsubsidized Stafford loan program, which takes pres-
sure off the SIS program.

In that regard, then, for undergraduate students, we propose
eliminating them from the SLS program. Second year students, we
propose a decrease in the maximum from the current $4,000 to
$2,000 and for third, fourth and fifth year, maintaining the current
level of $4,000. For graduate studentswe do propose an increase
for graduate students since they would not receive the relief earlier
indicatedfrom $4,000 to $10,000 a year.

For PLUS loans, we are proposing an increase from $4,000 to
$10,000 a year. Now, again, PLUS loans are made, of course, to
families. And we do propose a good credit checks be a requirement
for those particular loans.

This completes my prepared testimony, Mr. Chairman. I'd be
happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Carl Donovan follows1
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Mr. Chairman and Members Of the Subcommittee. My name is Carl Donovan, and

I am President of the Northwest Education Loan Association and current President of the

National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs (NCHELP). The Council is an

association of organizations and agencies involved in the adrnirtistration of the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program. VotingMembership is comprised of almost all of the

State and private nonprofit guaranty agencies, secondary markets. and direct lenders.

Associate Members include most of the major lenders, third-party servicers, collectors,

Sallie Mae, and other organizations involved with the GSL Program. In essence, if the

student is viewed as the ultimate consumer of Guaranteed Student Loans, NCHELP

represents the providers of such loans.

We welcome the drportunity to appear before you today, as NCHELP shares your

conviction, Mr, C Ian, that this reauthorization of the Higher Education Act may well

prove to be tho most important since the law's enactment in 1965 and the adoption of

the Pell Grant Program in 1972_ After all, most of the Federal student aid programs have

been on the books more than 25 years. It is time that they be given a thorough review,

with a eye toward their simplification and coordination, the better to meet the needs of

today's students.

NCHELP has been working on development of its reauthorization proposals for

more than two years. Today I would like to share with the Subcommittee the highlights

of those recommendations. I am submitting the full paper containing the Council's

proposals for the record.
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The NCHELP reauthorization pmposais are designed to implement six basic

principles:

The foundation of financial assistance to low-income students should

be grant aid.

Access to postsecondary education must remain a national priority and

federal student assistance programs should promote educational

effectiveness as well as educational opportunity.

The concepts underlying the Guaranteed Student Loan Program are

fundamentally sound; the Program Is essential to the financing of

postsecondary education and to promoting educational choice.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program must be fiscally sound,

responsive, and flexible.

The administration and financing of the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program represent a successful decentralized partnership among

guaranty agencies, secondary markets, commercial lenders, servicers,

Institutions of postsecondary education, and the Federal government.

Stability and continuity are essential to the continued success of the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program and contractual agreements among

participants must not be abrogated.

While it may sound unusual for an organization primarily concurned with student

loans to urge a redress of the current grant/loan imbalance, NCHELP is extremely

concerned that budget pressures and the absence of an entitlement for the Peg Grant
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Program have conspired to force students to borrow inappropriately high amounts in

order to be able to attend postsecondary education programs. We believe that this

reauthorization must address this problem, as the Subcommittee creates student aid

programs in the 90's.

As the Subcommittee heard in testimony by Larry Matejka of the Illinois Student

Assistance Commission on Tuesday, NCHELP proposes to address the grant/loan

imbalance by concentrating Pell Grant funds on the beginning of a student's higher

education career, with loans serving only a supplemental function, if any, during this time.

Then, as the student's education continues, his loan eligibility would be substantially

increased, and his Pell Grant eligibility reduced. It is NCHELP's hope that by coordinating

the programs, Pell Grants can be converted to entitlements through merger with GSL's

entitlement.

While NCHELP is concerned that federal student aid programs continue their basic

mission of providing access to postsecondary education, we believe that it is essential

that such access be to qualily education. The Subcommittee has taken significant actions

over the past several years, with strong NCHELP support, to assure that "bad schools"

are eliminated from the GSL Program. But it is better for students and taxpayers if "bad

schools' are not allowed into the Program in the first place.

NCHELP proposes strengthening the Secretary's authority to keep out institutions

which are marginal, either educationally or financially, by changes in the current eligibility

rules. Existing law makes an institution eligible if it is accredited by an accrediting agency

recognized by the Secretary and licensed by the State in which it is located. While

3
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Secretary Alexander has already taken administrative steps to tighten up his recognition

of accrediting agencies, NCHELP proposes that the law be amended to give him specific

author to set standards for accrediting agencies to meet in their consumer protection

requirements. Similarly, while the Secretary may no have a constitutional right to dictate

State licensing standards. NCHELP believes that he should be giver, statutory authority

to set minimum standards relating to educational outcomes and consumer protection

requirements which State licensure must meet in order to qualify an institution for

participation in Federal student financial aid programs.

All participating educational institutions should be required to demonstrate financial

and administrative competency a, .1 integrity before participating in Federal student aid

programs and as a condition of continued eligibility. NCHELP recommends that any new

institution desiring to participate in the GSL Program be required to establish a Default

Management Program tor the first two years of its participation. Any institution which

changes ownership or becomes a branch should also be subject to a Default

Management Program for two years after change of ownership or status. In addition,

guaranty agencies should have authority to regulate loan volume of such institutions.

Other institutional eligib lity rules also need to be tightened. Under existing law,

students in programs of less than 600 clock hours are only eligible for Guaranteed

Student Loans. These are exactly the students who should not be borrowing. A course

of onfy a few weeks length usually trains a student for a minimum wage job, certainly not

an income level which allows for loan repayment. While students in extremely short

courses may need some sort of Federal assistance, we urge that it not be loans, and that

4
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the definition of an eligible (MUM for GSL be made the same as the definition currently

applicable to Pell Grants and campus-based programs.

Similarly. NCHELP urges that correspondence education be made ineligible for

Guaranteed Student Loans. Under the Department's interpretation of current law, if any

course offering of a correspondence school has a residential component, students in all

of the courses offered by that school are entitled to borrow. Correspondence education

Is almost impossible to monitor how does a lender know when a borrower has dropped

out? It should be eliminated from GSL

Current law requires that, if an institution advertises iob placement rates, it must

disclose to prospective students the data upon which such claims are based. NCHELP

believes that this disclosure comes too late in the process to have a significant impact on

a student's choice. Therefore NCHELP recommends that if an institution advertises, it

must include relevant default, salary, and job placement information in its ads.

One of the major changes in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program made by the

1986 Amendments was the Imposition of a needs test on all borrowers. As a result, many

students from middle-income families were eliminated from eligibility for subsidized

Stafford loans. However, as the Subcommittee is aware, college costs are increasing

annually, and middle-income families are finding it exceptionally difficult to finance college

expenses. Mk alternative loan programs haveburgeoned, they are unable to meet the

needs of families across the country.

Therefore, NCHELP proposes that an unsubsazed Stafford Loan Program be

created to aid students fi on" middle-income families. It would be similar to the existing

5
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subsidized program in all of its terms and conditions, with the single exception that in-

school interest for middle-income borrowers would not be subsidized by the Federal

government instead, such interest would be paid by the borrower or added to the

principal amount borrowed no more frequently than quarterly. No Origination Fee would

be collected; however, borrowers would pay a 5% reinsurance premium to cover default

costs and Special Allowance payments, if any were required. As NCHELP envisions the

unsubsidized Stafford Loan Program, it would not necessitate any new forms or

applications. A borrower could fill out a single document encompassing both the

subsidized and unsubsidized programs; if he showed need for a portion ot the amc,unt,

he could receive that portion on a subsidized basis and the remainder on an

unsubsidized basis,

NCHELP recommends that the interest rate for new borrowers in both the

subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford Loan Programs be set at market rate, as currently

calculated for SLS and PLUS loans, with the ceiling to the borrower set at 10%. The 1986

Amendments set a split rate of 8% for the first four years or repayment, with an increase

to 10% thereafter, plus a cumbersome 'windfall' provision to assure that lenders were not

unfairly enr ched. Pits action has proved a nightmare to lenders and servicers alike It

also serves borrowers poorly, as lenders are unable to consolidate their indebtedness

administratively if their loans are at different rates at the same time. We urge the

Subcommittee to eliminate all 8/10% split loans and repeal the "windfall" provision,

converting those borrowers to a flat 8% rate. Since all new borrowers would pay a rate

reflecting recent Treasury bill rates, no "windfall" would be poss ble.

6
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NCHELP urges that all new borrower be given only three deferments: in-

school, unemployment, and temporary, total disability. These three categories, plus

libera/ lender forbearance, can cover all of the situations currently detailed in 13 speac

deferments, all with their special rules, regulations, certifications, and complications.

Students are totally confused by the current panoply of deferments and often fail to seek

deferments for which they are eligible. For example, a lender is able to back-date an

unemployment determent only 3 months, under current regulations, and must require

paperwork documenting continuing unemployment every three Months thereafter, If an

unemployed borrower doesn't realize that he is eligible for a deferment until 4 or 5

months after he becomes unemployed, he may already be inextricably caught in the web

of delinque' Icy and default. Simplification of deferments to an easily-understandable

number wo.,..0 assure that borrowers get the relief from loan repayment that Congress

intended.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is currently operating under regulations

designed to implement the Education Amendments of 1980, regulations which became

final after the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1986. Regulations to

implement the 1985 Amendments were promulgated as a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

late last fall, and the NPRM did not include any of the provisions adopted in the 1989 and

1990 Budget Reconciliation Acts. NCHELP believes that it is unconscionable that a

complicated program which makes available approximately $12 Billion per year to student

and parent borrowers should not have up-to-date, publicly aired regulations. For this

reason, we urge you to apply the Negotiated Rulemaking process you have already

7
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implemented for the Chapter 1 and Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology

Education Act programs to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

The great bulk of the NCHELP reauthonzation paper was adopted by the Councs

Board of Directors last July, just before the collapse of the Higher Education Assistance

Foundat on. That collapse triggered concern about guaranty agency fiscal strength and

stability. Since the current law conditions agency financing on loan volume, there was

additional concern that the front-loading of Pell Grants, as proposed by NCHELP, might

result in a substantially reduced loan volume, thereby endangering the fiscal health of

additional agencies. I therefore appointed an NCHELP Task Force on Guaranty Agency

Financing, tO develop proposals to assure guaranty agency financial stability if the size

of the loan program were constricted as a result of Congressional action to redress the

current grantfloan imbalance. We will share these proposals with the Subcommittee as

soon as they are adopted by the Council

S milady, when NCHELP proposed Lender-of-Last-Resort language to the

Congress in 1985, it was assumed that any loan access problems would be, as they had

historically been, regional in nature. However, today's emphasis on unacceptable default

rates raises the specter of lack of access for high-risk borrowers only. The situation is

potentially exacerbated by proposals such as that of the Administration that would impose

lender risk-sharing at a cohort default level of 20%, significantly lower than the 35% cut-off

level adopted by the Congress in the 1990 Reconciliation Act. NCHELP has formed a

ioint task force with the Consumer Bankers Association and Sallie Mae to attempt to

8
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devise an economically feasible solution to this potential problem, which we will share with

the Subcommittee once it is developed.

Finatly, NCHELP is actively involved in simplifying the program for the student

borrower in every way possible. All NCHELP Committees are analyzing public

communications within their areas, with a eye to making recommendations to the Board

on which forms and procedures we can encourage participants to standardize. Similarly,

a Task Force has been working with the Department of Education to assure the! all GSL

application questions are included in the free Federal student aid application for the. 1992-

93 academic year. If we are successful, we wat simplify the student applicat on process

while fulfiHing the statutory requirement of a separate, identifiable GSL application with an

application (possibly incorporating the promissory note) which only asks additional

information required for collection, such as driver's license number and references. Ole

are confident that these steps will make the GSL Program even more "user fnendly,"

without encouraging students to borrow unnecessarily.

As I am sure you realize, the Subcommittee has an immense task ahead ot it in

reauthorizing the Higher Educat on Act. NCHELP appreciates the opportunity to appear

before you today to share our recommendations. We look forward to working closely

with you and your staff as the process continues.

I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

9
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Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much. I'm sorry to advise you that
we've just been summoned to vote, which is part of our responsibil-
ity here. So we're half way home, at least; we've finished four
votes. We'll take a 10 minute break while we go vote, if you don't
mind. Thank you very much.

(Recess.]
Chairman FORD. Mr. Hough.
Mr. HOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Lawrence Hough,

President and Chief Executive Officer of Sallie Mae. I'm very
pleased to have this chance to speak to several important issues
concerning the guaranteed student loan programs.

Let me Wgin by briefly bringing you and the other members of
this committee up to date on the role of Sallie Mae in supporting
postsecondary education. We have provided support for four out of
every ten dollars of guaranteed student loans outstanding today
through our purchases in the secondary market and our financing
of supporting lenders.

In addition, using the authority granted during the last reauthor-
ization, Sallie Mae has initiated a successful program of facilities
financing for educational institutions that has financed or support-
ed financing for 121 institutions at a total dollar amount of $1.6 bil-
lion.

Our review today of the Stafford program should start acknowl-
edging the successes of this Federal effort to provide student assist-
ance over the past quarter century. However, the Stafford pro-
grams' past high level of effectiveness in fulfilling access goals is
diminishing. And without program change, I believe it will fan
short of meeting the challenges of this decade and the next.

Theft, challenges are, indeed, enormous. Continuous escalation of
college costs is now a well established reality. In the school year
1997-98, although the number of students at colleges and universi-
ties will remain virtually unchanged from today's level, their fami-
lies will need an inrredible $50 billion more in resources than they
did this past fall.

While much of this amount will come from the natural growth in
family income, a very substantial amt ant will only be met through
various financial aid programs.

To address the challenges of insuring broad access and maintain-
ing the flows of loan capital, we need to evaluate more carefully
the difference in need and outcome of students and their families
and tailor our existing framework of assistanr 2. to reflect these new
circumstances.

Sallie Mae has begun such a review and has the following obser-
vations and suggestions. Increasing numbers of nontraditional
adult students seeking to be retrained are finding little support
from existing programs. We must do better to support the critical
needs for manpower development.

The present guaranteed student loan program is also poorly
suited to the special challenges of extending credit to students from
families with the lowest annual income. If educational quality
problems surrounding their quest for more education can be solved,
then a loan program supplement to the Pell grant with the poten-
tial for repayment terms which provide for yearly income related
cancellation could serve these students more effectively.
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Middle income families also need more help in meeting college
costs. Present Stafford, SLS and PLUS programs will fall short of
meeting their needs as resource requirements soar to the levels I
cited earlier. For this group, we suggest a program through which
families would be encouraged to save for college and would be re-
warded by access to partially subsidized guaranteed loans.

We believe that by making savings a prerequisite for receiving
low interest loans, the tradition of accumulating significant
amount of savings for college could be rediscovered.

Mr. Chairman, the committee should also ensure that the pro-
gram works for borrowers, and not against them. In recent years,
we have witnessed an increasing number of instances where bor-
rowers are denied the opportunity to complete a degree or certifi-
cate program due to the closure of a school in the middle of an aca-
demic term.

All too often, the unfortunate victims of these school closings are
the students who, under current rules and practices, can not be re-
leased from their guaranteed student loan obligations even though
they never received the education they were promised.

We expect that there will be a rash of school closings in the
coming months when many of the high default schools lose their
eligibility to participate in Federal aid programs. Certainly, today
there are students enrolling in schools who, unbeknownst to them,
will not have the opportunity to complete their course work.

We believe the Congress should grant the Secretary the author-
ity to treat these borrowers differently than other loan defaulters.
We are convinced that the Federal Government must share respon-
sibility for institutional failures that occur within its student aid
programs and protect students who are caught in circumstances
they are unable to control.

Both Sallie Mae and NCHELP have recommended that the de-
partment adopt a policy which permits lenders to cease collection
efforts against borrowers whose schools close before they are able
to complete their academic programs. Our proposal would allow
the Secretary and the guaranty agencies to offer forgiveness of all
or a portion of a student's indebtedness in school closing situations.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in line with your committee's historic
oversight role of Sallie Mae, we are renewing our request for an
amendment to our charter which will merge our two classes of
stock into a single class of common stock. This one-share, one-vote
legislation was passed by the Senate in the last two Congresses. but
the underlying bills were never signed into law.

As the committee members will appreciate, this measure is rele-
vant to safety and soundness, and that improves our corporation's
ability to raise capital and further ensures a broad base of voting
shareholders.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I

would be pleased to answer any questions at the appropriate time.
[The prepared statement of Lawrence A. Hough follows:l
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I am Lawrence A. Hough, President and Chief Executive Officer

of the Student Loan Marketing Association. I am pleased to appear

before you today as part of this committee's deliberations on the

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

5a 1 1 ie. uae Activi.tiS*

Mr. Chairman, let me begin by briefly bringing you and the

members of this committee up to date on the role Sallie Mae is

currently playing in supporting postsecondary education. Sallie

Mae's student loan assets now total $42.8 billion. We have

financed four out of every 10 dollars of Guaranteed Student Loans

outstanding today through purchases in the secondary market and

warehousing advances -- collateralized loans to lenders. In 1990

alone, Sallie Mae provided more than $11.6 billion in support of

education loans, nat....nwide. Using authority granted during the

last reauthorization, Sallie Mae has launched a successful program

of facilities financing for educational institutions that has

financed or provided support to 121 institutions for a total of

more than $1.6 billion. These funds have been used to refinance

existing debt related to construction and renovation, to construct

new facilities, to acquire new equipment, and to refurbish

facilities in need of repair. We are pleased to have become a key

player in ensuring that the infrastructure of American higher

education keeps pace with the demands of the 1990s and the next

century.
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But Sallie Mae is more than just numbers. Since the last

reauthorization, Sallie Mae has solidified its leadership role in

private sector efforts to finance postsecondary education. Sallie

Mae has been at the forefront of developing sophisticated products

that serve student loan lenders and provide better service to

schools and students. Sallie Mae's development of a state-of-the-

art student loan servicing system has enabled us to service, in-

house, more than half of the loans we own and provide a full range

of technical assistance products to lenders who want to participate

in the student loan program but cannot afford the expense of

developing the unique systems needed to properly originate and

service loans. Sallie Mae's leadership on the financial front has

allowed us to make credit available to education loan lenders at

competitive rates and to enable guarantors and secondary markets to

obtain needed financing. The bottom line objective of these

efforts has been to assure qualified borrowers that they will be

able to obtain the funds they need to pursue their postsecondary

goals.

Sallie Mae's "back room" expertise -- its unparalleled

knowledge of the operational and administrative asi.ects of student

loans -- combined with its financial acumen and V.e freedom granted

to it by the Congress, enabled the corporation to provide emel ,cy

financial assistance to the Higher Education Assistance Foundation

(HEAF) and assume management of its student loan portfolio. Sallie

2
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MAWS management subsidiary, Minnesota Guarantor Servicing, Inc, is

currently administering the HEAF portfolio and is well into the

process of dispersing the HEAF guarantees among the other student

Ioan guarantors. This process is moving along smoothly and we

expect to meet the deadlines spelled out in our agreement with the

U.S. Department of Education.

Reauthorization Overview

The hearings today are one of a busy schedule of presentations

planned to ensure that, in your consideration of reauthorization

proposals, you will hear many perspectives from the widely

different constituent interests. In undertaking its review of the

Title IV programs, and the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (CSLP)

in particular, we believe as others have suggested already, that

this reauthorization should address the issues of access, quality,

and simplification. In doing so, the primary focus for evaluating

ideas presented in reauthorization must be the student, the most

important, yet often forgotten of the many postsecondary education

constituents. Additionally, particular proposals must be evaluated

in light of their cost and reliability.

Any review of Title IV should start by acknowledging the

successes of the federal efforts to provide student assistance over

the past quarter century. In particular, the GSLP has been a

highly effective method of providing millions of students with the

3
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opportunity to attend the postsecondary school of their choice.

The program has successfully leveraged federal dollars by providing

nearly three times as much financial aid to students and parents as

it has cost the U.S. taxpayer in federal appropriations. However,

the GSLP's effectiveness in fulfilling broad access goals is

diminishing and, without program change, the GSLP will fall short

of meeting the challenges of this decade and the next. The loan

program's ability to perform well is directly related to how the

GSLP adapts to the changing educational goals of the nation's

students, their families' ability to pay, and the quality and cost

of attendance of the institutions they attend.

The_chAngina_Elugational_coais of atil_deat

While my data is imprecise, it is clear that increasing

numbers of students enrolled at postsecondary institutions, and

perhaps, more importantly, increasing numbers of would-be students,

are seeking to be retrained. They represent the generic types we

all have heard from: single parents already balancing family

responsibilities and current employment, while seeking to improve

their earning capability with additional education; laid-off blue-

or white-collar workers seeking a new profession; older citizens

who, before reentering the workforce, wish to sharpen the skills

acquired fifteen or twenty years earlier. For a number of reasons,

the present GSLP is not well-suited to these would-be students. In

fact, the rules of the present program force prospective students

4
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into higher cost programs and away from community or evening

college programs. The current system does not take into account

the nuances of these students' educational careers, such as

periodic interruptions in study, less-than-half-time study, or the

need to take courses simultaneously at multiple institutionL.

There are better ways to meet the needs of these aspiring students.

As the nation addresses the broad challenges of strengthening its

workforce through retraining, a re-tuning of the GSLP could make it

an important contributor.

No matter whether the student's eawational goals are a

traditional four-year or graduate degree or a vocational or career

oriented program, students and families across this nation must

confront, head on, the problem of gathering together the required

funds to pay the costs of attendance. Today, nearly all families,

regardless of economic condition, cannot meet college costs without

some form of credit assistance. Fundamental to the success of the

access and choice goals of public policy is the moment of truth

when the student/family consumers evaluate available credit

assistance alternatives and, based on that evaluation, determine in

what school or program of study they should make their educational

investment. From the federal perspective, we should evaluate more

carefully the differences in needs and outcomes of students and

their families and tailor the existing framework of assistance to

reflect these varying circumstances.
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The Rising Costs of Educatien

The continuous escalation of college costs is now a well-

established reality that all of us in or around the higher

educt.tion industry are confronting. This pattern of cost increase

is nearly the same whether one examines the private or public

sectors. At the time of the last reauthorization in 1986, the

average undergraduate public and private school student budgets

were $5,300 and $10,600 respectively. Today they are $7,000 and

$15,000. When we next face reauthorization in 1997-98, the average

costs may be as high as $12,000 and $21,000.

Looking ahead to the next reauthorization, the school

population will be remarkably unchanged The total enrollment in

postsecondary education is 13.5 million today, and is projected to

be 13.9 million in 1997-98. Compare this relative stability to the

dramatic increase in funds needed to pay the costs for these

students. By merely looking at enrollments and cost projections,

we see that in 1997-99 the nation's students and their families

will need approximately $50 billion more in funds than they did

this past fall. Over the course of the five years following this

reauthorization, they will need as much as $150 billion in

additional financial resources. Obviously, this need will be met

in various ways as it is distributed across family incomes. For

families in the lowest 20-25 percent of annual income, very little

of the needed increment will come from income except as provided by

6
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the student. In the middle group, where our present need analysis

system provides some eligibility for state, federal, ard

institutional support, much more of the incremental resources will

be expected to come from the already extraordinary contributions

made from day-to-day income sources. At the higher end, though the

bite will clearly be more difficult to manage, additional needed

funds will probably be found through income, investments, or

borrowing, with very little support from federal sources. As

presently constituted, little of the $150 billion in estimated

incremental resources is likely to come from tt,e existing federal

loan programs.

Meqtina_ the Ne.e0S_PfleOW.71 QP.PIC ranilitS

The student borrower from a family with low income has become

the "typical" Stafford loan recipient. At the lowest end of this

group, program data indicates higher than average loan default and

higher than average program drop-out experience. In addressing the

needs of the lowest-income families, we must acknowledge that the

present GSL program is poorly suited to the special challenges of

extending credit to this segment of the student population.

Moreover, as a consequence of the impact of high default levels

from higher risk borrowers, the Stafford program has suffered in

the!. eyes of the taxpayer. And, it is clear to us that students

have suffered as a result of the nearly constant efforts to ret the

program straight. It is too early to tell what effect recent
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statutory changes in program rules and school eligibility

requirements will have on the long-term health of the program and

on student access. We believe that it may be time to look

specifically at serving the most disadvantaged students in a unique

manner and to design delivery concepts solely for this set of

students. We suggest that if the quality problems of curriculum

standards, ability to benefit selection, and academic progress

monitoring are addressed first, then a loan program supplement to

the Pell Grant, with the potential for repayment terms which

provide for yearly, income-related cancellation, could serve these

students more effectively than the current approach.

Assisting MiddleIncome Families

The middle-income student represents a second focal point in

this discussion of choice and access. Sallie Mae is aware of the

growing sentiment that middle-income families need more help in

meeting college costs. As the following excerpts from House Report

89-622, which accompanied the Education and Labor Committee's

version of the Higher Education Act of 1965, illustrate, concern

for middle-income families has long been a focal point of the GSLP:

College costs in this country have now spiraled to a

point at which it is not just the very needy who require

financial aid. Many students from middle-income families

are also finding it difficult to meet the increasing costs of

8
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a college education.

The report quotes the Commissioner of Education who explained

that, according to the need analysis formulae in place at that

time, college costs could eat up as such as one-quarter of the

available income of a family with two children in college. He

added.

To cite these facts is not to contend that these middle-

income families should be relieved of responsibility for

paying the costs of higher education for their children.

It is rather to suggest that this heavy concentration of

expenses should be spread out over more than the four

years of college through the "loan of convenience"

described in Part 13 of T tle Iv.

That middle-income "loan of convenience" has become a "loan of

necessity" for a growing number of low-income families and

students. Many middle-income families do not qualify for Stafford

loans and are restricted to borrowing through the non-subsidi:

PLUS program on behalf of their children. In today's college

market, the aggregate $20,000 available under PLUS does not buy a

four-year college education at most schools. Parents and students

ha.ie been forced to invade retirement funds or use up the equity in

their homes in order to fill in the gap left between federal

resources and the costs of college. Alternatively, other families

9
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have lowered their expectations and reluctantly concluded that the

school of choice is simply not an option.

To restore more beneficial support to these families, two long

recognized deficiencies of the system of evaluating need require

change. First. proposals of the type offered by members of this

committee, and by the National Association of Student Financial Aid

Administrators (NASFAA) and the College Board, to modify the

treatment accorded home equity in the Congressional Methodology

should be adopted. If the family has invested in its own home, a

portion of the equity in that home is assumed to be available to

help meet college costs. Second, under the current need analysis

formulae, middle-income, home-owner families are doubly penalized

for being thrifty and for planning ahead for their children's

education. If the family has foregone vacations or luxury items in

order to put a few dollars aside to enable their children to attend

college, then their eligibility for federal aid is reduced in

proportion to the amount of their thrift. Currently, the need

analysis system Aot only penalizes savers, the national publicity

on this *savings tax" has led many families who do save to omit

those assets from the financial aid form or place them in 'it name

of a relative or other person who is not subject to need analysis.

We envision a program that will reward middle-income parents for

looking ahead to the future and reduce the dependency of these

families on high cost loans as the means for meeting college costs.

Under such a program, families would be encouraged to save for

10
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college and would be rewarded when the presence of student/family

savings open up access to partially subsidized, guaranteed 1-%anr.

If saving were a prerequisite for receiving low-interest loans,

maybe this traditional middle-class value could be rediscovered and

integrity could be restored to the student aid application process.

The CInseguenqt§ of Schgc,Lci9A1.1.r.CE

Mr. Chairman, in recent years we have witnessed an increasing

number of school closures in the middle of an academic term. The

unfortunate victims of these school closings are the students,

including those who, under current rules and practices, cannot be

released from their Guarameed Student Loan obligations even though

they never received the education they were promised or are owed

refunds by the school which, if made, could reduce or eliminate

their loan debt. In the near-term, we expect that more and more

borrowers will be caught in this circumstance. Later this month,

more than 300 schools will receive notices that, due to theii

excessive default rates, they will no longer be eligible to

participate in federal student aid programs. Many of these

schools, which are dependent on the aid programs as a source of

tuition revenue, will cease operations. We are certain that there

are students enrolling at these schools today who will receive

Guaranteed Student Loans but will not be able to complete their

edwational programs.
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In addition to borrowers, lenders are also left with

unexpected liabilities in the case of school closings. As the

program is administered today, lenders are not in a position to

provide relief for these borrowers and instead are required by

federal and guarantor rules to proceed with normal, diligent

collection efforts. Many of these borrowers do not repay,

eventually default and, in the normal course of events, insurance

claims are honored by the guarantor and appropriate reports are

made to credit bureaus. However, in some cases, in order to defend

themselves, borrowers initiate lawsuits against the bank and the

guarantor (in addition to the school), and claim to have a legal

defense against repaying the loan (e.g., because they did not

receive the education they were promised). To make matters worse,

in connection with some of these suits, the Department of Education

attempts to side-step its reinsurance obligation by, in effect,

attributing the school's failures to the lenders and holders, even

though they had no responsibility for the school closure. They do

this by declaring the loans uninsured.

It seems to us, Mr. Chairman, thr ;omeone should be looking

out for the students who will find the.selves caught in the coming

rush of school closings. We are disappointed that the Secretary is

not taking the lead on this issue. On May 29, 1991, Undersecretary

of Education Ted Sanders informed this committee that the

Department does not have the authority to treat borrowers who do

not repay their loans after having been caught in closed school
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situations any differently than other loan defaulters. While the

Department's Inspector General pointed out, at that time, that ED

has the authority to assist borrowers who are victims of school

fraud, that will probably not suffice. We believe that Congress

should direct the Secretary to assist these borrowers and help them

avoid the consequences of being mis-classified as loan defaulters.

Yes, it will cost the federal government some money to relieve

these borrowers of their indebtedness, but there is no escaping the

fact that this is a federal responsibility. Ultimately, the GSLP

is a federal program which certifies sehools as "eligible" for

participation in the program. Borrowers and lenders rightly rely

on that federal approval and should not be left on the hook for

circumstances over which they have no control. As long as the

federal government allows schools in shaky financial condition or

with poor quality programs and high default rates to participate in

the GSLP, the federal government must be willing to deal fairly

with the economic consequences of that participation.

We Eriggest that Congress direct the Department to adopt, for

guaranty agency programs, the model that has been in use for FI.51,

insured loans for many years and was offered by Sallie Mae and the

National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs in response to

the Department's November 200 1990, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

on the GSLP. Under this proposal, when a guaranty agency or the

Secretary learns that a school is closed, loans made to students to

cover an uncompleted academic term would be immediately submitted

13
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to the guaranty agency for insurance payment. These loans would

not be considered to have defaulted and would not count against a

guaranty agency's reinsurance °trigger" rate. Guaranty agencies,

in consultation with the Secretary, would then review these loans

and determine if the borrower should still be liable for all or a

portion of the debt -- based on the education received and the

circumstances of the school closing. Loans that were deemed to be

valid obligations could be repurchased by the lender who would

perform normal collection efforts. Adoption of this process will

bring a new degree of fairness to the GSLP and a recognition that

the federal government does indeed have a responsibility to assist

students who have relied on a government imprimatur in assuming

debt and to treat fairly the lenders who have undertaken to finance

them.

a*Auring_the Stat./kW/ Of t_he GuarAnt.gYalPn

All providers of private capital for the GSLP have a

heightened concern these days for the stability of the guaranty

agency system. Any threat to the insurance that is the foundation

of GSLP lending is a threat to the continued viability of the

program. Even the perceived potential for loss has an adverse

impact on participation and investment_

Sallie Mae supports efforts to increase government oversight

of guaranty agency financial reporting and to establish more public

14
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accounting of the accumulation and use of reserve funds. Providing

for timely, standardized, and thorough financial reporting of the

guarantor and its auxiliary activities, such as servicing or

secondary market support, would bring to bear on their activities

the benefits of market discipline. We join with the Consumer

Bankers Association and the American Bankers Association in their

calls for the establishment of a standing contingency plan for

protecting loan guarantees in the event of a guaranty agency's

inability to meet its financial obligations. At a minimum, the

Secretary should be required to step in immediately and honor the

loan guarantees issued by a troubled guarantor until a permanent

solution is reached. We also applaud the attention reflected in

the President's 1992 budget submission on this subject.

Enhancing the Consolidation Lean Program

Mr. Chairman, we would also like to take this opportunity to

urge the extension of the loan consolidation program authorized by

the Higher Education Amendments of 1906. This program has been

extremely popular with borrowers and has successfully enabled many

students to better manage their student loan repayment obligations,

thus, avoiding unnecessary loan delinquencies and defaults. As of

May 31, 1991, Sallie Mae has consolidated nearly $2 billion in

loans for more than 122,000 borrowers. The default rate on

consolidation loans held by Sallie Mae is significantly lower than

for the GSLP as a whole. Borrowers will continue to need access to

15
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consolidation loans as college costs continue to rise and as

program loan limits are increased.

Based on our experience as a consolidation lender and comments

made to us by consolidation borrowers, we have developed a number

of suggestions for improving the consolidation program. These

ideas were originally transmitted to this committee on April 8,

1991. Permit me to highlight three of these ideas for you: First,

we believe that the repayment period on smaller balance

consolidation loans (loans with balances between $5,000 and

$10,000) be extended from ten to twrlve years. Because most

consolidation borrowers pay a higher interest rate after

consolidation than they did on their underlying loans, we believe

some extra repayment relief, in the form of a longer term, is

appropriate. Second, we believe that spouses should, if they so

choose, be permitted to consolidate their debts jointly. This

provision would reflect the fact that more and more young couples

are entering married life with two sets of student loans. By

allowing them to merge these obligations, the family would be

entitled to a longer repayment term and would be better able tO

meet their repayment obligations. rhird, we believe that loans

that have previously been defaulted, but which the borrower has

converted to good standing through regular repayment, be permitted

to be included in consolidation loans. Borrowers who have

experienced repayment difficulties at the beginning of their post-

academic careers but who have subsequently acquired the means to

16
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repay their loans should be further encouraged to repay their loans

by being afforded the opportunity to take advantage of the

consolidation program. With these revisions, the consolidation

loan program will'provide even greater financial relief to

borrowers and their families.

5a1;ie Mae Charter AMendments

Lastly, Mr. Chairman, we have this year renewed our request to

merge our two classes of stock (one voting, one non-voting) into a

single class of common stock (the one share-one-vote amendment to

our charter). This legislation was passed by the Senate in the

last two Congresses, but the bills which it was part of were never

signed into law. The one-share, one-vote measure is relevant to

concern regarding the safety and soundness of Sallie Mae, in that

it improves the corporation's ability to raise capital and further,

it ensures a broad base of voting shareholders.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear befnre you today.

would be happy to answer any questions.
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Chairman FoRn. Mr. Joe Paul Case.
Mr. CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Joe Paul Case, and I

am Dean of Financial Aid at Amherst College. I'm also a member
of the reauthorization task force of the National Association of Stu-
dent Financial Aid Administrators, NASFAA.

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to express the views of
NASFAA and its nearly 3,300 members on changes that we believe
should be made to the guaranteed student loan programs.

Let's recall the original purpose of the loan program. Representa-
tive Edith Green said in 1965 that the GSL program was designed
primarily for those students who come from middle income fami-
lies. Needy students are now relying on the loan programs that
were not designed for them.

We need to reverse that trend in reauthorization. This is the
most critical challenge you face after the issue of program integri-
ty. There are problems with the GSL programs, and NASFAA
wishes to be constructive in helping the subcommittee in the reau-
thorization process.

We need, however, to step back from the problems in t he loan
programs to remember that they are working and are working
well. Since the incept;on of the GSL programs, over $100 billio
has been lent, which represents some 48 million loans, with nearly
91 percent in repayment or paid in full. These loans represent aspi-
rations fulfilled, career goals achieved, and studies completed with
degrees awarded.

To meet individual credit needs and to allow for adaptability in
institutional aid policies: NASFAA recommends increasing the
annual maximum loan limits to $4,000 for first and second year
students, $6,000 to other undergraduate students with an under-
graduate aggregate maximum of $26,000; we recommend the
annual graduate maximum be raised to $10,000, with a graduate
aggregate maximum of $50,000. These maximums would apply to
both the Stafford and SLS loan programs. We suggest for the PLUS
program annual limits of $20,000, with an aggregate set at
$100,000.

We can not predict whether college costs will level off or contin-
ue with increases beyond the CPI. We suggest the necessity for
these increases to meet the credit needs of students and parents
whose loan limits have not been changed in 5 years while college
costs have risen and may rise through the 5 year period of an ex-
tended loan.

Higher loan limits will help reduce the problem of multiple
loans, especially for students who continue on to graduate or pro-
fessional studies. Currently, students may find they must borrow
from the Stafford, SLS and Perkins loan programs to meet their
college expenses. With higher loan limits, the borrower in repay-
ment may need to write only one check a month instead of several,
thus reducing confusion and errors.

Next, NASFAA recommends that institutions be allowed to es-
tablish lower institutional loan limits than those prescribed in stat-
ute. We believe that this change will give institutions the flexibil-
ity to design policies to meet local campus conditions.

Two, also related to our recommended increased loan limits,
NASFAA suggests extending the current 10 year repayment period

ss
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to 15 years to make debt burdens more manageable. The 10 year
repayment has not been changed since the inception of the pro-
gram, and it is time to make this change for students.

Three, NASFAA recommends the consolidation of the deferment
provision for student loans in three deferment categories, those
being an in-school deferment for half-time or greater attendance,
an unemployment deferment for up to 2 years, and a temporary
total disability deferment for up to 3 years. Currently, there are 13

different deferments authorized by law. Confusion is the result.
Many of the deferments do not apply to past borrowers, which

created equity problems, and many deferments affect only a limit-
ed number of individuals.

Finally, we are aware of no evidence or studies that indicate
such deferments change the actual academic choices or career ob-

jectives of students. We believe that simplification of the deferment
process will help curb technical defaults. These are students who
go into default despite their good faith efforts to understand and
obtain a deferment.

We fully understand the expense that is involved in our recom-
mendations. NASFAA believes it is important to suggest modifica-
tions in the Act which will not only reduce the program costs but
also represent sound public policy.

We suggest the following. Four, SLS eligibility should be limited
to graduate and professional students and to undergraduate stu-
dents whose eligibility is established through professional judg-
ment. NASFAA believes that SLS loans have been utilized too fre-
quently by some undergraduate students and should be used only
as a last resort for these borrowers. Although NASFAA believes
that much of the inappropriate usage has already been curbed by
legislative means, we make this recommendation as an additional
safeguard.

Five, we believe it is appropriate to establish an 8 percent Staf-
ford loan interest rate while the student is in school and for 4

years of repayment, and then change to an annually set fixed in-
terest rate based on the 52 week T-bill plus 3.25 percent, capped for
student borrowers at 15 percent.

NASFAA strongly believe that the in-school intrasubsidy is still
an important component for providing access to education and
should be maintained. NASFAA feels that this is a reasonable cost
containment approach, given the low interest rate and the likeli-
hood that a borrower will be in a better financial position 4 years
after repayment begins.

More importantly, NASFAA feels that the Federal money saved
by this change in subsidies can be used to fund grant programs.
With grant aid for needy students substantially increased, they
would not have to borrow so much or at all to finance their educa-
tion, and would not be adversely affected by these changes.

And in that regard, NASFAA strongly urges the Congress to
change the funding structure of the Pell grant program by creating
an entitlement for students, and also urges you to increase substan-
tially the maximum award.

Adoption of our Pell grant recommendations will allow reestab-
lishment of the program as the foundation of Federal student aid;
will help reduce unwise borrowing by many lower income students

8 9
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who should be supported by grant aid; will assist in the reduction
on defaults, thereby saving the government monies needed to fund
the Title IV grant and work programs; and, most importantly, will
provide a prudent policy to support and assist students and their
families as they finance their education.

We would also note the committee, as a part of its default legisla-
tion in 1988, approved making the Pell grant program an entitle-
ment.

NASFAA looks forward to working with you to ensure that stu-
dent and parental credit needs are met, to help them pay for col-
lege, that costs in the Federal loan programs are reduced, that
complexities are reduced, and that tax dollars are protected.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have, and
thank you for the opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Joe Paul Case followsl
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Mr. Outinnan and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Joe Paul Case and I am Dean of

Fmancial Aid at Amherst flattest. Currently, I am also a member of the Reauthonzation Task

Foire of the National Msociadon of Student Financial Aid Administratom (NASFAA). It ts indeed

a pleasure to have the opportunity to swear before you today to express the views of NASFAA

and its nearly 3300 members on changes that we believe should be made to the Guaranteed

Student Loan Programs (GSL). The goals of our loan revommendati.,..s, in combination with our

other Tule IV proposals. are to reduce student loan defaults: to ensure that these programs not only

meet the credit needs of students and parents, but, also do not overburden students with debts: and.

at the same time, to guard against those few who would defraud and abuse thc system.

Let us recall the original purpose of the loan program. As former Subcommittee Chairwoman Edith

Green said on the Housc floor in 1965 during debate on the earliest Higher Educatmn Act, the

CSL pmgrain "was designed primarily for those students who come from middle-income families."

Ten years of underfunding and cuts in the grant programs have, in part. contnbuted to students

relying on the federal loan programs that were not designed for the type of borrowers currently in

the program. It is no wonder that default and subsidy costs have skyrocketed As a twofession,

student financial aid administrators are dismayed by thc amount of borrowing that has been forced

on students recently. We need to reverse that trend in this Reauthorization. This is the most

critical challenge you face after the issue of program integrity.

Certainly, there are prohlans with the Guaraiteed Student Loan Programs and NASUAA wishes to

be constructive in helping the Subcommittee in the Reauthorization process A number of

NASFAA's rtcommendations are idendeal or similar to those recommended to the Suheommittee

for consideration by the Depanment of Education, the Department's Inspector General, the General

Accounting Office. and by Senator Nunn's Subcommittee on Inves,,,ations report Hut, other

proposals we make strike out in new and controversial direction,

9 2
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I intend to discuss our specific recommendationa for helping led= loan defaults later. however, we

need to step back from Ilse 1mM= in the loan pvgrams to remember that the federal student

financial assistance loan ptograms r waiting and are working well Over 10.000 lenders

panicipate in the loan mograma As estimated by the Department of Education in FY-92

approximately 4.7 million student loans will be made pmviding $12.4 billion in loan funds for

postsecondary education. Funher, the average tmdergraduate loan is $2,425 and the average

graduate loan is $5,747. Also, since the inception of the GSL Programs, over $100 billion has

been lent through FY-89 which represents some 48 million loans with nearly 91 percent in

repayman or paid in full.

Ai my own campus. wady 500 students bormwed in excess of $1.1 million in 1990-91 to provide

an average loan of $2,300 to help pay their college bills. Further, at Amherst 72 parents borrowed

5231,000 in PLUS loans.

These are impassive figures, both nationally and at my college, but I believe even more impressive

is the educational opportunity provided to those individuals who receive student loans The fact is

that in the history of the pogram, billions of dollars in loans have been made and millions of loans

ea being repaid or have been repaid. These loans represent aspirations fulfilled, career goals

achieved, and studies completed with degrees awarded.

Federal student loan program% have tv% international comparison and our nation is richer for them.

Even with news of the problems in American education, student loans have rely provide us with an

educated citizenry that contributes to our economic competitiveness. national defense, research and

development agenda, health care system and so many other aspects of our national life and well-

being.

'3 '3
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CREDIT NEEDS AND FLEXIBILITY

To meet bath students' and parents' credit needs and to allow for adaptability in institutional

student aid policies, we urge the fotlowing:

(1) NASFAA recommends increasing the annual maximum loan limits to S.I.CXX) for first and

second year students, $6,000 to other undergraduate students with an undergraduate aggrogaw

maximum of S26.000. We also recommend the annual graduate maximum he raised to S10,000

with a graduate aggregate maximum of S50.000. These maximums would apply to both the

Stafford laun and SLS programs. NASIAA's recommended aggregate total for the Stafford. SLS,

and Perkins loan programs would be $52S1(*) for undergraduates and $115,000 for graduate

students.

We further recommend tor the PLUS Program. the program avallahk to parents, annual limits of

$20,000 with an aggregate level set at $100.000 NASFAA concludes that such PLUS limits are

appropnate with the further protection that credit checks arr conducted, that funds air either

electronically transferred to the institution or checks arr nride co-payable to the mstitution and the

parent borrower. and that the loan proceeds arc multiply disbursed. 'Ms change would allow many

creditworthy parents tt hormw up to the full amount of their Fxpeited Famil Contribut on We

propose increased loan limits for these reasons.

If you have recently paid tor a postsecondary education for your child. then it will he of little

surprise that there have been increases in tuition, fees, books and supplies, mom and board

expenses. For example, the percent change from 1fi0-81 to 19M9-90 (est in postsecondary

education's cast of attendance mycals increases of 133.9 pcfrent for private umverstoes. 121?

perta-nt for private fouryear colleges 105.3 percent for public universities, 105 2 peicent for public
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four-year colleges. and 72.5 percent for publie community colleges. These figures represent the

average cost to students rather than the average charge by institutions. The personal per capita

Mcome of ionerreans rose by only 77.6 percent over that decade.

Consequently, we suggest the necessity for these increases in the maximum and aggrepte loan

amounts since they will mein the credit needs of students and parents whose loan limits have not

been changed since the last Reauthorization at the same time college costs have risen dramatically.

We cannot predict with eenainty whether college costs wdi level off or continue with increases

beyond the Consumer Price Index as they have at times in the past. Perhaps to you. our

recommendations would thorax loan limits by what can only seem to be large amounts, but at the

conclusion of this reauthorization cycle, near the year 2000. these may be deemed as modest

amounts depending on what a posisecondary education costs students and parents

Higher loan limits will help mduce the problem of multiple loans Currently. students may find to

meet their financial need they must borrow fmm the Stafford, SLS and Perkins loan progranw to

meet I ' college expenses. These multiple loans require such a former student to write three

different loan checks each month, Wah higher loan limits the borrnwer in repayment may need to

only wnte one check a month. thus reducing confusion and errors. This change could he of

significant help. especially for those individaals who continue on to graduate or professional studies

Further, our recommendations must be considered as interrelated. sinee NAS'AA makes

reiximmendations for increased grants for needy students, reduced stuifem cliphiffly for the loan

programs in some cases and decreased federal interest subsidy and program costs I will disvuss

further in this testimony a number of these proposals

12; In conjunction with our recommended inerrased loan hmits for the Cluaranteed Student I.oan
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Programs, NASFAA's recommendations would alsla establish reduced annual loan limits for three-

quarter and half-time students In addition, NASFAA recommends that mstltuuvris he allowed to

esaablish lower institutional loan lirri4s than those prescribed in statute. This would mean, If the

Congrvs adopted our piumsals for higher loan annual and aggregate maximums that, for example.

an institution may decide that for its students in the Starord Loan Program that thc institution

would have a S2300 annual lunit for the first two years of school, a STASKX) annual limit for the

nest two years and a 517.400 aggregate undergraduate limit, rather than our rec-ommendation for a

54,(X)0, $6,00C, and S2bAXX) annual and aggregai.: limits respectively. We believe that these

changes are necessary to prevent excess borrowing and the potenual tor del mit al certain

institutions and give institutions the flexibility to design policies to meet local campus conditions

and packaging objectives.

I would also note that as 3 result of last year's Reconciliation A4.1 linanetal oid administrator, haie

the authonty to deny or tedme the amount ot a student's hian in CC Ilanl coumstant es N Ast- AA

supported this provision and betteses that ii si ill be a usetul toot lc! institutiolis to use ni tI

plevermon. Wc apprevi te the Ctmgress's willingnem to rant us this aulh onty in the t.i,e ol

opposition hum the Administration and other% We well understand to filet I a student's loan OT iii

reduce the amount id ins or her loon can man the dilletrnee bytwi:en ctimliment or niit I hir

as we sc it, Is to facilitate a student's attendame, hut, ii the sane hnie. -nine

bonow and tutwr mudil:is, we know be, 411,4: they ate loolish enough to tell us. nitend It u

moan proceeds for nor.edu aiim related expenses of tell us they intend to .1clautt svc ,ontiiiiie to

support this change bck.WS'l: /SIMI UM{ ins aft: to he iesponsihic o hinti talcs. "s

believes that this provision s nil provide them K ith a tool to a,:tiscts tnah.we student toan

indehtedrurss and aid packaging pollues We do not ii ic XL IL) sll)l}lCsl it ii lh+, it it) bk' a g11.

bullet- which will solse the default problem. hut as md admtnistianirs he..oine mote atcushini,-,1

using this authority. then, we believe lime and lulutc ealuatio will nest show Its clii,acs
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are very hopefuL

(3) Also related to our recommended increased loan limits, NASFAA suggests extending the current

10 year repayment period to 15 years to accommodate bonowers who take advantage of these

increased loan limits. NASFAA believes that this change is necessary to ensum that borrowers will

be able to afford the higher monthly loan payments associated with such increased borrowing.

Keeping monthly repayments affordable for borrowers will keep the incidence of default at a

minimum. The 10 year repayment has not been changed since the inception of the program and it

is time to make this change for students. As an example, let us say that a student borrowed

$40,000 at 9 percent. This borrower, having to repay their loan in 10 years, woutd have a monthly

payment of 5506.71 contrasted to paying only $405.71 over 15 years.

(4) NASFAA reciammends a consolidation of the defemient provisions for student loans into three

deferment categorie.s. Mose being a) an in-school deferment for half...time or greater attendance; tit

an unemployment deferment for up to two years. and c) a temporary total disability defemtent for

up to three years. Currently, there are 13 different deferments authorized by law. Contusirm is the

result. Many of the deferments do not apply to put borrowers, which creates equity problems. and

many deferments affect only a limited numbers of individuals. Finally, we are aware of no

evidence or studies that indicate such deferments change the actual academic choices or career

objectives of students

We believe that simplification of the deferment process will help curb "technical defaults," that is.

in most instances, students who go into default despite their good faith efforts to understand the

deferment categories and obtain a deferment. Along these lines. NASFAA also suggests rescinding

the current requirement that a student enrolled on at least a half-time basis must borrow again in

order to obtain a deferment. Consistent with the NASFAA's broad policy goal of reducing reliance
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on loan, we believe it makes no sertse to require a student to borrow another loan in order to

receive a deferment on a previously borrowed loan, provided the student is enrolled at the

appropriate kvel.

Finally. NASFAA recommends allowing deferments for an individual attending an institution

eligible for Title IV aid but which does not participate in the Part ft programs. NASFAA believes

Ow an individual student should receive a deferment if that student's institution panicipates in any

Title IV student assistance program, even though the institution may not participate in the Stafford

Loan Program.

REDUCING COSTS

We fully understand the expense that is involved in out recommendatiorls for improvements in the

loan and the grant programs to serve deserving students .ind patents. NASFAA believes it is

important to suggest modifications in the Higher Education Act which not only will reduce program

costs, but also represent sound public policy. In this category we suggest the following;

(5) We believe it is appropriate to establish an 8 percent Stafford Loan interest rate white the

student is in-school and through four years of repayment and then change to an annually-set fixed

interest rate bawd on the 52-week T-bill plus 325 percent, capped for student borrowers at 15

percent. If the market rate goes below 8 percent, the interest rate remains the same and the surplus

would go to help offset default costs. NASFAA strongly believes that the in-school interest subsidy

is still an important component for providing acceas to education and should be maintained.

This type of iftteTCA rate netermination is feasible from a technical standpoint, yet should not be

not overly confusing to stodems or no more confusing than the current policy changing from 8

47-221 0 91 4
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percent to IQ percent. The maiming interest rate for students is sct al 15 percent to protect

students from periods of super-inflation. There is no interest rate cap for lenders. The provision

would apply to all ww loans made for periods of enrollmeW beginning on or after July 1 of the

yew following enactment of the new law.

Sime cost containment in the student aid pmgrams is a major issue, NASFAA feels that this is a

reasonable approach given the low 8 percent imam rate and the likelihood that bonowers will be

in better financial position four years after repayment begins. Mom importantly, NASFAA feels

that the Wend money saved by this change in subsidies can more appropriately be used to fund

pant pogroms for needy students. U grant aid is substantially increased, needy students would not

have to bormw so much. Of at alL to finance their education, and would not be adversely affected

by these changes.

(6) Wc recommend an increase in the interest rate cap in the SLS and PLUS programs to 15

percent from the current 12 percent cap. This proposal reduces federal costs in these programs in

the event of high interest rates to assure a continued federal commitment to funding need.based

grant programs for students. NATFAA makes this recommendation in conjunction with the

recommended increased loan limits in the need-based Stafford Student Loan Program. If these

Increased loan limits are adopted, then needy students who must borrow will bc able to do so under

the federally subsidized Stafford Program (and in some case, the Perkins Loan Program) and will

not be adversiely affected by the increased cap in the event of high interest rates. Assuming also

that grant assistance is significantly increased for needy students. borrowers under the SLS and

PLUS loan programs will he students and families who do not need federal subsidies and, therefore.

can be expected to absorb a greater share of increased interest costs in the event of high interest

rates.
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(7) The current law specifies a $50 monthly minimum repayment We suggest increasing the

required minimum monthly repayment to $75 for new loans to account for inflation and to

co/levant! with NASFAA's suggested increases in loan limits. In addition. given NASFAA's

suggested increase in the repayment period w 15 years. the suggested inctease Is rEcessary to save

interest costs for borrowers who enter repayment with relatively low aggirgate loan amounts.

(8) We suggest that the Congress consider establishing origination fees of 5 percent for SLS loans

arid 3 percent for PLUS loans. NASFAA recommends these origination fees in the SLS and PLUS

programs as an effort to defray the cost of defaults in the Guaranteed Student Loan Programs.

Reducing the overall cost of the Part B loan programs will enable the federal government to

apportion Increased funds into the federal grant programs. such as the Pell Grant and Supplemental

Educational Oppottunity Grant programs. Further, if NASFAA's suggested amendments raising loan

limits in the Staffold Student Loan Program and limiting undergraduate student eligibility for SLS

loans are enacted, then enactment of this provision will have a very limited effect on needy

undergraduate students.

(9) SLS eligibility should be limited to graduate/professional students and to undergraduate students

whose eligibility is established through professional judgment. NASFAA believes that RS loans

have been utilized too frequently by some undergraduate students and should be used only as a last

resort for these borrowers. Although NASFAA believes that much of the "inappropriate" usage

ha.s already been curbed by legislative means. we make this recommendation as an additional

safeguard.

(JO) NASFAA would ask the Congress to suspend from eligibility for Part B loans any

incarceralcd student. The current law and regulations allows, under certain circumstances,

incarcerated individuals to receive a student loan. We believe this is neither wise public policy, nor

1 C 0
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does it serve the best interests of the incarcerated individual who upon mlease will have a difficult

enough transition without having to worry about repaying a student loan. We make further

mcommendations regarding the eligibility and financing the education of those serving time in

prisona, but do not suggest their total elimination of eligibility from all the Title IV programs.

(II) We recommend increaOng the criminal malties associated with the continuing problems of

fmud and abuse. NASFAA believes that, in addition to reinforcing institutional administrative

requirements and increasing funding for Education Depamnent administrative monies to oversee the

programs, it is also necessary to strengthen the Depamnenfis disciplinary authority thmugh

appropriate increases in the penalties associated with fraud or abuse. We suggest doubling the

financial and imprisonment maximums to act as a detenent for those few who may abuv the

system. We further suggest that any funds ireeived as a result of these provisions or other

administrative or criminal fines, he returned for allocation to students under the Pell Cram Program,

or he utilited by the Department for administrative purposes, rather than reverting to the Treasury

(12) 'Me Income Conungent Loan Pirgram demonstration pniject has not proved as worth and

should be not be reauthorized.

DEFAULT PROPOSALS

want to address the topic of student loan defaults which is one of the most important areas you

will face in this Reauthorization. Every Member should be aware that the steps already taken to

reduce student loan defaults arc working and more recent changes need to be given a chance to

work.. The mindset that too many borrowers once had that they could default on their loan

obligatiom without consequentx is disappearing. Student borrowers now know that then credit

ratings will be affected by a loan default, that their federal income tax refunds can he withheld to

jOl
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pay for a defaulted loan. and that they face not only effons to collect their debts by collection

agencies. but that the Justice Department will prosecute them.

'There ate cases in which kullvkluals have gone to closing on the purchase of a home and a student

loan default on tbe recants has prevented them horn obtaining a loan for that home. U.S.

Mtomeys ha Philadelphia have seized the muomobiles of a handful of professionals who refused to

acknowledge their college loan debts. Imagire yourself in the position of these individuals who

have defaulted and. subsequently, find that they cannot close on their new homes, that their car is

not in the driveway one evening, or that the tax refund they were expecting will never be issued.

mese measures are harsh, but for those who blatantly abuse thr government-backed student loan

system, these mmedics arc necessary and appropriate. People are getting the message.

However, let me stress that most students are not defaulters and most do repay their loans promptly

and fully. Many of Me individuals who do default typically are non-high school graduates who

have not completed their program of postsecondary education, are underemployed or unemployed,

or are single-patent heads-of-households who do not have the income to repay. For many of these

individuals, a student loan default creates additional hardships in their already difficult personal

eircumstmices. And, kt us not forget that the student loan default problem did not appear

overnight A prime reason the situation became so serious is that the Department of Education for

so many years for whatever reasonlack of attention to the problem, absence of leadership, or

Inadequate resourcesdid not conduct the required proper oversight and management of the student

loan programs. NASFAA is cautiously optimistic that the mcent student financial aid management

changes announced by Secretary Alexander will result in these crucial programs finally getting the

mention and proper management that they deserve.

It is also important to note that one reason default costs to the government have risen is that more
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needy students are bonowing gitater amounts because of the decrease in grant funds, (\mutative

loan volume has pawn hom $21.2 billion in 1980 to $101.6 billion in 1989. A consequence of

this gmu4h is an increase in default claims paid by the government, even though the rate of default

has mnained fairly stable, I.e. 10.1 percent in FY-80 to 9.2 percent in FY49.

NASFAA does recognize that curbing the incidence of student loan defaults is of utmost importance

during this Reauthorization. Congress and the Department of Education have already done much to

aven loan defaultsand many of these actions still need time to show results. NASFAA. however.

recommends the following additional changes to protect valuable federal funds in the student loan

pmgrams and, equally as imponant. to safeguard students from the negative coruequences of having

a default on their credit record.

(13) NASFAA strongly urges the Congress to change the funding structure of the Pell Grant

Program by creating an entitkment for students rather than maintaining the eunent thserrtionary

appropriation system. Since thc Pell Grant Pmgram's first authorization in FY 1973, the

Appropriations committees have funded the program at its authorized maximum only three times

most recently in FY 1979. In all other years, the program maximum has been below the policy

levels set by the authonting committees. Thc Higher Education Act authoriws a Pell Grant

maximum award for Academic Year 1991-1992 of $3.100. Federal funding for that year allows for

a maximum Pen Grant award of $2.400-4 gap of $700 between the authorized amount and the

appropriation. We must remember, as we conclude this authorization period with a $2,400

maximum Pell Grant, the appropriated maximum Pell Grant at the beginning of the authorization in

Academic Year 1987.88 was $2,100. This is an increase of only $300 in five years which is

barely a 14 percent increase. Since thc last Reauthorization the cost of attendance far college many

years has risen faster than the Consumer Price Index and appnapnations for this foundation prugram

have fallen short of what is necessary to provide student access to postsecondary education. This

"
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fact has necessitated increased bormwing co the part of needy students and has contributedwe

believe significantly-to the default problem.

(14) To curb defaults. again NASFAA recommends limiting eligibility for the Supplemental Loans

for Students (SLS) Program to graduate/professional students and to undergraduate students whose

eligibility is established through professional judgment.

(13) NASFAA recemmends continuation of the current requirement that a student be enrolled on at

least a halftime basis to be eligible fbr a Pan B loan. We note that. in some cases. a student

would not enter repayment for excessively long penods of time if such loans were deferred for

students enrolled less than half-time. While NASFAA is sensitive to the needs of those students

who cannot emitl in postsecondary education on at least a half-time basis, we feel that allowing

these students to borrow does not serve them well and may contribute to default costs.

(16) NASFAA recommends that the seller of a loan be required to netify bummers that their loans

have been sold. Lack of direct information to students regarding sale of their loans is a factor

contributing to default. and NASFAA believes that. although some lenders currently notify students

of well sales, such notification should bc required in statute.

FURTHER PROPOSALS

We suggest other proposals and modifications of the current loan programs which include the

following:

(17) The eunent law povides that the borrower alone is responsible for repaying his or her

student loan. NASFAA recommends encouraging employer repayment of student loans as part of

C
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an employee's benefit package through some mechanism such as a tax incentive.

Increasingly, penrns entering the worktbree spend a substantial portion of their earnings to mpay

student loans they assumed while obtaining their postsecondary education While some parents ars
able to help their children repay their loans, for the most pan the responsibility rests with the

bOrrOwer. As a means of helping these peisons meet their loan repayment obliptions, NASFAA

ptoposrs to establish a new set of employes benefits in the tax code, which would provide

incentives for an employer to make loan payments on behalf of its employees.

If the loan amount paid by an employer on behalf of an employee could be treated as umaifed

income, then limited financial benefits would acenie to both the employer and to the employee.

The employer, for example, would not have to pay RCA or other lands of employment earnings

taxes on amounts paid for the employee. Similarly, employees would also receive tangible benefits,

but since the amount paid on their behalf would be treated as umaxed income. it would also reduce
their tax liability. While this inducement would result in a small reduction ol revenue ter the

government, it would help to insure repayment, and perhaps on an accelerated basis. so as to reduce

the government's costs associated with the federal loan programs. These ha nges would require

modifications 10 statutes other than the Higher Education Act, Wc believe this coneer. if adopted,

could be effectively used by employers as a way a recruiting and maining qualified employees,

while also benefiting fernier student% and enhancing loan nipayment,

(18) NASFAA recommends establishing a set of actions in the Higher Education Act in the event

of a guaranty agency's insolvency lo protect the integrity of the loan system and to ensure that loan

capital would continue to be avaihible to students. In July 1940. when the Higher f.ducanon

Assistance Foundation declared bankruptcy, there was much concern among the lending commututy,

other guaranty agencies, postsecondary institutions, the media, and, ntost importantly. students and
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parents because specific procedures to address guaranty agency insolvency were not in place. Had

the situation drifted into a "pante" due to lender uncertainty about the status of ()mil- tnastanding

and new loans. it is possible that lenders could have taken steps to minimize their exposure to risk

or even suspended their participation in the GSL programs. If this had occurred, then ruttier

guaranty agencies may have found th:ir agencies facing undue financial risk. Even mom alarming,

it is likely that studentsespecially low-income bormwers or those enrolled in short-term

programswould have experienced access pmblems,

Chu recommendation woidd regifire a study to determine the mechanisms and timelmes for dealing

with such insolvency if it should occur in the future. Until additional information is availabk.

NASFAA recommends that, in the event of a guaranty agency failure, the Department ouid

manage both the reserves of the agency and the reinsurance function.

(19) We suggest a change to allow married students to consolidate their loans. Given the large

amount of borrowing necessary for some students to finance their postsecondary education, it is

possible that some married students would have very large, and potentially unmanageable, combined

monthly tom payraents, Giving married coupivr the option to consolidate their student loans will

allow them to more easily manage their education deli, along with their other expenses. and may

have the positive effect of reducing defaults for those married couples who would not be able to

afford separate loan payments for each individual. NASFAA feels that this suggested amendment

is especially relevant ghen NASFAA's suggested increases in annual and aggregate loan limits.

This recommendation already has been approved by the Education and Labor Committee in 1988

when H,R.4986 was cleared for floor action, but never was scheduled for debate.

(20) We suggest permitting single disbursements for loan periods of 90 days or less. The

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989. P.L. 101-239. :squires that any loan made insured, or
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guaranteed undo' Pan B be disbnsed to studems in two or more installments. The intent of the

legislation is to prohibit students from receiving the full amount of the loan if they withdraw or

dmp out. However. NASFAA believes that this provision is emeclalls bun:lemma and unnecessary

for students who have borrowed the loan Ito a period of 90 days or less. In the interest of

simplicity for students and institutions, we recommend that a single disbursement be permitted in

these caws.

This modification also mandates that Stafford and SLS loans be disbursed according to payment

periods similar to disbursemera procedures in the Pell Grant Program. NASFAA believes that

disbursing Stafford Loans by taking the loan period and dividing it by the payment periods, as in

the Pell Grant Program, would simplify the administration of the Stafford Loan Program and would

gready benefit students by ensuring access to loan funds at the beginning of a payment period.

(21) We strongly recommend ;elk-sing first-year students attending institutions with cohort default

rates under 20 percent from the financial bunlen of having their initial loan disbursement delayed,

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. P.L. 101-SOS, amended the Higher Education Act

to require a 30-day delay in the disbursemem of loan proceeds to all lint-time, first-year students

as a cost saving measure. The intent of this legislation is to preclude first-year students. who BM

statistically more likely to drop out of a program, from receiving any loan funds if they drop out

within the first 30 days of a program. NASPAA continues to oppose this l gislatton in ponciple

because i places undue financial buniens on firstlear. tirst-ume students, many of whom must rely

on their loan proceeds to pay for living expenses. books. ctc. NASFAA points out that them are

many safeguards in current lawincluding the multiple disbursement provision in Section 4280(a),

and the elimination of Pan B loan panicipattoo for institutions with high default rates- that have

not yet betn given adequate time to deatase default cogs to the federal government. However,

NASFAA recognizes that some addititinal restrictions may be necessary for institutions with higher

10 7
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default rates. NASFAA believes that the suggested amendment would continue to achieve the

desired effects of the Reconciliation legislation by targeting the requirement to "higher defauli risk"

institutions, but it would also wady benefit students attending institutiors with lower default rates

by allowing them access to their loan funds when they need it most.

(22) The current law allows nO tolerance tor an overaward in the Stafford. Perkins, or SLS loan

programs. We suggest permitting a $500 tolerance for Scafford/Perkins'SLS overawards. ln

keeping with NASFAA's recommended overaward provision in the College Work-Study Program,

we recommend extension of dui necessary management tool to the Stafford. Perkins, and SLS

programs.

(23) NASFAA believes that the cost of defaults rose so rapidly in the Stafford Loan Program due

in large measure to the lack of admmisuativc monies in the Department of Education for oversight

activities and, to a lesser extent, the lack of training funds to imprave the professional knowledge

and experience of. among others. financial aid administrators. To remedy this situation NASFAA

recommends reserving up to $25 million dollars from collections on defaulted loam for use by the

Department to improve its administration of the loan programs. Allowable activities would include

program reviews, audits, debt management programs, and training activities. An additional $5

million would be reserved to automatically fund Section 486 to provide necessary funds for training

activities aimed at improving the knowledge and professional abilities of financial aid administrators

among other allowable training projects. This recommendation already has been approved by the

Education and Labor Committee in 1988 when li.R.4986 was cleared for floor action, hut nrier

was scheduled for debate.

(74) We tecommend permitting institutions to act as lenders in the Pan Et loan programs by

allowing instindions to lend it the institution's Stafford/SLS default rate is below 15 percent and if

1 0
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the institution ums the majonly of federal proceeds it receives as A remit of its status as a CSL

lender to pmvide need-based assistance to students. While recognizing that ins:itutions incur some

costs as a result of participation as a lender, NASFAA does not believe such lending activities

should be used as an excess revenue mechanism for institution', Theretore. NASFAA recommends

that the majority of federal proceeds received by an institution as a result ot participation as a Part

B lender should bc used to provide need-based grants to students.

(23) We suggest a ehunge in the current definition of cohort default rate to conform to the

following principles: (I) Default rates should be calculated and published for all paricipants in the

student loan prngrams. including schools. lenders, aril guaranty agencies-, (2) Defaults shoeld be

liasrd upun the originating organization rither than a subsequent organization, (3) Detailed

information upon which default rates are based should be readily availabk to the orgaitizat on at the

time the information is published, and methods to COMM en-ors should be in place pnor to

publication, (4) Along with default talcs. informattori (using currently available intomiation) about

students served by that organization (by state, aecledit ng body, and institutional typo should be

published (i.e. income hy deramdeni and independent hormwerx) t5l The computation ot a cotton

default rate shoult take tnto acconm cured loom These mcommendations taken as a whole both

rationahle the calculaunn of the cohort default rue and pnwide needed dcfaUll rale intormalion

all partks to help reduce defaults. These recommendations further clarity the responsibility for

institutional default rate:, and take coif account loan collection activities in the defennination of

instto.tronal otiofl default rates.

(2(i) We stningly recommend itquihng the Secretary to study toe development of a comPrvhenstve

data base to include not only thc recipients ol all leder.d student limns under thk Act, but 'Aso any

additional intermation needed to eliminate the nfgulatory requ.,rement ft.. OW hicificial Aid

Transcnpt.
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NASFAA recommends this change for several reasons. The development of such a comprehensive

data base requires careful consideration of the needs and the abilities of the various participants in

the process. NASFAA recognizes that significant study has already taken place through the

pmvisions in Sec. 45513, but does not believe that all information necessary to implement such a

data base has been gathered. Further, in addition to collecting information about loans, NASFAA

believes that such a data base should include all infomnnion necessary to eliminate the separate

collection of a Financial Aid Transcript

(27) Institutions should have explicit authority to withhold services, such as academic transcripts,

from borrowers who default on their student loans. In some imances, state laws may control the

release of, or access to, an individual's academk records. NASFAA believes that federal authority

to address this issue is desirable. Such authorization would clanfy institutional authority to take

action to reduce defaults. It is understood that academic transcripts could be released once

repayment on the defaulted loan(s) begins. NASFAA also believes that an exemption should be

allowed if the institution determines the transcript would allow the individual to rewrite employed

in order to repay the loan or if extraordinary circumstances are involved and the withholding of the

trsnscript would be highly unfair. This recommendation already has been appmved by the

Education and Labor Committee in 1988 when H.R.49S6 was cleared for floor action, but never

was scheduled for debate.

(28) NASFAA is aware of Congressional interest in a possible system of direct lending from the

federal government We have taken no position on this issue at this point, but NASFAA's Board

of Directors has instructed our Reauthorization Task Force to study direct lending options and other

alternatives and repon hack to the Board wnh its analysis and recommendations.
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This concludes my testimcmy. NASFAA looks forward to working with you to ensure that student

and parental credit needs are met to pay for college, that cons in the federal loan programs are

reduced, that complexities arc diminished, and that taxpayer monies are protected. I would bc

pleased to answer any questions you may have and thank you for the opportunity to tegify
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Chairman Fos)). Thank you. Jerry Murphy, Technical Institute
of Illinois.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
good morning. My name is Gerald Murphy and I am the Director
of Universal Technical Institute in Glendale Heights, Illinois. I also
serve as a leader of Illinois Skills 2000, a coalition of concerned
business, educators, community leaders and students working to
explain the importance of Federal financial aid for students attend-
ing private career schools.

Our institution enrolls more than 600 students drawn from the
metropolitan Chicago area, as well as downstate Illinois and the
surrounding midwestern States. Our educational system comprises
three campuses and has been in operation for over 25 years. Since
our Illinois school opened in July of 1988, more than 75 percent of
our students have received some form of Federal student aid.

This morning I'm also representing the Association of Independ-
ent Colleges and Schools and the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools. AICS and NATTS are the Nation's two largest
organizations representing over 2,000 private career schools and
colleges.

During the 1980s, the typical aid package saw a significant shift
from grants to loans. NAM and AICS firmly believe that the bal-
ance between grants and loans must be restored. I know that many
students are reluctant to begin their education because they fear
taking on large debt.

Although we would like to significantly increase the number and
amount of Pell grants available, we also believe that Federal loan
programs will continue to play a vital role in helping students
pursue an education. We understand that budget limitations may
not allow us to provide grants to all deserving students.

I'm pleased to have the opportunity to testify on the NATTS/
AICS proposal to modify the student loan program. The student
loan proposal, in part, is in part a comprehensive package to im-
prove the entire student aid system. I ask that the committee con-
sider these recommendations as part of the larger package. In the
absence of the other pieces, one part of the package may not stand
firmly on its own.

The NATTS and AICS loan proposal would make one significant
change to the existing Stafford loan program; that is, the elimina-
tion of the in-school and grace period subsidies, which are the larg-
est cost of the Stafford program.

In 1989, the Federal Government paid more than $1.8 billion in
interest in grace period subsidies. Chart 1 of my written testimony
shows the breakdown of costs incurred by the Federal Government
under this program in 1988-89.

While the subsidy structure has effectively served to provide in-
direct grants to students, it is our belief that in the absence of sig-
nificant increases in new dollars for Pell grants, such implicit
grant dollars should be used to provide direct grants to students
under the proposed Pell grant entitlement program.

How much do students currently benefit from the interest and
grace period subsidies? For a student completing a baccalaureate
program in 4 years who borrows the maximum Stafford loan
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amount for all 4 years, the implicit grant is about $760. The second
chart attached to my testimony outlines this particular example.

The implicit grant increases the amount of indebtedness incurred
by the student under subsidized programs, such as Perkins and
Stafford. In addition, the implicit grant increases the longer the
student remains in school; therefore, a student attending a 2 year
program in a community college or in some private career schools
receive a much smaller implicit grant than those students with
higher loan balances and longer 4 year programs.

By transferring the implicit grant dollars from the Stafford loan
program to the Pell grant program, students would have their need
to borrow reduced up front, as opposed to receiving the implicit
grant over the life of the loan.

The current loan program establishes risk for all parties: lenders
have collections, due diligence and administrative risk; guaranty
agencies have reduced reinsurance risk; the institutions and stu-
dents have the risk of loss of loan access. If the current risk shar-
ing allocation were modified to substantially increase risk, especial-
ly for the private sector, the current program would likely cease to
operate because of the lack of access to private capital.

Under the current system, financial markets determine which
students should have access to student loans. There is no doubt
that the cost of making a small balance loan to a student in a short
term program are greater for lender, servicer and a guaranty
agency than loans made to students attending 4 year programs.

It is our belief that the program needs to be restructured to
make social goals of the student loan program compatible with the
needs of the financial markets to encourage participation of the
private sector.

In an effort to make such goals compatible, we propose that the
current subsidy structure be modified to reflect the true cost in-
curred by lenders. Specifically, we recommend that the committee
consider modifying the interest rate paid to lenders for borrowers
to permit a slightly higher rate for smaller balance short term
loans and be paid at the current T-bill plus 3.25 for all other bor-
rowers.

In an effort to simplify the loan program and application process
for students, we also call for the continuation of the deferments for
students, the development of a common student loan application
and deferment forms, the ability for borrowers and married stu-
dents to consolidate loans regardless of the loan size, and permit
loans to be paid on a graduated repayment plan over a 10 year
period.

In spite of the many statutoq provisions intended to insure loan
access for all students, regardless of the type of institution they
attend, many students continue to face great difficulty and delays
in obtaining student loans.

In order to insure access to students, we recommend that the
current nondiscrimination provision be expanded to prohibit credi-
tons from discriminating against students based on the type of in-
stitution or the length of program in which the student would like
to enroll.

We also call upon the committee to develop a lender of last
resort program to be included as part of the designated State guar-
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anty program p ticipation agreement. We suggest that any loans
made under a lender of last resort program be dispersed 30 days
after the application is submitted.

In addition, that all lenders making loans within a State be re-
quired to participate in the lender of last resort program, if re-
quested by the guaranty agency, in a percentage equal to eight
tenths of a point times the percentage of student loans they make
in that particular State. This would spread the risk among all lend-
ers participating.

Under the leadership of this committee, many provisions have
been put into place to prevent student loan defaults. The 1986 re-
authorization, the 1987 SLS legislation, the 1989 and 1990 budget
reconciliation act all contained provisions which, over time, will
reduce the cohort default rate.

In addition, many schools have implemented innovative default
management plans that have already proven to be successful in re-
ducing defaults. It is important that time be given to institutions
and other parties in the loan process to incorporate these changes
and evaluate their effectiveness.

NAT'S and AICS schools have already seen the results of the de-
fault management initiative initiated back in 1986. Based on that
success, my written testimony includes 13 additional recommenda-
tions that we believe will continue to reduce defaults.

I would also like to echo the testimony of several other witnesses
this week who have recognized the importance of reducing student
loan defaults through an increase in available Pell grant dollars
and the adoption of a strong oversight system such as that pro-
posed by NATTS and AICS.

The improved management and collection of student loans in
vital to the continued success of this program. We offer nine addi-
tional recommendations included in my testimony designed to im-
prove the operation of the student loan program by modifying the
activities of lenders, guaranty agencies and institutions to focus our
efforts on default prevention and service to students.

The collection and sharing of accurate information regarding stu-
dent loans is vital to the efficient operation of the program. In
order to make such information available, we propose that the De-
partment of Education be required to expedite the development of
the student loan data bank, and once developed, give all parties,
including schools, access to that information.

While these recommendations will strengthen the student loan
program, we urge the subcommittee to take further steps to protect
the integrity of the entire student aid system. On May 21, Steven
Blair presented this committee with a comprehensive set of recom-
mendations designed to strengthen the triad and to provide addi-
tional safeguards and performance measures to ensure the careful
oversight of the entire student aid system.

I ask that you give these recommendations your attention, as the
failure of Congress to take steps to ensure program integrity could
jeopardize the future of the entire student aid system.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee
and would be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Gerald Murphy followsl
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Nr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, good morning.

My name is Gerald MUrphy and I am the Director of the Universal

Technical Institute in Glendale Heights, Illinois. I also serve

as a leader of Illinois Skills 2000 -- a coalition of concerned

business people, educators, community leaders and students

working to explain the importance of federal financial aid for

students attending private career schoole.

Universal Technical Institute enrolls more than 600 students

drawn from metropolitan Chicago and the state of Illinois, as well

as the surrounding midwestern states. Our institution educates

and trains students in automotive and diesel technology, and

heating and air conditioning technology. Since our school opened

in July 1988, more than 75 percent of our students have received

some form of federal student aid. The percentages at our school

are fairly representative of what is happening at schools across

the United States.

This morning I am also representing the Association of

Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS) and the National

Association of Trades and Technical Schools (NATTS). AICS and

NATTS are the nation's two largest organisations representing
private career schools and colleges. They represent 2,200

institutions educating nearly 1.5 million students in 130

different career-specific fields.

Many of our students rely on grants and loans in order to

finance their education. Fortunately, the Higher Education Act

programs have enabled people with few economic resources to

obtain an education.

Student loans play a significant role in financing

postsecondary education. In 1986, 60 percent of students

attending private career schools received some type of loan

1
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assistance to help finance their education. While this number
has declined as some schools have lost eligibility to accept
student loans, it is clear that student loans provide access to
many students attending private career schools.

As you know, during the 1980s the typical aid package saw a
significant shift from grants to loans. I firmly believe that we
must restore a better balance between grants and loans. I know
that many students (and their parents) are reluctant to begin
their education because they fear taking on so many loans. Under
today's system, even the most economically disadvantaged students
may leave school under a crushing burden of debt.

Although we would like to significantly increase the number
and amount of Pell Grants available, we also believe that federal
loan programs will continue will play a vital role in helping
students pursue an education. We understand that budget
limitations will not allow us to provide grants to all deserving
students. And we know that many students can be well served
through the guaranteed student loan program.

ALOWSITTILWALIMENAL

AICS and WATTS have submitted a legislative proposal to this
Committee and I would like to explain their recommendations. In
general, the proposal would make sone significant changes to
simplify the student loan programs and ensure that more students
had access to this kind of assistance. Let me give you a point-
by-point review of our loan proposal. It also contains specific
provisions to help reduce student loan defaults and improve the
management of these programs.

A. Structure and aubsiglies

The largest cost of the Stafford program currently is the in-
school and grace-period subsidy provided to the student. In 1958-
1989, more than $1.8 billion was spent by the federal government
on in-school and grace-period payments. In the same year, student
loan defaults less collections cost the federal government $1.25
billion. The interest and grace-period payments are so
significant because of the number of students who take out large
balance loans and remain in school for a longer period of time.
The attached chart show* the breakdown of expenditures by the
federal government for 1988-1989. The savings found from reducing
student subsidies would be transferred to the Pell Grant program.
Assuming the current general structure of the loan delivery system
remains the same or similar, then we should significantly
simplify that system by:

o Permitting borrowing equal to the borrower's maximum federal
aid eligibility minus the sum of the Pell Grant award and the
Work-Study and Perkins Campus-based award as long as this
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amount does not exceed the loan limit for that student's

year in school.

o Eliminating the current Stafford Loan in-school and grace-
period subsidies and special alloumnce payments, and
transferring the savings to the Pell Grant program.

Ila--Jais=iiy_L-TarafiLandsanditisum
The current loan program establishes risk for all parties in

the program -- the lenders have collection, due diligence and
administrative risk; the guaranty agencies have reduced

reinsurance risk; and institutions and students have the risk of

loss of loan access. If the current risk-sharing allocation were

modified to substantially increase risk, especially for the

private sector participants, the current program would likely

cease to operate because of the lack of access to private capital.

Under the current system, the financial markets determine

which students should have access to student loans. There is no

doubt that the costs of making a small balance loan to a student

in a short-term program are greater for a lender, servicar and a

guaranty agency than loans made to students attending four-year

programs at traditional institutions. It is clear that the

program needs to be restructured to make the social goals of a

student loan program compatible with the needs of the financial

markets. We recommend doing this by:

o Making all students enrolled in programs of one year or more

eligible to receive a Stafford Loan to the extent it did not

exceed cost of attendance or $12,000 when combined with work-

study and other types of campus- or state-based assistance

(or higher depending on the year of attendance) minus the

student's Pell Grant award, whichever is less.

o Modify the interest rate paid to lenders by borrowers to be:

a. For the in-school period,
Treasury-bill(T-bill) plus 3.5

percent for borrowers enrolled in prograns of 2 years or

less and T-bill plus 3.25 percent for all other

borrowers;

b. For the repayment period, T-bill plus 3.5 percent for
borrowers with loan balances of $10,000 or less and T-

bill plus 3.25 percent for all other borrowers.

o Accrue and capitalize all in-school and grace period

interest. For a student completing a four-year program in

four years and borrowing the maximum amount from the Stafford

Loan Program in ell four years, the accrued in-school and
grace-period interest would result in an additional $759 in

indebtedness. However, this number would most likely be

3
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significantly lower if the MATTS/AICS Pell Grant proposal
Were adopted as the student would have their need to borrow
reduced if Pell Grant dollars were available.

o Maintain the current statutory deferments, especially those
related to parental leave, unemployment and mothers with
preschool-age children.

Mandate a common deferment fore.

o Permit borrowers and married students to consolidate loans,
regardless of the size of the loan.

o Permit all loans to be repaid on a graduated repayment plan,
the length of which would be the same as under normal
repayment plans: e.g., 10 years.

o Establish loan repayment periods of up to 10 years with a
minimum monthly payment of $50 or the monthly interest
accrued, whichever is greater.

el Eliminate the Income Contingent Program.

C. Access

In spite of the many statutory provisions intended to ensure
loan access for all students regardless of the type of institution
they attend, many students face great difficulty and delays in
obtaining a student loan or cannot get a loan at all.

o Expand the non-discrimination provision for creditors to
prohibit discrimination based on the type of institution, tax
status, or length of the program in which the student is
enrolled.

o Develop a lender-of-last-resort program as a part of the
designated state guarantor program participation agreement.

(a) Require that any loans made under a lender-of-last-
resort program be disbursed 30 days after the
application is submitted by the institution (sec. 420).

(b) In the event that more than 10 borrowers attending the
same institution are forced to use lender-of-last-resort
services, the institution will be certified as an
institution in need of lender-of-last-resort services,
and, as a result, borrowers would not be required to
seek *denials* from lenders, and the institution may act
on behalf of the students.

(c) Require all lenders making loans within a state to
participate in the lender-of-last-resort program, if

4
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requested by the designated guaranty agency, in a

percentage equal to 0.8x the percentage of student loans
they make in that state.

o Require the development of a common student loan application
form.

o Fair and equitable default rates should be calculated using
accurate data for all participants in the Guaranteed Student

Loan programs.

o Net loan default volume, after All collections are made,
should be used as the basis for institutional eligibility and

limit, suspend and terminate (LSkT) actions.

D. Qgfault Prevention

The 1986 Reauthorization legislation, the 1987 SLS
legislation, and the 1989 and 1990 reconciliation legislation all

contain provisions which, over time, will reduce the cohort

default rate. In addition, many schools have implemented

innovative default management plans that have already proven to be

successful in reducing defaults. It is important that time be

given to institutions and other parties in the loan process to

incorporate these changes and evaluate their effectiveness:

The following recommendations are drawn from the experience

of MATTS and AICS institutions through the Default Management
Initiative that was put into place by our schools more than tour

years ago. All of these recommendations were designed to reduce

defaults by improving communication and placing greater emphasis

on default prevention.

o Require lenders to report delinquent loans to credit bureaus

at 90 days of delinquency.

o Authorize lenders and servicers to place borrowers in

deferment status based on information provided by borrowers

in order to prevent technical default. If the borrownr is
subsequently found to be ineligible for a requested
deferment, the borrower shall be returned to repayment status

and the incorrectly deferred principal payments and interest

shall be capitalized.

o Limit the aggregate borrowing of a student in a calendar year

to the total aggregate dollar amount for which the student in

eligible.

o Require the state guaranty agencies to use skip tracing tools

to trace defaulters, if necessary, by limited foderal
preempting of state laws which would prohibit access to such

records. Available records would include motor vehicle
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department records, state tax, labor, employment
registers,unemployment commissions, licensing bodies and
welfare offices.

o Require guaranty agencies to periodically provide
institutions with lists of defaulted borrowers so that
institutions have the opportunity to provide additional
information that could help locate the student.

o Rmquire the collection of additional information on
borrowers, including family personal references and driver's
license numbers, at the time of the application for the loan
and update such information, if necessary, at the exit
interview.

o Authorize institutions to withhold the academic transcripts
of borrowers who default on any Title IV loan. Pre-empt
state law where necessary.

o Require lenders and servicers to notify the institution of
the first past due listing (60 days)and the final demand
letter.

o Require guaranty agencies to provide delinquency lists to
institutions and permit institutions to comment on the
accuracy of the lists prior to claims being filed by the
guaranty agency.

o Create an incentive for employers to repay student loans on
behalf of their employees.

o Provide up to $25 million from collections on defaulted loans
to fund Department of Education default activities and fund
at $5 million the training section of the Higher Education
Act.

o Establish in law the criteria upon which the Secretarial
waiver may be granted for the loss of eligibility based on
default triggers, to include low-income students, positive
outcomes, measures(completion and placement rates), economic
and employment conditions,And a decline in the
institution's cohort default rate experience or the evidence
that a high default rate is the result of the inadequate
servicing of loans.

o Make PLUS loans co-payable to the student and the
institution,

Z. Manacement and collection

The recent report of the Senate Permanent Investigations
Subcommittee and reports by the Inspector General at the

6
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Department of Rducation and the General Accounting Office have

comaented on the critical need to improve the management of the

tudent loan program. NATTS and AICS share many of these concerns

regarding program management that were raised in these reports end

offer the following recommendations to improve program management.

o Require the guaranty agency to resit collections owed to the

Department of Education within 30 days of the receipt of

funds by the agency.

o Require all guaranty agencies and lenders/holders to report

data based on standardized definitions and forms.

o Require that any limitation, suspension and termination
(LSIIT) action taken against an institution be based on non-

discriminatory standards, including prohibitions against I.SiT

actions based on type, control, tax status, or accreditation

of the institution.

o Permit institutions to purchase supplemental collection

services from lenders, guaranty agencies, secondary markets,

or servicers. Fess for such services should be based on

administrative costs of such services.

o Permit the charging of a higher insurance fee (up to 5

percent) for those loans which are funded through a lender-

of-last-resort program. Rowever,the rate charged must be

experience-based aria not reflect the type, control, or tax

status of the institution.

o Eliminate the current system of duo diligence procedures and

develop performance-based criteria and positive incentives

for default prevention and loan collection.

o Develop standards to require that guaranty agencies operate

on an actuarially sound basis and develop procedures to

assist the Department of Education in identifying potentially

insolvent guaranty agencies.

o Require the Department of Education to develop a specific

plan of action to be taken in the event that a guaranty

agency is unable to continue to operate and mandate that such

a plan will be implemented within 15 days of notice of a

guaranty agency's inability to operate.

o Provide special incentives to guaranty agencies to serve
high-risk student populations by modifying the current method

of calculating federal reinsurance payments.

7. Informatipn, Collggtion and_Usg

The sharing of accurate information regarding a student's

7
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loan is vital to the efficient operation of the student loan
program. In order to make such information available to both
institutions and students in a timely manner, NATTS and AICS
propose the following:

o Expedite the development of the Student Loan Data Bank.

o Permit institutions to have access to these data.

G. Parent Loans for Undergradaate Students (PLUS1

The PLUS loan program has provided many parents with the
liquidity to finance a postsecondary education for their children.
We offer the following recommendations to improve this successful
program:

o Require all PLUS loans to be co-payable to the parent and the
institution.

o Require multiple disbursement of PLUS loans,

o Increase PLUS loan limits to $20,000 per year with the
aggregate maximum of $100,000.

CONCLUSION

That is a detailed explanation of the loan portion of the
AICS and NATTS legislative proposal. This proposal should be
considered in the context of all our reforms. I believe they
provide a good framework for vastly improving the current loan
system.

While these recommendations will strengthen the student loan
program, NATTS and AICS urge the Subcommittee to take further
steps to protect the integrity of the entire student aid system.
On May 21, Stephen Blair, President of NATTS presented this
subcommittee with a comprehensive set of recommendations to
strengthen the triad and to provide additional safeguards and
performance measures to ensure oversight of the entire system. I

ask that you give these recommendations careful attention as the
failure of the Congress to take steps to ensure program integrity
could jeopardize the future of the entire student aid system.

Mr. Chairman. For millions of Americans, grants, loans, and
other typea of financial assistance have been a necessary
component in obtaining a postsecondary education. For the past 25
years, the Higher Education Act has afforded that opportunity to
individuals -- opening doors so that they have a chance at pursue
their version of the American dream.

As you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act, I also hope you will recognize the vital role these programs

2 2
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play in determining the quality of our nation** workforce. In

order to ensure that a skilled and productive workforce leads our

country into the list century, access to solid and credible
postsecondary education must be available. We need to devote our

resources to ensuring that we have the kind of skilled and
competitive workforce our economy needs to remain competitive.

Private career colleges and schools play a significant role

in the education of the American workforce. Our schools provide

the type of job-specific, technical education that American

businesses demand.

urge you to think about the success stories you have heard,

the productive members of your communities you have met, and the
:::fsatisfied businesses who have all benefited by the

lability of student aid for those pursuing postsecondary

educations.

The significant decisions you make in the months ahead will

determine whether future generations of students will enjoy the

same educational opportunities as the last and whether our nation

has the kind of skilled workforce it needs to remain competitive.

OF I
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Guaranteed Student Loan Costs
Dollars and Percent

1988-1989
Dollars (Billions)

Interest
$1.825

Net Defaults
$1.253

(41.3%)

(28.9%)

\\N

Other
$0.063
(1.4%)

,/ A lowances
$1.276

Total Costs,$4.417 Billion
f:;Our (merit r -ducol on,
"FY 198:-.) Guar finleed `..:;tuderlt I oar%
Plogrtirmi Book
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Stafford Loan Program COst
Tour-Year Undergraduate

XS=
Amount

B2=12MS4
Interest
Embsidi±

Origination Total Cost
21_subsity

1 $ 2,625 $ 262.50 $ 131.25 $ 131.25

2 2,625 525.00 131.25 393.75

3 4,000 925.00 200.00 725.00

4 4,000 1,325.00 200.00 1,125.00

6 month grace 662.50 --- 662.50

Total $13,250 $3,700.00 $ 662.50 $3,017.50

Total Subsidy - $759 per year in school.

* Assumed to be 10%

** 5% of amount borrowed

12
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Chairman Fowl Thank you. Mr. Donald Grigley, Connecticut
National Bank of Hartford, Connecticut.

Mr. GRIGISY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. My name is Donald Grigley. I'm a Senior Vice Presi-
dent at Connecticut National Bank in Hartford, Connecticut. I'm
also a chairman of the American Bankers Association Consumer
Credit Executive Committee.

I'm pleased to testify before the subcommittee on behalf of the
ABA regarding the guaranteed student loan programs. The ABA is
the National trade association representing commercial banks of
all sizes with combined assets of 95 percent of the industry.

Under the GSL programs, lenders currently play the role of
making private funds available to the Nation's students. Public re-
liance on the private lending industry to fund the burgeoning cost
of' postsecondary education results in an effective and cost efficient
program.

The ABA believes all parties concur on the need for Pell grant
awards to the neediest recipients. The challenge we all now face is
to find some means of fulfilling the Pell grant program. The need
for fulfilling this goal goes beyond the access issue.

Many of today's problems in the GSL programs, especially high
default rates, can be tied to the fact that too many students who
once would have been eligible for grants must now rely upon debt
financing for most of their educational costs. An overwhelming
debt burden can lead students to either leave school prematurely
or, for those students who remain, bear the burden of further debt
assumption.

The ABA is sensitive to the difficulties associated with the cur-
rent mix of grants versus loans and looks forward to working with
Congress to ultimately cure the problem of high defaults in a
manner that is fair to all parties.

Despite being a little rough around the edges, the GSL programs
are sound. The ABA strongly supports the continued partnership of
private funding and public oversight. While the default problem
continues, the ABA believes many recent initiatives by the Depart-
ment of Education have and will continue to favorably address this
problem.

In the meantime, attention to the default issue would be better
directed at program simplification. There is also room for improve-
ment to GSL program administration. Many lenders have left the
program because of low profitability from collection costs associat-
ed with high default rates and a rigid regulatory environment.

To address these problems, legislative solutions are necessary.
First and foremost in ABA's view is the financial stability of guar-
anty agencies. The first goal is to minimize the need for future in-
novation to shore up guaranty agencies' financial soundness.

A periodic data collection and dissemination program is neces-
sary, whereby cash flows and projected default claims at all guar-
anty agencies would be available to GSL program lenders.

A formal contingency plan also needs to be adopted to address
financial problems at guaranty agencies at the point they become
known and if they persist, at the point that the agency nears insol-
vency.
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The ABA's second concern is with lender due diligence require-
ments and their enforcement. Low program lender profitability is
partly due to the costly procedures lenders must undertalte to
comply with rigid and onerous due diligence requirement& Lenders
may also lose the full guaranty simply for minor technical viola-
tions. This problem should be addressed not for the purpose of
boosting lender profits, but to avail program participation to all
lenders.

The department's due diligence and other requirements need to
be modernized. Only lenders consistently failing to perform ade-
quate due diligence should be subjected to the current system of
enforcement. A substantial compliance approach needs to be adopt-
ed for those lenders demonstrating suitable due diligence perform-
ance.

Lender performance could continue to be monitored at the guar-
anty agency level under standardized guidelines, with the appropri-
ate enforcement method being exercised by the department.

My final recommendation to the subcommittee would be for in-
creased movement towards standardized loan application and other
forms, as well as electronic storage and communication of program
data at the guaranty agency and department level to reduce ad-
ministrative costs and increase program efficiency.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify. I'd be happy to answer
any questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepared statement of Donald A. Grigley follows:)

12S
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STATEMENT OF ME AMERICAN RANKERS ASSOCIATION
REGARDING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 196S

SUBMITTED TO THE
HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

JUNE 6, 1991

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Donald W. Grigley.

am Senior Vice President of Connecticut National Bank in Hanford, Connecticut. I also

chair the American Bankers Association's (ABA) Consumer Credit Executive Committee. I

am pleased to testify before the Subcommittee today on behalf of the ABA regarding the

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) programs and reauthorizstion of the Higher Education Act

of 1965 (HEA). Thc ABA welcomes this opportunity to underscore the value the

commercial banking industry brings to the GSL programs governed by Title IV of the Act.

The ABA is the national trade association representing commercial banks of all sizes,

types, and locations. The combined assets of our membership represents approximately 95

percent of the industry total.

OVERVIEW

Under the GSL programs. lenders carrently play the fundamental role of making

private funds available to the nation's students, while also bringing to bear their applied

experience in the origination and servicing of these loans. Public reliance on the private

lending industry to fund the burgeoning costs of postsecondary education results in an

effective and cost efficient program. Reliance on public funds to support loans to students is

held to a minimum since these funds come into play only as:

o special allowances, to minimize the interest burden on student borrowers while

maintaining a market rate on thc programs to ensure continued availability and

efficient management; and.

o reinsurance of uncollectible GSLs in those cases where a student borrower cannot or

will not repay a GSL

i
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PELL GRANTS

ABA believes all parties students, parents, educators, financial aid administrators

and those private lenders who fund credits for a college education MID= on the need for

Pell Grant awards to the neediest recipients. Both the number of elieble students and
families, and the maximum grant awarded, need to be reviewed in light of the erosion that

has taken place since the early-1980s with respect to this fundamental student financial aid

program.

The erosion in the Pell Grant program was largely spurred by federal budgetary
constraints and continued increases in postsecondary education costs. The challenge we now

face is to find some means of fulfilling the goals of Pell Grant aid providing access to a

college education for qualified US, citizens who cannot meet the costs of attending a college

of their choice through family and individual contributions alone.

The need for fulfilling this goal goes beyond the access issue. Many of today's
problems in the GSL programs, especially high default rates, can be tied to the fact that too

many students who once would have been eligible for grants must now rely upon debt

financing for most of their education costs. An overwhelming debt burden can lead students

to leave school prematurely because they can no longer justify the assumption of new debt.

In most cases, such students are not qualified for positions in the career of their choice arid

thus cannot afford to repay education loans that carried them only partially toward their
educational goats. Moreover, those students who remain in school bear the burden of further

debt assumption and often find repayment difficult because of the large amount owed

following graduation.

ABA is sensitive to the difficulties associated with thr current mix of grants versus

loans and looks forward to working with Congress to ultimately cure the problem of high

defaults in a manner that is fair to all parties.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

ABA strongly supports the continued partnership of private funding and public

oversight for the GSL programs. While the default problem continues, ABA believes recent

2
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initiatives by the Department of Education (the "Departmem") have and will continue to

favorably address this problem. Until future default rates begin to reflect the numerous

reforms already made, attention to the default issue would be better directed at program

simplification and enhanced access to pants in the first half of the eligible student's

educational program.

On the other hand, there is room for much improvement to GSL program

administration. Net defaults, after collection, remain relatively constant in the 10-11 percent

range. Nonetheless, with a greater reliance on loans and with increasing loan amounts,

aggregate default costs represent an increasing proportion of overall program costs to the

Department Moreover, many lenders have left the programs because of the low profitabihry

from collection costs associated with high gross default rates and the rigid regulatory

environment in which the programs operate.

Finally, to alleviate much of the confusion that often accompanies new regulations, it

may be beneficial for the rulemaking process ti the Department consulted with lenders,

guararnors, secondary markets and other program participants in advance.

To address these problems, legislative solutions are necessary.

Financial Stability of GuaranV Agencies and Third-Farty Servicers, The demise of

the Higher Education Assistance Foundation ("HEAP') took many of the participants

in the GSL programs by surprise. While HEAF's problems with high portfolio default

rates were well known, the extent to which these rates hampered HEM'S financial

position was not as clear. While the Department cif Education dealt with thc HEAF

problem in a way favorable to the long-term stability of the GSL guarantee system,

this intervention was an ad hoc approach that cannot necessarily be relied upon if

other guaranty agencies encounter similar financial problems.

The first goal is to minimize the need for future Department intervention to shore up

a guaranty agency's financial soundness by improved monitoring and oversight. A

periodic data collection and dissemination program is necessary whereby cash flows

and projected default claims at all guaranty agencies would be available to GSL

program lenders for their ongoing evaluation of their guarantors' financial stability.

3
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Second, a formal contingency plan needs to be adopted by the Department to address

financial problems at guarantee agencies at the point they become known and, if they

persist, at the point the agency nears insolvency. The risk sharing scheme proposed by

the Bush Administration in its 1992 Budget addresses the issue of full reinsurance of

lenders but does not propose a resolution mechanism beyond simply authorizing the

Department to assume control of an insolvent agency. Efficient and sound program

management also needs to address third-party servicers. The need for periodic-.

certified audits of servicer operations, with the results reported to the Department and

made available to lenders, should be evaluated. Such a formalized approach could

supersede the current ad hoc system of reviews conducted on behalf of individual

lenders, guarantors, and secondary markets.

2. Improved Lender Due Diligence Prticedures. Low program lender profitability, in

spite of the special allowance paid on GSLs by the Department, is largely duc to the

costly procedures lenders must undertake to comply veal the Department's rigid and

onerous collection due diligence requirements. This ,,hould be addressed not for the

purpose of boosting lender profits, but to assure continued program participation by a

broad cross-section of lenders.

To ensure suitable levels of lender presence in the GSL programs, the Department's

due diligence and other requirements need to be modernized so that they reflect

prevailing practices in other forms of retail lending without compromising the level of

protection the federal government requires to enforce its reinsurance of GSLs. Only

lenders running high default rates or consistently failing to perform adequate due

diligence (as measured against the Department's recently proposed changes to the

regulations j55 Federal Register 24)), should be subjected to rigorous dur diligence

regulations and enforcement. A "substantial compliance" approach needs to be

adopted for those lenders experiencing manageable default rates and/or demonstrating

suitable due diligence performance. Lender performance and default rates could

continue to be monitored at the guaranty agency level, under standardized guidelines,

with the appropriate enforcement method being exercised by the Department.

3. Streamlined GSL Pmgram Regulations. The regulations, statutes, and policy

initiatives governing the GSL programs have become needlessly duplicative and

require consolidation. Since its adoption in 1965, the HEA has undergone numerous

4
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reauthorizations and other statutory changes. Moreover, the Department only adopts

the implememing regulations several years after becoming law. Rarely have

superfluous or conflicting provisions been deleted by law or regulation on a timely

basis when new provisions were added. Consequently, interpreting the GSL program

has become a cottage industry of its own an extra, costly, and unnecessary new

burden.

An example of the complexity of the existing statute is the provision of 11 different

deferment categories when 3 would suffice (e.g.; military or other eligible government

service; returning to school; and a catchall hardship class). This and other redundant

provisions of the programs could be reconciled without compromising their intent.

Increased movement towards standardized loan apphcation and other forms, as well ac

electronic storage and communication of program data at the guaranty agency and

Department level, would also reduce administrative costs and increase program

efficie !ley.

4. Further Default Reduction Measures. ABA commends the awareness of the

Department and Congress of the problem posed by high program default rates, and

the resultant steps taken in the past several years designed to address this problem

directly. These steps are only Just beginning to take effect and should result soon in

an easing a gross default rates. However, more needs to be done to improve the

Department's ability to collect on defaults.

The Administration's 1992 Budget proposes to expand the IRS' program to offset

uncollected GS1. debt against tax refunds; extend wage-garnishment of private-sector

employees; repeal the statute of limitations for the collection of GSL defaults; and

several other prormsing initiatives. Such proposals should be considered to the extent

they address the problem of student borrowers in default who nonetheless have the

capacity to provide repayment.

Finally, despite the many promising proposals in the Administration's reauthorization

package, ABA questions the effectiveness of the proposal to require a credit check on

all student applicants age 21 or older. This requirement is not likely to yield any

significant reduction in defaults since few students, even at age 21, would have

5
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meaningful credit histories. If such a requirement is adopted, however, age 23 would

be a better age at which to triger a credit check. Furthermore, guidance as to what
constitutes a poor credit history requiring a cosigner of the loan would be necessary

from the Department.

With respect to the Administration's proposed reduction of the special allowance rate
paid to lenders experiencing cohort default rates greater than 20 percent, more

specificity as to how each lender's cohort default Tale would be measured is needed

before ABA can fully evaluate the effectiveness of this proposal.

5. Student Eligibility and School Rehm's. Effective reform of the GSL programs will
recognize the fact that students from lower income groups simply are not always in a

position to commence repayment of GSL obligations immediately after their education

is completed. In the past, these students were eligible for Pell Grants, but access to

this program has been severely limited in recent years.

If it becomes feasible to expand access to Pell Grants, there should be a concurrent

change in the eligibility requirements for GRA. Eligibility in the first half of a
student's education program should be determined by income "floors" and "ceilings."

Potential borrowers with income levels below the "floor" could be eligible for grants;

those with incomes between the "floor" and -ceiling" would be eligible for GSLs.

Eligible borrowers* loan limits would bc determined by their need analysis. In the first

half, a heavier reliance on grant aid over loan aid for eligible students would limit

pressure on the GSL programs from defaults attnbutable to students not completing

their chosen course of study.

Finally, abuses of the Title IV aid programs by postsecondary schools need to be

addressed. Certification criteria for schools` partkipation in the programs need to be

reviewed and, where necessary, revised. All sectors of schools should be held

accountable to a uniform set of criteria at the federal level Those schools in violation

of the uniform criteria should face broadened and yeedier limitation, suspension, and

termination procedures.

6
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much. Mr. Farrell, Mr. Hough
notes in his testimony that, and 1 quote in part, "Ultimately the
guaranteed student loan program is a Federal program which certi-
fies schools as eligible for participation in the program. This in-
cludes a certification of the basic financial soundness of an institu-
tion."

Therefore, his question in his prepared testimony was,
"Shouldn't it be the Federal Government's responsibility for the
loan debts of students if the school goes bankrupt?"

Do you care to react to that, or would you like to take it under
advisement and react to it?

Mr. FARRELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll react in the over-
view of the program. I come to this job with a perspective not influ-
enced by the development of the program. I've learned a lot by lis-
tening to your committee and your staff people and other organiza-
tions that have been associated with this program.

If I could place a responsibility for the problems that the pro-
gram has encountered. I would place them with the Department of
Education and I would place them with the other organizations
that are represented here at this table.

If there's anything clear to me, it's that much of the risk of this
program has been borne by the Department of Education and the
Federal Government, ultimately; however, in the evolution of the
program over the years in an effort to respond to and encourage
this program and help all of the contributing organizations provide
an effective program, I think some of the organizations that are in-
volved have stepped back some from their own responsibility for
the results.

I can't really turn the clock back and start the program over. I
think, overall, the program is an effective one, a viable one, one
that clearly many people think have serious problems. I think
those can be fixed; think they will be fixed.

But the way we get the best results is if all of the organizations
that have done very well under this program contribute to the
fixing. The students are the ultimate recipient and the ultimate
consumer in this program, and I've been struck by the lack of their
input and participation in the system. We're going to do something
about that also so that we hear more of the students' opinions
about the programs in which they participate.

Chairman FORD. Well, that's a good response in a general way to
the problems of the program, but Mr. Hough's question was a more
direct one. A school goes broke. It's been certified to receive stu-
dent aid and it goes broke because there's a pattern indicating that
its ratio of assets to liabilities is not healthy.

Should the student bear the burden of that bankruptcy or fail-
ure, or who would we look to? Under the regulations of the depart-
ment, you have the right to look into all of those things, even to
require performance bonds. And the question is if we're to correct
that specific situation, who will we look to, if not to the depart-
ment?

No one else has the right to look at an institution's financial via-
bility in terms of what that might mean and its ability to fulfill its
contract with a student who has paid tuition. The lender can't do
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that; the guaranty agency can't do that; the secondary market
can't do that.

We've had a lot of talk up until this point about empowering the
department to more stringently enforce accmditation as such, but
only one element of accreditation is financial viability. And you
have in place a substantial body of administrative rules dealing
with the requirements to show financial viability, and yet we have
these failures occur, in part, we're told, because of the tightening
we've done in recent years. We were told that we put a number of
propriety schools out of business last year that may number in the
hundreds because of the things like the SLS changes we made in
reconciliation.

But who should be the cop in the block in this whole process that
sees this failure coming and acts to protect the interest of the stu-
dents even if it does occur?

Mr. FARRELL. I think, clearly, the ultimate responsibility lies
with the Department of Education.

Chairman FORD. Now, this is not in any way intended as a criti-
cism of you or the Secretary. We're not asking you to pay for your
father's sins here, but we are talking about where we're going from
here. I've been looking at this for some time. I think I may have
talked to Mr. Hough about this before.

But the thing is when we look back, the department has let its
muscles get kind of soft over there and there are tools already
there without mejor changes in the law that could be used. I
assume from what you and the Secretary have both said before this
committee that you intend to start working out in the gym until
those muscles are working again.

Is this one of the areas that you can put some attention on?
Mr. FARRELL. You bet, sir. We're a little flabby and I might add

that most of the organizations represented at this table are a little
flabby. We could all do with some additional workouts.

We're focused on the problem of students and the result that
occurs for them when they're, perhaps, lured into a program that
isn't really going to provide what they hope that it will, a quality
education. And what they get instead is a program that encourages
them to drop out fairly soon after they join it.

That's what a lot of our initiatives here are designed to do.
That's hopefully the result that we'll bring about when we finish
implementing the 13 recommendations that were put forward by
the Secretary and the Office of Management and Budget.

We're also giving attention to the upcoming default initiative
and its impact upon students, and are working on programs that
involve cooperation from other schools in that area.

So it's a program where, clearly, I think the department's got
good leadership now, strong leadership. And I think we have to
assume our role as a leader in education.

Chairman Foam. I have other people who want to ask questions,
and return later.

Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the members

of the panel for their testimony this morning. Mr. Banks, I want to
explore with you for a couple minutes a proposal that's out there
that would substantially replace banks as lenders and make the
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government the primary source of lending in guaranteed student
loan programs.

I know that your association president has been quoted as being
critical of the program. I have an article from January Sth of this
year in whichis it Joe Belue? ls that the president of your organi-
zation?

Mr. BANKS. COrrect.
Mr, ANDREWS. He's quoted as saying that the plan to replace the

banks with the Federal Government as the source of the loans,
make the Federal Government the lender, was "naive and mislead-
ing, as well as unsound." He's quoted as saying it wi:l actually in-

crease the complexity of the student loan program because bank
loans would be outstanding for as long as a decade while the new
system was also in place.

I don't know what I think about that proposal, and I thought
maybe you could help me understand it a little bit better this
morning.

First of all, you note that your bank, Chemical Bank, has $900

million outstanding in guaranteed student loans. Could you provide
for us an estimate of how much the bank collected in fees in the
course of making that $900 million of loans?

Mr. BANKS. Well, two answers to this. On the first part of your
question, on June 12th I understand your subcommittee will be
having full hearings. But in regard to that question, I think the im-
portant thing in considering this is what is the outcome to the stu-
dent.

And what is being proposed here are multiple proposals from
various organizations. All the different groups within Washington
really haven't come together and put one straightforward proposal
together.

So there isn't one simple answer to this: however, whatever
direct lending proposal was adopted would require a huge amount
of advance time and systems work either on the Department of
Education and outside servicer or requiring schools or the Social
Security system to implement it.

And the thing I worry about from a student's point of view is if
it takes 3 or 4 or 5 years to put those systems in place and, in fact,
reauthorization is signed within 14 or 15 months, I think it could
cause a problems where students may not have loan availability
until the systems come on line. But, again, that's a simple answer,
a short answer.

Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate those concerns. I think they're all
well founded. But do you know or could you provide us with how
much Chemical Bank has made in fees on the $900 million in
loans'?

Mr. BANKS. Well, one point on the fees. The banks don't actually
charge a fee on the program: we deduct the proceeds from the
loans. Five percent is passed on to the Federal Government, and 3
percent is passed on to the States. We don't actually take a fee out
of the loan for the bank itself.

Mr. ANDREWS. The bank does this as a charitable venture?
Mr. BANKS. No. We earn monies on it through the interest paid,

meaning where our yield is T-bill plus three and a quarter. Our
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cost of funds is anywhere from T-bill plus 80 to T-bill plus 120, de-
pending on the capital markets. And we have operating expenses.

Mr. ANDREWS. So, typically, the crux of the transaction is An the
money management, the cash management side, which is the way
banks typically operate.

And you're saying, typically, that there's a spread of 80 to 120
basis points for your cost of acquiring these funds versus what the
Federal Government does. Is that right?

Mr. BANKS. Correct. We pay, obviously, higher than the Federal
Government. The Federal Government is, obviously, the ultimate
credit.

Mr. ANDREWS. If that were the case, wouldn't it also be true,
then, that for every billion dollars that's borrowed in the program,
that anywhere from $80 million to $120 million in savings would
occur by borrowing the money directly through the Federal Gov-
ernment instead of through the banks?

Mr. BANKS. I think the proportions would shift. Obviously, from
the poiht of raising public capital, the public capital does have a
cost above the Federal Government's borrowing powers because
they are the Federal Government. I think the operating side, or op-
erating the program, becomes the thing that's problematic.

And to my knowledge, I haven't seen anything out of CBO or
OMB stating what the actual cost of servicing this program is. And
I think that s the thing we're waiting for, to see some better cash
flow estimates done.

Mr. ANDREWS. So that if this program were not to make sense
from an economic point of view, it would be for the reason that the
increased administrative costs would more than consume the inter-
est rate savings and the cost of acquiring money?

Mr. BANKS. That's correct.
Mr. ANnaxws. Do you think it's generally true that the private

sector could do a better job at administering the portfolio and ad-
ministering the fund than the department could? 'Would you agree
with that statement?

Mr. BANKS. You mean under the current program?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. BANKS. I believe in the private sector that the private sector

is currently doing an excellent job in many ways and doing a poor
job in certain areas. But I think we know the system we're dealing
with, and to put students at risk at this time would be dangerous.

Mr. ANDREWS. If that were the case, that there are savings in the
magnitude of $80 million to $120 million for each billion bor-
rowedI think my numbers are right.

Mr. BANKS. A savings of 80 basis points would be $8 million per

Mr. ANDREWS. $8 million per--
Mr. BANKS. Billion.
Mr. ANDREWS. Per billion. No, I'm not sure that's the right

magnitude. Regardless of the right magnitude, couldn't we address
the problem of the higher administrative cost by contracting out
the money management, collection and administrative side?

Couldn't, we have all the private sector efficiencies that you just
talked about by awarding to the lowest responsible bidder the right
to manage these funds and administer them, and yet have the
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public sector savings of the lower cost of acquiring the funds?
Wouldn't that address both concerns?

Mr. BANKS. Well, it is problematic when you take a look at the
histom for instance, the Congress passed the National data bank
and it's been almost 5 years in development and the vendor hasn't
been chosen.

So it is very difficult to put in place complex systems that will
there's been 53 million that have received student loans. So it's an
extremely complex and large number of units you're dealing with.

Mr. ANDREWS. I accept that, that there's a fairly sanguine as-
sumption to assume that these things are going to happen the way
we want them to. Things apparently rarely do here.

Would anyone else on the panel care to address the questions I
just asked?

Mr. HOUGH. Mr. Andrews, may I address the question? One
quick comment, and I represent a guaranty agency.

The lenders do earn a very marginal profit on this program. As
far as we can tell, they don't earn nearly as much as they do on
other consumer loans. 1 think if the Federal Government were to
acquire capital and contract all the activities out, they would pay
about the same thing in contracting it out. All the entities that
they would contract for would seek a very marginal profit. And I
believe you'd probably find the same basic cost of operating the
program and possibly even greater, based upon the comments he
made.

Mr. ANDREWS. You believe that a spread of 80 to 120 basis points
on a borrowing in the magnitude of, what, $12 billion a year is
goinq to be consumed by the difference in administrative costs?
That s what you think?

Mr. HOUGH. Yes. I do believe that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. Anyone else? What does Sallie Mae think

about this idea?
Mr. HOUGH. We have generally reserved our comments because

the proposals that purport to be direct loan program proposals are
fairly broad in scope and sparse in details. You're asking questions
about the cost component in the area in which there are absolutely
the fewest details, and that is how operationally you put this to-
gether.

It really is not beyond an estimate to say that a very substantial
portion of the 80 to 120 basis points would be put at risk in quickly
getting an operational means of making this transition. I wouldn't
go so far as to say it would take up the whole 80 to 120, but it
would take up enough a big enough piece of it that you then get to
the next level of inquiry, which is should the Federal Government
be putting out $12 billion end upwards of perhaps 50 or 70 billion
dollars of its credit and its capital in this program to save what
may be much more like 25 to 30 basis points.

I think the second piece of it is that
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, how many additional students could receive

student loans if we had those 25 to 30 basis points? My quick calcu-
lation says if we save a billion dollars, we might be able to open up
eligibility for about 200,000 people at the same cost that we're
paying now in terms of authorization.
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Mr. HOUGH. In the absolute world, if everything came together
as nicely as we'd like it to, your numbers would probably be accu-
rate, if not underestimates. But there are far more colleges and
universities who would have a stepped up role in this program, as
near as I can put it together, than there are today, and the num-
bers of banks,

A lot of the problems that we have in sorting out student status,
student eligibility, as holders and lenders will be passed on down to
either the government or, even more likely, to the colleges and uni-
versities themselves. On the college and university's shoulder will
be the responsibility of tracking student status.

That's a tough problem when they're dealing only with students
who have never moved, but there is a great deal of movement be-
tween educational institutions. Someone, in tracking that move-
ment, has to be accountable to validate where the student is and
where he has been, and to accept the liability for doing that accu-
rately.

Today, the holders have that liability. If the holder makes a mis-
take, it pays for it; the government has no cost. The program, to be
cost neutral in that issue, has to pass that exposure to some party.
There won't be a bank holding a loan to accept that cost, so I will
conclude that it's either going to be the college or university that
bears that financial liability or the contractor.

If the contractor has to take that liability up, I will guaranty you
that it will use all that 80 to 120 basis points of margin because it
is an undefined liability today, and what I presume would be an
undefined liability to the contractor.

Ms. DoNG. Mr. Andrews, as a student on this panel, can I re-
spond to that?

Mr. ANDREWS. Sure.
MS. DONG. I, of course, understand the concerns of my distin-

guished colleagues on this panel and, of coume, we have our own
questions that I've outlined in my written testimony. But all I
know, and I know the typical student knows that a billion dollars
paid by this Federal Government to banks to insure that there is
capital, you know, the difference between the interest rate that we
offer students and the market interest rate.

I know it's a billion dollars that doesn't end up in students' pock-
ets. It's a billion dollars that we have to put aside to make sure
there's adequate capital. It makes sense if we move to a direct
lending program and capital comes straight from the Federal Gov-
ernment to the students' pockets. That's a billion dollars that can
go and increase grant aid.

I, of course, recognize there's administrative concerns, transition
concerns and who knows exactly the amounts. But we know that
that could be a savings.

And I would also say that right now we have 13,000 lenders, 50
guaranty agencies, secondary markets. Students find this an in-
credibly overwhelming situation. The typical student knows that
she has to not only deal with her financial aid office, but has to
deal with different lenders, guaranty agencies. It is an incredibly
complicated system and we think that this is a proposal that s
worth looking at.
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We especially encourage to look at American Council on Educa-
tion's coalition proposal, which I think is very visionary in saying
let's make this an optional program for institutions that feel that
they can take it on at that time. Because through an optional pro-
gram and a phase-in, we can then see and better understand your
concerns and see how they play out. An optional program, I think,
would make most sense.

Mr. ANDREWS. Of course, in fairness to the other members of the
panel, there is an empirical issue here, and that is whether or not
that billion dollars is actually an efficient number. Because if the
costs were transferred over to some other administrative arm,
whether it would be higher than a billion dollars or not.

One more question for Mr. Farrell. On page two of your testimo-
ny you say the administration is going to propose delayed loan dis-
bursements for 60 days to first year students at schools with de-
fault rates over 30percent.

What is that designed to accomplish?
Mr. FARRELL. Thank you. That's designed to get at the problem

that's developed that dropouts in programs that are of poor quality
occur very early. There is a tie between quality and the default
rate, although, clearly, program quality and default rate are not
the only elements that are involved.

This is an area where I'm talking about cooperation from the
system. The schools that participate in this program can have a
little give here from the standpoint of that kind of a measure that's
designed to strengthen the program overall and can accommodate
the student within that framework.

I'd also, if I might, like to comment on your question on direct
loans versus the present system.

Mr. ANDREWS, Before you do that, if I could just ask how you
would respond to this argument: Couldn't this rule actually in-
crease the default costs of this program in the following way? The
proprietors of proprietary schools are going to have a cash flow
problem if loan disbursements are delayed for 60 days.

They are going to compensate for that by going to a bank and
getting a line of credit, for which they're going to pay, if you can
borrow money from banks in America anymore these days. They're
going to borrow money from a bank; they're going to pay a sub-
stantial interest rate to do that, and they're going to pass along
that interest rate in the cost of higher tuition.

So, in fact, what's going to happen is people are going to borrow
more money to pay higher tuition to go to these schools. And
where the default problem persists, instead of defaulting a $1,500
semester tuition, they're going to default a $1,700 semester tuition.

Isn't this counterproductive?
Mr. FARRELL. Clearly, you can always look at measures whose

goal is to strengthen the program from opposite points of view.
When you're looking to take such an elaborate system such as we
have and tone it up, a lot of your proposals are going to be elabo-
rate. Some of them will be large; some of them will be smaller.

To fix the kind of system that we have right now requires the
cooperation of all of the organizations that have done well under it.
And the proprietary schools have certainly done well under it, as
have the banks, the 4 year universities.
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I prefer to look at the problem as a family problem. The Depart-
ment of Education has got to take the leadership role and then to
get the kind of improvement that we want now while we look at
other alternatives, we've got to have some give and we've got to
have some cooperation from all of the organizations that partici-
pate.

Mr. ANDREWS. I'll close just with this comment. I assume this is
not the case, but this looks suspiciously like another OBRA cash
management game that claims to be deficit reduction. I've gotten
hundreds of phone calls and letters from doctors in my district who
are upset that Medicare reimbursement has been delayed for some
arbitrary period of time.

And it's part of the so-called deficit reduction measures that
were passed around here last year. In fact, all this is is that the
government is holding onto its money longer, making more interest
on it and, in effect, passing this cost off to the patients.

I hope that we're not doing the same thing here by passing a cost
along to students at proprietary schools. I assume that's not the in-
tention.

Mr. FARRELL. The goal of that measure is exactly what our pro-
pose's say, and that is to get at one of the elements of high default
rates.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, let me just then thank my col-

league, Mr. Andrews, for a very productive line of questioning and
the thoughtful answers that we received from the members of the
panel.

Let me also thank Mr. Banks and Ms. Dong for their thoughtful
comments about the importance of counseling early on in this
entire process. I very much appreciate that.

Let me touch on a point that Ms. Dong raised, and it really gets
back to the question of flexibility with regard to the circumstance
that she described on page eight with regard to the fraudulent de-
faulters in Florida.

And let me ask you, Mr. Farrell, if you could comment on that
and, perhaps, put the department's position on that in a more un-
derstandable light.

Mr. FARRELL. Fraud, of course, has to be proven in court. One of
the things that struck me when I arrived and started evaluating
our programs was the lack of contact, that we seem to have with
students who are ultimately the purpose of this entire program,
not for any of us here.

And we clearly will involve the ideas and the input of students
much more in our evaluation of schools in the future.

I can cite a personal instance that's come to my attention in the
last couple of weeks. A member of the Congress wrote a letter to
the Secretary, attaching a letter from a constituent who related the
story of her son who had attended a school which he dropped out of
after about 814 weeks.

He didn't receive at all what he had been led to expect. He was
given an element of the program that was referred to as an extern-
ship where he got an interview at a company that had been adver-
tising---he'd seen their ads before he went to the programhad
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been advertising for months, that basically, everybody's welcome.
And it was clearly providing a wage that wasn't going to make it
possible to pay for the loan that was involved in this.

Now, what are we doing about that? Monday our program re.
viewers will arrive at the school to begin a program review. And
that's what I mean that the insight that you get from students, the
consumer in this case, is very valuable and helps you cut through
some of the other stories that are presented as explanations for, for
example, high default rates.

High default rates are not a simple issue; they're very tough to
get at. They clearly are not just the result of fraud and abuse.
They're the result of a whole host of problems.

But we can probably do the best job that we can in evaluating
what a particular program is about by knowing what the students
have to say about the quality of the education that they've been
provided with.

So we're working on that, and we're going to press ahead full
steam with a variety of ways that we can get far more input from
the students into this whole arrangement.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, I can appreciate that the circumstances that
was described in the testimony that we heard this morning was
very difficult to respond to. And I fully understand everything that
you said about the topics that you did respond to.

But I just have a very difficult time understanding how those in
whose names these loans apparently were taken out and who had
no idea that loans were taken out in their names could be held re-
sponsible for the debt that resulted.

And any comment that you could give me at a subsequent time
would be appreciate3.

Mr. FARRELL. I assure you that I will look very carefully at that,
also.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the Secretary's

statement he said that, "A fundamental premise of our GSL pro-
posals is that States should take an active role in establishing
strict licensing standards for postsecondary programs and to better
monitor and regulate the activities of a guaranty agency.

"To this end we propose that the Secretary set minimum licens-
ing standards and regulations, and each State would back its desig-
nated guaranty agency with the equivalent of the full faith and
credit of the State. We would also require States where school de-
fault rates exceed 20 percent to pay a share of the default costs."

We could probably go round and round on the philosophical
issue. But, Mr. Donovan, in addition to or other than the philosoph-
ical, are there some peculiarities to the State of Washington that
may also affect other States that you might like to comment on
this particular proposal?

Mr. DONOVAN. Well, there certainly are in the State of Washing-
ton. I can not speak for many of the other States, but the State of
Washington does have a provision in its State constitution prohibit-
ing the State to lend its credit. In addition, it has a prohibition to
support any religiously affiliated institution.
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A number of cases have been taken to our Supreme Court and
they have ruled that any such attempts are totally unconstitution-
al. We did attempt to create a State secondary market in the State
of Washington and it was ruled unconstitutional by a unanimous
ruling of our State Supreme Court.

I'm certain that if the State were asked to back the guaranteed
student loan program in any way, it would in turn be found uncon-
stitutional. And the State of Washington could not participate in
the Federal program.

Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you. Mr. Farrell, do you want to comment
on that?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, I think the individual circumstances of each
of the States clearly would be taken into account when we're work-
ing into a new element of the program that way. And I'm sure that
accommodations can be found to reflect the diversity, the impor-
tant diversity, that's represented by the States.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I know there have been several attempts at con-
stitutional amendments, which have been resoundingly defeated.
So it's a peculiarity of at least our State, and I doubt that it is
alone.

Does anyone else want to comment on that particular aspect?
Ms. DoNG. Congresswoman Unsoeld, I would just like to caution,

and I know that everyone understands, that whatever we talked
about, you know, increasing participation of other agents involved
in this whole process that we be very careful not to pass those costs
along to students. Because actually Congressman Coleman was
very insightful and mentioned that when you talk about risk-shar-
ing, let's say by passing on more costs to State guaranty agencies,
that could easily, then, be passed on to students in the form of
higher origination fees, which clearly, as we've indicated, would
not be in the interest of students being able to pay for their college
education.

So we look forward to working with this committee to insure
that we look carefully at every step we take and who it really is
passed off to.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I appreciate your comments. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd like to follow up on the

comment made by the gentlewoman from Washington. The State of
Rhode Island constitution forbids the pledge of the full faith and
credit of the State for any amount beyond $50,000 without a refer-
endum of the people. I would suspect that that's probably the rule
in most jurisdictions, where there are limits on the State pledging
its full faith and credit.

So you're going to find 50 different sets of restrictions and all of
them, I would suggest, will include some significant limitation on
pledging the full faith and credit for this type of program, Mr. Sec-
retary. So I think you should begin right now to look at that.

I have some specific questions with respect to the banks' partici-
pation in the program, and perhaps Mr. Banks or Mr. Grigley
could answer this.

Essentially, how do the banks earn their money in this program;
for instance, interest rate spread, would they receive the difference
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between the cost of funds and what the students are paying? Then
there are origination fees, insurance premiums and special allow-
ances rates. Could you explain, specifically, the source of income
for banking institutions in this program?

Mr. BANKS. Okay. There's actually, to simplify it, two things. A
bank has a contract with the Federal Government for subsidy and
he has a contract with a State agency for guaranty. All fees are
paid either to the State agency or to the Federal Government.
Lenders make their money in the program through the yield of the
loan, which is a combination of the borrower's payments plus the
interest subsidy from the Federal Government. Offset by that is
the cost of funds, the cost of the bank raising those funds, and the
differential, the subtraction, is then servicing cost, of which, you
know, to service an in-school loan may be $2 a month, to service a
collection loan is $13 a month, somewhere in that range.

So you, basically, have the revenues from the Federal Govern-
ment and student in repayment, the cost of the funds that the
bank pays for it, offset by servicing expense.

Mr. REED. So when we're talking now about possible savings
through the application of a direct lending program, essentially,
what we would be saving at the Federal level is the subsidized in-
terest payments to banks? Is that the biggest savings?

Mr. BANKS. That's correct. The difference between that and the
cost the Fed raised the funds at.

Mr. REED. And that would be an immediate savings that could be
realized?

Mr. BANKS. But, again, it's going to be offset by all the servicing
costs.

Mr. REED. What about the special allowance rates? Are those
paid to banks?

Mr. BANKS. Correct. For instance, during the in-school period,
the bank receives from the Federal Government T-bill plus three
and a quarter. It's basically under the contract between the bank
and the Federal Government. In repayment the borrower, for in-
stance, would pay the bank 8 percent and the differential would
come from the Federal Government.

Mr. REED. So when we talk about special allowance rates, we're
really talking about the interest subsidy?

Mr. BANKS. COrreet.
Mr. REED. I'm trying to understand.
Mr. HOUGH. You have to make a distinction between the interest

benefit and the swcial allowance. Interest benefit is payable in-
school or during deferment periods and runs to as much as 8 per-
cent; special allowance is paid above the 8 percent rate at the time
T-bill plus three and a quarter exceeds 8.

Today, with a Treasury bill of five and a half, three and a quar-
ter on top of that, brings the rate to 8.75. The lender receives 8.75,
75 basis points from the special allowance, 8 percent from the stu-
dent or from an in-school interest benefit.

The last 6 years of the loan's repayment, under current law,
there is no special allowance at today's rates because the rate to
the student is 10 percent.

Mr. REED. So the special allowance rates is an attempt to control
for interest fluctuation in the market?
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Mr. HouGH. Yes, sir.
Mr. REED. Okay. And the administration's proposal in terms of

default rates is that they would essentially reduce the special al-
lowance of those institutions that have high default rates?

Mr. FARRELL Yes, and I should point out to the committee that
that is a measure that strikes at and focuses on a relatively small
number of banks. I think the number is about 155. It is, I would
say, one of those elements of our recommendations that are impor-
tant, small tone-setters and measures to get at the whole system.
So it isn't something that's going to have a sweeping impact on a
large number of institutions.

Mr. REED. I am searching for the proper analogy, but is this
something like a slap on the wrist, perhaps, or an attention getting
technique and not a fundamental attempt to reform the system?

Mr. F'ARRELL Probably not even a slap.
Mr. REED. Well, thank you for putting it in perspective.
The next question I have, and I guess you've already answered it,

Mr. Farrell, is that you don't really anticipate any sort of instru-
mental effect of this thing as a major way of controlling or chang-
ing bank behavior and being more attentive to default rates. This
is more of a gesture or a genuflection to reform, not really a signifi-
cant attempt to change behavior?

Mr. FARRELL No. I wouldn't want to leave that impression, sir. I
think if you look at all of the measures taken as a whole, the sum
total effect is to require all participants in the program to contrib-
ute to a tightening up of the standards. I didn't mean to downplay
in importance that particular item as part of the entire package.

Clearly, one of the ways that you help keep a program from de-
veloping further problems is that you look ahead a little and you
establish some parameters that will help, perhaps, direct things in
the channels that you'd like to have them. So I'd put it more in
that perspective rather than trying to correct a major problem.

Chairman FORD. Will the gentleman yield to me at that point?
Mr. REED. Certainly, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. I'm glad to see him pursuing this. And, Mr. Far-

rell, I have to keep telling you I'm not trying to pick on you. We've
discussed this before in the committee, and we've discussed it with
the Secretary.

On the 31st of May I sent a letter to the Secretary informing him
that I was enclosing a copy of a Congressional Research Service
memo showing what we had done since the last reauthorization
well, actually since 1980to tighten up, as we described it when we
were doing it, the guaranteed student loan program.

This memo has 14 separate laws signed by successive presidents
containing 80 major provisions, each one of them designed to do
some ..ing to tighten up or tune up the guaranteed student loan
Program.

And what I asked the Secretary to do, and this shouldn't come as
a surprise to you, is what I'm going to ask him in every hearing we
have, again, "How much can you tell me, Mr. Secretary, have you
done about implementing these changes in the law and why
haven't you done anything about the others?"

Now, NIT.. Banks mentioned one in particular that we've talked
aboutthe student loan data bank, which the Library of Congress
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identified as an important tool to improve Federal debt collection
and improve debt collection practices.

Now, today, the administration comes in through you and on
page three of your testimony wants some more provisions in law,
including such things as the right to require a driver's license
number of a borrower, other borrower locator information and a
really extraordinary one, authorizing guaranty agencies and the
Secretary to garnish a defaulter's wages. They can do that now.

So unless you want to give the agency itself, the department, the
power now exercised by the court in issuing a writ of garnishment,
you aren't really suggesting anything different. And I might sug-
gest to you that the reason that that's a tough one is that the State
of Texas won't let you garnish wages for anything, and most other
States will let you garnish wages depending on family size, amount
of income, regularity of income, nature of the debt and so on. And
it's a real maze out there that a lot of people have looked at.

But let me take you back to where we would be now if your pred-
ecessors had done something about the changes we made in the
law. And I want this to be repeated over and over to the depart-
ment because I'm not going to waste a lot more time tightening in
this reauthorization when I find ths# the big tightenings that we
did in the last reauthorization are still sitting on the shelf with

nothing happening.
Now, this data system was authorized in 1986 and it was pretty

general in our authority to the department. But then we said the
information and data system, "shall include, but is not limited to."
And if we had such a data system, you could tack on the driver's
license right now.

"The amount and type of each such loan made." Now, doesn't
that sound like a terribly burdensome thing to do is keep track of
the amount and type of each loan made? "The names and social
security numbers of the borrowers, the gu.:..anty agency responsi-
ble for the guaranty of the loan, the institutions of higher educa-
tion or organization responsible for loans made under Part E, the
eligible institution in which the student was enrolled or accepted
for enrollment at the time the loan was made and any additional
institutions attended by the borrower," something that Mr. Hough

made reference to.
And it goes on and on an on with one thing after another that

we thought, as a minimum, ought to be in such a data bank. Now,
last week the GAO testified that in their opinion, the department
would have the data bank ready to operate in late 1993. That's 9
years from point of start.

Mr. Banks apparently knows something about it because he said
that there's no vendor yet selected to establish the data bank.

I don't want you to be responsible for answering for this, but
what I expect to get back from this inquiry to the Secretary is that
while looking at all these other things is to tell us what happened.
You're suggesting a 60 day delay in disbursement.

We did more than that: We put a 30 day delay in, but we also

provided for multiple disbursements, which is a way to avoid dis-
bursing money on a loan after the kid had left in the first semester
and we were still disbursing. We didn't have to go look for the
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money back. If he wasn't there for the second semester, he doesn't
get the second half of the loan.

That's been there for a while and yet because we don't have this
kind of a data bank, we can't fairly ask you to tell us whether it's
working. We know it's causing a lot of inconvenience, but we don't
know how much we're getting out of it.

Until things like these changes are actually put in place, we're
not going to be able to do it. Whoever is going to be doing this re-
authorization 5 years from now isn't going to know any more than
I knew in 1980 when we started asking for these things or any
more than I knew in 195 when we asked for them again.

And we've passed 14 laws with 80 specific provisions just on
tightening up guaranteed student loans. Everybody that's come
before us has a suggestion for another law. It's like passing more
traffic laws and not hiring any traffic cops or hiring traffic cops
that don't want to enforce the law.

So we're going to continue asking the department not to explain
why it wasn't done, but tell us when can you get this done. Could
you do better than the end of 1993, for example, on this data bank
if you really decided that it was important? And could some of the
other things that haven't yet been implemented be put on the list
to go now?

I have no question gbout the willingness of you and the Secre-
tary to move, but we want to be able to show the education commu-
nity, as well as the students themselves, before we go to the floor
with this bill that we're not doing more things to them while still
doing nothing about the things we tried to do to them before.

It bothers me that some of the bad conduct that was going on out
there at the beginning of the last decade is still there at the begin-
ning of this decade and people think that this committee and I
have been sitting here like dummies letting it go on.

I want you folks to step up and take your best cut at the ball.
And if we need more legislation, we'll give it to you. But we're not
going to give you more legislation until you start using what we've
already put over there in the department.

I yield back to the gentleman from Rhode Island.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but I have no further ques-

tions.
Mr. GRIGLEY. I wanted to make a comment to Mr. Reed. I'm Mr.

Grigley. You addressed a question earlier to me about defaults.
It should be pointed out that banks do not control default rates.

that we comply with the regulations as required. And if we do not,
the loan claim is rejected and the bank absorbs the loss.

It would be interesting to note how much of that has gone on in
the past. Thank you.

Mr. REED. You've reawakened my questioning instincts. Just to
follow up, essentially these loans are guaranteed by someone other
than the bank; is that correct?

Mr. GRIGLEY. That's correct. They're guaranteed by the guaranty
agency.

Mr. REED. So when a loan goes into default, the guaranty agency
will relieve the bank of any loss; is that correct?

Mr_ GRIGLEY. Provided that the lender complies with the due dili-
gence requirements in the collection of that individual loan.
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Mr. REED. But assuming that the due diligence is done, and I
think that banks like yours and Chemical do it quite routinely and
quite thoroughly, that the bank ultimately does not absorb any
losses in these things or in a very small number of cases, and it's
through your own lack of due diligence?

Mr. Glum-ff. That may be correct. As in my testimony, I men-
tioned that there are differences between guaranty agencies and
standardization is needed desperately for banks that operate in
multiple States.

Mr. RE En. Thank you, sir. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Chairman Foam Mr. Reed, it's only fair, however, to note that

you were right on it and he dodged it a little bit. If due diligence
isn't exercised, you can't blame anybody but the lender because the
only due diligence requirements that affect your guaranty are the
due diligence requirements that are given specifically to the lender.

The due diligence requirement doesn't require you to collect a
damn dime, does it? It only requires that you send a letter and that
you try to collect. It doesn't require that you succeed.

So there is no intervening factor like a reluctant payer or any-
thing else that affects your insurance other than the failure of
your own employees to do the specific steps that are required of
them to exercise due diligence. They don't have to go out and grab
somebody and beat them over the head to get the money; they
simply have to send them a letter on time and keep their files up.
Isn't that correct?

Mr. GRIGLEY. Yes, that's partially correct.
Chairman FORD. I'll be glad to pursue your question. What part

isn't correct?
Mr. GRIGLEY. There are different regulations and rules that we

lenders abide by when submitting claims to guaranty agencies that
where in some cases they ask for original checks and for others
they ask for copies. And claims get denied for little errors such as
they, as we indicated in our testimony.

So we should clearly review what the intent and what the actual
effort is on the part of the lenders. And I believe that most of
America's banks do make a good faith effort in collecting student
loans.

Mr. REED. Will the gentleman yield? Just a comment, perhaps,
more than a question, is that this is an interesting sort of due dili-
gence. Most of the time banks do due diligence before they give the
money away; in this situation, they do due diligence when they try
to get it back. I mean, I don't want to be too flip about this, but one
of the missing ingredients, perhaps, in the program is that banks
really don't door at least let me raise the question: How much
due diligence prior to the extension of the loan is done on the
credit worthiness of a borrower? Isn't it rather automatic given
the--

Mr. GRIGLEY. That's correct. First of all, there's very little due
diligence done up front because of the regulations. Furthermore,
there is probably no credit history on 99 percent of students, first
time borrowers anyway. In addition to that, the number one crite-
ria for granting any loans in the banking business is the ability to
repay, credit history second, and collateral third.
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And based on the fact that no one has an ability or a proven abil-
ity to repay those loans, certainly there is a lot more risk in that
than there is in other types of consumer loans.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Chairman FORD, I think in fairness to the banker, I should ob-

serve for the record that we don't permit you to find out whether
the person is credit worthy before you make the loan. Because if
everybody who got a loan was credit worthy, you wouldn't need
this program.

Mr. GRIGLEY. I agree.
Chairman FORD. SO it's not your fault that you're lending money

to people who aren't going to have the ability to pay. Thank you
very much.

Mrs. Lowey.
Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm going to delve into

another whole area that has been discussed briefly this morning
and has been discussed several times in meetings in my own dis-
trict with loan offices.

What I'm interested in is helping the students who really want
to repay their loans repay them. And I'm interested in your com-
ments on several proposals that have been put on the table in
these hearings and in my district. And I'm interested in the impact
on the students, whether it really will help them repay the loans.
And I'm also interested in the cost that these proposals would
present.

These are the proposals: One, extending the grace period. It's
now 6 months. There are those who have come to me and said,
"Well, if you extended to nine or extended it to ten, it would really
help the students repay the loans."

Extension of the repayment schedule: Most call for extending it
to 15 years; some people have come to me and said it should even
be extended further. And, incidentally, in regard to that, and per-
haps, Joe Case, you can also elaborate on your comment when you
said, "Finally, we're aware of no evidence or studies that indicate
such deferments change the actual academic choices or career ob-
jectives of students."

Some students have come to me and said, you know, "How can I
go into teaching? I can't afford to go into teaching. I have to begin
repaying my loan in 6 months." So perhaps someone could address
that, too.

Another proposal is changing the manner in which the loans are
repaid so that student payments are smaller in the early years and
larger in the later years when students are more likely to have a
decent income.

And, of course, I'd like you to present to us any other proposals
you have in this regard. So I would appreciate your comment on
these proposals, which have been the ones presented to me most
often, or any other proposals, in addition to getting the data bank
in place so we know where these students are. I think that certain-
ly was presented the other day.

Anybody care to begin?
Mr. CASE. As for extension of grace periods, this was, in fact, a

provision in the statute until revisionI don't remember now.
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Chairman FORD. We're checking to see if we did it in 1986 or in

the first reconciliation.
Mr. CASE. 1986, I think it was. There are positive things and

there are negative things about it. The negative is that it does cost
the government more to continue full subsidization of the subsidy
for that extra 3 months.

Mrs. LOWEY. Excuse me for a minute, and I would appreciate
your comment. We have to compare that cost to the cost of a loan

default, and not getting any money at all.
Mr. CASE. True, absolutely. On the other hand, our student who

may stop out for a semester and enter repayment because of the 6
months grace period in those days did not have that occur. They
resumedthe grace period did not expire and, therefore, was, in es-

sence, erased once they were back in student status.
And so there is that positive side to it, but obviously there would

be costs to be taken into consideration on both sides as default
versus the subsidization.

Mrs. LOWEY. Have you looked at that? Do you have any compari-

son data? Perhaps Mr. Farrell would.
Mr. CASE. I'm not aware of any.
Mrs. LOWEY. Well, why don't you finish and perhaps we can hear

from Mr. Farrell.
Mr. CASE. As for extension of repayment period, that indeed is a

recommendation of NASFAA's, in connection with expansion of
borrowing limits. A 10 year repayment period and the provision for
consolidation for larger loans which can extend the repayment
period currently under statute given present limits, I think, is
probably adequate.

If we do extend the borrowing capacity of students, I believe
there should be an extension of the period for repayment.

As for effects on choices, we are aware of no studies. In fact, the
only study that I'm aware of would indicate that borrowing, admit-
tedly, of college students and not others did not have an effea on
their pursuit of a graduate study; rather, their prospective incomes
was the greatest influence on what choice they chose for pursuing
study beyond the baccalaureate degree.

Mrs. LowEv. Mr. Farrell.
Mr. FARRELL. One of our proposals is to require lenders to pro-

vide a graduated repayment schedule, which would repay only in-

terest in the first year of repayment and then mquire the borrower
to resume repayment of principle after the fourth year, keeping it
on the 10 year statutory maximum repayment schedule. The
thought is that that would establish a discipline for the repayment.

I'd like to comment, if I may, you made reference to the chair-
man's observations on the data system. I couldn't agree more that
one of the mtkjor programs that we've got to put a maximum effort
behind is that one. The little fixes are sort of to take care of things
for now. Clearly, one of the shortcomings of the program is the in-
ability W know some of the things that we'd like to know and you'd

like to know.
And we're going to put a major effort behind that and we'll give

you a report.
Mrs. LOWEY. I personally would like to thank you. I haven't been

at this as long as the chairman, but certainly at the other hearings
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it was )ust unbelievable to me that we don't have this data bank.
And witness after witness just talked about incompetence at your
department, and I'd like to feel confident that we can look forward
to this data bank in the near future.

Mr. FARRELL. Thank you.
Mrs. LOWEY. Selena.
Ms. DONG. We are veu much supportive of the first two propos-

als that you mentionedrestoring the grace period back to 9
months and extending the repayment schedule to 15 years.

We agree with you that many students genuinely want to pay
back these loans and by making it difficult to repay, then we end
up with the larger cost of defaults. In particular, the grace period:
sometimes after graduation it's difficult to find a job within 6
months, especially in these times of economic difficulty. And you've
seen the stories about, you know, graduates having real tough
times finding jobs in their fields.

And so if we extend it, sure, we have to pay the cost of the addi-
tional 3 months of the grace period, but we ultimately allow them
to pay off the loan. It's in our interest as well of that of the stu-
dent.

And extending the repayment schedule 15 years would also help
in the long run bemuse students want to pay back their loans. You
know, time and time again, I think We need to stop seeing default-
ers as deadbeats who refuse to pay their loans; a lot of them would
like to but simply can't.

And as you know, once you go into default status, you can not
reverse that unless you pay the whole loan off. And many times,
that just is simply not possible. And so we want to work with you
and this committee to make the repayment possible.

And last, I just want to make a comment about the deferment
options and how, perhaps, we don't have evidence showing that
having deferments and partial cancellations for students going into
teaching will necessarily encourage them to do that.

We think that's, once again, a result of inadequate publicity on
the student aid program, which is why we endorse the idea of a
publicity campaign as found in Congressman Sawyer's Student
Counseling Assistance Network Act because, again, students just
don't know. And if they don't know, they can't plan ahead to say,
"Well, sure I have this big loan but I do pursue my dream of being
a teacher, it will be 13artially cancelled."

So we think a publicity campaign would help us target those stu-
dents who want to go into low paying professions but would, again,
with your assistance in getting adequate grant aid, especially a Pell
grant entitlement, all students can graduate and make post-grad
uation career job choices based on their desires and their goals anu
not on economics. So everyone can go into a job regardless of its
PaY1

Mrs. LOWEY. I appreciate that because I firmly believe, in my
contact with the schools in my district and the loan offices, they
felt that a mAjority of the students really do want to pay back. And
either they get lost out there or they just can't pay because of real
life circumstances. I appreciate that.

Mr. DONOVAN. May I add a few comment to this? NCHELP has a
proposal in its reauthorization paper to pilot test an extension of
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the 120 day delinquency period that constitutes a default. We
found that there are enough instances of rehabilitation, in other
words, selling the loan back to the lender because it was purchased
in default but the student wishes to repay.

There are enough instances of that that we'd like to at least pilot
test an extension of that. So you might consider that.

But secondly, I would add, too
Mrs. LOWEY. Excuse me. Was that in your testimony?
Mr. DONOVAN. No, it's not in my verbal testimony. Actually, it

was not in my written testimony either, but I can furnish you
copies of the proposal itself.

Mrs. Lown. Thank you.
Mr. DONOVAN. I would like to add also, without addressing specif-

ically your other items, but should mention that over the years a
number of adjustments have been made in law which we have
found to be of a good deal of benefit to students, such as the unem-
ployment deferment, which is used very extensively. We have
i'ound it is used very extensively and effectively, too.

We've found the loan consolidation provisions are used quite ef-
fectively, and others may wish to comment on that. We also find
that our lenders use a good deal of forbearance options to, for in-
stance, require that the student pay interest only for a certain
period of time or capitalize for a certain period of time and this
sort of thing to ease them through harder periods.

So I would state that a number of things have been done. But let
me state also one last comment that as a guarantor, we have found
that without addressing the manageability of debt, which deals
with delinquencies and so on, just talking about the amount of de-
fault, where are defaults coming from, can any of these ease the
default issue, we have found that 70 percent of our default pay-
ments are for dropouts, for individuals who have dropped out of

school.
I think the dropout issue is by far the biggest issue, if one were

to try and curb defaults. We have found also, and I can't cite fig-
ures but I'm sure that others could, that defaults are very heavily
correlated to the very early periods of studies, freshman, some
sophomores. Once you get to upper division, the dropout rate is
much lower.

I believe that, and we've talked about it earlier, that if we could
target grants more heavily toward that very early period of time
and avoid the loans, we're going to avoid a lot of the defaults re-
sulting from the dropout phenomenon.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you.
Mr. HOUGH. At the risk of opposing, in this instance, a benefit to

students, which we don't like to do, I would like to emphasize a
couple issues related to the first issue, which is extension of the
grace period from 6 to 9 months.

There are in place today in the law and in the regulations from
the department a number of ways to handle students who are
hardshipped and need that extra time. Mr. Donovan mentioned the
unemployment forbearance; there are other means of forbearance
and deferments and these are used.
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I think the incidence of default because a borrower needed those
extra 3 months and didn't get relief from forbearance and defer-
ment are very small.

So you've got, at the chairman pointed out, a lot of strength in
the program today if we can get the word out and use it effectively.

Mrs. LOWEY. Just let me stop you at that point. So the question
is: Are the students getting the appropriate counseling? Are they
aware of that? And Selena's saying no.

Mr. HOUGH. Well, we have real life experience of dealing with
several million borrowers and we get audited and we get reviewed
and we have claims that are examined by guarantors in every
State of the country, nearly.

This is not a problem where we are instructed that we are being
short with those benefits in any respect. The benefits are there;
they are extended, I think, with great regularity. There is a real
danger in aiming that particular grace period modification where,
in fact, I think a much more troublesome problem is the lack of a
grace period with all the loans that are made under the SLS pro-
gram.

And that is in numbers a far larger problem, where you have
graduate students and independent students who have to use both
the SLS and 1-1-. Stafford program and then have to sort through
the complexi a lender who under the law is obligated to come
after them rinht away for payments on the SLS loan while the
Stafford loan is going through a period of deferment or grace
period.

We need a grace period for the SLS program if we can figure out
how to pay for it. As far as the student default and the deferment
issues are concerned and repayment risk, banks have dedicated
consumer credit counseling services within their operations ihese
days. And I know in my bank I have a dedicated consumer credit
counseling service in addition to a bankruptcy unit.

And we will work with any customer to refinance their debt,
extend it do whatever it takes to keep that customer with us and
also avoid filing a claim or end up with a loan loss any way possi-
ble. This is going on across the country today. Consumer credit
counseling services are working with banks, and they're a nonprof-
it organization. And we can also include them in student lending in
the future.

Mrs. LOWEY. I appreciate your comments, but to pursue that for
a moment, at the last hearing there were a range of problems, it
seems, presented to us as a result of the lack of a data bank. So
you're saying that the bank which would have a good record of
those to whom they've lent money before that person goes in de-
fault would call them in, present them with all the options? Then
why do we have such a problem? They don't come in? You don't
call them? They disappear.

Mr. GR1GLEY. That's correct. The problem has gotten worse over
the last few years with the economy. And we have felt that, prob-
ably, too late that we should have communicated more with cus-
tomers early on during the default period.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you very much. And the hour is late and I
know Chairman Ford wants to conclude. I just have one more
quick question, and if someone could respond to me.
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I'm very interested, and I know the chairman is, in the whole
issue of how do you help those in the middle class. How do you
help them get the aid? And I'd be interested in someone's response
to this. Should we expand eligibility for Stafford loans by changing
the needs analysis or by another means, or enact a separate middle
income loan program, or look to some other means entirely? If
someone could just respond to that. How do you deal best with that
middle income student that's being squeezed?

Mr. CASE. In my view, the greatest access was provided from
1978 to 1981 under the previous Middle Income Student Assistance
Act; on the other hand, there were a good many students at my
own institution. The borrowing rate increased to approximately
two-thirds of the student body. It is currently at about 44 percent
of the student body.

So there was an additional 20 percent or so who were borrowing
without current definition of need. Perhaps the interim period
from 1981 through 1986, where we had a very simple need test that
focused on income, ignored assets, asked basically for four data ele-
ments, would be the course that, at least personally, I would say
might be the middle ground and the course to go.

Mrs. Lowzv. Thank you. Yes, Mr. Farrell.
Mr. FARRELL. Thank you. I would comment that we can always

review adjustments in formula that involve things such as home
equity, farm equity and income. I would just observe that in a time
of budget discipline what we're proposing in grants and loans is a
very significant increase over the past year and a real effort, I
think, on the part of the Secretary and the administration to put
as much money as is available into this very important area of stu-
dent access to education.

Mrs. Low ET. Thank you very much. I appreciate hearing your
testimony, and I look forward to working with you. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Before you leave, maybe, Mr. Hough and any-

body else, in 1986 we extended loan consolidation privileges on the
theory that people with a multiple package of loans and, therefore,
a large loan burden would be able to negotiate, first, with Sallie
Mae and with State guaranty agencies, then with any lender that
was willing to play.

As I recall it, you can go up to 20 years with a renegotiated peck-
age like that. Is that right?

Mr. HOUGH. Yes. It can go up to 20 years.
Chairman FORD. And does anybody do it?
Mr. HOUGH. Yes. Sallie Mae is consolidating around, in round

numbers, 450 to 500 million dollars of outstanding loan debt each

year and have been going at that pace since the law was written.
I believe there is an aggregate, perhaps, another 50 percent of

that number distributed through all other people offering consoli-
dation. Those numbers are very rough outside of our own experi-

ence.
And the range of years selected by the students in our own pro-

gram run from 12 to 20, and they're fairly evenly distributed. So
students exercise judgment when doing the refinancing and tend to
balance the higher interest costs with the need to have lower
monthly payments.
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Chairman FORD. Selena, do you think that from the student's
perspective it's generally known that the privilege of loan consoli-
dation exists?

Ms. DONG. Again, that's another example of where students just
don't know these options and would benefit from knowing about
them. And I would say that's the same for forbearance options, you
know. I think that many of those students 7io that additional 3
months in the grace period could make a difference to don't know
exactly the process by which they can get forbearance on their
loans.

But, yes, consolidation is another example of that.
Chairman FORD. Well, now, I want you to consider this: The ad-

ministration is offering a little bit of relief by letting you capitalize
the first year of the loan and just pay the earned interest during
that first year. That gives you a little stretch out of when to pay
back, but that doesn't cost any money. And we thank them for that
approach and appreciate their dexterity in avoiding putting any
money up.

But if you fool around with that 3 months, I remember when we
made the change from 9 to 6 months, and that cost money. And it
has to come from someplace out of the program. I've been going
through some of the thoughts that you expressed here. Did we
make a mistake? Did we discourage people from coming back into
repayment because we set the repayment date too early? And did
that, in turn, put them into a habit and they're not paying the
loan?

The answer that comes back from the people that manage these
programs is that if people would come into the bank we would tell
them that they've got options other than going into repayment at
the end of 6 months if the reason they're looking for such an
option is that they don't have a job or they're having a baby or
something else is happening.

These things don't come together any place. Where do you think
that the obligation of the lending and guaranteeing and secondary
market community comes in to preadvise students or borrowers of
the options that they're going to have?

In other words, if you could convince everybody to come to your
bank, you would sort out automatically some presupposed percent-
age of what's called defaults in your bank by having them not go
into default by exercising one of these options. How do we make it
worthwhile for a banker to actively seek to get that information to
the borrower?

Mr. BANKS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that the Con-
gress, really, has already enacted legislation on this and part of the
whole exit counseling process of which we provided two copies of
two different videos used in colleges as part of exit counseling,
which every graduate has to sign or students entering the repay-
ment phase where, in fact, most of their rights and benefits are ad-
vised in this.

It can be a little dry if it was done on a one on one counseling,
but a lot of these videos have become very, very good on a upbeat
way of keeping them interested while they're being counseled that
they are required to sign. And, in fact, it notifies them of all their
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benefits, whether it's forbearance, deferment, loans consolidation.
And, in fact, the Congress has enacted it.

Chairman Fowl We've got a lot of language that talks about this
kind of intervention. Maybe we're intervening at the wrong point.
We've only fairly recently learned that if you want to stop high
school dropouts you have to start in kindergarten. That took us 200
and some years to figure that out.

It's pretty clear to us that students do not become informed in
spite of videotapes and so on. And it runs through my mind that
showing a kid a videotape or giving him a lecture when they're en-
tering college or another school, anxious to do whatever you tell
me I have to do. "I'll do it and sign my name because I want this
money because I want to go to school."

Now, they're going to remember that about as long as they re-
member everything they promised a girl on a first date before she
agreed to go out with him a second time. I mean, there's a natural
human phenomenon that we ought to be looking at here. There is
some state, thrc-igh this whole process, at which somebody ought
to be grabbing these people by the scruff of the neck and saying,
"Now, you're going to be a person going into payment pretty soon.
And you've got to get a job, of course, but if you can't, do you real-
ize that preferable to ruining your credit rating for the rest of your
life are these options?"

And where would you do that sort of thing? That's a very direct
kind of counseling, Mr. Murphy. I'm familiar with the NATTS reg-
ulations that the schools will tell people that these are loans and
not grants. And that's very laudable, but I strongly suspect that it
comes at the wrong time. It comes at the beginning of the process
and not after they've settled into reality.

Mr. MURPHY. I think there can be things the institutions can do

to help. If we were to require lenders, guaranty agencies to main-
tain dialogue with the institutions after graduation or withdrawal,
in terms of identifying and contacting students, I think that would
help quite a bit if it was a requirement that those two sectors
maintain dialogue with the institutions.

I think another thought, one thing we've proposed is develop-

ment of creative and incentive programs to work with employers to
help students or make direct loan repayments as part of a compen-
sation plan in hiring students or graduates.

I think those two things might help the process after they are
thinking about the fact that they may not be able to make the pay-
ments or there's evidence to indicate that they're going into delin-
quencycommunication with the institutions and possibly incen-

tives for employers.
Chairman Foam Anyone else have anything else to contribute?
Mr. DONOVAN. Mr. Chairman, I might add that a number of the

guarantors, of course, are concerned about this same issue. And
several of us have tried various approaches to try to get the word
out in a timely manner.

A couple of examples. Some of the guarantors send a mailer to
all students who have anticipated graduation dates coming up
within the next, whatever, several months stating their various op-
tions and some of the deferment and forbearance and so forth.
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Others also have developed very easy to present and read little
brochures that are handed or sent out to students as they graduate
or during the grace period. When we catch up with the student
after they leave school we often send materials to acquaint them
with these options.

Some of our lenders in the State of Washington use these little
documents in their initial mailers to students stating that they're
going to be entering repayment in such a period of time. So there
are several things that we are attempting toNCHELP is attempt-
ing to compile all these various approaches. And, possibly, we
might be able to give you a feel for what really works and what
doesn't.

Chairman FORD. Well, how do you react to his suggestion of a re-
quirement that the lender or the secondary market maintain con-
tact with the school after the student leaves, either by graduation
or withdrawal?

Mr. DONOVAN. I'm sorry. Are you asking me that, Mr. Chair-
man? What do I feel about the lender or the secondary market
maintaining?

Chairman FORD. Ifs been suggested that there ought to be a re-
quirement that the people involved in the process once the loan is
ready to go into repayment be required to maintain some kind of
contact with the school, inform them of what's going on, use their
resources, if you will, to find the student if he can't be found.

Mr. DONOVAN. I am verywe do that and I believe it should be
required that guarantors and lenders stay in contact with schools if
there is any indication of, you know, inability to contact the stu-
dent or confusion in correspondence and so forth.

Chairman FORD. Wouldn't you think that the requirement ought
to go the other way? That the school ought to be required to pro-
vide whatever it knows about the borrower to the secondary
market?

Mr. DONOVAN. Absolutely. Yes, I do.
Mr. HOUGh. Mr. Chairman, to go back and talk about our favor-

ite subject today, the database, that's what the data base is there
for. Students, schools, guaranty agencies, secondary markets, lend-
ers, the Federal Government, we all know what the status of
record was if the data base was there, was maintained and was
relied upon.

It sounds extraordinarily simple in that subject of status, and it
is simple. We just have to get it in place.

Chairman FORD. It becomes very complex when you talk to a stu-
dent who goes to undergraduate school in one State and deal with
one State's set of lenders and guaranty agencies and then goes to
graduate school or professional school in another part of the coun-
try. They deal with a whole new set of faces and then start getting
conflicting demanding letters from people when they get into re-
payment because the one group doesn't know what the other group
is doing.

The idea of the data base is being a one centralized place. It
wouldn't matter if you went to five colleges. You, William D. Ford
with my Social Security number would end up in the same
common data base.

Mr. HOUGH. That's correct.
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Chairman Foal). Which doesn't now happen.
Mr. HOUGH. That's correct. The next to the last requirement on

a promissory note that goes with every guaranteed student loan,
right above where the borrower signs it, is a requirement that he
undertakes to keep the lender advised as to where he is, what his
address is, what school he's enrolled at, and whether he's enrolled
on an eligible basis. A

That's seemingly simple enough, but as you just recited, we
make it incredibly difficult. Loans move from holder to holder. The
student doesn't really know exactly to whom to communicate in all
instances. The data base is aimed at getting past that and adding
reliability and a bit of convenience.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Ms. DONG. Mr. Ford, I don't necessarily want to prolong this, but

I would like to associate myself with the comments about doing
this improved communication sharing among all the different
agencies, lenders and institutions. We agree that students fall be-
tween the cracks because there isn't enough information continu-

ing after they graduate.
But I would just like to comment briefly on how there needs to

be that personal touch. And I know that it's certainly within your
concern but maybe not within your committee's jurisdiction, but
there needs at institutions to be more time for financial aid coun-
selors to sit down with students.

At George Washington University, they expect students to get in-
formation about this very complex system from the two college
work studies which are set up, like, put out in the front desk to be
sitting ducks and have to answer all these questions.

There's no replacement for time spent with a financial aid officer
who knows this system. And by the same token, this exit counsel-
ing. You know, we appreciate the videos. And this is very difficult
for me because I don t want to make it sound like students are
stupid and, like, don't realize the seriousness of taking out a loan
and need to have, you know, brightly colored brochures and need
to have their hands held.

But for many students, this is the first financial decision they
will ever make on their own. And many of them, especially first
generation college students like the African American student is
student president of Chicago State University who testified at Mr.
Hayes' field hearing, once he got there, breaking all these barriers
and being told by his community that he was selling out, he was
going to take that $2,500 loan because he got this far. He's going to
take it. And he didn't even know he was supposed to pay it back
once he dropped out temporarily.

And exit counseling, they literally say, "Oh, here. Here's a little
piece of paper. Go to the library." They make you walk down to the
library, you watch this video, and then you sign it. They don't
know if you've actually seen it, and just nothing, nothing can re-
place having a conversation with someone who knows the
and can impart to you the seriousness of taking out a loan. ere's
just no replacement for it.

And that's our concern. And so we certainly want to work with

this committee to insure that information is given.
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And about employer relief, my organization has had a number of
students turn down jobs with us. We pay $15,000 a year. Students
who have loans can't afford to take jobs with us, but we can't
afford to pay off their loans. So we've lost a lot of good students
who could be up here agitating and bothering you other than me.

So we want to work on these issues with yeu, and thank you for
your concern.

Chairman Foam Thank you very much. I'm enjoying this but it's
been a long time, so the committee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.)
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 1991.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hayes, Sawyer, Andrews, Jef-
ferson, Reed, Coleman, Klug, Good ling, Petri, Gunderson, and Bar-
rett.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate; Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; l3rent Lamkin, staff assist-
ant; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counsel; and Rose
Di Napoli, minority professional staff member.

Chairman FORD. I am pleased to convene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for this, the twentieth of our 46that
number keeps going up-46 hearings on the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

Today is our second of three hearings on the Stafford Loan Pro-
gram which provides almost four million students and their par-
ents with guaranteed loans to help finance postsecondary educa-
tion; $4.24 billion in Federal appropriations generated almost $12
billion in loan capital this year.

Our witness this morning will present new approaches to Federal
lending, and I am pleased that a distinguished member of this sub-
committee, Tom Petri of Wisconsin, will testify this morning in
support of his legislation, H.R. 2336, the Income Dependent Educa-
tion Assistance Act.

We will also hear testimony regarding other alternatives to the
current Stafford Loan Program, including direct lending.

I look forward to hearing the comments and suggestions of our
witnesses.

Without objection, the prepared statements of the witnesses will
be inserted in full in the record immediately following their oral
comments.

Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COLEMAN. I have no statement.
Chairman FORD. All right.
Mr. Petri, it is all yours.

(151)
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS E. PETRI, U.S. HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Periu. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Higher Education Act has been called by some the most im-

portant social legislation to come before the 102nd Congress, and I
certainly share that opinion.

In our country we have the preeminent system of higher educa-
tion in the entire world, and our job during this reauthorization is
to keep it that way and to make certain that all Americans have
access to that system of higher education. This is a challenging
mandate under ideal circumstances, but more challenging given
our current budget situation.

With this in mind I along with Representative Sam Gejdenson of
Connecticut and 23 other cosponsors have introduced the Income-
Dependent Education Assistance Act, or the IDEA Act for short.

The IDEA Act sets up a supplementary direct student ioan pro-
gram in which repayment is based on the borrower's income after
school and is collected as personal income tax by the IRS. The basic
principle behind it is that education represents, at least in pert, an
investment. Students are investing in human capital when they
pay tuition, and they expect a return on that investment in the
form of higher future incomes.

Under IDEA, the government backs such investment in human
capital and in exchange receives a participating interest in the re-
turns to that capital. When we do that, it turns out that this ap-
proach enables us to achieve a large number of important advan-
tages.

In the first place IDEA is clearly fairer than the Stafford Loan
Program. IDEA repayment is geared exclusively to ability to pay
whereas Stafford is actually regressive. Under Stafford, the stu-
dents who stay in school for the longest time, and therefore on av-
erage have the highest later incomes, pay the lowest effective inter-
est rates on their loans because they get the most benefit from
their school interest subsidy.

The second major advantage of the IDEA approach is that it pro-
vides a better deal for students than Stafford, Spplementary Loans
for Students, or HEAL. For most students in 4 year programs the
cost of an IDEA loan is approximately equivalent to that of Staf-
ford but the IDEA loan provides the added advantages of insur-
ance against low income, ease of repayment through the income
tax system, and complete flexibility of repayment that accommo-
dates life changes like unemployment, periods of child rearing, di-
vorce or death of a spouse, low earnings right after school, or peri-
ods of low wage public service employment.

For shorter term students, IDEA is a better deal even in terms of
cost, or effective interest rate paid. Even for graduate students
IDEA can still be a better overall deal.

The third major advantage of IDEA is that it solves the middle
income access problem that we have all been wrestling with. We
all know that it would cost a ton of money to open up eligibility for
Stafford loans to all students regardless of family income, but when
you turn things around and look at the problem from the IDEA
perspective, the whole picture changes. Under IDEA you actually
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want students from higher income families to participate because
they tend to have higher later incomes themselves, and some of
them will make limited premium interest payments that help to
subsidize the low income borrowers.

A fourth mgjor advantage of IDEA is that it rationalizes and dra-
matically simplifies the whole question of deferments and forgive-
ness provisions that, under the current system, constitute a some-
times arbitrary, unfair and complex mess that is next to impossible
to keep track of.

Under IDEA everyone who needs a deferment because of tempo-
rary low income, or forgiveness because of permanently low
income, automatically gets it with no fuss and no extra recordkeep-
ing, and we in the Congress don't have to argue about which occu-
pations are more or less deserving.

The fifth IDEA advantage is that it solves the problem of what to
do about the severely troubled HEAL program for medical profes-
sions students. The IDEA Act does not repeal HEAL, which is not
under the jurisdiction of our committee, but it should largely drive
HEAL out of business because it is a much more attractive pro-
gram for those students who typically face extreme problems of im-
mense loan repayment burdens and insufficient income shortly
after leaving school.

The final IDEA advantage I would like to mention is that this
approach should save immense amounts of money, possibly billions
of dollars per year, and this is a crucial point. If we want to spend
more money on Pell grants or other parts of the Higher Education
Act, and I for one do, we have got to find savings elsewhere, and
IDEA is a perfect source because it saves tremendous amounts of
money while still providing a much better loan program than the
ones we have now.

At this point, you might ask how this is possible. How can we
save money while providing a fairer and better deal for skudents,
solving the HEAL and middle income access problems, and provid-
ing universal deferment and forgiveness according to ne:e? The
answer is that there are four major sources of efficiency in IDEA
that correspond to four sources of waste in Stafford and other cur-
rent loan programs.

The first of these is that IDEA practically eliminates defaults.
There is no reason to default because repayment is based on ability
to pay and is capped at a reasonable percentage of income. There is
no opportunity to default because the repayment is part of one's
income taxes.

This alone is a potential source of savings on the order of a bil-
lion dollars plus. )ind even thotwh I am proposing IDEA only as a
supplementary program, note tlmt the bill does provide that all
new Stafford and HEAL loan agreements will carry a stipulation
that if those loans go into default, they will be converted automati-
cally into IDEA loans and become subject to MS collection under
the IDEA terms. In that way IDEA will reduce default costs even
under the programs that coexist with it.

The second major source of efficiency is a lower cost of capital.
Whereas existing programs use private capital at politically negoti-
ated interest rates, I FA uses government capital at a cost equiva-
lent to the interest paid on government bonds of comparable matu-
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rity which will be much lower. That,is another billion dollar poten-
tial source of savings at no cost to students.

A third source of efficiency in IDEA is precise targeting of subsi-
dies. IDEA provides subsidies to all those who need them, only to
those who need them, and to the extent of their need. It pays for
these subsidies, at least partly, from limited premium interest pay-
ment, from high income graduates; that is, from those whose in-
vestments in education have paid off most handsomely. That is ex-
actly the reverse of the Stafford program, which on average subsi-
dizes high income graduates in preference to low income borrowers
who have low incomes in many cases precisely because they didn't
graduate or invested only in shorter term programs.

The fourth and final source of IDEA efficiency is simplified ad-
ministration. Loan origination is simple because there are no extra
institutions involved and because there is no needs analysis.
Anyone attending an approved school is eligible regardless of
family income. Loan collection is also as simple as it can be. Since
the IRS is already in the tax collection business, and repayment is
included as personal income tax liability, the added cost of the pro-
gram would be negligible.

No additional tax returns are generated, as those who fall below
the filing threshold, and therefore owe no regular income taxes,
owe no additional IDEA payments either. In fact, IDEA should sim-
plify the job of the IRS because it will get the IRS out of the busi-
ness of withholding the refunds of loan defaulters.

In short, we have created a loan program which increases the
availability of funding, reduces default, and makes repayment
more manageable. To the extent that subsidies are involved, they
are progressive, and the money goes where it should go, to students
who need it rather than to bankers, defaulters, administrators, and
the richest graduates. In the process IDEA frees up a great deal of
Federal money which can be used for education grants, work study,
or for deficit reduction.

I have been very encouraged that there seems to be a good deal
of open mindedness on both sides of the aisle concerning reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act. Clearly, the time has come to
fix the problems inherent in the current law rather than continu-
ing to tinker around.

The IDEA Act provides an innovative and cost effective way to
ensure access to higher education for all students, and I encourage
my colleagues to study this initiative and to support it.

I would like to submit materials describing the IDEA Act and
ask that they be included in the hearing record, and I would be
happy to answer any questions that anyone might have.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Thomas E. Petri follows:1
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Mr. Chairman:

I would like to think you and
my distinguished colleagues on this

subcommittee for inviting me to testify today. Reauthorization of the
Nigher Education Act has been called by some 'the most important social
legislation t3 come before the 102nd Congress'. I share this opinion. Inthe United States, we have the pre-eminent system of higher education inthe world. Our job during this reauthorization is to keep it that way, andto make certain that al/ Americans have access to the system.

That is a challenging mandate under ideal circumstances, but morechallenging given our current budget situation. With this in mind, I,
along with Representative Gejdenson and 23 other cosponsors, have
introduced the Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act, or the IDEA Actfor short.

The IDEA Act sets up a supplementary direct student loan program, in
which repayment is based on the borrower's income after school, and iscollected as personal income tax by the IRS. The basic principle behind itis that education represents, at least in part, an investment. Students areinvesting in human capital, and they expect a return on that investment in
the form of higher future incomes. Under IDEA, the government backs such
investments in human capital and in exchange receives a participatirl
interest in the returns to that capital. In effect, students borrow against
their future ircome streams. On an individual basis, students can't finance-
education in this way, because they can't pledge their human capital ascollateral and each individual can't guarantee a particular level of returnon his or her investment. But collectively financing education on the
basis of pooled ri0.. and return on investments is a sound governmental
approach to student aid. The IDEA program takes that sound approach from
theory to practice.

When we do that, it turns out that this approach enables us te
achieve a large number of important advantages. In the first place, IDEA is
clearly fairer than the Stafford loan program. IDEA repayment is geared
explicitly to ability to pay, whereas Stafford is actually regressive.
Under Stafford the studelts who stay in school for the longest time, and
therefore have the HMEST later incomes, pay the LOWEST effective interest
rates on their loans because they get the most benefit from the in school
interest subsidy.
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A second major advantage of the IDEA approach is that it provides a

better des? than Stafford, SLS, or HEAL for most students. For most

students in four year programs, the COST of IDEA loans is approximately

equivalent to that of Stafford, but the IDEA loan provides the added

advantages of insurance against low income, ease of repayment through the

income tax, and complete flexibility of repayment that accommodates life

changes like unemployment, periods of child rearing, divorce or death of a

spouse, low earnings right after school, or periods of low wage public

service employment. For shorter term students, IDEA is a better deal even

in terms of cost, or effective interest rate paid. Even for graduate

students. IDEA can still be a better overall deal, especially for borrowing

during the graduate years.

A third major advantage of IDEA is that it solves the middle income

access problem we've all heard about. Be all know that it would cost a ton

of money to open up eligibility for Stafford loans to all students

regardless of family income. But when you turn things around and look at

the problem from the IDEA perspective, the whole picture changes. Under

IDEA you actually want students from higher income families to participate

because they tend to have higher later incomes themselves and some of them

will make limited premium interest payments that help to subsidize low

income borrowers.

A Nurth major advantage of IDEA is that it rationalizes and

dramatically simplifies the whole question of deferments and forgiveness

provisions that, under the current system, constitute an arbitrary, unfair,

complex mess that's next to impossible to keep track of. Under IDEA,

everyone who needs a deferment because of temporarily low income, or

forgiveness because of permanently low income, automatically gets it, with

no fuss and no extra record keeping. And we in the congress don't have to

argue about which occupations are more or less deserving.

A fifth IDEA advantage is that it solves the problem of what to do

about the severely troubled HEAL program for medical professions students.

The IDEA act does not repeal HEAL, which is not under the jurisdiction of

our committee, but it should largely drive HEAL out of business because it

is much more attractive for those students, who typically face extreme

problems of immense loan repayment burdens and insufficient income shortly

after leaving school.

The final IDEA advantage I'd like to mention is that this approach

should save immense amounts of money, possibly in the billions o; pOlars

per year. That is a crucial point. If we want to spend more money on Pell

grants or other parts of the Higher Education Act, we've got to find

savings somewhere, and IDEA is a perfect source because it saves these

tremendous amounts while still providing a much better loan program than

the ones we've got now.
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You might well ask at this point how this is possible. How can we

save money while providing a fairer and better deal for students, solving

the HEAL and middle incole access problems, and providing universal

deferment and forgiveness according to need? The answer is that there are

four major sources of efficiency in IDEA that correspond to four sources of

waste in Stafford and other current loan programs.

The first of these is that IDEA practically eliminates defaults.

There is no reason to default because repayment is based on ability to pay

and is copped at a reasonable percentage of income. And there is no

opportunity to default because the repayment is part of one's income taxes.

This alone is a potential source of savings on the order of a billion

dollars plus. And even though I am proposing IDEA only as a supplementary

program, note that the bill does provide that all new Stafford and HEAL

loan agreements will carry a stipulation that if those loans go into

default, they will be converted automatically into IDEA loans and become

subject to IRS collection under the IDEA terms. In that way, IDEA will

reduce default costs even under the programs that coexist with it.

The second major source of efficiency is a lower cost of capital.

Whereas existing programs use private capital at politically negotiated

interest rates, IDEA uses government capital at a cost equivalent to the

interest paid on government bonds of comparable maturity, which will be

much lover. That's another billion dollar potential source of savings at

no cost to students. While it may appear that this source can be tapped

with a non-income-dependent direct loan
approach, such as those you will

hear about from other witnesses this morning, those proposals suffer from

potential collection problems. Only the IDEA-type approach justifies

collection as income taxes by the IRS. which solves the collection problems

associated with direct government loans.

A third source of efficiency in IDEA is precise targeting of

subsidies. IDEA provides subsidies to all those who need them, only to

those who need them, and to the extent of their need. It pays for those

subsidies, at least partly, from limited premium interest payments from

high income graduates -- that is, from those whose investments in education

have paid off most handsomely. That's exactly the reverse of the Stafford

program. which, on average, subsidizes high income graduates in preference

to low income borrowers, who have low incomes in many cases precisely

because they didn't graduate or invested only in shorter term programs.

The fourth and final source of IDEA's efficiency is simplified

administration. Loan origination is simple because there are no extra

institutions involved and because there is no needs analysis. Anyone

attending an approved school is eligible regardless of family income.
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Loan collection is also as simple as it can be. Since the IRS is

already in the tax collection business, end repayment is included as
personal income tax liability, the added costs to the program would be
negligible. No additional tax returns are generated, as those who fall
below the filing threshold, and therefore owe no regular income taxes, owe
no additional IDEA payments either. In fact, IDEA should simplify the job
of the IRS, because it will get the IRS out of the business of withholding
the refunds of loan defaulters.

In short, we have created a loan program which increases the
availability of funding, reduces defaults, and makes repayment more
manageable.

To the extent that subsidies are involved, they are progressive.
And the money goes where it should go -- to students who need it -- rather
than to bankers, defaulters, administrators, and the richest graduates

In the process, IDEA frees up a great deal of federal money which
can be used for education grants or for deficit reduction.

I have been very encouraged that there seems to be a good deal of
openmindedness on both siles of the aisle concerning reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. Cleirly the time has come to fix the problems
inherent in the current law, rather than continuing to tinker around. The

IDEA Act provides an innovative and cost-effective way to ensure access to
higher education for all students, and I encourage my colleagues to study
this initiative and support it.

I would like to submit materials describing the IDEA Act and ask
that they be included in the hearing record.
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IDEA CCK.:: E) TO STAFFORD LOANS

assume: Stafford borrowers pay :::-front fees of 8%; therefore trey need to

borrow 5108.70 to ge: 5100 to use (.92 x 5108.70 $100);

IDEA interest charged (f-om day one) is 8% (i.e.t-bil! rates . 6%):

Four-year student herr:A.! to spend 514,000 as fellows: 52000 in
year 1, 53000 in yea- 2. 54000 in year 3. and 55002 in year 4.

In-Scnc.:' Account Histories

Date

9-1-1
11-31-1
2-1-2
9-1-2

Stafford

Add to Total

Acpft Owed

51087

1087

1631

IDEA

to Total

4:.:ount Cwed

19.40

1:20

1F22

semester y. 1 loan

interest - a 70.,
loan: sem. 2. yr. 1

loan: sem. 1. yr. 2

12-31-2 82.11 12 me. ir:. c- 51026.4:

'3.33 Int.: 11 5.000

29.50 * 4 7o. '2500

53905 S3'21.44

2-1-3 1630 loan

9-1-3 2174
12-31-3 1;-.72 12 -: 22721.44

:12.00
- i;

211 80 2:00

76'09 7,i3: 96

2-1-4 2174 4... loan

9-2-4 2718
12-31-4 14 56 int : 12 -:.'2-531.99

146.66 11 2900

;5.80 4 / 2500

12,501 13,009.18

2-1-5 2717 o::1 loan: sem. 2. fr. 4

6-1-5 4:3,54 int.: 5 m/513.009.13
69.00 4 / 2500

15,218 15,008.82

Stafford final total 8.7% more tnan 514,000; IDEA total . 14 3% more.

BUT, the Stafford borrower repays his loan at a higher effective

interest rate, averaging about E 5/8%, versus 8% for most borrowers under

IDEA. The Stafford monthly payment of $189.74 would actually repay 515.638

worth of loans at 8%. So the 10E4 loans are $370.82 (plus repayment period
interest) more expensive than the Stafford loans. But the IDEA borrower
receives complete repayment flexibility, low income protection, and ease of

application (with no needs analysis and no need to go to a bank.

Clearly. IDEA should be the loan of choice for many 4-year students.
It is actually less expensive for virtually all those in shorter programs,

and it is still attractive for nry graduate students, especia,lj those

with borrowing concentrated in graduate years.

171
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IDEA COMPARED TO HEAL

An 8% insurance premium is deducted from NEAL loans up front.
Therefore, you must borrow $108.10 to get $100 to use for education.

HEAL loans are charged variable interest from day one at the average 91 day
t-bill rate plus 3% (rounded up to the nearest 1/8 14 which the following
analysis ignores). Interest payment is deferred and capitalized while the
student is in school and for up to 4 years of residency.

BUT, that interest is charged on the whole $108.70.

The EFFECTIVE interest rate paid based on the $100 actually used
varies with the number of years the loan is outstanding before
repayment begins. Assuming 6% t-bill rates and a 10 year repayment
period, these effective rates are as follows:

Years

1

% Premium Over T-bills

4 5/8% -
2 about 4 3/8%
3 4 1/4% -

4 4%

5 4%

6 about 3 7/8%
7 3 3/4%

8 3 3/4% -

IDEA borrowers pay no up-front fees, are charged standard interest of 2%
over the t-bill rate, and face the possibility of paying premium interest
of up to a maximum of 4.5% over the t-bill rate (if their incomes are
especially high in the first 12 years after school), or paying subsidized
interest at rates all the way down to zero or below if their incomes are
low over a 25 year period after school.

Therefore, the STANDARD cost of a HEAL loan is only slightly less
than the MOST you can pay under IDEA (and note that the longer your
residency, the fewer high earning years you have in which to pay
premium interest during your first 12 post-school years under IDEA).

AND, IDEA offers other advantages, including:

complete flexibility (payments always limited as % of income),

low income protection,
high interest protection (interest can never go over 12.5%. no

matter what happens to t-bills in any year; HEAL has no
upper limit on interest).

IN SUM, IDEA should be the loan of choice for virtually all well-advised
medical professions students.

Yet IDEA still should save taxpayers money due primarily to a lower cost of
capital and the virtual elimination of defaults.

1 1 2
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IDEA ACT SYNOPSIS

The IDEA Act creates a new supplementary student loin program in which
repayments are determined by post-school income of the burrower and are
collected by the IRS as part of the individual income tax. The program

avoids taxpayer subsidies but does contain an internal cross-subsidy from

those with very high incomes to those with very low incomes. Essential

features follow:

* Students may borrow up to $70,000 total ($6,500 for each of the first
two years undergraduate, $8,000 For third and later years, S11.000 Per
year graduate), but any amounts borrowed under other federal programs

are subtracted from these limits. The $70,000 limit is phased out

between age 35 and 55 so that borrowers do not assume obligations
disproportionate to their remaining earning years. There are higher

limits for certain medical professions.

* Borrowers' accounts are charged interest each year at the average 91 day
T-bill rate for the year plus 2%, but in no case more than 10%. There

are no up-front fees (i.e. for "loan origination" or insurance).

* For a given account balance, the annual repayment amount for a given year

varies according to income. Progressivity is derived from the income tax

rates applicable to single and marriel taxpayers before tax reform.

* Most borrowers will pay off IDEA loans at the T-bill plus 2% rate in 12

to 18 years. However, borrowers with high post-graduation incomes who
finish repayment within 12 years can pay up to 2 1/2 points more than the
interest originally charged to their accounts, while low income
borrowers will have any unpaid portions of their loans forgiven after 25

years.

* No borrower will owe payments for any year in which his income is below

the tax return filing threshold ($10,900 for joint returns and $6,050

for single returns in 1993). Any borrower's total payments are capped

by a percentage of his income that rises gradually as income rises
(generally below 15% at a moderate income level). Along with the

progressivity in the normal repayment schedules, this assures borrowers
that their payments will be manageable, regardless of job changes,

unemployment, retraining, homemaking, etc.

* No means tests restrict IDEA borrowing. They would not reduce government

costs and would prevent participation by future high income earners.

* All those needing "deferments" to enter low-paying public service jobs

automatically receive them. No need for complex deferment schemes.

* Borrowers may voluntarily convert any Stafford and HEAL debt to IDEA

loans of the same origination date. New Stafford and HEAL loans that go

into default will be converted automatically to IDEA loans.

* IDEA repayment obligations may not be discharged in a bankruptcy

proceeding.

* Borrowing limits and repayment schedules are indexed for inflation.

173
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IDEA ACT - BASIC ELEMENTS

LOAN LIMITS

$6,500 for first two years undergrad, $8,000 for third & later years,
and $11,000 per year for graduate students, less amounts borrowed

under other federal progroms; cumulative limit of $70,000; higher
limits for certain medical professions schools.

INTEREST

Interest charged to borrowers accounts each year at lesser of 10% or

2% over the average 9I-day 7-bill rate for that year; no extra
origination fees or insurance premiums.

No in-school interest subsidy or in-school interest payments;

interest accrued while in school is added to principal for later

payment.

REPAYMENT

After leaving school, each year borrowers find repayment amounts from

simple tables with income on one axis, maximum account balances on
the other axis; total payments are capped at 20% of the difference of

income minus the relevant income tax filing threshold ($10,900 joint

or $6,050 single in 1993).

For given account balance, standard payment (made by singles between

$31,380 and $37,740 and couples between $39,060 and $48,600) would

pay off account balance in 12 years if T-bill + 2% rates average 8%.

For given account balance, payment at lowest incomes is a bit less

than 1/2 the standard payment, payment at highest incomes is twice

the standard payment; most people repay loans in 12 to 18 years,

Progressivity of tables derived from pre '86 income tax rate

schedules.

Stafford or HEAL loans may be converted to IDEA; cap on total annual

payments applies to converted loans.

Repayment ends whenever account balance is paid off at actual T-bill

plus 2% variable rates charged to account, or upon death or disability,

except:

Any unpaid balance is forgiven after 26 years of repayment, and

Borrowers must make payments for at least 12 years, except:

Borrower is finished paying in less than 12 years when
cumulative payments pay off account at effective variable
interest rate (called *buyout rate) of T-bill plus 4 1/2%

171



Income:

proyessivity factor

annual payment per 5)0,000
maximum account balance SO 5681 5796 51070 51151 51289 51327 51373 51541
(MA8)

(3) (a) maximum annual payment SO S790 $1790 $2790 $3790 $4790 $5790 $6790 $8790

(b) amount in (3)(a) as 0.0 7.9 11.9 14.0 15.2 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.6

percpnt of income

(c) MA8 at 0110 (3)(a) N. A. $11601 $0487 $27353 $32928 $37161 143632 549454 $57041
is reacbed

INCOME DERENUEN1 EDUCAIION ASSISTANCE (IDEA): Repayment by Unmarried Taxpayers

6050 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 WOOD

0,467 0.513 0.600 0.769 0.867 0.971 1.000 1.035 1.161

(4) years required to pay 6% 36 24 15 12.5 11- 10+ 10- 8.5

bacx loan at indicated 8% 50' 20 15. 13- 12 II+ 9 5
Interect rates 10% 41 71 16+ 15- 13.5 11

12% 13+

75000 100000 168000

1.359 1.539 2.000

51803 $2042 $2654

$13790 518790 532390

18.4 18.8 19.3

176484 592018 5122042 1.
-3

7- 6 4.5
8- 7- 5.
8.5 7 5

10. 8- 5.5

based upon income level of borrower; derived from pre '86 income tax rate structure and specified in the IDEA Att.
line (2) + line (1) x $1327; MA8 is highest amount of unpaid principal and accrued
interest during the history of a borrower's IDEA account.
line (3)(a) 20% of (MAGI minus $6.050). $6.050 is the tax filing threshold for joint returns in 1993.
line (3)(c) - ((3)(a) divided by line (2)) $10,000,

numbers higher than 25 are illustrative only, since borrowers are excused from any remaining obligation after 25 years:
since the standard interest charges are capped at IA, the 17% line is of interest only with respect to potential high
income premiums.



Income:

(1) prOgeSsivity factor

(2) annual payment per $10,000
maximum account balance

INCOME DEPENDENT EDUCATION ASSISTANCE (ID1A): Repayment by Taxpayers Filing Joint Returns

10900 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 50000 75000

0.485 0.546 0.618 0.734 0.843 0.932 1.000 1.014 1.210

50 3725 5820 5974 51119 $2237 $1127 51346 $1606

100000

1.311

$1740

160000

1.477

51960

240000

2.000

52654

(MA8)

(3) (a) maximum annual payment SO 5820 51820 52820 53820 54820 55820 57820 512820 517820 529820 545820

(b) mmount in (3)(a) as
percent of income

0 5.5 9.1 11.3 12.7 13.8 14.6 15.6 17.1 17.8 18.6 19.1

(C) M48 at which (3)(a) N.A. 11310 22195 28953 34138 38965 43858 58098 79826 102414 152143 172645 i..x

it retched
....1

(4) years rtowired to pay 6% 30 22.5 16 13 11.5 10* 10 8 7+ 6+ 4.5

back loan at indicated 8% 72 S 16+ 13.5 12 12. 9 8 7- 4.5

interest rates 10% 24 174 14.5 14. 10+ 9 7.5 5

12% 12+ 10+ a. s+

(1) based upon income level of borrower; derived from pre '86 income tax rate structure and specified in the 1DFA Art.

(2) this figurz . line (I) x 51327; MA8 is highest amount of unpaid principal and accrued
interest during the history of a borrower's IDEA account.

(3)(a) lint (1)(a)-20% of (MAGI minus $10,900). 510,900 is the tat filing threshold for Joint returns tn 1993.

13)(c) line (3)(c)- ((3)(a) divided by line (2)1 x 110,000,
(4) numbers higher than 25 are illustrative only, since borrowers are excused from any remaining obligation after 25 years;

since the standard interest charges are capped at lat. the In line is of interest only with respect to Potential high

income premiums.
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102D CONGRESS H. R. 23361ST SESSION

To establish a higher education loan program iA which a borrower's annual
repayment obligation is dependent upon both postsehool income level
and borrow;ng history, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MAT 14, 1991

Mr_ rum (for himself, Mr. GVDENSON, MOUNARI, Mr. INHOFE, Mr.

SANTORUM, Mr. POETR', Mr. LAPALCR, Mr. LANCASTER, Mr. SUND.

QUIST, Mr. Nulans, Mr. HowroN, Mr. Mc:Commit, Mr. HUGHES, Mr.
HERTEL, Mr. CAMPBELL of Colorado, and Mr. DE Luoo) introducer' the

following bill; which was referred jointly to the Committees on Education

and Labor and Ways and Means

A BILL
To establish a higher education loan program in which a

borrower's annual repayment obligation is dependent

upon both postschool income level and borrowing history,

and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the Utited States of America in Congms assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TTTLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Income-Dependent

5 Education Assistance Act of 1991".

179
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1 TITLE 1SYSTEM FOR MAKING INCOME-

2 DEPENDENT EDUCATION ASSISTANCE LOANS

3 SRC. 101. PROGRAM AUTHORITY.

4 The Secretary of the Treasury shall, in accordance

5 with the provisions of this title-

6 (1) make loans to eligible students in accord-

7 anee with this title, and

8 (2) establish an account for each borrower of

9 such a loan, and collect repayments on such loans,

10 in accordance with section 6306 of the Internal Rev-

11 enue Code of 1986.

12 SEC. 102. AGEREMENTS BY ELIGIBLE INSTITUTIONS.

13 (a) TERMS OF AGREEMENT.In order to qualify its

14 students for loans under this title, an eligible institution

15 shall enter into an agreement with the Secretary of Educa-

16 tion which-

17 (1) provides that the institution will collect ap-

18 plications for loans under this title from its students

19 that are in such form and contain or are accompa-

20 nied by such information as the Secretary of the

21 Treasury may require by regulation;

22 (2) contains assuranees that the institution will,

23 on the basis of such applications, provide to the Sec-

24 retary of the Treasury the information required by

S.O
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1 section 104 and will certify to the Secretary of the

2 Treasury-

3 (A) the cost of attendance determination

4 for each student; and

5 (B) the amount of any outstanding loans

6 to such student under title IV of the Higher

7 Education Act of 1965 or title VII of the Public

8 Health Service Act;

9 (3) provides that the institution will provide to

10 each student applying for a loan under this title a

11 notice provided by the Secretary of Education of the

12 student's obligations and responsibilities under the

13 loan;

14 (4) provides that, if a student withdraws after

15 receiving a loan under this title and is owed a

16 refund-

17 (A) the institution will pay to the Secre-

18 tary of the Treasury a portion of such refund,

19 in accordance with regulations prescribed by the

20 Secretary of the Treasury to ensure receipt of

21 an amount which bears the same ratio to such

22 refund as such loan bore to the cost of attend-

23 ance of such student; and
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4

1 (B) the Secretary of the Treasury will

2 credit the amount of such refund to the stu-

3 dent's account; and

4 (5) contains such additional terms and condi-

5 tions as the Secretary of the Treasury or Secretary

6 of Education prescribes by regulation to protect the

7 fiscal interest of the United States and to ensure ef-

8 fective administration of the program under this

9 Act.

10 (b) ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT.The Secretary

11 of Education may, after notice and opportunity for a hear-

12 ing to the institution concerned, suspend or revoke, in

13 whole or in part, the agreement of any eligible institution

14 if the Secretary of Education finds that such institution

15 has failed to comply with this title or any regulation pre-

16 scribed under this ti. ,e or has failed to comply with any

17 term or condition of its agreement under subsection (a).

18 No funds shall be loaned under this title to any student

19 at any institution while its agreement is suspended or re-

20 yoked, and the Secretary of Education may institute pro-

21 ceedings to recover any funds held by such an institution.

22 The Secretary of Education shall have the same authority

23 with respect to his functions under this Act as the Seere-

24 tary of Education has with respect to his functions under

25 part B of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

1 S
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(c) NOTICE TO SECRETARY.The Secretary of Edu-

2 cation shall annually submit to the Secretary of the Treas-

3 ury a list of the eligible institutions having effective agree-

4 ments under this section, and shall promptly notify the

5 Secretary of the Treasury of any action taken under sub-

6 section (b) to suspend, revoke, or reinstate any such agree-

7 ment.

8 sac. los. mourn Arm TERMS OF LOANS.

9 (a) ELIGIBLE AMOUNTS.

1 0 ( 1 ) ANNUAL uurs.Any individual who is de-

ll termined by an eligible institution to be an eligible

12 student for any academic year shall be eligible to re-

13 ceive an IDEA loan for such academic year in an

14 amount which is not less than $500 or more than

15 the cost of attendance at such institution, deter-

16 mined in accordance with section 484 of the Higher

17 Education Act of 1965. TIT mount of such loan

18 shall not exceed--

19 (A) $6,500 in the ease of any student who

20 has not completed his or her second year of un-

21 dergraduate study;

22 (B) $8,000 in the case of any student who

23 has completed such second year but who has

24 not completed his or her course of undergradu-

25 ate study;

3
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1 (C) $30,000 in the ease of any student

2 who is enrolled in a graduate degree program in

3 medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, podia-

4 try, optometry, or osteopathic medicine; or

5 (D) $22,500 in the case of any student

6 who is enrolled in a graduate degree program in

7 pharmacy, chiropractic, public health, health

8 administration, clinical psychology, or allied

9 health fields, or in an undergraduat degree

10 program in pharmacy; or

11 (E) $11,000 in the ease of any other stu-

12 dent.

13 (2) LIMITATION ON BORROWING CAPACITY.-

14 No individual may receive any amount in an addi-

15 tional IDEA loan if the sum of the original principal

16 amounts of all IDEA loans to such individual (in-

17 eluding the pending additional loan) would equal or

18 exceed-

19 (A) $70,000, minus

20 (B) the product of (i) the number of years

21 by which the borrower's age (as of the close of

22 the preceding calendar year) exceeds 35, and

23 (ii) one-twentieth of the amount specified in

24 subparagraph (A), as acbusted pursuant to

25 paragraph (3).

1S4
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1 (3) EXCEPTIONS TO BORROWING CAPACITY um-

2 ITS FOR CERTAIN GRADUATE STUDENTS.For a

3 student who is-

4 (A) a student desenled in paragraph

5 (1)(C), paragraph (2) shall be applied by sub-

6 stituting "$143,370" for "$70,000"; or

7 (B) a student desenled in paragraph

8 (1)(D), paragraph (2) shall be applied by sub-

stituting "$115,770" for "$70,000".

10 (4) ADJUSTMENT OF LIMITS FOR INFLATION.

11 Each of the dollar amounts specified in paragraphs

12 (1), (2), and (3) shall be aeLjusted for any academic

13 year after calendar year 1994 by the cost-of-living

14 adjustment for the calendar year preceding such

15 academic year determined under section

16 6306(h)(3)(C) of the Internal Revenue Code of

17 1986, rounded to the nearest multiple of $100 (or,

18 if such adjustment is a multiple of $50 and not a

19 multiple of $100, such adjustment shall be increased

20 to the next higher multiple of $100).

21 (5) COMPUTATION OF OUTSTANDING LOAN OB.

22 LIGATIONS.For the purposes of this subsection,

23 any loan obligations of an individual under student

24 loan programs under title IV of the Higher Educa-

25 lion Act of 1965 or title VII of the Public Health

185
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1 Service Act shall be counted toward IDEA annual

2 and aggregate borrowing capacity limits. For pur-

3 poses of annual and aggregate loan limits under any

4 such student loan program, IDEA loans shall be

5 counted as loans under such program.

6 (6) ADJUSTMENTS OF ANNUAL LIMITS FOR

7 LESS THAN FULL-TIME STUDENTS.For any stu-

dent who is enrolled on a less than full-time basis,

9 loan amounts for which such student shall be eligible

10 for any academic year under this subsection shall be

I I reduced in accordance with regulations prescribed by

12 the Secretary of Education.

13 (b) DURATION OF ELIGIBILITY.An eligible student

14 shall not be eligible to receive a loan under this title for

15 more than a total of the full-time equivalent of 9 academic

16 years, of which not more than the full-time equivalent of

17 5 academic years shall be as an undergraduate student

18 and not more than the full-time equivalent of 5 academic

19 years shall be as a graduate student.

20 (c) TERMS OF LOANS.Each eligible student apply-

21 ing for a loan under this title shall sign a written agree-

22 ment which-

23 (1) is made without security and without en-

24 dorsement, except that if the borrower is a minor

25 and such note or other written agreement executed

156
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1 by him would not, under the applicable law, create

2 a binding obligation, endorsement may be required,

3 (2) provides that such student will repay the

4 principal amount of the loan and any interest or ad-

5 ditional chimps thereon in accordance with section

6 6306 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

7 (3) provides that the interest on the loan will

8 wenn in accon'.ance with section 105;

9 (4) certifies that the student has received and

10 read the notice required by section 102(a)(3); and

11 (5) contains such additional terms and condi-

12 tions as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe

13 by regulation.

14 (d) DISBURSEMENT OF PROCEEDS OF LOANS.The

15 Secretary of the Treasury shall, by regulation, provide for

16 the distribution of loans to eligible students and for the

17 appropriate notification of eligible institutions of the

18 amounts of loans which are approved for any eligible stu-

19 dent, and for the allocation of the proceeds of such loan

20 by semester or other portion of an academic year. The

21 Secretary of the Treasury shall distribute the proceeds of

22 loans under this title by disbursing to the institution a

23 check or other instrument that is payable to and requires

24 the endorsement or other certification by the student.

25 Such proceeds shall be credited to any obligations of the

187
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1 eligible student to the institution related to the cost of at-

2 tendanee at such institution, with any excess being paid

3 to the student. The first installment of the proePeds of

4 any loan under this title that is made to a student borrow-

5 er who is entering the first year of a program of under-

6 graduate education, and who has not previously obtained

7 a loan under this title, shall not be presented by the insti-

8 tution to the student for endorsement until 30 days after

9 the borrower begins a course of study, but may be deliv-

10 ered to the eligible institution prior to the end of that 30-

11 day period.

12 SEC. 104. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR LOAN PRO-

13 GRAM.

14 (a) RESPONSIBILITIES OF ELIGIBLE INSTITU-

15 TIONS.- Each eligible institution which receives funds

16 under this title shall-

17 (1) submit to the Seeretary of the Treasury, at

18 such tirne and in such form as the Secretary may re-

19 quire by regulation, a machine-readable list of appli-

20 cants and the amounts for which they are qualified

21 under section 103;

22 (2) promptly notify the Secretary of the Tress-

23 ury, on request, of any change in enrollment status

24 of any recipient of a loan under this title; and
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1 (3) submit to the Secretary of the Treasury, at

2 such time and in such forms as the Secretary of the

3 Treasury may require by regulation for use in deter-

4 mining the repayment status of borrowers, a ma-

5 chine-readable list of eligible students who have pre-

6 viously received loans under this title but who are

7 not included as current applicants in the list re-

8 quired by such paragraph

9 (b) RESPONSIBILITIES OF TUE SECRETARY OF THE

10 TRZASURY.The Secretary of the Treasury shall, on the

11 basis of the lists received under subsection (a)(2), estab-

12 lish an obligation account, by name and taxpayer identifi-

13 cation number, with respect to each recipient of a loan

14 under this title. The Secretary of the Treasury shall pro-

15 vide for the increase in the total amount stated for each

16 such amount by any amounts subsequently loaned to that

17 recipient under this title and by the amount of any interest

18 charges imposed pursuant to section 105. The Secretary

19 of the Treasury shall, with the notice required by section

20 6306(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, tsans-

21 mit to each recipient of a loan under this title a statement

22 of the total amount of the obligation oi such recipient as

23 of the close of the preceding calendar year.

lb )
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1 SEC. 1054 INTEREST CHARGES.

2 Interest charges on loans made undex this title shall

3 be added to the recipient's obligation aceount at the end

4 of each calendar year, Such interest charges shall be based

5 upon an interest rate equal to the lesser of-

6 (1) the sum of the average bond equivalent

7 rates of 91-day Treasury bills auctioned during that

8 calendar year, plus 2 percentage points, rounded to

9 the next higher one-eighth of 1 percent; or

10 (2) 10 percent.

11 sEc. 106. CONVERSION AND CONSOLIDATION Or OTHER

12 LOANS.

13 (a) IN GENERAL.The Secretary of the Treasuzy

14 may, upon request of a borrower who has received a feder-

15 ally insured or guaranteed loan or loans under title IV

16 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 or under title VII

17 of the Public Health Service Act, make a new loan to such

18 borrower in an amount equal to the sum of the unpaid

19 principal on the title IV or title VII loans. The proceeds

20 of the new loan shall be used to discharge the liability on

21 such title IV or title VII loans. Except as provided in sub-

22 section (b), any loan made under this subsection shall be

23 made on the same terms and conditions as any other loan

24 under this Act and shall be considered a new IDEA loan

25 for purpons of this title and section 6306 of the Internal

26 Revenue Code of 1986.

1 9 0
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1 (b) CONVERSION REGULATION/IThe Secretary of

2 the Treasury shall presenle regulations concerning the

3 methods and calculations required for conversion to IDEA

4 loans under subsection (a). Such regulations shall provide

5 appropriate adjustments in the determination of the prin-

6 eipal and interest owed on the IDEA loan in order to-

7 (1) secure payments to the Government corn-

8 mensurate with the amounts the Government would

9 have received had the original loans been IDEA

10 loans;

11 (.2) fairly credit the borrower for principal and

12 interest payments made on such original loans and

13 for origination fees deducted from such original

14 loans; and

15 (3) prevent borrowers from evading their obli-

16 gations or otherwise taking unfair advantage of the

17 conversion option provided under this section.

18 (c) MANDATORY CONVERSION OF DEFAULTED

19 LOANS.

20 (1) CONVERSION IN ACCORDANCE WITH REGU-

21 LATIONS.Any loan which is-
22 (A) made, insured, or guaranteed under

23 title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965

24 or title VII of the Public Health Service Act

25 after the date of enactment of this Act, and

191
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1 (B) assigned to the Secretary of Education

2 or Health and Human Services for collection

3 after a default by the borrower in repayment of

4 such loan,

5 shall, in accordance with regulations prescribed by

6 the Secretaries of Education and Health and

7 Human Services, be treated for purposes of collee-

8 tion, under section 6306 of the Internal Revenue

9 Code of 1986, as if such loan had been converted to

10 an IDEA loan under subsecCons (a) and (b) of this

11 section.

12 (2) NOTICES.The Secretaries of Education

13 and Health and Human Services shall notify-

14 (A) the Secretary of the Treasury of the

15 need to establish or actjust an account balance

16 of any borrower by reason of the provisions of

17 this subsection; and

18 (13) the borrower of the conversion of the

19 defaulted loans to an IDEA loan and of the

20 procedures for collecti, n under section 6306 of

21 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

22 SEC. 107. TERMINATION OF OTHER STUDENT LOAN PRO-

23 GRAMS.

24 The authority to make additional loans under section

25 428A and part D of title IV of the Higher Education Act
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1 of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1078-1) is terminated for any sea-

2 demic year beginning after the date that regulations are

3 prescribed by the Secretaries of the Treasury and Educe-

4 tion to carry out this title. This section shall not affect

5 the administration of such section and part with respect

6 to loans made prior to that date.

7 SEC. 109.. AUTRORIZA.TION OF APPROPRIATION&

8 (a) LOAN FUNDS.There are authorized to be ap-

9 propriated to make distrbutions of loan funds under sec-

10 tion 102 such sums as may be necessary.

11 (b) ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.There are author-

12 iced to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary

13 to administer and carry out this title.

14 SEC. 109. DEFINITIONS.

15 For purposes of this title-

16 (1) the term "eligille institution" has the

17 meaning given it by section 435(a) (1) or (2) of the

18 Higher Education Act of 1965;

19 (2) the term "eligible student" means a student

20 who is eligible for assistance under title IV of the

21 Higher Education Act of 1965 as required by sec-

22 tion 484 of such Act (relating to eligibility for stu-

23 dent assistance) and who is mrrying at least one-

24 half the normal full-time academic workload (as de-

25 termined by the institution); and

193
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1 (3) the term "IDEA loan" means a loan made

2 under this title.

3 TITLE liCOLLECTION OF INCOME-

4 DEPENDENT EDUCATION ASSISTANCE LOANS

5 SEC. 201. REPAYMENTS USING INCOME TAX COLLECTION

6 SYSIEWL

7 (a) IN GENERAL.Subehapter A of chapter 64 of the

8 Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to collection) is

9 amended by adding at the end thereof the following

10 new section:

11 "SEC. 13300. COLLECTION OF INCOME.DEPENDENT EDUCA-

12 TION ASSISTANCE LOANS.

13 "(a) NOTICE TO BORROWER.

14 "(1) IN GENERAL.During January of each

15 calendar year, the Secretary shall furnish to each

16 borrower of an IDEA loan notiee as to-

17 "(A) whether the records of the Secretary

18 indicate that such borrower is in repayment sta-

19 tus,

20 "(B) the maximum account balance of

21 such borrower,

22 "(C) the current account balance of such

23 borrower as of the close of the preceding calen-

24 dar year, and
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1 "(D) the pmcedure for computing the

2 amount of repayment owing for the taxable year

3 beginning in the preceding calendar year.

4 "(2) FORM, ETC.The notice under paragraph

5 (1) shall be in such form as the Secretary may by

6 regulations prescribe and shall be sent by mail to the

7 individual's last known address or shall be left at the

8 dwelling or usual place of business of such individ-

9 ual.

10 "(b) COMPUTATION OF ANNUAL REPAYMENT

I 1 Amomsrr.

I 2 "(1) IN GENERAL.The annual amount pay-

13 able under this section by the taxpayer for any tax-

14 able year shall be the lesser of-
15 "(A) the product of-

16 "(1) the base amortization amount,

17 and

18 `(li) the progressivity factor for the

19 taxpayer for such taxable year, or

20 "(B) 20 percent of the excess of-

21 "(i) the modified adjusted gross in-

22 come of the taxmyer for such taxable year,

23 over

24 "(ii)(I) in the ease of a joint return,

25 the sum of the standard deduction applies-

195
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1 ble to such return and twiee the exemption

2 amount for the taxable year, and

3 "(II) in any other ease, the sum of

4 the standard deduction applicable to such

5 individual and the exemption amount for

6 the taxable year.

7 For purposes of subparagraph (B)(ii), the term

8 'standard deduction' has the meaning given

9 such term by section 63(c), and the term 'ex-

10 emption amount' has the meaning given such

11 term by section 151(d).

12 "(2) BASE AMORTIZATION AMOUNT.

13 "(A) IN GENERALFor purposes of this

14 section, the term 'base amortization mount'

15 means the amount which, if paid at the close of

16 each year for a period of 12 consecutive years,

17 would fully repay (with interest) at the close of

18 such period the maximum account balance of

19 the borrower. For purposes of the preceding

20 sentence, an 8-pereent annual rate of interest

21 shall be assumed.

22 "(B) JOINT RETURNS.In the case of a

23 joint return where each spouse has an account

24 balance and is in repayment status, the amount

25 determined under subparagraph (A) shall be

1 G
47-221 0 - 91 - 7
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1 the sum of the base amortization amounts of

2 each spouse.

3 "(3) PROGRESSIVITY FACTOR.

4 "(A) IN GENERALFor purposes of this

5 section, the term 'progressivity factor' means

6 the number determined under tables prescribed

7 by the Secretary which is based on the following

8 tables for the circumstances specified:

9 "(i) JOINT RETURNS; SURVWING

10 SPOUSEs.In the ease of a twayer to

11 whom section 1(a) applies

"If the taxpayer's modified The progresshity
adjusted pose income LE factor inn

Not over $7,860 0.429

11,700 0.500

16,740 0.571

21,720 0 643

26,880 0,786

32.700 0.893

39,060 1.000

48,600 1.000

63,480 1 152

87,360 1.272

117,000 1.364

163,080 1.485

240,000 and aver 2.000

12 "(ii) HEADS OF HOUSETIOLDS,In

13 the ease of a taxpayer to whom section

14 1(b) applies
"If the taxpayer's modified The progremivity

adjusted ryes income is: factor is;
Not over 66,540 0.429

10,320 0.500
0.607

16,080 0.643

19,920 0.714

25,20 0.957

31 3130 1.000

197
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37,740 1.000
47,280 1.094
63,180 1.313
85,440 1.406
114,060 1.500
204,000 sad umr 2.000

1 "(iii) UNMARRIED INDWIDUALS,

2 ETC.In the ease of a taxpayer to whom

3 section 1(c) applies
"If the tazpayer's modified

aQuited gross income Lc
The progressivit,

factor is:
Not over $6,540 0.467
9,000 0.500

11,580 0.533
14,220 0.600
16,740 0.667
19,920 0.767
25,020 0.867
31,380 1.000
37,740 1.000
45,360 1.118
58,080 1.235
82,260 1.412
94,320 1.500

168,000 and over 2 000

4 "(iv) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FILING

5 SEPARATE RETURNS.In the case of a

6 taxpayer to whom section 1(d) applies

"If the taxpayer's modified The progressivitor
adjusted gross income ic factor is:

Not over $3,930 0.483
5,850 0.552
8,370 0.656

10,860 0.759
13,440 0.862
16,350 1.000
19,530 1.000
24,300 1.182
31,740 1.333
43,680 1.485
84,000 and over 2.000

7 "(B) RATABLE CHANGES.The tables pre-

8 scribed by the Secretary under subparagraph

fis
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1 (A) shall provide for ratable increases (rounded

2 to the nearest 111,000) in the progressivity fae-

3 tors between the amounts of modified adjusted

4 gross income contained in the tables.

5 "(C) INFLATION ADJUSTMENT OF MODI-

6 FIED AGI AmomsrraFor inflation actustment

7 of amounts of modified acljusted gross income,

8 see subsection (h)(3),

9 "(4) MODIFIED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.-

10 For purposes of this subsection, the term 'modified

11 adjusted gross income means &busted gross income

12 for the taxable year-

13 "(A) determined without regard to section

14 62(b) and without regard to the deductions

15 from gross income allowable under section

16 62(a) by reason of-

17 "(i) paragraph (6) thereof (relating to

18 profit-sharing, annuities, and bond-pur-

19 chase plans of self-employed individuals),

20 "(ii) paragraph (7) thereof (relating

21 to retirement savings), and

22 "(iii) paragraph (11) thereof (relating

23 to reforestation expenses), and

24 "(13) increased by
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1 "(i) interest exempt from the tax im-

2 posed by chapter 1, and

3 "(ii) the items of tax preference de-

4 scribed in section 57 (other than subset-

5 tion (a)(5) thereof).

6 "(e) TERMINATION OP BORROWER'S REPAYMENT

7 OBLIGATION.

8 "(1) IN GENERAL.The repayment obligation

9 of a borrower of an IDEA loan shall terminate only

10 if there is repaid with respect to such loan an

11 amount equal to-

12 "(A) in the ease of any repayment during

13 the first 12 years for which the borrower is in

14 repayment status with respect to any loan, the

15 sum of-

16 "(1) the principal amount of the loan,

17 Plus

18 "(ii) interest computed for each year

19 the loan is outstanding at an annual rate

20 equal to tilt., annual rate otherwise appliea-

21 ble to such loan for such year, plus 2,5

22 percent, and

23 "(B) in the case of any repayment during

24 any subsequent year, the principal amount of

o
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1 the loan plus interest computed at the rates ap-

2 plicable to the loan.

3 "(2) No REPAYMENT REQUIRED AFTER 25

4 YEARS IN REPAYMENT STATus.No amount shall be

5 requinstd to be repaid under this section with respect

6 to any loan for skAy taxable year after the 25th year

7 for *Ili& the borrower is in repayment status with

8 respect to such loan.

9 "(3) EXCEPTION FOR DE MINIBEUS LOANS RE-

10 PAID DURING FIRST 12 YEARS IN REPAYMENT STA-

11 Tus.In any ease where the maximum account bal-

12 ance of any borrower is $3,000 or less, subpara-

13 graph (B), and not subparagraph (A), of paragraph

14 (1) shall apply to repayment of such loan.

15 "(4) DETERMINATION OF YEARS IN REPAY-

16 MENT STATUS.For purposes of paragraphs (1)(A)

17 and (2), the number of years in which a borrower

18 is in repayment status with respect to any IDEA

19 loan shall be determined without regard to any year

20 before the most recent year in which the borrower

21 received an IDEA loan.

22 "(5) EXTENSION OF =PAYMENT YEARS FOR

23 MEDICAL INTERNSThe number of years specified

24 in paragraphs (1)(A) and (2) shall be increased by

25 1 year for each calendar year during any 5 months
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1 of which the individual is an intern in medicine, den-

2 tistry, veterinary medicine, or osteopathic medicine.

3 "(d) DEFINrrioNs.For purposes of this section

"(1) MAXIMUM ACCOUNT BALANCE.The term

5 'maximum aeeount balance' means the highest

6 amount (as of the close of any calendar year) of un-

7 paid principal and unpaid accrued interest on all

8 IDEA loan obligations of a borrower.

9 "(2) CURRENT ACCOUNT RALANCE.The term

10 'current account balance' means the amount (as of

11 the close of a calendar year) of unpaid principal and

12 unpaid accrued interest on all IDEA loans of a bor-

13 rower.

14 "(3) REPAYMENT STATUS.A borrower is in

15 repayment status for any taxable year unless-

16 "(A) such borrower was, during at least 7

17 months of such year, an eligible student, as

18 that term is defined in section 109(3) of the In-

19 come-Dependent Education Assistance Act of

20 1991; or

21 "(B) such taxable year was the first year

22 in which the borrower was such an eligible stu-

23 dent and the borrower was such an eligible stu-

dent during the last 3 months of such taxable

25 year.

2
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1 "(4) IDEA wart The term 'IDEA loan'

2 means any loan made under title I of the Income-

3 Dependent Education Assistance Act of 1991.

4 "(e) PAYMENT OF AMOUNT OWING.Any amount to

5 be collected from an individual under this section shall be

6 paid-
7 "(1) not later than the last date (determined

8 without regard to extensions) prescribed for filing

9 Ifis return of tax imposed by chapter 1 for the tax-

10 able year ending before the date the notice under

11 subsection (a) is sent, and

12 "(2)(A) if such return is filed not later than

13 such date, with such return, or

14 "(B) in any ease not described in subparagraph

15 (A), in such manner as the Secretary may by regula-

16 tions prescribe.

17 "(f) FAILURE To PAY AMOUNT OWING.If an indi-

18 vidual fails to pay the full amount required to be paid on

19 or before the last date described in subsection (e)(1), the

20 Secretary shall assess and collect the unpaid amount in

21 the rtme manner, with the same powers, and subject to

22 the same limitations applicable to a tax imposed by sub-

23 title C the collection of which would be jeopardized by

24 delay.

2 . 3
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1 "(g) LOANS OF DECEASED AND PERMANENTLY DIS-

2 ABLED BORROWERS; DISCHARGE BY SECRETARY.

3 "(1) DISCHARGE IN THE EVENT OF DEATH.

4 If a borrower of an IDEA loan dies or becomes per-

5 manently and totally disabled (as determined in ac-

6 cordanee with regulations of the Seeretar3r), then the

7 Secretary shall discharge the borrower's liability on

8 the loan.

9 "(2) LIMITATION ON DISCHARGE.The dis-

10 charge of the liability of an individual under this

11 subsection shall not discharge the liability of any

12 spouse with respect to any IDEA loan made to such

13 spouse.

14 "(h) CREDITING OF COLLECTIONS; SPECIAL

15 RULES.

16 "(1) CREDITING OF AMOUNTS PAID ON A JOINT

17 RETURN.Amounts collected under this section on a

18 joint return from a husband and wife both of whom

19 are in repayment status shall be credited to the ae-

20 counts of such spouses in the following order:

21 "(A) first, to repayment of interest added

22 to each account at the end of the preceding cal-

23 endar year in proportion to the interest so

24 added to the respective accounts of the spouses,

25 and
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1 "(B) then, to repayment of unpaid princi-

2 pal, and ungaid interest acerued before sueh

3 preceding calendar year, in proportion to the re-

4 spective maldmum account balances of the

5 spouses.

6 "(2) COMPUTATION OF ALTERNATIVE ANNUAL

7 PAYMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ATTAINED

8 AGE 55.In the case of an individual who attains

9 age 55 before the close of the calendar year ending

10 in the taxable year, or of an individual filing a joint

11 return whose spouse attains age 55 before the close

12 of such calendar year, the progressivity factor appli-

13 cable to the base amortization amount of such indi-

14 vidual for such taxable year shall not be less than

15 1.0.

16 "(3) INFLATION ADJUSTMENT IN COMPUTATION

17 OF PROGRESSIVITY FACTOR.

18 "(A) IN GENERAL.Not later than De-

19 cember 15 of 1996 and of each 3d calendar

20 year thereafter, the Secretary shall prescnle ta-

21 bles which shall apply in lieu of the tables con-

22 tained in subsection (b)(3)(A) with respect to

23 the succeeding 3 calendar years.

24 "(B) METHOD OF PRESCRD3ING TABLES.

25 The table which under subparagraph (A) is to

205
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apply in lieu of the table contained in clause (i),

2 (ii), (iii), or (iv) of subsection (b)(3)(A), as the

3 ease may be, shall be prescribed

4 "(i) by inereasing each amount of

5 modified adjusted gross income in such

6 table by the cost-of-living adjustment for

7 the calendar year, and

8 "(ii) by not changing the progressivity

9 factor applicable to the modified adjusted

10 gross income as adjusted under clause (1).

11 If any increase under the preceding sentence is

12 not a multiple of $10, such increase shall be

13 rounded to the nearest multiple of $10 (or, if

14 such increase is a multiple of $5 and is not a

15 multiple of $10, such increase shall be in-

16 creased to the next highest multiple of $10).

17 "(C) COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENT.For

18 purposes of this paragraph, the cost-of-living

19 adjustment for any calendar year is the per-

20 centage (if any) by which-

21 "(i) the CPI for the preceding mien-

22 dar year, exceeds

23 "(ii) the CPI for the calendar year

24 1995.

21 6
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1 "(D) CPI FOR ANY CALENDAR YEAR.For

2 purposes of subparagraph (C), the CPI for any

3 calendar year is the average of the Consumer

4 Price Index as of the close of the 12-month pe-

5 Hod ending on September 30 of such calendar

6 year.

7 "(E) CONSUMER PRICE LNDEXFor pur-

8 poses of subparagraph (D), the term 'Consumer

9 Price Index' means the last Consumer Price

10 Index for all-urban consumers published by the

11 Department of Labor.

12 "(5) RuLEs RELATING TO BANKRUPTCY.

13 "(A) IN GENERAL.An IDEA loan shall

14 not be dischargethle in a case under title 11 of

15 the United States Code.

16 "(B) CERTAIN AMOUNTS MAY BE POST-

17 PONEa-If any individual receives a discharge

18 in a case under title 11 of the United States

19 Code, the Secretary may postpone any amount

20 of the portion of the liability of such individual

21 on any IDEA loan whieh is attributable to

22 amounts required to be paid on such loan for

23 periods preceding the date of such discharge.

24 "(6) FINALITY OF ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

25 TION.The first sentence of subsection (b) of see-

207
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1 tion 6305 shall apply to assessments and collections

2 under subsection (f) of this section."

3 (b) APPLICATION OF ESTIMATED TAXSubsection

(f) of section 6654 of such Code (relating to failure by

5 individual to pay estimated income tax) is amended by

6 striking "minus" at the end of paragraph (2) and insert-

7 ing "plus", by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph

8 (4), and by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new

9 paragraph:

10 "(3) the amount required to be repaid under

11 section 6306 (relating to collection of income-de-

12 pendent education assistance loans), minus."

13 (e) FILING REQUIREMENT.Subsection (a) of sec-

14 tion 6012 of such Code (relating to persons required to

15 make returns of income) is amended by inserting after

16 paragraph (9) the following new paragraph:

17 "(10) Every individual required to make a pay-

18 ment for the taxable year under section 6306 (relat-

19 ing to collection of income-dependent education as-

20 sistance loans)."

21 (d) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.The table of sections

22 for subchapter A of chapter 64 of such Code is amended

23 by adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"Set 6306. Collection of income-dependant education assistance
loans "

20 s
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much. You have obviously
given this a great deal of thought and put a lot of work in it, Mr.
13etri. Have you any idea what the reaction of Treasury will be to
this proposal?

Mr. nem. The income tax provisions in our bill have meant a
referral to Ways and Means. They should be interested in support-
ing it because they could realize some savings for their part of the
budget as well.

IRS always opposes additional responsibilities. During the last re-
authorization, when we discussed this with the IRS, it was not sup.
portive, but the IRS is now in the business of collecting student
loans, in part, by offsetting the tax refunds of those in default, so
from IRS's point of view, this may actually simplify what it is al-
ready doing. The IRS will do what we tell it at the end of the day.

Chairman FORD. Well, Tom, isn't that really one of the big differ-
ences between what we are doing now and what you are proposing,
that the money owed by a student under your proposal becomes a
new form of tax liability?

Mr. Pirriu. Right.
Chairman FORD. Collectible the same, presumably, as all other

tax liabilities, by IRS.
Mr. Prriu. Right.
Chairman FORD. That is a higher order of indebtedness than the

student now has when they go into default or even if they are
paying.

Mr. PETRI. Right.
Chairman FORD. When IRS is collecting at the present time, it is

only responsible for withholding from money that would otherwise
be refunded for advance pa3rment of taxes to a citizen. It isn't re-
sponsible for collecting an additional tax. That raised the question
in my mind, and I have asked Tom to check with the Parliamentar-
ian to see if we accepted an amendment of this kind, if that would
mean that this bill went from this committee to Ways and Means;
and if it goes from this committee to Ways and Means, you and I
will be very old, indeed, before we ever see it again.

Mr. Pirriu. Well, we have proposed this as a supplemental bill
and so it need not

Chairman FoRn. Well, if we could take it outside of reauthorizs-
tion so it doesn't contaminate the package and get into the
wrongit is a nice committee over there, but not very friendly to
education.

Mr. Pram I would be happy to go over some of the details with
you. We think that the Education Committee would end up, from a
budget point of view, realizing significant savings that it could
apply to other education accounts, and that the Ways and Means
Committee would also realize some savings for its accounts which
might make it amenable to signing off on this provision.

Chairman Foal). The Ways and Means Committee would get the
credit for the money we saved in the budget process, and we would
still have to go take our money from our own people.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COLEPAAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to join you in commending

our colleague, Mr. Petri, who is certainly an sctive member of the

2t
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subcommittee. r mn, you have obviously spent a lot of time and
effort on this. I think it is good that we have your proposal before
us so we may look at it. I thank you for bringing this to our atten-
tion today, and we will be discussing it, but I appreciate all of your
hard work I know went into this.

Mr. Prriu. Thank you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Chairman Foam Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. No questions.
Chairman Fos"). Mr. Klug?
Mr. KLUG. Let me join the other members on the committee if I

can, Tom, just to say that I think this is a terrific idea, and I think
you put together something that a lot of us can be supportive of
down the road.

What do you think last time out didn't help you get as much sup-
port for it as you had hoped on the first run?

Mr. Pwriu. Well, I think that people thought the Stafford pro-
gram was in better shape than we have since learned, and we
weren't then under the same budget pressure as we are now. And
at that time the way things were scored for budget purposes was
different, so that if the government had directly borrowed money
and used it for a program such as this, it would have ended up
being listed as an expense.

Now, because of the savings and loan and other crises, they have
changed the way they score that. We had proposed at that time
that it be financed in the bond market by private bonds rather
than directly by government bonds, and there were a lot of techni-
cal difficulties in trying to engineer a package that would, in fact,
be attractive in the private bond market and be salable. When the
new budget agreement came out this fall, we discovered that direct
Federal lending was no longer an impediment.

So now I think you will see, for a variety of reasons, a lot of in-
terest in some kind of a direct loan program. It can help us in our
budget accounts. It may help us solve the means test problem
which is a big bone of contention for middle income people, and is
very unfair in a lot of individual circumstances.

There are five or six proposals out there backed by people across
the political spectrum. We are certainly eager to work with others
on the committee and in the community to put together a package
that would, in fact, get the job done as responsibly as possible.

There are some things we may not have thought of, but I think
there may be some features that we have thought of and some
questions and changes that we would suggest to some of the other
packages that have come forward, and we would all benefit by
working together on it.

Mr. Kura. Excuse me, is there any cap on the back end? Do you
have to pay it by a certain period of time? I mean, is 20 years the
outside?

Mr. PETRI. You have to pay for no more than 25 years, after
which it is forgiven. You can't squeeze blood out of a turnip, and at
that stage in people's lives they are going to have to be providing
for their retirement, so we phase out the amount you can borrow
as you get older in age to avoid people borrowing a lot and then
not being able to repay.

2 1 ()
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Mr. Kum. Thank you.
Chairman Foal). Thank you very much.
The next panel will be Ms. Patricia Smith, Director of Legislative

Analysis, American Council on Education, Washington, DC.; Mr.
Joe Belew, President, Consumer Bankers Association, Arlington,
Virginia; Mr. Thomas A. Butts, Associate Vice President for Gov-
ernment Relations, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan;
Reverend John P. Whalen, Chairman, University Support Services,
Herndon, Virginia; and Mr. Donald A. Saleh, Director of Financial
Aid and Student Employment, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York.

Mr. &LEH. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Saleh will go first. He is from Cornell Univer-

sity in Ithaca, New York, where I went to school, so we will let him
go first and begin from right to left.

I will note that your written statements, without objection, will
be entered into the record. You can feel free to summarize from it
if you so choose.

STATEMENTS OF DONALD A. SALEH, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL
AID AND STUDENT EMPLOYMENT, CORNELL UNIVERSITY;
JOHN P. WHALEN, CHAIRMAN, UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERV-
ICES; THOMAS A. BUTTS, ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN; JOE
BELEW. PRESIDENT, CONSUMER BANKERS ASSOCIATION; AND
PATRICIA SMITH, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS,
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Mr. Swum Thank you. Let me reintroduce myself. My name is
Don Saleh. I am the Director of Financial Aid and Student Employ-
ment at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, and I am here
today to represent the Consortium on Financing Higher Education
which is an organization representing 82 high tuition private col-
leges and universities.

13efore I start iny testimony I would like to thank, in abstentia,
Mr. Ford for his wisdom and good judgment as it pertains to issues
regarding higher education, and in particular with issues regarding
financial aid. His long term commitment and intellectual leader-
ship are both appreciated by members of our consortium and the
financial aid community throughout the country.

To put my comments in a little bit of context for you, I would
like to describe for you our membership or the policies of our mem-
bership.

Our institutions generally follow principles of need based finan-
cial aid. Our commitment to need based aid is demonstrated by the
fact that 45 percent of our undergraduate students receive need
based aid. Virtually all of these students receive loans and work as
a part of their fmancial aid package, and almost all receive grants,
either from Federal, State, or institutional sources, and while each
of the components is important, it is the availabiPty of student
loans, especially the Stafford loan, that allows us to continue our
current fmancial aid programs.

It is because of the importance of access to student credit that I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today with several
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suggestions to make loan programs more responsive to the needs of
our students, the institutions, and taxpayers.

Our goals are twofold. First, we seek in working with the com-
mittee to restore the integrity to the student loan system; and
second, to expand student credit without overburdening taxpayers.
Both concerns require maintenance and alterations to existing pro-
grams and present opportunities for implementing new ideas.

The first specific proposal that I would like to recommend deals
with expansion of student borrowing limits within the Stafford
Loan Program. We recommend that the limits be raised to $4,000
for students in their first 2 years of undergraduate study, $6,000
for upper division students, and $10,000 for graduate and profes-
sional school students.

These increases will help keep pace with inflation and will con-
tinue the viability of this crucial component of student aid. They
will also allow independent colleges and universities like ours to
maintain their strong commitment to need based financial aid.

I believe that without these increases many schools like Cornell
would be forced to reduce the number of students receiving need
based financial aid as we channel even greater portions of our own
resources to help meet the needs of the students that we do fund.

Second, I want to commend the department for its efforts to pro-
mulgate regulations designed to restore integrity to the Stafford
Loan Program. However, these regulations have created a signifi-
cant and unwarranted burden on some institutions. At Cornell, for
example, our students borrow in excess of $35 million a year at the
graduate and undergraduate level through the Stafford Loan Pro-
gram, and we have a calculated default rate of less than 1 percent
per year.

It doesn't make sense to us that the same regulations being
drawn up to control the problems demonstrated at institutions that
have difficulty administering the programs, that have high default
rates, would be applied to institutions that are doing a good job ad-
ministering the programs and have low default rates.

We believe that the legislation should be written in such a way
that it encourages the development of performance based regula-
tions which would encourage institutions to do a good job of admin-
istering the Federal aid programs and to find ways to keep default
rates for their students at a low level. These schools would then be
rewarded by having lower levels of regulatory burden.

The third proposal that we make is for an expansion of the Per-
kins Loan Program in a way that would require no new Federal
allocations. We recommend that institutions be allowed to expand
their matching share of Federal dollars from one-ninth to one-half
with a similar increase in lending limits for those individual stu-
dents.

This change would allow institutions the flexibility to use this
low interest loan program to meet the borrowing needs of its
lowest income students, and I believe that this would allow us to
help control the amount of debt these students would incur, would
keep their payments after graduation at a low level, and would
allow institutions to work individually with their own graduates to
keep them on a repayment cycle.
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Fourth, I want to lend our support to efforts under way to in-
crease access to more middle income families to the Stafford Loan
Program. Currently, more and more middle income families see
their choices shrinking in regards to higher education. It is very
important that we continue to provide students with both access
and choice, and we commend the current efforts, particularly those
under way by Congressmen Williams and Gephardt, to examine
the problem and expand middle income access to the loan pro-
grams.

Finally, I want to talk about two items which the committee has
heard before, one which you will hear more extensively about
being direct lending. This is an idea that intrigues us at Cornell
and I know intrigues other members of our consortium. We look at
it as an opportunity for the Federal Government to more directly
channel funds to students, its financial aid funds to students, and
an opportunity to use the excess or any savingsI am sorry, any
savingsto provide increased grants to low income students.

If this were done, then that would have a rebound effect because
we know that low income students have the most difficulty after
graduation in staying on a payment schedule. If we can maintain a
lower loan level for those students by increasing Pell grants, then
we would also decrease default rates and further provide savings to
the Stafford program.

Some of the members of our consortium have worked with Mr.
Butts and others in discussing this program and this idea, and I
assure you that we will continue to do that, and our interest in
talking with any members of the committee or their staff regarding
direct lending, and I also assure you that members of our group,
including Cornell, are interested in participating in an optional
direct lending program.

Finally, I would like to comment on a proposal brought before
the committee on May 9 by Dennis Martin, the Director of Finan-
cial Aid at Washington University in St. Louis. At that time Mr.
Martin proposed the creation of a national college savings bank.
This is a program that we also believe warrants a good deal of
study, and we find it very interesting.

Briefly, this proposal would attract capital from families wishing
to save for the future education of their children and would recir-
culate that capital to the existing guaranteed student loan program
which is Loans to Students. If the families could be encouraged to
save by providing competitive interest for those moneys and possi-
bly a tax break, we think that the opportunity would be there to
raise substantial capital, and there would be a profit, if you would,
between the amount we pay depositors and the amount we collect
back on loans.

This savings could be used in one of two ways; either to create
default reserve to again lower the cost of the program to the Feder-
al Government or to provide the profit as a way of further subsidiz-
ing the Pell grant program and further providing grant aid to low
income students.

I want to thank the committee for the opportunity to present my
views. Thank you for having me go first, and I look forward to an-
swering any questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Donald A. Saleh follows:1
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommdttee:

My name is Donald A. Saleh and I am direct^r of financial aid

and student employment at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today on behalf

of the Consortium on Financing Higher Education, or COFHE, where I

serve AS chairman of its Reauthorization Task Force. The

Consortium is a membership organization of 32 higher-tuition

independent colleges and universities, a common characteristic

which defines both our membership and our agenda. AS such, we

rely heavily on the Stafford loan program to help our students

meet their self-help expectations and we are interested both in

restoring integrity to this critical program and in various new

initiatives that will continue to expand student credit without

placing additional burdens on the taxpayer.

Before I begin my formal remarks concerning our views on

changes to the federal loan programs. I would be remiss if I did

not pause to say thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your wisdom, your

good judgement, and most especially your intellectual leadership

(as well as that of your able staff, in this process of

reauthorizing the Higher Education Act. Five years ago, during

the 1986 reauthorization debate on the floor of the House, one of

your distinguished colleagues referred to you as a "legislator's

legislator" as you and your able Republican counterpart. Mr.

Coleman. steered that legislation toward final passage. We agree

wholeheartedly with this tribute to your considerable talgaits and

we salute you as one of the most loyal friends of higher

education's in Congress.

Currently, our 32 institutions enroll approximately 115,000

undergraduates in traditional four year degree programs. The

financial aid policies at our institutions generally follow the

2i5
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principle that the family, to the extent that it is able, has the

primary responsibility of paying for college: first by means of

the parental contribution, and second via the student self-help

contribution of loans and work (both term-time and summer). Forty-

five percent of our students demonstrate financial need and

virtually all of these students receive a need-based financial aid

award package that includes a loan, a campus-based job, and a

grant aid award.

In 1990-91, this meant that the approximately 52,000 needy

undergraduate students at our member institutions received over

$515 million in grant aid or an average grant of $9,950 per

student. Of this $515 million. $23 million came from SEOG, $21

million from Pell, $61 million from state and outside grant

programs, and $410 million, or 80% of the total, from the

institutions themselves. The bulk of this institutional money

(70%) is derived from current unrestricted (tuition) revenues. In

other words, for every dollar of Pell grant or SEDG funds, our

member institutions are supplying approximately twenty dollars of

their own money towards undergraduate aid.

Thanks to the College Work-Study program, the average needy

student also had a term time job that earned him or her $1,500,, he

or she was expected to earn $1,400 over the summer, and he or she

typically assumed an average annual loan burden of $3,560. Broken

down by sources of aid, this translates to the following aid

package for the typical COFHE undergraduate with need (a student

from a family with two children, one in college, and a $44,000

income with no significant assets):

2lf;
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1221-_21

Average student self-help (work and loans)

Average grant aid (institutional

and government)

Average parental contribution

Average cost of attendance

$ 6,460

9,950

5A5Q
$21,760

Although each component of the total aid package SEOG,

Pell, CWS, state funds, institutional grants, and outside sources

serves in its own indispensible way to help us meet the needs of

our students, our enduring access to adequate credit through the

federal loan programs, and most especially Stafford loans, is the

critical element that allows us to continue meeting the financial

aid requirements of our students. And it is because of this need

for adequate access to student credit that we appreciate this

opportunity to appear before you today with four specific

suggestions to make federal loan policy more responsive to the

needs of students, institutions, and taxpayers. These four

suggestions involve: an increase in GSL loan limits, performance-

based regulations for qualifying institutions, GSL eligibility for

middle-income students, and increased NDSL loan limits via the

institutional match. In addition, we wish to comment on two

additional proposals that involve GSL reform and offer

opportunities to move the program in new directions: the adoption

of a direct lending option, and the implementation of a national

savings program component.

First, Mr. Chairman, we recommend that annual Stafford loan

program limits be increased to reflect the effects of inflation on

current limits. But such increases should also be structured to

reflect the substantial body of independent research that now

indicates that students who persist toward their degree,
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particularly in four-year programs, are good credit risks.

Accordingly, we have recommended increases to $4,000 in the first

two years of schoo1, $6,000 in the upperclass years and $10.000

per year for graduate school. Cumulative maximums would then

become $26.000 for undergraduates and $76,000 for all GSL

borrowing. In 1990-91. on average, students at the COFHE

institutions were asked to assume a four-year debt burden of

$14,250, an amount that may appear high, but our own research

shows that aided students have assumed approximately the same 25%

to 30% of total costs in self-help over the past fifteen years and

without any significant adverse effect on defaults or career

plans. tcf. A Visitwith the clews ef '89. COFHE, March 1991;

and, Th_Newy.,nglanct Linn. Survey I, MHEAC, March 28, 1991.) Our

research also shows that most of our institutions have policies

that reduce the loan burden of our highest need students, a high

proportion of whom come from underrepresented minority groups, by

providing smaller loan packages.

Second, while we recognize and completely support the need

for adequate regulation from the Department to insure program

integrity, we are concerned that the growing number of oversight

regulations has placed an increasing and unwarranted burden on

schools such as ours. At Cornell, for example, our participation

in the Stafford loan program is exemplary. Currently, our

students receive approximately $35 million from this program

annually and our default rate is under 1%. we feel strongly that

institutions with a strong GSL track record should not be subject

to all of the same onerous regulations that have been put in place

in recent years to police those institutions that have difficulty

in complying with program guidelines. We believe that it would be

both fair and wise to establish a means of regulatory relief for

those institutions that, by virtue of their meeting certain

objective criteria, require less stringent (and less costly)

Federal oversight. We believe that such "performance-based"
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regulations would also serve as an incentive for participating

institutions at the margin to aspire to achieve those standards

that trigger such regulatory relief with resulting benefits for

all concerned.

Third, our research also ohms that the growing plight of the

middle-income student, an issue that has already surfaced in

previous hearings, is reel and must be addressed. All too often

we see a two-earner family of modest means (ss an example. parents

who are secondary school teachers with a combined income of

$80400) with income sufficient to disqualify them from current

federal programs. Several years ago. COME instituted a private

supplemental loan program called SHARE which is similar in purpose

to the ConSern program sponsored by Father Whelan's organization.

But SHARE, of which we are justifiably proud, is not available

directly to undergraduate students and requires a credit-worthy co-

signer. While such programs provide much needed access to

"liquidity borrowing," they cannot fiilfill the borrowing needs of

the teachers child who cannot qualify for a GSL, nor were they

meant to. We recommend, therefore, that there be a greater

accommodation of the needs of middle.class students and famdlies

by expanding the eligibility limits of the Stafford loan program.

We commend Congressman Williams for his leadership in this area

and we support his efforts to make middle-income students eligible

once again for need-based federal loans.

Finally, it I may deviw-e for a moment from today's primary

focua on Stafford loans, 1 wouil like to emphasize that the

Perkins (NMI.) loan program remains a critical source of

additional capital that allows us the flexibility to award low-

cost, direct loans to our neediest students. We are recommending

that institutions with NDSL default rates lower than 7.541 be given

the option of increasing their NDSL institutional match from 1/9th

to 1/2, with a corresponding increase in lending limits, as a
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means of stretching the lending capacity of the program without

additional cost to the federal government.

In addition to these four recommendations, there are two

additional areas on which I would like to comment, Other

distinguished panelists here today are presenting their views on

the "direct lending" option for Stafford loans. We have found the

NASULGC proposal that Mr. Butts and others have been working on a

very interesting one. For almost as long as the GM. program has

been around, a number of our member institutions at one time or

another have had experience with being direct lenders under GSL

with a result that was successful for both students and

institutions. If direct lending can be demonstrated to have even

modest revenue-saving consequences as a result of eliminating the

special allowance, such savings can be redirected toward the

Federal grant programs, resulting in lower default rates because

the neediest students will not have to borrow as much. Thus,

direct lending would appear to be an attractive option, not only

because it saves money, but because it will help to restore

integrity to a program that has received some well deserved

criticism in recent years.

While some of our member institutions support the notion of

replacing GSI. with the direct lending approach, the consensus of

the COFHE membership is that, consistent with the ACE

recommendation, an optional program of this nature should be given

the chance to prove its effectiveness. I can assure you that a

number of our member institutions, including Cornell, would be

interested in becoming a participant in such an option. For

institutions like Cornell that enroll students from virtually

every state, direct lending would ease the administrative burden

of dealing with 50 different guarantee agencies and thousands of

different lenders, making the entire process a simplified one for

students. A number of my colleagues have been actively engaged in
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discussing the development of the NASULGC plan and I am sure that

these same individuals would be willing to work with you and your

staff in further developing the direct lending concept.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, there is yet another approach to the

GSL program that we believe offers a unique opportunity for

innovation. COME has been actively engaged for a number of

years in attempting to find ways of stimulating families to begin

saving for college as early in the life of the child as possible.

We were enthusiastic supporters of Mr. Williams' efforts to seek

passage of the U.S. Savings Bond program and we continue to

believe that more must be done to encourage pre-college family

savings. Toward this end, we are supportive of a plan to charter

a national college savings bank which was proposed in testimony by

Dennis Martin of Washington University before this subcommittee on

May 9, 1991. As you discuss the needs of middle income families,

we urge you to give priority to longer.term solutions that are

implicit in creating a meaningful, well.planned national college

savings program. Properly structured, such a program could become

not only an incentive for middle,income families to save. but a

national resource for pre-college plans aimed at lower income

students whose college aspirations can be significantly improved

through various early intervention programs.

In Mr. Martin's testimony, he called for a national college

savings bank whose mission would be to use the savings of parents

of young children and lend it back to students in college today.

C..,rrently. the federal government guarantees lenders a rate of T

Bill plus 3.25%. Under this proposal, a related rate of interest

tied to this fee (e.g., T-Bill plus 2%) would be paid to savers

for future college expenses. One could also include the addition

of a tax advantage and provide for the encouragement of savings

deposits from private sector benefactors (including local

governments) on behalf of young students. But the essent al idea

2.31
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is to establish a means of combining the continuing interest in

access to student credit with a meaningful savings incentive plan

for parents and other interested parties in anticipation of future

college needs. All of these goals we think can be accomplished

without increased funding.

I thank you for this opportunity to appear before the

cammittee to discuss our proposals for federal loan program reform

and I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very, very much. We are going to hear
from each of the panelists before we go to questions from members,
and we will next hear from Father John Whalen, Chairman of the
University Support Services in Herndon, Virginia. Welcome,
Father.

Reverend WHALEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
very grateful to the committee for the opportunity to come here
and to tell you a little bit about our program that we have started
several years ago, and I must apologize in advance if I break in, all
of a sudoien, to profuse perspiration and uncontrolled trembling. It
has nothing to lio with the testimony. It is the world class chal-
lenge to an aging cleric to limit his remarks to 5 minutes.

And so I will go directly to the point here of where we would like
to come out, not just University Support Services which is a non-
profit organization that, among other things, makes loans to
middle class people to send their kids to school. It has another
whole agenda in addition to that, but it is our chief occupation at
the moment because we fmd that the need for it is so great that it
occupies virtually all of our time and attention.

But why we really need to continue this program and to encour-
ap other organizations such as ours to come into being to meet
what could be in excess of a $60 billion a year need for cost of edu-
cation for middle class people are basically two things. We need
access to capital in a reliable way that is going to be there and that
doesn't vary with the varying needs and agendas of profit making
organizations such as international banks, underwriters, letter of
credit banks, insurance companies, and the like.

And the second thing we need is a way to contain the cost of the
program to middle class people by permitting a guarantee on the
part of the Federal Government after a deductible to encourage
this front end capital.

To repeat, we need access to capital, and looking around as to
where that ought to come from and knowing the buftet constraints
and the desire of Congress not to add anything that is on budget,
we would like this committee to approve our access and access to
other organizations such as ours to Sallie Mae's warehousing ad-

vance prograni, and we like that of up to $1 billion a year for Uni-
versity Support Services, and I suspect it could run that high for
other organizations that this would encourage to come into being.

The second thing we would like to ask you for is a Federal guar-
antee of middle income credit based loans such as ours over a 5
percent default rate. These two things, taken together, I am cer-
tain, would encourage well-meaning people all over the country to
try to get into this program.

If I had to start all over again, I wouldn't do the program. It is
just too hard. You have to deal with letter of credit banks and Wall
Street, as I say, underwriters, insurance companies and the like,
and I thought at one point I was a pretty good theologian and
knew a lot about capital sins, and as a matter of fact, I did, but
when it came to the sin of avarice I was absolutely green.

I may be the world's exawrt on that at the moment. I may know
more now about the sin of avarice than any other theologian in the
history of the world, including St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aqui-
nas.
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As I say, it is just too hard to do, to get something started with
nothing, to provide a good thing for middle income people that is
going to satisfy a national policy need.

Let me just say a word about the program that we put together.
Our loan program is credit based. Virtually all of our borrowers
are middle class people. Out of every hundred applications we get,
we provide 65 percent loans; that is, 65 percent of our applications
are honored by our making loans to people. Our default rate, after
a 4 year experience, is .93 percent. We have a one pag.e application.
We have a five day turn-around on loans. We make loans of up to
$25,000 a year for credit worthy people for a total of $100,000 over
a 4 year period.

It has a 15 year payback which means that in repayment our
loans have a lower monthly payment than the Stafford loans, and
considerably lower than the PLUS and SIS loans. Our interest
rate is commercial paper rates out of the Wall Street market plus
360 basis points, although it may be necessary to increase that
spread a little bit because our cost of money is getting much
higher, going back to the question of original and capital sins.

We have no subsidy whatsoever. There is not a nickel of govern-
ment money in it. It is all market driven, and we started with no
capital 4 years ago, and we now have made, over the past three
lending seasonswe are in our fourthover $200 million worth of
loans to over 31,000 families across the country. We have made
loans in every State and in all the territories.

The mechanics of the program are very complicated. When I first
started, I looked around for the cheapest form of money I could
find, and it turned out to be taxable commercial paper. So I wanted
to issue our tax-exempt organizations taxable commercial paper on
Wall Street so I went to a letter of credit bank up there to get a
letter of credit. They said, "We will give it to you if you get an in-
surance policy to cover the loan portfolio."

I had to get insurance companies to cover the loan portfolio with
insurance, but then they said they didn't want to take the first hit.
They wanted a deductible. So I went back to the letter of credit
bank and said, "I have got the insurance, the surety bond, but I
have to over-issue commercial paper to fund it," and they said, "If
the numbers work out right, we will do it." The numbers worked
out right, and we got started about 3 years ago, as I say, making
our first loans.

But every step of that way involves a lot of money, but even with
that we are able to offer a low interest rate, long term loans to
middle class people.

One of the ways that we decided to distribute information about
our programs, since we didn't have any money for advertising or
promotion, was through corporations, and we offered the program
to corporations in return for a participation fee that basically pays
for printing. We started to offer it to corporations about 3 years
ago, and we now have 19,000 corporations signed up for it repre-
senting an employment base of about ten and a half million people.

Subsequently, we started a second program that we offer through
colleges and universities. We now have 1500 colleges and universi-
ties that offer the program.
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Our problem, however, has been our success. Tht year alone we
expect to need between $200 million and $250 'Ilion to make
loans to middle class people, and in dealing with Wall Street to
raise this money, while it is possible, it takes virtually all the time
of a whole staff of people to do that. We have a limited staff. We
have originated $200 million of loans and maintained that portfolio
with about 65 to 70 people whereas in the Stafford Loan Program,
the Guaranteed Student Loan Programs, there are thousands of
them.

Our cost of lending a dollar is about a nickel. The cost of the
Stafford Loan Program of lending a dollar runs someplace between
37 and 40 cents, I think.

The solution to our problem, and part of the problem for middle
class America, is to bring other organizations such as ours into
being so that they can serve this enormous middle class need. They
won't come into being if they have to do it the way I did. Nobody in
his right mind would do that, and if I had to do it all over again, I
wouldn't, not that my mind has cleared but I am just too tired to
do it now.

I am sort of glad I did do it before I found out that you really
can't do it that way.

So to bring other organizations such as ours into being, and to
permit us to satisfy a growing need, and just to illustrate that
need, our first year of lending we lent $3,4 million. Second year,
$60 million. Third year, $120 million or more. This year so far it is
in the $26 million range, and we haven't even started the season.
We expect it to run, as I say, someplace between $200 million and
$250 million, and the more people know about it, the more that
they need it.

So two things I am asking for. One is access to Sallie Mae's ware-
housing advance program for us and for other organizations like
us. Second, a Federal guarantee over a 5 percent default fund that
we would provide that would make access to this front end capital
available.

It is off budget. It safeguards the Federal Government because of
this deductible. It offers savings to borrowers. It should be a named
program. Programs such as this are now called supplemental stu-
dent loan programs. The need is greater than the need for the pop-
ulation served by Stafford loans. It should be a named program
such as Opportunity Loans or Productivity Loans or, better, named
after a Member of Congress who has interest and has shown initia-
tive in the Student Loan Program such as the Perkins Loans, the
Stafford Loans, et cetera.

Thank you fo: putting up with what turns out to be about a 30
minute dissertation in 5 minutes. I appreciate it.

[The prepared statement of John P. Whalen follows:1
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Testimony of University Support Services
205 Van Buren Street, Suite 200

Herndon, VA 22070
703/709-7880

to
Subcommittee on Postsecoadairy Education

by
Reverend John P. Whalen. Chairman and Ms., Catherine B. Dilatory, President

June 12, 1991

Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-committee, my name is Reverend John P.

Whalen and I am appearing here as Chairman and Founder of University Support services.

I am an aging, portly, clerical gentleman but an agnostic with respect to the belief that has

guided education policy in this country for the last ten years. I am a dangerous

revolutionary. In 1986 I founded University Support Services (USS"), which instituted its

national program in 1987 to provide educational loans to credit worthy borrowers. With me

is Catherine B. Dun levy, President of our C:17 any.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to inform the committee of the progress we

have made during the past three years in providing roughly S200.000.000 in educational loan

financing to middle income Americans.

The University Support Services' program makes available loans of up to $25.000

annually, subject to costs of education at the selected college and certain credit criteria for

an over-all limit of $100.0(X) of total program debt. Our loans are payable over a period of

either twelve or fifteen years, depending upon thc program used hy thc borrower. They

hear interest at a rate that varies with our cost of financing and that is currently 9.52%. The
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The long term, low interest rates applicable to our loans result in monthly payments that

are among the lowest available to unsecured educational borrowers compared to other non-

governmental, and some governmental programs. Borrowers may further reduce monthly

payments by deferring principal during an in-school period of up to four years.

Our credit criteria have been developed by USS in conjunction with capital market

participants that act as program credit providers. The credit criteria are conservative

because we have had to rely on the strength of our loan portfolio to persuade credit

providers to enter the program. Our net default rate is 0.93%, compared to 10.4% for the

Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program'. This low default rate is attributable, in part,

to our credit criteria and, in part, to our rigorous administration of the loan program. We

have developed loan servicing procedures that exceed our credit providers' requirements and

that begin to address delinquency problems when loans are only 15 days delinquent. An of

this has been accomplished entirely from private sources, without any governmental

assistance w hatsoever.

The appeal of the USS program to borrowers is evidenced by the fact that 58,672

applicatiom requesting S452,951,709 have been received over our first four years of

operation resulting in 30,995 loans in an aggregate amount of $193,919.033. -Most

importantly, as a result our conservative credit criteria, the USS program is truly a middle

class program in that all loans have been directed to middle income borrowers.

1FY 90 ()SU' Data Book

2
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igitiliAL_ARELICAT/1211LMIMIZ

CALS14DAR OF LOANS Ilaatta
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ANIMAL wAN WI=

OP LOANS !LAMM
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1957 1,190 9,735,014 527 2:401.555

1900 11,131 03,256.669 5,007 31,012.107

1959 10,571 147,037,422 10,005 151,596,540

1999 21,405 157,295,979 11,126 6E941,253

10914 6.171 Xt.826.622 4.,222 ae.967494

3'OTAL: 58,472 5452,951.709 70,995 5193.919.033

Uanuery through JUAO to-date results only.

This record is not far behind the results achieved during the initial years of the federal SLS

and PLUS programs. Moreover, we have developed the USS program without federal credit

exposure and with no other form of public advertisement or subsidy. We now project loan

volume for the 1991 calendar year to be in excess of 30,000 loans in an aggregate amount

of at least S200.000,000.

In order to continue to meet borrower needs, however, USS must compete with such

firms as General Motors, Ford, Sallie Mae, and with state and local borrowers whose debt

benefits from federal tax exemption and with the federal government in gaining access to

the capital markets. As a young program whose portfolio of loans is not sufficiently aged

to be evaluated by the rating agencies on a stand alone basis, USS must "rent" credit from

third parties and must recover the costs of such third-party credit from borrowers.

The loan program that USS has developed and administers works as follows. The

majority of loan applications are received by USS from borrowers who are employed by one

3
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of roughly 18,000 corporate participants, each of which pays USS a small annual fee to

defray the printing and administrative costs of making the program available to their

employees. Corporate participants bear no risk of loan defaults and receive no income from

the program. Loan applications are examined for conformance to program credit criteria.

Loans are disbursed to borrowers meeting the credit criteria by a national bank, as lender

of record. Upon disbursement, loans become subject to a surety bond that assures payment

of principal and interest. subject to a first loss deductible. Periodically, USS issues

commercial paper to fund its acquisition of loan balances from the lender of record for the

purpose of permanently financing the loans acquired and to fund a reserve against

unreimbursed loan losses. Two series of USS commercial paper issued for this purpose are

presently mnstanding. Each series is secured by separate letters of crer.iit issued by third-

party credit providers. Both are foreign: one Japanese and one Australian.

The need that programs such as ours have to obtain credit from sources other than

traditional capital market participants such as banks and insurance companies, is illustrated

by our experience in relying upon financial institutions as credit providers. Our rapid

growth has been constantly impeded by capacity constraints which affect each of our

financing partners. Our initial originating hank was unwilling to originate more than

535,000,000 of loans and its successor, after participating in our program for nine months,

reorganized its consumer lending division in a manner which precluded further participation;

we are now working with a third originating bank.

Our initial letter of credit bank was unwilling to secure more than $75,000,000 of

commercial paper and its successor was unwilling to secure more than S35,000,000; we are

4
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presently negotiating with several credit providers in addition to these banks.

Most recently, our surety also indicated that it is facing capacity constraints. I would

add that each decision to limit program participation appears to have been pan of an

overall institutional decision to limit exposure to student loans or to limit financial risk

exposure generally. Such limitations upon the exposure of general capital market

participants to a single program may be prudent from the point of view of the financial

institutions involved. However, in the present environment in which credit availability

generally has been severely contracted, the dependence of our program upon financial

institutions as credit providers significantly increases costs to borrowers, impedes the

availability of loans and may ultimately cause program lending to cease.

I wish to stress that this may occur notwithstanding that the top rated financial

institutions that have participated in our program to date have validated our program credit

criteria through their parficipation in the origination of over 5185,000,000, and in the

permanent financing of over S100,1:09.000 of loans. These capacity constraints will confront

arty program which, because of the age of its portfolio and the absence of accumulated

reserves or a permanent motivated SOLITCC of guarantee is dependent upon third-party credit

providers at a time when overall credit availability is contracting. Further, these constraints

will most severely affect precisely those programs that have the greatest success in

addressing borrower need and hence the most rapid increase in their need for access to the

=Oat markets. Program sponsors who, like LISS, were established for the purpose of

financing education will not willingly follow financial inititutions in restricting the availability

of loans even to credit-worthy middle income borrowers in response to current economic

5
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conditions. Such program sponsors, however, are unlikely to have sufficient financial

resources to allow them to establish independent access to the capital markets during the

early years of their program.

The House Committee Report on the Higher Education Act of 1965 quoted the then

Commissioner of Education as follows:

"Helping the middle income student and his family to bear the heavy brunt

of college costs would seem to have a reasonable claim on a share of our

national commitment to offer every child the fullest possible educational

opportunity."

The House Committee Report on the Higher Education Amendments of 1986 cited this

conclusion and noted that:

'Far from being a loan of convenience for middle income families, the

Guaranteed Student Loan has become a loan of necessity for all families.'

Five years later it is clear that much more than a Coaranteed Student Loan is needed by

our middle inrome borrowers. The average amount requested by our borrowers is $7,600

and our average loan is $6,200.

Programs such as ours, which evolve outside of the traditional capital markets and

have demonstrated both that they address the needs of credit worthy borrowers for

educationat Joan financing and that their credit criteria constitute an acceptable basis for

capital market financing, should be helped to meet thc educational loan needs of middle

income Americans.

Ideally, funds should he made available to such successful programs through interest-

6
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bearing loans from the Federal government or one of its agencies to allow such programs

to permanently fund educational loans without reliance upon the capital markets.

Alternatively, assistance in establishing program credit might be made available by the

Federal government or one of its agencies either: (i) through a guarantee loan repayment;

or (ii) through grants or non-interest-bearing loans to fund sufficient reserves to allow these

successful programs to finance in the capital markets without reliance upon third party credit

providers such as student loan sureties and letter of credit hanks.

We project our own need for permanent financing in the present calendar year to he

a minimum of $250 million and expect this need to increase to $700 million in calendar year

1995.

Such assistance could be provided either by the Department of Education or by Sallie

Mae. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 authorized Sallie Mae to exercise

its powers to make warehousing 10311A and to act as a secondary market with respect to non-

insured loans and to:

"Undertake any other activity which the Board of Directors of the Association

determines to be in furtherance of the programs of insured student loans..ar

wilLotherwise support the credit needs of students."

The Higher Education Amendments of 1986 contained a provision intended to clarify the

intent of Congress that:

"...in carrying out all such activities the purpose shall always be to provide

secondary market and other support for lending programs offered by other

organizations and not to rcplace or compete with such other organizations.-

7
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The House Conference Report on this legislation commented that th'is statement of

Congressional intent was to assure that, in carrying out its activities under the authority

granted in 19S1, Sallie Mae would:

"...be mindful of the need to support lending programs offered by others.

Sallie Mae's objective shouH not he simply to substitute its programs for

effective programs developed by others. Instead. Sallie Mae should identify

education credit needs that have not been fully met by others, and design

programs to meet those needs."

Further legislative clarification is needed to ret 'lire that the credit needs of students be

supported through the priority provision of Sallie Mae. i.e. to provide funding to succeasful

middle income educational loan programs such us ours. 'This is consistent with the

Congressional intent of permanently financing educational loans or for the purpose of

establishing reserves and would provide a feasible legislative basis for Sallie Mae to support

us in continuing to meet the full need for educational loans now being faced by credit

worthy middle income Americans.

Thank you.

a
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Mr. ANDREWS. Father, thank you very much. We are next going
to hear from Thomas A. Butts who is Associate Vice President for
Government Relations at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Welcome, Mr. Butts.

Mr. Buir Ts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. I am Tom Butts, Associate Vice President for Govern-
ment Relations at the University of Michigan. I am pleased to
appear before you today on behalf of the National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant Colleges to discuss the possibili-
ty of a major improvement in the student assistance programs
through direct Federal lending.

I will summarize my statement, which I understand will be in-
cluded in full in the record.

The American Council on Education and 12 other higher educa-
tion associations, including NASULCTC, submitted a direct lending
proposal to you on April 8, 1991. The Land Grant Executive Com-
mittee has asked its members to explore further the feasibility of
substituting direct loans for the Stafford part of the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program.

Indications are that this is possible. Well, my statement focuses
on direct lending. NASULGC is concerned, along with the entire
education community, about the grant-loan imbalance which has
developed over the past 10 years. Credit reform and this reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act provides a rare opportunity for
the Congress to consider a serious restructuring of the student loan
programs and make significant improvements in student credit by
authorizing a program of direct loans.

According to the 1989 CBO study on credit reform, the total cost
to the government of new guaranteed loans is now many times
more than the cost of new direct loans. Credit reform has made
direct loans a less costly and much simpler way to deliver loan as-
sistance to students. Savings in the first year alone have been esti-
mated by some to be greater than $1 billion.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the documentation that you requested
from the Education Department on April 25, 1991, when it is sup-
plied to you, will substantiate significant savings, savings which
should be directed to students.

The Federal Government presently obtains capital for the GSL
program by paying retail price incentives to the capital markets.
Under credit reform it can now obtain capital wholesale from pri-
vate markets for student loans.

Prior to credit reform and in the competition for limited grant
dollars, the Perkins Loan Program was never able to receive full
funding. In fact, it is over $8 billion short the amount of lending
under the Stafford program.

As a matter of Federal policy the Stafford part of the GSL pro-
gram has evolved and shifted from being the major program of sup-
port for middle income students to being the primary loan program
for students with demonstrated fmancial nwd.

Direct lending makes it possible to have one need based loan pro-

Cfor students, finally accomplishing the funding goal of the
rinkins program. To be supported by the education community,

direct loans must be entitlements as is the current GSL program.
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Similarly, the amount of capital available under a direct pro-
gram must be limited only by student eligibility, not by a fixed
amount or cap per year. In this respect it would be identical to the
existing GSL program.

The recent report of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on In-
vestigations calls for the Congress top, "undertake major and in
some areas drastic reform of the GSL program." The GAO is called
upon to study the feasibility of alternative approaches, quote, "in-
cluding abolishing the guarantee agency concept."

The GSL program is an immensely complicated and expensive
program for students, schools, and the department and the Con-
gress. By contrast, the school can process and deliver a Perkins
loan along with a student's regular application for grants and
scholarships. The paper work necessary for a Perkins loan is sub-
stantially less than that of a Stafford loan.

Direct loans can provide a number of advantages to students, in-
cluding elimination of up front origination aud insurance fees,
elimination of the GSL application, timely delivery of aid, more
student counseling time available for it by financial aid officers,
improved access to deferments, automatic loan consolidation and
choice of repayment plans.

On the collection end there is no doubt about who owns the loan.
It is the Federal Government. The program would operate using as-
pects of several student aid programs that have worked well in the
past and are described in full in my statement. The Secretary of
the Treasury would obtain capital for direct loans through the sale
of government securities by the Federal Financing Bank the same
way funding was provided for Sallie Mae until 1981.

Treasury would make funds available to the Secretary of Alloca-
tion for allocation to institutions through the Education Depart-
ment's finance system, from which institutions presently draw stu-
dent aid funds. It is important to note that all of the finance mat-
ters pertaining to the capital would be handled by Treasury.

For direct loans the Education Department would no longer be
expected to have expertise in finance, loan guarantees, secondary
markets. The Education Department would have responsibility for
servicing and collection. The department would have contracts, in-
cluding performance bonuses, with private sector set vicers, for bill-
ing, collections, and a national data file.

Since most of the administrative activity would be done under
contract, the department's principal responsibility would be over-
sight. We recommend strongly that the Congress set aside salary
and expense money for the operation of all Title IV student assist-
ance programs, including direct loans.

Since a direct loan program would not have the complexities of
lenders, secendary markets, and guarantors, it clearly would be
easier for the department to manage than Stafford loans. All of
this comes at a time when Secretary of Education Lamar Alexan-
der has announced his initiative to make major management im-
provements in the student aid programs.
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This is encouraging because with good leadership and reasonable
resources, public servants can manage programs very well. Of
course, direct lending should be implemented only after adequate
lead time has been provided for detailed plAnning and preparation.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your time and consideration of
these ideas. I hope the subcommittee will take advantage of this
opportunity to improve the student aid programs, and I would, of
course, be happy to answer any questions you might have.

rthe prepared statement of Thomas A. Butts followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Thomas A. Butts,
Associate Vice President for Government Relations at the University of
Michigan. I am pleased ki appear before you today on behalf of the
National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges
(NASULGC) to discuss the possibility of a major improvement in the
student assistance programs through direct Federal loans.

By way of background, I was the Director of Student Financi,l Aid at the
University of Michigan from 1971 to 1977. From 1977-1981, I was on
leave from the University and served with the U.S. Department of
Education as a policy advisor fOr student assistance and later as the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student Assistance. I have continued
since then to be involved in student aid policy issues.

Mr. Chairman. the American Council on Education (ACE) and twelve other
higher education associations, including NASULGC, submitted a direct
lending proposal to you on April 8, 1991. The bill language submitted at
that time would, in substance, implement the proposal which I will
describe in more detail today. The NASULGC Executive Committee has
asked that its Legislative Committee explore further the feasibility of
Federal direct lending, including substituting direct loans for the Stafford
part of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL). Indications are that
this is possible. This statement is, in part, an update to an April 30,
1991, NASULGC paper regarding direct lending.

*Credit reform, Mr. Chairman, and this reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act provides a rare opportunity for you to consider a serious
restructuring of the student loan programs and make significant
improvements try authorizing a program of direct loans. The credit reform
provisions of the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 made significant
changes in the way the government accounts for the credit it extends in
the form of loan guarantees and direct loans.

According to the December 1989, Congressional Budget Office study on
credit reform.

The difference in the budgetary treatment between direct bans and guaranteed bans
creates a bias in favor of guaranties because their costs am deferred. When the costs
am known (after default) and Malty recorded In the budget, they are well past the
government's control. Consequently, ban guarantees have been gmwing much faster
than direct bans in recent years. The total cost to the gaverfunent of the now
guarantd loans Is now many times more than the coal of new direct
loans, (p. xli - emphasis added)
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The Presidenrs FY 92 Budget states that:

Clearly. credit Wenn is not lusr an accounting change. ft Is an opportunity lo see
each program with trash eyes. Cm* relic= Wi the right questions: Who Is bring
hove? By how much? M what cost? It focuses saantion and budgetary decisions on
the costs until:dying each loan, juxtaposed with the lawman who benefit from these
programs. It provides perspective for both policy analysis and program management.
(Pan Two - 226)

What are the Implications of credit reform for student loans?

The Federal government presently obtains capital for the GSL program by
paying retail price incentives to the capital markets. Under credit
reform. it can obtain capital wholesale from the same (and other)
private capital markets. This reduces significantly costs to the
taxpayers.

Prior to credit reform, the entire amount of the capital used for direct
loans appeared as a Federal cost. Only government subsidies were
included in the Federal budget for guaranteed loans - not the loan capital.

This apple and orange situation caused direct loans to appear more costly

than guaranteed loans.

Under credit reform, both types of loans are priced the same way. Only
the costs associated with obtaining the capital and subsidies are counted
in the budget - not the amount of capital involved. In the case of GSLs, the
government obtains capital from private capital markets through
guarantees and special a/lowance incentives (Lenders are entitled to the
average of 91 day Treasury Bills plus 3.25% with no cap). In the case qf
direct loans the government acquires capital from private capital markets
through the sale of government securities (treasury bills, etc.).

With credit reform, the cost to the Treasury of a cohort of GSL or direct
loans made each year is scored in the budget for the projected life of the
loans. Included are costs paid by the government for defaults and the cost
of capital such as special incentive allowances to lenders (for GSL) or the
cost of Treasury securities (for direct loans). Federal administrative
costs are accounted for as a line item in the mandatory part of the budget

An examination of the cost of a direct student loan and a loan guarantee,
all factors like student interest rate being held equal, will show that a
direct loan will be less cosOy to the government than a GSL - primarily
because the government can borrow money from the private sector at
Treasury bill rates for direct loans rather than the 91 day Treasury bill
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rate plus 3.25% now assured to GM- lenders, even during the in-school
period.

Under credit reform, government borrowing from the private sector for
direct loans ooes not increase the deficit, The payment of higher
GSL subsidies does Increase the deficit. In addition, direct
borrowing for student loans would replace existing guaranteed borrowing.
Also, over time the flow of repayments back to the capital markets would
approximate the amount borrowed for new loans - thus establishing
something akin to a national revolving fund.

Would a direct loan program be an entitlement'?

For a direct loan program to be supported by the education community, It
must be an entitlement (mandatory) program as is the current GSL
program. Similarly, the amount of capital available under a direct
program must be limited by student eligibility - not by a fixed total
amount or cap per year. In this respect. it would be identical to the
existing GSL program except that capital availability would not be
dependent on lender willingness to loan.

Why restructure the student loan programs?

Credit reform has made direct loans a less costly way to deliver loan
assistance to students. Savings in the first year alone have been
estimated to be greater than one billion dollars. Mr. Chairman, I believe
that the documentation that you requested from the the Education
Department (ED) on April 25, 1991 (when supplied to you) will
substantiate the savings - savings which should be directed to students.

The recent report of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
investigations, chaired by Senator Sam Nunn (D-GA), documented many of
the, costs and problems associated with the GSL program. Among them are:
the rate of student defaults, the financisal failure of one major guarantee
agency, questions about the strength and number of guarantee agencies.
severe problems in managing student loans by lenders, and fraud and abuse
by certain lenders and some trade schools. The General Accounting Office
(GAO) recently reported that the GSL program has become such a maze that
It cannot be audited.
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The Nunn report cans for the Congress to "...undertake major and, in some
areas, drastic reform..." of the GSL program. (p.34) The GAO is called upon
to study the feasibility of alternative approaches including "...abolishing

the gearentY etteePY Perm Pt. (P. 39)

The GSL Program is an immensely complicated and expensive program for
students, schools and the ED. With more than 13.000 lenders, over 50

guarantee agencies and several secondary markets participating in this
error prone program, the bewildering array of paperwork, regulations,
procedures and fees is enormous. Many colleges and universities deal with
every guarantee agency during the course of the year and with hundreds of
lenders. Notwithstanding efforts by some guarantors and lenders to
streamline the GSL. program, it takes unnecessary time within the
institution, plus the Ume required by guarantors and lenders, to process
GSLs. Despite empty promises made by guarantee agencies for more than
15 years, institutions are still subjected to different policies, forms and
computer formats by each agency.

By contrast, a school can process and deliver a Perkins Loan along with a
student's regular application for grants and scholarships. This
significantly reduces the amount of paperwork. A direct loan
would be originated much like a Perkins loan. The institution has direct
control over the timing and distribution of loan funds. This control would
enable the institution to assist students better and improve institutional
cash flow.

Direct loans can provide a number of advantages to students including
the elimination of the GSL application, timely delivery of aid, more
student counseling by financial aid officers, elimination of up front
origination and insurance fees, improved access to deferments, automatic
loan consolidation, choice of repayment plans with no additional charges,
and reduction in the constant pressure to increase student interest rates
to offset government subsidies. Further, students experiencing hardships
or changes in financial circumstances requiring an adjustment in the
amount of their loans will be able to have their requests dealt with
promptly. On the collection end, students will know who "owns' their loan
- the government. In addition, student horror stories which abound about
the paperwork obstacles to higher education caused by both obtaining and
repaying GSLs would be vastly reduced and be no greater than those
experienced with the grant delivery system which is expected to be
simpiified by the Congress as part of reauthorization. Given the recent
flexibility to schools to determine loan amounts in the GSL program, "red-

lining" should be prohibited.
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As a matter of Federal policy, the GSL program has evolved and shifted
from being the major program of support for middle income students to
the primary loan program for students with demonstrated financial need.
When the GSL program was created in 1965 (modeled after several
existing State guarantee programs), it was intended to provide loans to
students fr-im middle income families. Since mw income students were
served by the Perkins program. there was little necessity for these
students to obtain GSLs. In the absence of credit reform, this change in
focus resulted from the inability of the Congress to appropriate adequate
loan capital for the Perkins program and still maintain support for the
grant programs. There is no point in having two Federal student loan
programs with the same financial needs test if there is adequate capital
available to meet ail student need remaining atter grants have been
awarded.

The GSL program, however, is now asked to provide three types of loans -
rtafford loans for students who demonstrate financial need, Parent Loans
for Undergraduate Students (PLUS). and Supplemental Loans for Students
(SLS) who do not qualify for Perkins or Stafford loans or who need more
money than they are able to qualify for under other student assistance
programs.

Experience with the Perkins program shows that operationally direct
loans serve both students and most institutions better than Stafford
loans. Under a direct loan, origination is simple and the student knows
who made the loan.

How would the government obtain capital for direct loans?

The Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of
Education. would sell treasury securities to the private capital markets in
accordance with its usual practice to obtain necessary capital. This
would be accomplished in the same way funding for Sallie Mae was
provided until 1981.

Under that procedure. the Secretary of the Treasury, through the Federal
Financing Bank. sold government securities to the private sector at the
appropriate time and made the funds available to Sallie Mae. That system
worked nicely. and Sallie Mae is making payments on about $4.8 billion it
still holds. In the case of direct loans. the Secretary of the Treasury
would make funds available to the Secretary of Education for allocation to
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institutions through the ED finance system from which institutions
presently draw student aid funds.

It is important to note that all of the *finance° matters pertaining to the

capital would be handled by Treasury. For direct loans, ED would no

longer be expected to have expertise in finance, lending, loan guarantees

or secondary markets. Repayments would return to the private markets

through the Treasury and not be left to accumulate in institutional
revolving funds as is the case with Perkins loans. Allowing collections to

remain in institutional revolving funds would cause the proposed program
to lose its status as an entitlement or mandatory program. Perkins loans

are scored in the budget as discretionary grants to institutions because

the loans become part of revolving funds at the institutional level. The

concept of Insurance° does not apply in the case of a direct loan since the
government already owns the loan note.

How would a direct loan program operate?

A new direct loan program would be similar in concept to the Pell Grant
Program, i.e., institutions are essentially agents of the federal
government and process the loan on the government's behalf. The Pell
Grant Program is not technically a campus based program. Students

receive vouchers (Student Aid Reports) that they may use at any eligible
institution.

While a student voucher would not be involved, a direct loan program
would operate in a similar way in that the loan is made directly by the
federal government to the student with the institution acting as the

originator.

How would funds be allocated to institutions?

The allocation of funds to institutions could take place following one or a
combination of existing models. A preferred approach would be to use the
distribution system utilized for Perkins loans and the other campus based
student aid programs. Under this method, the Fiscal Operations Report and
Application (FISAP) would be used to make initial allocations each year.
Institutions would indicate on the FISAP the amount lent in the previous
year and project needs for the coming year. institutions not participating

In the campus-based programs would only complete the direct loan

section. The ED would approve all initial requests, unless it had reason to
believe the request was not reasonable or the school was not eligible.

Anotf approach would be to use the Pell Grant allocation system. In
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either case, the reconciliation of individual student records would NOT
take place at this point in the process. Special adjustment requests
would be made during the course of the year by institutions to increase or
decrease their allocations in accordance with actual student eligibility
for direct loans. Reconciliation of individual student accounts would
occur at the end of the year with the filing of the FISAP report.

Under either approach, institutions would follow existing ED procedures to
draw necessary funds on a timely basis to fund all eligible students.
These procedures do not allow institutions to obtain funds more than
three days in advance of the time they are to be expended.

How would student eligibility be determined?

Following current practice, students would apply for all forms of
financial aid and provide need analysis information to the insiltution(s)
they attend or plan to attend.

Institutions would conduct a need analysis, determine eligibility, package
direct loans with other student aid and notify the student of award
amounts and conditions.

How would the loan be disbursed to the student?

Like the Perkins loan program, institutions would prepare a promissory
note for the student's signature. Following appropriate loan counseling
procedures, the student would sign the promissory note. Funds would then
be credited to the student's institutional account ci gnfon to the student
depending on the circumstances. For those institution; ,iho do not
participate in the Perkins program, the signed promissory note would be
similar In concept to the Student Aid Report necessary to make payments
to students.

What would happen after the loan is disbursed?

The Federal Government (Education Department) would have responsibility
for servicing and collection. ED would have contracts (including
performance bonuses) with private sector servicers for billing and
collection. Institutions who so desired and were qualified might act as
servicers for their students.
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Institutions would deliver signed promissory notes to an ED contractor. It

is expected that arrangements would be made for several means of
delivery, including possible electronic transfer of notes.

Would there be a national data base with direct student loan
information?

Yes. Multiple year notes and notes from different schools would be
consolidated immediately under this system. With the opportunity to
establish a new central tile, the insurmountable data problems of the
existing GSL program would be phased out. The Pen Grant Program has
demonstrated that a central processor can work with multiple data entry

contractors. In this case, loan servicers would relate to a central
processor in a similar manner. Semicers would be required to meet

uniform ED specifications and would be subject to audits and reviews by

ED.

Institutions would continue to report enrollment status as they do now in
the GSL program - only with one uniform reporting system synchronized

with institutional academic calendars.

Since most of the administrative activity would be done under contract,
the Departments principal responsibility would be oversight. Other

government agencies, such as Treasury, might assist with management of

the collection responsibility.

What about administrative support/capability in the Education
Department?

While ED has experience in working with private sector servicers and has

a credible record in collections, the Congress must set aside salary and

expense money for the operation of all of the Title IV student aid

programs, including direct loans. Funding should be directed by the
Congress for training, technical assistance to institutions, program
reviews, contracts, and contract administration. Additionally. Congress

should provide initial funding to ED to enable it to obtain and utilize state
of the art telecommunications and computer technology to handle loan

transactions and management information. This is one of the most
important recommendations made by ACE and other higher education
associations to the Congress.
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The GSL program has been patched together over the years to the point
where it cannot be audited or managed effectively. Under difficult
circumstances over the past ten years, ED has done a credible job of
administering the Pell Grant and campus based student aid programs. In

addition, it has managed Perkins and GSL default collections activity well
under these conditions. Indeed, as the Nurm hearings have demonstrated,
there is serious question about the quality of some of the servicing done
by private lenders in the GSL prognim. The ED system makes use of
private servicers and loan collection contractors in addition to the IRS
offset program. ED has also managed large elementary and secondary
education programs well.

Since a direct loan program would not have the complexities of lenders,
secondary markets and guarantors, it would clearly be easier for the ED to
manage than Stafford loans. All financing matters would be handled by
the Secretary of the Treasury. ED would handle the delivery and oversight
of institutions and collection/servicing contractors. For direct loans, it
would no longer be necessary for ED to monitor 13,000 lenders, over 50
guarantee agencies and the participating secondary markets. This should
enable ED to avoid over regulation and micro management of the program.

Direct loans would operate more like Perkins loans and would not at all be
similar to the Federally insured Studer t Loan (FISL) program which was a
guarantee type program abused by ,s4me institutions and lenders and
lacked administrative support within ED. Correspondence schools, for
example, no longer participate in GSL. They were major participants in
the FISL program and a source of many problems.

All of this comes at a time when Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander
has announced his initiative to make major management improvements in
the student aid programs. This is encouraging because with good
leadership and reasonable resources, public servants can manage programs
very well.

Which institutions could participate in direct loans?

The Congress must determine institutional eligibility. Clearly, eligible
institutions should be able to demonstrate administrative capacity to
meet their responsibilities for fiscal stewardship and management for
direct loans or any Federal student aid program. Aped from direct loan
responsibility, recent changes in law have eliminated many questionable
institutions from the student aid programs. In addition, proposed
reauthorization changes in accreditation and licensure by the education
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community and the Administration would further tighten the system.
Finally, with dear lines of responsibility and accountability in a direct
loan program, the opportunities for mischief with the taxpayers' money
which exist in the GS1 program should be reduced significantly.

Would institutions be provided administrative allowances?

It is essential that institutions be provided adequate administrative
support. To begin a new program with the promise of eliminating the
problems of the existing 351 program without providing good
administrative support up front would not be wise. Institutions may find
that the administrative savings they achieve from the elimination of all
or a part of the existing GSL program will help offset some new costs.
The issue must be examined and appropriate administrative allowances

and support provided. The ACE proposal suggests an annual $20 allowance
per eligible direct loan student.

It should be noted that guarantee agencies now receive one pencent as an
administrative cost allowance (about $110 million yearly) from
government appropriations. Atso they have the use of student financed
insurance premiums of up to three percent Agencies also retain 30
percent of collections they make on defaulted loans.

What about small schools or schools that do not presently
perticIpate In the Perkins program?

The ED could arrange a contract for an alternative administrative entity
which would assist schools that do not wish to administer the loan
program themselves or lack the administrative capability necessary -to
*manage it. This alternative system would be similar In concept to the
'alternative disbursement systems for Pell Grants which existed prior to
1901.

However, many small schools may find that a direct loan program would be
easier to manage than the existing Stafford program. This would be due to
the fact that the lender and guarantee activity is removed, time delays to
the student eliminated, and cash flow to the institution improved.

What about Institutional tiabllitir?

Institutions are presently liable for errors made in executing any of the
tasks they perform related to the GSL program; this would not change with
direct loans. The institution would need to draw down funds, determine

2 7
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student eligibility, and disburse funds correctly. Once promissory notes
have been accepted by the government (within a proposed 45 day statutory
time limit) liability would end (except, of course in cases of fraud).
Institutional liability would be less than GSL since the number of entities
dealt with would be reduced and the institution would have control over
the entire origination process. In addition, the institution would still
have access to the studenrs account to recover funds and the opportunity
to find the student to obtain a missed signature on a promissory note.

What about Institutional cash flow?

Most Institutions would have an improved cash flow under a system of
direct loans. Not only would funds be available when school started, the
delays caused by handling checks co-payable to the institution and the
student from hundreds of lenders would be eliminated. Of course,
institutions would be required to follow existing cash draw procedures
which prohibit funds from being on hand more than three days prior to
disbursement and from earning "floar while in an institutional account.

Could the financial ald transcript be eliminated?

Currently, notification of a student's federal aid must be made to the
institution to which a student transfers. This is accomplished through a
cumbersome and expensive financial aid transcript process. With a a
national direct loan data file on all students and the existing Pell grant
data file, it would be possible to eliminate the financial aid transcript - a
major paperwork problem for institutions.

What would happen to the existing Perkins loan revolving funds
located at institutions?

Ongoing collections from existing Perkins loans which return to
institutional revolving funds should be left at the institutions, invested in
new Perkins institutional endowment accounts, and the income used for
other student aid purposes or special student loans. Under this approach,
collections would be invested in an institutional endowment or total
return fund for that purpose and the earnings used for student grants or
employment. Over the years, many schools could get out of the loan
collection business!

2.18
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What role might exist for guarantee agencies or lenders?

The parent loan program (PLUS) should be significantly invroved as a
guaranteed loan for dependent (middle income) students.

The maximum PLUS loan should be determined by the cost of education
less other financial aid received by the student as recommended by ACE

and other higher education associations. In addition, the tax writing
committees should be encouraged to restore the interest deduction for
parent and student loans as part of an overall plan to help parents of
dependent students.

While all three GSL programs - Stafford, PLUS and SLS - could be operated
under a direct system, it could be argued that the low cost of the
unsubsidized PLUS and SLS programs together with the more natural
relationship between credit worthy parents and tenders makes policy

SWUM to continue these programs. Guarantee agencies may also wish to
participate in the servicing function for direct loans.

How should direct loans be phased In?

ACE and twelve other higher education associations have proposed that
need based direct loans be available to institutions on an optional basis.
Under this proposal, an institution would participate in either Stafford or
direct lending. Another option is to substitute direct lending for the
Stafford and Perkins pmgrams, bringing all new need based lending under

one program. Proposed legislation sent to the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education on April 8, 1991, by ACE provides legislative
language consistent with the framework for direct loans described in this

paper.

For students who have both Stafford and direct loans, direct loans might
be made eligible for inclusion in the existing loan consolidation program.
The existing Stafford portfolio will, of course, have to be phased out and
provisions for Munition made if the bolder option is adopted. it might be
necessary, for example, to change the existing administrative cost
allowance (ACA) of one percent of new loans originated to an allowance

based on outstanding loans. In addition, increased PLUS volume might
replace a substantial portion of ACA lost due to the elimination of the
Stafford loan volume.

2 1
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When should direct lending be implemented?

Direct lending should be imptemented only after adequate lead time has
been provided for detailed planing and preparation. At a minimum that
should be one tuff program (school) year following the date of enactment.
For example, if the President signed the enabling legislation in March of
1992, the program should not go into effect until July 1, 1994.

The development of a direct loan plan is a dynamic process that will
continue to require the best thinking of many people. The advantages and
disadvantages of changing a major student aid program will have to be
carefully considered.

Mr. Chairman, thank your tor your time and consideration of these ideas. I
hope the Subcommittee wid take advantage of this opportunity to improve
student aid programs. I would be happy to answer arty questions you might
have.

2 .5
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Butts.
We are next going to hear from Mr. Joe Belew who is President

of the Consumer Bankers Association in Arlington, Virginia. Did I
pronounce your name correctly, Mr. Belew?

Mr. Bzurw. Yes, you did. You are one of the few.
Mr. ANDREWS. Welcome, and we look forward to your statement.
Mr. BELEw. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I am Joe Belew, President of the Consumer Bankers As-
sociation, and we are pleased to offer our views today on various
alternatives to the Stafford Loan Program, and in particular the
direct lending alternatives which were previously discussed.

We will not surprise you today. Lenders do not believe radical
change in the structure of the GSL p m is n In our
view, the programs are working relatiarawell. Since 19 5 I don't
need to tell the subcommittee, more than $114 billion in private
capital has been provided to more than 53 million students.

In fiscal 1990 alone eligible lenders made more than $12 billion
in insured loans available to over four and a half million student
borrowers. By acknowledging these successes we are not overlook-
ing the significant problems which have been discussed extensively
before the subcommittee.

As I hope you are aware, CBA's lenders support the reform ef-
forts undertaken by Congress and the department in the last 5
years, but today I am placed in the difficult position of defending
the existing student loan program against the promises of an alter-
native which has not yet been created or tested by real world chal-
lenges. The arguments in support of discarding the current pro-
gram need to be viewed in that context.

The written testimony today focuses on three major areas: our
conclusions regarding direct lending alternatives following review
of several proposals before the subcommittee; secondly, CBA's as-
sumptions about why some institutions have expresmd support for
direct lending alternative; and third, some specific concerns that
the subcommittee should address and any review of the proposals
on your part.

Mie have six of these concerns, and I would say this is the heart
of our testimony. First, the impact of direct lending on the existing
GSL program structure. Second, the anticipated loss of program ac-
countability. Third, the potentially increased default costs for the
Federal Government. Fourth, the problems posed by a transition to
direct lending. Fifth, the risk of losing loan access for low income
students; and sixth, the uncertainty about the long term availabil-
ity of Federal capital.

Let me begin with our general comments on several direct lend-
ing alternatives. All the proposals are drafted to take advantage of
the recently enacted Credit Reform Act. This legislation would
allow OMB to raise the necessary capital for student loans as an
off-budget item and appropriate only the actual cost, that is, subsi-
dies, default payments, and administrative charges. Because Feder-
al funds borrowings are less expensive than private sector borrow-
ings, this is portrayed as an overall Federal savings for the pro-
gram.

All of the proposals also suggest that a party other than the De-
partment of Education act as a servicer of these loans. There seems
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to be agreement that asking the department to directly assume the
task of servicing is unrealistic.

Finally, all of the proposals eliminate the need for a Federal
guarantee. The Federal Government would, instead, absorb the full
amount of any default or require the loan servicer or some other
party to absorb part or all of the default costs.

CBA believes there are several reasons why schools support
direct loans. For one, schools do not like dealing with multiple

rtee agencies and lenders. Also, schools do not like numerous
arilull. reduction provisions enacted over the last 5 years such as

delayed disbursement, multiple disbursement, entrance and exit
counseling, and mandatory pro rata refund policies. Low default in-
stitutions, in particular, resent this Federal intrusion, and as well,
some institutions believe enactment of direct loans would result in
a dramatic increase in Pell grant funding.

Let me add an aside at that point. Enactment of a $4,000 maxi-
mum Pell grant, without the modifications supported by the ad-
ministration, would require an annual appropriation of between $8
billion and $10 billion. This represents a dramatic increase over
current Pell funding that far exceeds anticipated savings from any
direct lending program.

There are several major concerns CBA believes should be consid-
ered in evaluating any direct loan proposal. First, the existing GSL
program structure would probably be destroyed. Once the flow of
new loans and guarantees into the portfolio of guarantors and lend-
ers ceases or is substantially reduced, virtually all lenders will ini-
tiate phase-out of their participation in the program.

Many guarantors, faced with insolvency, will do the same.
Twenty-five years of technical expertise will be lost. Those familiar
with the history of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program know
that persuading lenders to make loans to students with no income
and no previous credit history was not easy. Once the current pro-
gram is phased out, securing private sector participation if the
need arises in the future will be difficult.

The second major concern, program accountability. In existing
GSL program both lenders and guarantors face financial exposure
if program operations break down. In a direct lending program all
default costs will be the responsibility of the Federal Government.
If a loan servicer is asked to share in the risk of a default, as has
been proposed by some advocates, the cost of absorbing this risk
will be passed back to the government in the form of a higher con-
tract fee.

The number three concern was transition problems. They could
be very significant. As the Nunn report and the OMB/ED study
made clear, management of the GSL program by the department is
in urgent need of reform, but to confuse this task by creatinig yet
another loan program would add tremendously to that administra-
tive burden.

Currently, outstanding GSL's have 20 or more years to run
ibefore the last payment s received from borrowers. Our lenders,

frankly, question the feasibility of relying on the department to op-
erate both programs simultaneously.

Fourth, financial problems could be precipitated among the guar-
antee agencies. The department has periocally suggested that as

2 5 S
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many as half a dozen guarantee agencies may face financial diffi-
culty. We suggest that perhaps as many as two dozen of these agen-
cies could face financial difficulty if the GSL program were brought
to an end.

I would like to emphasize that protecting guarantee agencies is
not a proper reason for supporting the current GSL program. How-
ever, a fair review of the direct lending alternative must take into
account the risks and the costs associated with phasing out the ex-
isting program.

Fifth, low income students, especially those attending community
colleges and proprietary schools, are likely to be poorly served
under the new program. While some schools are unhappy with
lenders and guarantors who have made it difficult for students at-
tending high default rate schools to obtain loans, the net result has
been to reduce the cost of the current program.

The fact of the matter is that institutional participation in direct
loans is likely to be controlled much more stringently than is the
case under current program. If it isn't, this subcommittee should be
prepared for a higher level of defaults to occur.

Finally, long term Federal support for direct loans is far from
certain. Because of the large capital requirements inherent in
direct loans, between $12 to $16 billion per year would have to be
provided for direct loans.

We wonder how likely is it that Federal support for the program
will be maintained at this level. Over a 10 year period $120 billion
to $150 billion would be outstanding, with default losses of at least
$10 billion projected.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we at CBA believe that Congress
should be fixing the current GSL program, not creating a new pro-
gram. On behalf of our member institutions I would like to reiter-
ate our belief that the structure of the GSL program is essentially
sound, even with its warts.

Lenders appreciate the opportunity to participate in the pro-
gram, and we hope Congress will continue to provide us with that
opportunity.

The Stafford Loan Program has operated successfully for over 25
years. Lenders endorse the notion that changes are needed to
better serve program beneficiaries, and in moving into the mid
1990s ie hope the successful public-private partnership which is
the hallmark of the Stafford program will be continued.

Thank you, and I will take questions at the end of the other pres-
entation.

[The prepared statement of Joe Belew follows:}
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XX. Chairman, *embers of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education, I an Joe Below, President of the Consumer Bankers

Association.' I an pleased to be with you today to discuss the

alternatives to the current structure of the Guaranteed Student

Loan Programs.

will wurprise no one on this Subcommittee by informing you

that lenders do not believe a radical change in the structure of

the OSL program is necessary. In my view, the current programs

are working well. Since 1965, more than $114 billion in private

capital has been provided to more than 53 million students. In

Fiscal Year 1990 alone, eligible lenders made more than $12

billion in insured loans available to over 4.5 million student

borrowers.

By acknowledging our successes, I am not overlooking the

significant problems which have boon discussed extensively before

thin Subcommittee, the Senate Education and Labor committee, and

the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigraons. As I hope

this subcosmittse is aware, lenders support the reform efforts

undertaken by the Congress and the Department of Education in the

past five years.*

11
Phis Consumer Bankers Association vas founded in 1919 to

provide a progressive voice for the retail banking industry. CBA
represents approximately 700 federally insured banks, savings and
loans and credit unions that hold more than SO percent of all
consumer deposits, and more than 70 percent of all consumer credit
held by federally insured depository institutions.
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TOday, I am placed in the difficult position of defending

the student loan program against the promises of an alternative

which has not yet been created or tested by real world

challenges. The arguments in support of discarding the current

program need to be viewed in this context.

Thi_itaxigusjurAtat_ligArLitramiala

There is no single federal direct loan program proposal--

there are several. We have reviewed the proposal put forward by

the American Council on Education and discussed it at length with

ACE staff. We have also seen a proposal put forward by the

Economic Policy Institute, which calls for a $20-billion-a-year

program funded by the Social Security Trust Fund. CBA has sought

to learn as much as we can about these and other alternatives.

We chose not to publish a response until we fully understood the

motivation behind these proposals.

Thus far, we have concluded that:

1. All of the proposals aro drafted to take advantage of

the recently enacted Credit Reform Act. This legislation would

allow OMB to raise the necessary capital for student loans as an

off-budget* item, and appropriate only the actual costs, i.e.,

subsidies, default payments and administrative charges. Because

-2-
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federal funds are less expensive to borrow than private-sector

funds, this appears as a significant federal capital savings.

2. All of the proposals suggest that a party other than the

Department of Bducation act as the servicer of these loans.

There soma to be agroemant that asking the Department to

directly assume the task of servicing the loans is unrealistic.

Instead, proponents look to the expertise of the major loan

servicers, Sallie Mae, and even some guaranty agencies to perform

this function. Some proponents oven suggest that schools might

want to service some of the loans.

3. All of the proposals eliminate the need for a federal

guarantee. The federal government would instead absorb the full

amount of any default, or require the loan servicer (or some

other party) to absorb part or all of the default costs.

CBA believes there are several reasons why schools support

direct loans:

1. Schools do not like dealing with multiple guaranty

agencies and lenders.

Lenders are well aware of the problems created for

institutions by the multiplicity at forms and procedures. To

2G3
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help address this, CEA has suggested that a major initiative be

undertaken to regajzs standardization between the guaranty

agencies.

2. Schools do not like the numerous default reduction

provisions enacted over the last five years, much as delayed

disbursement, multiple disbursement, entrance and exit

counselling, and mandatory pro-rata refund policies.

It is unclear whether the enactment of a direct loan program

would eliminate Au of these default reduction measures. Low-

default institutions, in particular, resent this federal

intrusion.

The imposition of default reduction initiatives on low-

default schools is an important reauthorization issue. However,

it is totally independent from the issue of how loans are made.

3. Institutions believe enactment of direct loans would

result in a dramatic increase in Pell Grant funding.

Enactment of a $4,000 maximum Pell Grant, without the

modifications supported by the Administration would regul4.8 an

annual appropriation of between SS and $10 billion. This

represents a dramatic increase over current Pell funding that far

exceeds the anticipated savings from direct loans.

-4-
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Lenders believe that the GSL program, with its 20-year

history of support for student borrowing, is a better foundation

for a dramatic increase in Pell funding because, unlike direct

loans, it is not premised on a loophole in the Credit Reform Act.

The Problems With Direct Loans

There are several major concerns that should be considered

in evaluating any direct loan proposal:

1. The existing GSL programetructure would be destroyed.

Once the flow of new loans and guarantees into the

portfolios of lenders and guarantors ceases or is substantially

reduced, virtually all lenders will initiate phase-out of their

participation in the program. Many guarantors, faced with

insolvency, will do the same. TWenty-five years of technical

expertise will be lost to the program.

Those familiar with the history of the Guaranteed Student

Loan program know that persuading lenders to maks loans to

students with no income and no previous credit history was not

easy. Once the current program is phased-out, securing private-

sector participation, if the need arises in the future, will be

difficult.

-5-
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2. program_accountapility would be lost. Under the GSL

program lenders are held responsible for failures to service

loans in accordance with applicable guaranty agency and federal

regulations. Guarantors face similar financial exposure if the

agency's default experience exceeds five percent in any given

fiscal year.

Under direct loans, this accountability will be lost. All

default costs will be the responsibility of the federal

government. If the loan servicer is asked to share in the risk

of default, as has been proposed by some direct loan advocates,

the cost of absorbing this risk will be passed back to the

government in the form of a higher contract fee.

The accountability inherent in the current program is

significant. In the past two years, over $400 million in federal

liabilities have been avoided because of reinsurance losses by

program participants. This is a significant cost factor.

3. Transition Problems could be significant, An "optional"

program, as proposed by ACE, would be particularly troublesome.

Under the ACE proposal, it is easy to imagine students

transferring to or from a direct loan school to a non-direct-loan

school, thereby creating more complexity and confusion than

-6-
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already exists. We also see the task of the high school and

financial aid consultant becoming more difficult, since

participation or non-participation in the direct loan program

will be yet another subject that needs to be addressed in

counselling sessions focused on the choice of institution to

attend.

As the NUnn Report and the OMB/ED study made clear,

management of the GSL program by ED is in urgent need of reform.

To confuse this task by creating yet another loan program would

add tremendously to that administratLve burden. Landers are

generally enthusiastic about the net; team at the Department of

Education assembled by Secretary Alexander. Even if the entire

GSL program is replaced with direct loans, currently outstanding

GSL8 have twenty or more years to run before the last payment is

received from borrowers. Lenders question the feasibility of

relying on ED to operate both programs simultaneously.

4 . ginancialju2klajui_suliU?gLI2r:ftslizitglgsLAagnsi_guArsinta

Agqncies. As this Subcommittee well knows, it was a decrease in

loan volume that helped precipitate the crisis at REAP last

summer. Under the ACE proposal, national guaranty volume (and

therefore insurance premium revenues) would be dramatically

decreased. At the same time, the average quality of loan would

decrease (since the types of institutions likely to want to and

be allowed to participate in the direct loan program will be low-

-7-
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default schools).

The Departmant of Education has periodically suggested that

as many as a half-dozen guaranty agencies may face financial

difficulty. We suggest that perhaps as many as two dozen

agencies could face financial difficulty if the GSL program were

brought to an end.

I want to emphasize that protecting guaranty agencies is not

a proper reason for supporting the current GEL program. To the

contrary, a fair review of the direct lending alternative must

take into account the risks and costs associated with phasing out

the existing program.

5. Low-lincpeft students- especially those attending

community colleaes and proprietarv_sChoolsare likelv_to_be

poorly serveg under the newproaram. For the past several years,

lenders have been directly and indirectly encouraged by the

Department of Education and the Congress to "know your student

loan customer" 'and to take steps to avoid bad loans. These

efforts have resulted in restricted access for loans to students

attending high-default-rate institutions.

While some schools are unhappy with lenders and guarantors

who have made it difficult for students attending high default

rate schools to obtain loans, the net result has been to reduce

-8 -
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the cost of the current program. When lenders have suggested

that this private sector safeguard would be lost under direct

loans, the argument has been made that the federal government--

not private sector corporations--should be deciding who does and

does not get loans. Some of these critics of current practices

have suggested direct loans as a cure for this problem. I

believe exactly the opposite will occur.

Because the private sector safeguard against fraud and abuse

will be lost under direct loans, the Department of Education is

likely to make participation in a direct loan program more

difficult than under the current program. Under an institution-

optional program, the availability of loans through the current

GSL program is likely to be very difficult, since lenders w.U1

have lost the low-risk loans they currently use to help balance

out higher-risk loans.

The fact of the matter is that institutional participation

'a direct loans is likely to be controlled much more stringently

than is the case under the current progran. If it isnit, this

Subcommittee should be prepared for a higher level of defaults to

occur.

6. Long-tere federal suonort for direct loans is far from

Glitalll& Because of the large capital requirements inherent in

direct loans, between $12 to $16 billion par year would have to

-9-
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be provided for direct loans. How likely is it that federal

support for the program will be maintained at this level? Over a

ten-year period $120 to $150 billion would be outstanding, with

default losses of over $10 billion projected.

CBA believes a crisis could be precipitated if, in an era of

severe budget deficits, this Subcommittee and the education

community were faced with defending a student aid budget which,

including the amount of funding provided for direct loans and an

expanded Pell Grant program, amounted to $20 to $10 billion

annually. The availability of private capital avoids this

problem.

Several other issues raised by direct lending include:

--Loss of tax revenues currently generated by private

lenders and Sallie Mae for the federal government and state and

local governments.

--Increased exposure to litigation for institutions from

disgruntled students resulting from the origination relationship

inherent in the direct loan program.

-10-
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Conorggs should be fixing the current GSL oroaram--not creatima g

DALILJITABLUSI-

In Closing, I would like to reiterate my belief that the

structure of the Guaranteed Student Loan program is ssentially

sound. Lenders appreciate the opportunity to participate in the

program and hope Congress will continue to provide us with this

opportunity.

The Stafford Loan program has operated successfully for over

25 years. Lenders endorse the notion that Changes are needed to

better serve program beneficiaries. We stand ready to work with

you toward this common goal of improved access to loan capital

for all eligible borrowers.

CBA has recommended eight major reauthorization proposals,

several of which are directed at simplifying the administration

of the Stafford Loan program by mandating standardizatim and

negotiated rulemaking. A copy of these recommendations 11;

previously been inserted into this Subcommittee's hearing record.

In moving into to the mid-1990's, CBA is hopeful the

successful public/private partnership, which is the hallmark of

the Stafford Loan program, will continue.

2 71
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.

I will be happy to respond to any questions that you or other

members of the committee may have.

(105A705)
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CBA REAUTHORIZATION PROPOSALS

The Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) believes that the
reauthorization of the Nigher Education Act should focus on the
important social objectives of the program. In the last several
years, rising education costs and inadequate growth in Pall Grant
funding have led to increasing numbers of low-income students
relying on student loans rather than grants to attend school. A
failure to correct Wei, trend will result in the further erosion
of educational opportunity and lead directly to a decrease in
access for students with the greatest economic need. The result
will be a decline in America's ability to compete with other
nations. Therefore, CBA endorsee the efforts of Senator Pell (D-
RI) and Representative Ford (D-MI) to increase grant assistance
through vital expansion of the Pell Grant program.

The Guaranteed Student Loan programs represent a dramatically
successful public - private partnership designed to achieve a
valued social goal. In order to preserve and enhance that
partnership, CU has identified eight legislative priorities for
the pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
as amended:

2. Mieellifing_mgeinistrafien_21_tha_cregram
modern data processing. CBA strongly endorses the elimination of
unnecessary paperwork in the Guaranteed Student Lean programs.
Record-keeping and loan administration practices in the student
loan industry have fallen behind standards generally applicable
to the coneumer loan industry. Methods of record retention
including microfilm, microfiche, laser disc, computer disc, and
image optics should be utilized by the Department of Education to
eliminate the storage of paper record-keeping beyond the loan
application and the promissory note. Regulations issuec by the
Department of Education should accomplish the following:

o simplify all aspects of the student loan process
including application, disbursement and origination;

o improve communication between lenders and guarantors by
requiring the use of uniform reporting documents (this
would also enhance borrower understanding of their loan
obligation);

o simplify fulfillment of institutional responsibilities
under this part by institutions of higher education;
and

o improve the administration and oversight of the program
by the U.S. Department of Education.
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2. filmelificetienja_Derzgenr_dsfsreents. Under current law,
eleven separate deferment categories allow borrowers to defer
loan repayment. The proliferation of deferments has increased
the complexity of program administration and has proven to be
confusing to borrowers. Congressional intent in instituting
deferments was to recognize the legitimate need tor financial
relief for borrowers in certain circumstances. CBA recommends
the elimination of all deferment categories except the time
periods during which a borrower is enrolled as a full-time
student: and documented instances of economic hardahip, such as
unemployment or total disability. Lender use of forbearance
allows all other borrower circumstances to be fairly and
appropriately considered.

3. Due diliaence procederea. Major lenders and servicers are
in agreement that the due diligence regulations are too rigid and
result in a higher priority being placed on maintaining
compliance with the regulations than on loan collection. The
Department of Education acknowledged the problems caused by the
regulated standards currently in effect and recommended revisions
to the thirty-day *bucket* system in the NPRM for the 1986 Higher
Education Act Reauthorization in November, 1990.

It is CBA's view that the collection practices of a lender
should be measured and taken into consideration when claims are
approved or denied for payment. By establiahing a tolerance rate
for errors, lenders could concentrate on enhanced loan collection
efforts rather than lock-step compliance with required letters
and phone contacts which may or may not contribute to a borrowers
repayment of the debt.

By imposing a percentage guideline for compliance, any
lender who maintains a pre-determined performance rate standard
(for example, 95 percent) on completion of mandatory due
diligence steps would be assured full payment of insurance,
interest and special allowance c loans made. This compliance
would be monitored on a annual is during the mandatory audit
of a lender's portfolio. The au it would be paid for by the
lender, monitored by the Department of Education, and performed
by an independent third party auditor. Parameters of the audit,
as dfined by the Department, would follow standard accounting
practices and would include a defined statistical sampling
technique upon which a lender's performance would be measured.
The performance measurement derived from the audit would be used
t: all guaranty agencies with whom the lender has participation
agreements to determine how claims were to be paid. Lenders
whose samples are found to be above the standard would be
reviewed for proper monetary and technical data. Failure to
maintain compliance at or above the defined standard would result
in a full review of each file for the given time period and the
assessment of prescribed penalties. Without the threat of
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inordinate penalties for inconsequential regulatory violations,
the lending community would attempt collection innovations which
emphasize the true spirit, rather than the exact letter of the
law.

4.
CbelielethatgEjlandLin"tthestatutela"8A shmadrequireguarantyagences to
operate on a sound actuarial basis. Furthermore, the statute
should define steps to be taken by the Secretary of Education in
the event of a guaranty agency solvency. In light of the recent
collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation, interest
in these proposals has increased among the Congress and the
Administration. Therefore, C8A recommends that the Act should
require the Secretary of Education to do the following:

1. Periodically re-avaluate the solvency of ell guaranty
agencies.

2. Identify agencies which fall below specified federal
standards relating to reserve ratio andior other indicators of
administrative and financial viability and require such acancies
to: (A) operate under a guarantee management plan approved by
the Secretary, (8) if appropriate, overcome a abort -term cash
flow problem through the receipt of additional repayable
advances, (C) merge their operations with a stronger agency, or
(D) terminate their operations and assign responsibilities for
outstanding guarantees to the Secretary. After consultation with
lenders, it would be the Secretary's prerogative to transfer such
guarantees to a solvent agency.

3. Require the Department to publish the results of an
annr.01 survey of guaranty agencies to facilitate lender
ev4luations of agencies.

5. .1 - 1.4 . .1.1

reaqlationa. A recent GAO briefing report verified that the
Department of Education rarely complies with the statutory
requirement that regulations be promulgated within 240 days of
legislative enactsent. The regulations necessitated by the
passage of the 1986 reauthorization of the Nigher Education Act
ars not yet finalized: the NPRM did not appear in the Zederel
Bea4ster until November, 1990. Given the significant liabilities
iisposed on lenders, secondary markets and guaranty agencies for
failure to properly adminieter the GSL program, the issuance of
clear and timely guidance about legislated program changes is
imperative

The complexity of the G$L program is such that the
Department of Education and the higher education community stand
to benefit from early and direct communication about these
mandated regulations. Early consultation can serve to educate
the community and sensitize the Department to potential problems
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regarding implementation. For these reasons, CBA supports the
use of regional meeting. and negotiated rulemaking procedures in
the development of regulations to govern the implementation of
th reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, as was required,
with certain modifications, in Lecent reauthorizations of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Vocational and
Adult Education Act. The use of negotiated rulemaking to
promulgate regulations governing the implementation of Title TV
thould in no way be seen as a sUbstitute for the useful and
on:4ring communication and issuance of Dear Colleagues which the
Department presently undertakes with the higher education
community.

6. Insugence to lendera. CBA believes that the requirement
that guarantors offer 100 percent insurance to lenders as a
condition for insurance program agreements with the Secretary is
critical to maintaining open access to loans for all borrowers.
The program already involves significant loss to lenders. Even
with a 100 percent guarantee, lenders face significant losses
because of strict due diligence penalties; and penalties
resulting from retroactive regulatory changes that affect pre-
existing loan agreements. Lender profitability has been reduced
(GAO/HRD 90-130) and lender participation in the program has
diminished as a direct result of this increased financial risk.

In the past, lender risk sharing has been put forth as a
means of default reduction. There are preferable means of
achieving this legitimate goal. CBA has proposed, for example.
that lenders be given additionul flexibility in fashioning
collections procedures. It should also be noted that Congress
has enacted numerous bills and amendments aimed at reducing GSL
defaults. Remaining default reduction options such as stricter
school cutoff rates or co-signer requirements will only serve to
reduce access to loans for those potential borrowers most in need
of financial assistance in order to pursue higher education.

7. $pecial Allowance. The special allowance paid to lender
participants in the GSL programs is calculated by adding 3.25
percent to the 91-day treasury bill rate. The 1989 CBA Student
Lending Survey found that the return earned by lenders in the GSL
program was typically lass than that earned on other consumer
loan products. As the cost of funds and operational costs
associated with the student loan business continue to increase,
financial managers at lending institutions will revaluate their
levl of participation in the program. In order to maintain open
access to loans for all eligible borrowers, the current special
allowance calculation should be preserved. Additionally, if
Congress determines that high-risk borrowers should continue to
have access to GSLs. enactment of a higher special allowance to
increase the return to lenders on loans made to such student
borrowers should be considered.
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8. using_LcirjaddlazincalogLatuslantgLsaix
guaranteed student loans. Students determined to be ineligible
to borrow under congressional methodology remain eligible for
Basykaiging Guaranteed Student loans. Because these loans are
unsubsidieed and offered at a percent, they ar made by very few
lenders. The Supplemental Loans for Students program (BLS) makes
unsubsidized, guaranteed loans available to independent students
and, in special circumstances, dependent borrowers, but many
middle income students who need financial aid remain unserved.

CBA endorses a proposal put forth by SCREW to expand loan
access to guaranteed but unsubsidized loans to all eligible
students. Under the =HELP plan, only those students showing
financial need would continue to be entitled to in-school
interest benefits through subsidized Stafford loans.
Unighaidizad loans would be available to those not qualifying!for
full Subsidized Stafford loans. Interest on the unsubsidized
loans that accrues during in-school, grace, and deferment periods
would be paid either quarterly or capitalized, as agreed upon by
the lender and the borrowers. Borrowers would pay a 5 percent
reinsurance premium to offset the costs associated with defaults.
Th. NCHBLP proposal does not contain a specific proposal for an
interest rate on unsubsidized loans. It is assumed that a rate
would be set to eliminate any special allowance in all but
extraordinary circumstances.

105/B/9
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much. The final member of the
panel is Ms. Patricia Smith who is Director of Legislative Analysis
for the American Council on Education in Washington, DC.

Ms. Swum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank the
Chairman for giving me the last word on the panel.

I am here to represent the higher education associations that are
listed on the front of our testimony, and that is 13 associations, in-
cluding the American Council on Mucation, with our proposals for
changes to be considered in the Federal loan programs during re-
authorization, with particular emphasis on direct Federal lending.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Programs and the Perkins pro-
gram have served institutions of higher education and students in
those institutions well during their history.

For many students, particularly those in the $30,000 to $60,000
range, income range, a Stafford loan is the only form of Federal
need-based aid which they receive.

We are also pleased to support the supplemental loans for stu-
dents and parent loans, and we have specific recommendations in
our testimony for improvements, particularly in the parent loan
program, because we would like to encourage the parents to do as
much borrowing as possible to try to minimize student borrowing.

We have already recommended before the committee a dramatic
increase in the Pell grant maximum award and reform of the Pell
grant formula for computing awards to reduce the need for low
income students to borrow, but unless funding for grants can be in-
creased severalfold, we are quite aware that both low and middle
income students will continue to need access to loan capital in the
coming years.

As my late friend, Fred Fisher from the Office of Management
and Budget, taught me, loans are cheaper than grants any way you
look at it.

We are in addition pleased that some of the recent studies from
the Department of Educaticl indicate that college graduates are
being successful in repaying their loans. The average student who
graduates from college seems to be able to repay their guaranteed
student loans and other loans without excessive burden.

But we are quite aware that there are problem groups of stu-
dents in the loan programs, and the severity of the loan burden for
some of these groups can be substantial, including the high risk
students who do not fmish their college program, who cannot repay
loans on a regular, amortized basis, and end up in default in the
guaranteed student loan program.

In addition, there is substantial evidence, anecdotal evidence at
least, that many students are increasingly reluctant to undertake
certain academic programs and careers such as teaching and public
service which do not guarantee high incomes.

For these reasons in addition to our proposals in our legislative
.ckage, to continue the Federal loan programs and increase the

loan limits in these programs, we have several recommendations to
try to make repayment more manageable for all students and to
assure that Federal loan programs are not punitive to at-risk bor-
rowers who are willing to repay but are not able to repay on stand-
ard schedules.
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One of those recommendations is for a flexible repayment pro-
gram that would be a modification to the current Federal programs
to provide income contingency on an exception basis which we be-
lieve would be more manageable than a loan program in which all
borrowers repaid on an income contingent basis, and we have spe-
cific details in our package for how such a program would work.

Since we are asking for substantial increases in loan limits, and
since we are asking for special programs such as flexible repay-
ment, which is relativelywhich would require some modification
of existing programs and relationships between the various players,
in addition we are making this proposal that has been alluded to
by others of my colleagues at the table for a direct Federal lending
program which would be an option to the Stafford program with
possible terms and conditions.

We do believe there is a chance and some evidence that indicates
that student subsidies would be less costly under a direct Federal
lending program than in a program subsidized using bank loans,
and we think that flexible repayment would be substantially sim-
pler under such a program.

As Mr. Butts has documented, and as Mr. Petri alluded to earli-
er, one of the things that has made all this discussion possible is
the passage of the Budget Enforcement Act which has equalized
the playing field on the differences with Federal treats direct loans
and guaranteed loans. In the past there was a bias in favor of guar-
anteed because there costs were deferred, and the previous treat-
ment distorted cost comparisons, as CBO has pointed out, between
Federal credit and non-credit programs.

For example, the cash basis cost of a direct loan in a fiscal year
was equal to the cash basis cost of a grant, whereas i.he long term
cost of a direct loan can be much less than that of a grant because
of the loan repayments, and credit reform has provided the level
playing field.

We recommend that this option for direct Federal lending for
need based loans be added under the mandatory spending limit in
the budget to assure that adequate capital is available, as Mr.
Butts suggested, as an entitlement to students and that direct Fed-
eral loans do not compete with grant funding under the discretion-
ary spending cap.

We think the Federal Government should provide funds under
this program to institutions to elect to participate. For related ad-
ministrative burdens such as loan origination institutions should
receive compensation from the Federal Government for costs in-
curred.

We have suggested as a place holder in our document twenty dol-
lars per loan. We emphasize that this proposal is not for institu-
tional lending; that this is a proposal for direct Federal lending
with the institution simply acting as the agent of the Federal Gov-
ernment in originating the loans, and that the Federal Govern-
ment would provide collection services through contracts or agree-
ments so institutions would not have to service the loans that were
oriffinated.

Some institutions might not elect to participate in the direct Fed-
eral lending program, but we think the department should encour-
age start-up participation and take steps to insure that those which
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participate in the start-up comprise a cross section of the universe
of institutions in order to develop a broadly based program.

After the program has been operational for several years, we be-

lieve the information generated should be sufficient to expand the
program and better delineate the future roles of State guarantee
agencies and secondary markets,

In conclusion, we believe that the costs of this program could be
substantially less than the current program and that it is worth
the option to explore to see if that billion to a billion and a half
savings could materialize.

If there are further questions later, we would be glad to respond

to them.
"The prepared statement of Patricia Smith follows;)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the

undersigned associations on changes to be considered in federal loan

programs during the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, with

particular emphasis on direct federal lending.

The Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) programs and the Perkins loan

program have served students enrolled in higher education programs well

over the years. For many students, particularly those in the $30-60,000

income range, a Stafford loan is the only form of federal aid which they

receive. For lower income students, a Stafford or Perkins loan has been a

necessary adjunct to a Pell grant if a student wants to attend a residential

public institution, or attend a higher-priced independent institution.

Gradually, the Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS) and parent loan

(PLUS) programs have grown in importance. Supplemental Loans have been

used increasingly to supplement Stafford loans or assist students not eligible

for Stafford loans, particularly in financing graduate education. We

particularly support the PLUS program, which provides assistance to parents

and thereby minimizes student debt.

We have already recommended a dramatic increase in the Pell Grant

maximum award, and reform of the Pell formula for computing awards, to

reduce the need for low-income students to borrow, but unless funding for

grants can be increased several fold, both low- and middle-income students

will continue to need access to loan capital in the coming years; it is
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important that federal programs provide sufficiently flexible repayment terms

that students are not excessively burdened with repayment.

Some of the recent analyses by the Department of Education and other

groups on the borrowing and repayment experience of college graduates are

encouraging. Students, parents, and institutions are working together to

minimize students' debt, and it appears that the average student is not

borrowing up to the Stafford loan limits. Further, average college graduates

find a good job and repay at substantially less than 10 percent of their income

once they complete their education program. But problem students fall into

several categories, and the severity of loan burden for these groups can be

substantial.

The Student Loan Marketing Assocation's recent testimony is useful in

describing some of the groups of students who are not well-served by the

existing programs, such as non-traditional students, and we plan to explore

with them proposals for modifications to address these problems.

Further, in the absence of sufficient grant funds, some high-risk

students must borrow, sometimes substantially, in order to finance equal

educational opportunity. Unfortunately, many of these students do not

complete their academic program and cannot repay their loans on regular

amortization schedules because they may not have remained in college long

enough to improve their standing in the job market, and have trouble

finding a job with sufficient income. Similarly, many at-risk students are

apparently intimidated by borrowing, and are reluctant to attempt

baccalaureate programs, electing short-term vocational programs, in which
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they incur often incur less cumulative debt than would be involved in a

longer-term program, but which allow them limited flexibility in other

employment if they are unable to find work in that field.

Even among students from higher-incorAe families, there is substantial

anecdotal evidence that many students are reluctant to undertake academic

programs and careers, such as teaching and other public service, which do not

guarantee high incomes because of fear of not being able to repay loans

without extreme hardship.

The worst aspect of the student loan default problem may be that

students who attempt college by financing their expenses with loans but do

not succeed and default on their loans are worse off after their attempt than

they were before. They owe the federal government the money and are

pursued by collection agencies, their credit is ruined, and their educational

experience is officially categorized as failure because of the financial

implications of not being able to repay. They are eliminated from Title IV

eligibility and cannot resume academic preparation that may help reduce

their loan liability.

Far all these reasons, in addition to our proposals to continue the

federal loam programs and increase loan limits, we have several

reconmendationa to make repayment more manageable for all students and

to assure that federal loan programs are non-punitive to at-risk borrowers

who are willing to repay but are not able to repay on standard schedules.
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Following are our specific proposals for modifying the Guaranteed

Student Loan Programs:

(1) We propose that lenders be required to provide grssivateci

repayment schedules, which are now available only at lender option.

(2) We concur with the proposal of the Consumer Bankers Assocation

and others that deferments be consolidated into one easily understood

lwdship &ferment.

(3) We do not believe, however, that even these improvements will

solve the problems of the student who has longer term employment

problems, and therefore propose it flexible repkyment option.

This flexible repayment proposal would provide income-contingency

on an exception basis, which we believe would be more manageable than a

loan program in which all borrowers repaid on an income-contingent basis.

Under this proposal, the borrower in repayment whose debt exceeds his

annual income, or whose debt service exceeds 10% of income, could mition
the state guaranty agency for an income-contingent repayment schedule. At

this point, the state agency would purchase the loan from the lender with

federal funds and the student would repay the loan to the state agency, which

would reimburse the federal government. One further option for

consideration would be, if the loan were not totally paid at the end of 20 or 25

years, to forgive the remainder. The small subsidy involved could be

financed either by the federal government or by a small student fee paid by all

students.
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(4) We recommend the eliwindismoLike..IngomeSszatingenLlosn

acia jalgam, which we believe is unfair to students who have high debt

and low incomes after leaving school, because it imposes excessive interest

payments.

(5) We recommend that the student intertst rate in dip Stafford

grogram izantinueio be 8%_clurine the first (cur years of repaymept. but that

the'remaining yearsAt be made variable. e.g.. 91-dey T-bill plus 3.25%

adjusted annually. with a limit of 12%. If T-bill interest exceeded 12%, then

the federal government would pay lenders a special allowance.

(6) We recommend that PLUS loan limits be removed so that parents

can borrow up the svst of the student's eduotion. minus other aid, subject to

appropriate avdit restrictions, to reduce the need for students to borrow.

(7) We recommend that loan limits in the GSLM101111M1_12Lincitang

cootoensate for inflation since the 86 Amendments. Specifically, we

recommend that the limits for both Stafford and Perkins be set at 28500 for

freshmen, $5000 for sophomores, juniors, and seniors, $10,000 for graduate

and professional students. The undergraduate limits are similar to those

recommended by the Administration. Aggregate limits would be increased in

both programs to $23,000 for undergraduates and $73,500 for the total

undergraduate/graduate limit. The SLS limits would be $4000 for freshmen,

$6000 for sophomores, juniors, and seniors, $10,000 for graduate students, and

the aggregate limit would be $78,000.
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We have included legislative language to implement these proposals

in the package which we submitted to the subcommittee on April 8. We are

aware, however, that they would increase the cost of the GSL programs,

particularly the Stafford program, and that a method of financing these

increased benefits must be identified under the mandatory spending cap with

its "paygo" provision.

(8) Finally therefore we make an important proposal for direct

federal lending program which would be an option with comparable terms

and conditions to the Staffor4 loan program. We believe student subsidies

would be less oDstly under direct federal lending than under a proram_kased

on subsidized bank loans, and which would make flexible repayment simpler

since the federal government would own the loan paper from the time of

origination.

Prior to passage of the Budget Enforcement Act (BEA) last year, the

differences in the federal budgetary treatment between direct loans and

guaranteed loans created "a bias in favor in guarantees because their costs

[were) deferred...lt also [distorted) cost comparisons between federal credit and

noncredit programs. For example, the cash-basis cost of a direct loan in a

fiscal year (was] equal to the cash-basis cost of a grant. The long-term cost of a

direct loan, however, may be much len than a grant because of loan

repayments." (Congressional Budget Office, 1989) Credit reform, which

passed as part of the Budget Enforcement Act, created a level playing field

between direct federal lending and guaranteed loan programs. For both kinds

of programs, the federal budget now tracks the estimated present value of the
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subsidy of the cohort of loans made each year; it does not score the face value

of loans made under a direct federal program.

At the same time we propose direct federal lending for need-based

student loans, we support continuation of federally-guaranteed loans made by

banks for parents and students. We recommend that the option fr direct

federal lending for need-based loans be added under the mandatory spending

lima to assure that adequate capital is available as an entitlement to students

and that direct federal loans do not compete with grant funding under the

discretionary cap. The amount of capital available each year should be

determined only by student eligiblity, and should not be subject to an arbitrary

fixed limit.

We propose that institutions with sufficient administrative capability

be offered the option of participating in direct federal lending as a substitute

for Stafford loans made by banks. The federal government should provide

hmds for loans to institutions which elect to participate. For related

administrative burden such as loan origination, institutions should receive

compensation from the federal government for costs incurred. The federal

govenunent should provide collection services through contracts or

agreements so that institutions do not have to service loans originated. Many

institutions may elect not to participate in direct federal lending, but the

Department should encourage start-up participation and take steps to insure

that those which participate in the start-up comprise a cross-section of the

universe of institutions, in order to deveiop a broadly based program. After

the prop.= has been operational for several years, the information
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127,.

generated should be sufficient to expami the program, and better delinea:e the

future roles of state guarantee agencies and secondary markets.

We believe that direct federal lending can provide substantial savings;

previous analyses of the federal costs associated with the Stafford and Perkins

programs indicate that the present value of the subsidy in those two programs

is relatively close, even with the lower Perkins interest rate. If a direct federal

program charged borrowers a rate comparable to the Stafford rate, we believe

that it could achieve savings due to the federal government's relatively low

cost of funds and reduced federal cost during the in-school period. The

-urrent special allowance payments to banks, in concert with student interest,

is structured as an inducement for banks to make capital available, as well as

covering the cost of operations and profit margin, and could be eliminate&

To achieve further savings, we support several recommendations

proposed by the Administration, including their collections enhancement

provisions, reduction in Stafford maximums for one-year programs, and the

,.Iiinination of programs of less than 6 months or 600 clock-hours.

Finally, we emphasize that that our loan proposals should be

augmented by progressive savings plans that encourage students and their

families to ono for college, to reduce dependence on debt and improve the

nation's savings rate.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much. As I look at your flexible
payment propcsal, you would make the determination after you
were in a position where you are going into repayment as to
whether or not a pert= was eligible for consideration for flexible
repayment.

Ms. Sham That is correct.
Chairman Foam As I look at it, if the debt exceeds the person's

annual income at that point, or the debt service exceeds 10 percent
of income at that point, they would be eligible to apply.

Ms. SUM!. Right; that is correct.
Chairman Foul. How is that different than the present ability to

bundle your loans together and negotiate a repayment schedule up
to 20 years; loan consolidation, we call it?

Ms. Smi Tic Under loan consolidation there is no sensitivity to
what the person's income is so even though, if they arethough
their repayment schedule would be extended, say, to 20 years if
that amount of the monthly payments exceeds 10 percent of their
income, that would still be what they would owe, and in our pro-
posal we would specify that the person did not have to repay more
than 10 percent of their income.

The Secretary would be charged with developing repayment
schedules so that the person did not have to repay more than 10
percent of income.

Chairman FORD. But that 10 percent would continue to slide as
income went up?

Ms. Stem Yes, and the person would have to submit income tax
forms to justify that.

Chairman FORD. And if a person was, for example, a medical
resident at the time that they exercised this option, and later
jumped into the normal country club earnings of doctors, at that
point their income would considerably exceed the annual cost of
their loans under the original repayment and considerably exceed
10 percent of the servicing fee. Would they then click back into re-
payment?

Ms. Shim. That is our proposal; yes, sir.
Chairman Folio. They would no longer be income-contingent

even if their income went above those?
Ms. SMITH. That is correct.
Chairman Foam So the same factor that took you in would take

you back out?
Ms. Sum. That is right.
Chairman FORD. That makes more sense to me than what I

thought I read.
Mr. Butts, the direct student loan proposal that was floated some

time ago, according to the newspapers, by people in the depart-
ment, it looks like no one wants to admit they are the father. We
can't find anybody who will accept responsibility for this idea, but
a lot of us got kind of excited about it, and I have discussed it with
you before, and you point out here that there are 12 education or-
ganizations that submitted a form of direct loan program to us by
the April 8 filing that we had asked for, and that your testimony
was intended to update that.
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I suppose if no one in the administration wants to step forward
and assume any responsibility, it is going to be very hard to get
their cooperation in forming such a program.

How do you react to the proposal that ACE brings us this morn-
ing to have a supplemental trial program running on a parallel
track with the regular Stafford program with private lenders?

Mr. Burrs. The land grant universities have endorsed the direct
loan proposal that was submitted by the American Council on Edu-
cation. Our interest is to take that idea as far as it reasonably
could go and see if it might possibly be used as a substitute for the
Stafford IDan Program.

As this process goes forward and people learn more, and we see
the pros and cons, we will see which direction ultimately is in the
interest of the CongTess. The bill language that was in the ACE
proposal would essentially drive the proposal that we have been
discussing.

You could do it for a few schools. You could replace Stafford with
it. The essential language has been submitted to you. What I have
described basically flushes out that idea.

Chairman Fosn. How do you protect against a parallel program
creaming the clientele out there and giving us a set of comparisons
that don't mean anything? How would you guarantee i_ it was
truly a test of the program if you let only the bigger, stronger
schools with the lowest default rates participate in it, or if they
were the only ones attracted to it?

Mr. Burrs. If that couldn't be worked out, that might argue for
actually substituting direct lending for the need based Stafford
Loan Program.

Some have said, "Why are we interested in doing away with a
program that is 25 years old?" Well, there is another program that
is 33 years old called the Perkins Loan Program that has been
tested and has worked well and has delivered money essentially to
needy students, and what we have had over the course of the last
10 years, 15 years, is a switch of the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram from being a middle income program to being a program tar-
geted on students with financial need.

In our proposal you will see that we are trying to refocus the ex-
isting GSL program by calling for an expansion of the parent loan
program and increasing the limits in that program to cost of educa-
tion minus other financial aid.

Now, that would do two things. One, it would help, obviously,
middle income families, but it would reaffirm the role of the G,S1
program as a program between the lending community and essen-
tially middle income families, and it would do one other thing that
we weren't able to do in the earlier days with respect to the GSL
program when it was a middle income program

At that time if a student borrowed the full amount, in effect the
student was borrowing the parent contribution, and by expanding
the parent loan program, you can keep the parent responsibility
where it belongs and keep the repayments on the parents where it
appropriately belongs in terms of the relationship between who
should be paying for higher education.

Ms. Smrrii. Mr. Chairman, may I add a point, reinforce a point,
that we made in our testimony, that we are sensitive to the point
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that you raised that we do not only have elite institutions in this
first group, if the option were legislated and that we, therefore,
precisely do believe that the Secretary of Education should be ac-
tively encouraged and directed to try to make sure that it is a
cross-section of institutions.

From our own conversations we think that you could get a cross
section of institutions to participate in the options so that you
didn't just have the elite institutions with the larger administra-
tive capacity.

Chairman FORD. Well, I don't want to suggest that the Education
Department makes a habit of turning things out before they are
fully baked, but I have a strong suspicion that as everybody is run-
ning away from this idea now, the excuses they are throwing up
have to do with the fact that people didn't really think this thing
through very carefully.

We had an exchange in front of the committee a week or so ago
with a number of people down there who were sort of interested
and then questions were asked by members over here about how
much would we actually save; the original hoopla that went with
this announcement was over a billion dollars a year. As recently as
the last couple of days I have read that people are still saying a
billion to two billion dollars a year could be saved, and they are
looking at the special allowance, in school and after school, that is
paid to the bankers.

If you only look at that, it looks like there is a lot of money to be
realized, but if you then try to figure out what it would cost to ad-
minister such a program, it gets to be a different picture, and the
people who were asked about this before had no real idea about
how you would go about studying this phenomenon to determine
what it would cost to run it.

Does anybody at the table have any idea about that?
Mr. Burrs. Mr. Chairman, I think the response that you get to

your request to the department for its background materials, direct
lending, should answer the questions of how much it would cost for
administration and the overall savings. They have had some of
their best people, I believe, working on this proposal over the
course of a long period of time, and it strikes me that that informa-
tion would, when available, would help this discussion very signifi-
cantly.

It may well be that there are other reasons to not move ahead,
but I think that that analytical work would be helpful for the com-
mittee to have.

Chairman FORD. Well, since you mentioned it, without objection I
would like to place in the record at this point my letter of April 25
to the Secretary asking about their testimony on the Senate side in
which they said they are still considering alternatives that would
replace some or all of the GSL programs. We asked them for the
background on how they developed the program to see if we could
learn anything from it.

[The information follows:3
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April 25, 1991

The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
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Deer Mt. Secretaryi

As you knov, the Subcommittee an Postsecondary Zducation is
undertaking a =opiate review of the student aid programa as part
of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Our committee is moving ahead with an active bearing wchedule
which we hope to complete by the and of July. Legislation will
be adopted this fall.

I vas interested by your testimony before the Senate Labor
and Stamen AMMOOrCOM Subcommittee on the Arts, HUmanities and
MdUcation on April 11, 1991, in which you stated that you ere
astill considering alternatives that would rap's°, some or all
OSL programs.°

I assume this means that a direct loan progras as an
alternative to the Stafford Loan Program is st 11 under
consideration. This is an idea that has aim% stimulated
substantial interest among members of the Subcommittee. In
addition, several organizations from whom the Subcommittee has
solicited recommendations have recommended variations on the
direct loan concept. Therefore, I expect this idea to be
seriously considered during the reauthorization.

I am sure that a significant amount of high quality analytic
work has bean done by the Department on direct loan options and
proposals. In order that the Subcommittee's deliberations on
this matter may be informed by the best available information,
would appreciate It if you could share with the Subcommittee any
background analyses, budget estimates, proposals and options and
other relevant materials that have been produced by the
Department on direct loans.
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April 25, 1991
Page Tv*

If you have any questions about this request please contact

se directly or Thomas Walanin, Staff Director of ths

Subcoseitteel.

Thank you in advance tar your assistance.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

91DP/tvw

WILLIAM D. FORD
Chairman
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Chairman FORD. Now, without prejudging the wisdom or lack
thereof of such a proposal, I think it wnuld be on our part a form of
negligence if we didn't at least consider it, and see what we can
learn about that as an alternative. I was here when we passed the
guaranteed student loan program, and I said at the very beginning
of my service on this subcommittee this time that even the things
that were written by Bill Ford were not sacred in the Higher Edu-
cation Act, and nothing was sacred, if we could do something better
looking at the future and also looking at the past to learn from
mistakes.

I don't think this committee wants to go through the reauthor-
ization without giving a fair and thorough examination of a direct
loan alternative, but we don't have before us anything upon which
we can make that kind of a determination. We haven't yet had an
ideaeven, apparently, the people who would rather not have a
direct loan program feel no threat in the fact that we are even
looking at it because nobody has suggested a study.

Usually the way you get rid of something that you don't want is
to require a study, and I have been waiting for somebody to suggest
a study, and the fact that we don't have a study suggested means
that they think that guaranteed student loans are going to be as
they always were. Nothing is going to change.

I know there are people here who will appreciate it when I say to
them, "Don't count on it. Don't count on it. We have to have some
explanation when we finish this process for why, if we do nothing,
we did nothing, to examine the potential of a program that could
realize an extra billion or two billion dollars a year in student pur-
chasing power rather than profits for lenders.

I don't intend that when we finish we will say that we had some
suggestions and we brushed them off, but at the same time I don't
intend to support some new idea just because it is new and dramat-
ic that is going to get us back into the soup with nobody willing to
make those loans out there after we get through muddling around.
We can't muddle around in a way that destroys further the confi-
dence in the program.

I thank you on the panel, and you particularly, Mr. Butts, for the
direct way in which you approached this in your testimony today.

Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Belew, we have heard a number of comments

through out the years concerning institutions we have gone after
for excessive default rates and we have tried to make certain insti-
tutions that have not provided their students with sufficient oppor-
tunities ineligible for support. Their students leave and don't come
back to pay their loans. There are high default rate institutions,
and we fmd that there are some lenders who might fall into that
category as well. They seem to have lending recipients with a
higher default rate as well.

Do you have any concern about looking at the lender as another
player in this activity? And are there links to some institutions
with higher default rates like schools have higher default rates?
And what steps might we consider, if any, to correct the lender in
this process? Would you have any comment on that?
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Mr. BELEW. I have a couple of reactions to that. First of all, no,
we wouldn't have any concern about that. I think lenders are
under increasing scrutiny and probably should be in general.

Lenders have also been, at least through our activitiesI hope
we have been helpful in trying to work on default reduction proce-
dures over the lastany number of acts that have been passed.

It seems to me that part of the problem there is that you are
going to find different relationships between certain lenders and
certain schools, and we have all been trying to grapple with the
question of a proper accreditation or proper technique to evaluate,
really, how to deliver true, quality education to any eligible deserv-
ing borrower, consumer.

So I would look forward in the process to working more on the
accreditation side, perhaps. It is a very difficult question, one that
we have all grappled with for a number of years, but I don't believe
the lending community is shy about being examined, though, is the
short answer to your question.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you currently have, or don't you have, the op-
portunity to pass up some loans in favor of others? In other words,
not just based on accreditation but experience at an institution?

Mr. BELEw. That is correct.
Mr. COLEMAN. You do that now, and to a certain extent you

create a credit profile?
Mr. BELEW Are you speaking about a particular learning institu-

tion?
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes.
Mr. BELEW. That is true.
Mr. COLEMAN. And students who may be planning to attend your

institution and approaching it for a loan, may take that into con-
sideration as to whether or not there is a loan available for them.

Mr. BELEW. Well, we do that also partly at the suggestion of the
department and through the process.

Mr. COLEMAN. Now, as the Chairman mentioned, and I was plan-
ning to bring this up as well, this direct loan program and the
impact of savings that is being discussed, and as he indicated, it
might be a billion dollars. It might be more than a billion dollars
that could be saved by taking the banks and other so-called middle
men out of this current process.

On to the other side of the ledger we don't know how much to
add to the other side of the ledger. If we beef up all these people at
the department, we are goi-g to have to hire more people, et
cetera, et cetera. But assuming there is a billion plus currently in
the pipeline in the system we have created, how much of that bil-
lion do you think the banks share? A third? Two thirds?

Mr. BELEw. I don't know that we could make an estimate. You
know, when this first came up, and people started talking about a
billion dollars, I think anybody could understand why you would
get excited about that. That starts to sound like serious money. But
as you go in, and we have tried to make some, I hope, fairly objec-
tive comments in our testimony about some of the other add-back-
in factors: certainly, the administrative costs, perhaps the losses on
the default side through less diligence or fewer checks and bal-
ances
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Mr. COLEMAN. Well, if you can't answer the question, I under-
stand, but what we hear up here is, that the banks are either
making a whole lot of money on this program, or the banks are
losing a whole lot of money on this program.

I want to know, of the billion dollars that could be saved initial-
ly, before it is applied to the other side, ifthe banks will certainly
get a share of it? Then my next question is, does the CBA have any
sort of total bottom line fir4re to determine if this is or is not a
profitable venture? If so, how much of a margin is there on the
bottom line, so that those people who talk about risk sharing, who
criticize the banks, who want to reduce the special allowance, and
all the comments I have heard from your association through the
years that have encouraged you to participate, is, in fact, necessary
and meaningful?

If you don't have those answers today, I would like to see them
because I think it would be helpful for us as we look at the various
propmals.

Mr. BELsw. To the extent that we can develop those, I will
submit those for the record, but maybe the best way to answer
your question, if I understand, is relatively how profitable and how
important is the student lending product to the banking industry?
Now, the banks who belong to the Qmsumer Bankers Association
don't all participate in a large way in student loans. It happens
that most of the biggest players in the market are members of our
association so we are a good clearinghouse for information.

No one has been able successfully to determine exactlywe
measure profitability in basis points, as you know; how many basis
points the industry standard is on student loans.

It is very much our impression that they are slightly under other
consumer retail banking products, automobile products, home
equity loans, credit cards, what have you. That does not argue that
they are unattractive. They are attractive for any number of rea-
sons, but it is more of a marginal business, quite frankly, than a
number of the other mainstay products.

Mr. COLMAN. Mr. SalehI hope I pronounced your name cor-
rectly.

Mr. SALEH. Saleh.
Mr. CoucidAN. Saleh. Would you please explain some of these on-

erous regulations specifically? What might they be that you desire
to exempt Cornell, and other institutions with a low default rate?
What rate would you suggest shows a, quote, "strong GSL track
record?" Strong enough that you would exempt them from these
onerous regulations?

Mr. Swum Certainly. Several that come to mind immediately as
mentioned by other members of the panel, the need to do entrance
interviews. For example, when we have a default rate of less than
1 percent, we believe that we could construct our entrance inter-
views, as we have in the past, in a different way where we have
provided the students information in writing and in discussion as
we talk to students, but I think that that is one example where we
have to hold up the process for students and cause them to come
into our offices for entrance interviews. That really adds an admin-
istrative burden.
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The new regulation that is upon us starting in the fall where we
are required to hold checks for first year borrowers for up to 30
days is one that I think is going to be a significant problem. It cre-
ates an administrative problem

Chairman FORD. Excuse me. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. CouniAzi. Sure.
Chairman FORD. Did you really mean to say that you are re-

quired to hold the check for 30 days?
Mr. &LEH. We are not allowed to have the student sign a check,

a Stafford loan check, until they have been in attendance for 30
days so I didn't state that exactly correctly, but our classes will
start on August 25.

Chairman Foam The 30 days that we required was a 30-day
delay in disbursement. All right? Now, the check isn't written by
the bank in advance of the 30 days, is it?

Mr. Skim!. I believe it will be.
Chairman FORD. When does the interest start running on that

loan?
Mr. &LEH. At the time that the bank issues the chr k.
Chairman Foal). So we are paying interest on 30 days that the

student doesn't have the money?
Mr. SALEM Or the institution; I believe that is true, yes.
Chairman Foan. Now, how could the Department of Education

construe what we said in that interesting fashion? Excuse me.
Mr. SALM. Mr. Chairman, we have contacted lenders and asked

them specifically to not disburse or issue checks for first time bor-
rowers until the 30th day of classes to ease our administration. We
would get those checks in one lump, and we wouldn't have to hold
them and sort them through, and we have been told by lenders
that they can't do that; they are going to issue all the checks at the
same time. So I believe the answer to your question is that they
will all be issued at the same time, and that interest will start ac-
cruing immediately.

Mr. CoLRMAN. Okay, that is one of your examples. Then you are
suggesting that we should do away with the 30-day delayed dis-
bursement for these low default institutions, and you would

Mr. &mi. I would applyyou may apply different tests for dif-
ferent regulations. My impression of tile need for that regulation is
that there are institutions that have students start and leave
within 30 days. At an institution like ours we have far less than 1

rcent of our students starting and leaving within 30 days so,
y, I don't see the point in what impact it would have on an

like ours.
COIXMAN. Mr. Belew, perhaps you might comment on the

discover), we have just made concerning the Interest charge for a
check that everyone knows is going to be held for 30 days. Why
might there be interest running on that check?

Mr. BRUM. I regret I am not going to be able to. I am not famil-
iar with that procedure. I believe the disbursement dates are avail-
able to the schools, but I will have to do a follow-up on that.

Mr. CoutmAN. Let me ask you, any other loans that you are fa-
miliar with as a banker, is there any other loan that is lumwingly
held by a client or somebody?

Mr. l3gLzw. No, sir.
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Mr. Gout:maw. This is unique?
Mr. BELEw. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. CoLMAN. As I recall, interest is a charge on the use of

money.
Mr. BELEW. That principle applies
Mr. Comm/krt. Is it being tr,W while it is being held for 30 days?

Who is using it?
Mr. &mew. It seems to be in limbo. The standard practice

throughout banking is the date of crediting to an account, usually
the clock starts running, whether it is for interest being given to
the customer or the other way around.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you have to account for that on your books in
some regulatory fashion?

Mr. BELEW. Yes, sir.
Mr. COIXMAN. Through a Federal examiner or something, so you

have to, in prudent business sense, start the clock ticking for inter-
est?

Mr. BELEW. You do. You have tight accounting rules as well as
Federal regulations on consumer protection side as well. Short of
that, I wouldn't want to wade into this any further because I think
you need a more legal opinion on that.

Mr. Commax. Okay. Is 1 percent your cut-off for this exemption,
or 2 percent? Or do you have a

Mr. SALMI. I would not advocate a 1 percent cut-off rate. I think
that would likely exclude too many institutions and, frankly, Mr.
Coleman, I am not sure what that rate should be.

One of the difficulties is that we calculate default rates different-
ly for Stafford than we do for Perkins, but I would think that a
rate of under 3 or 4 percent is going to begin giving you a very
good look. That may be the point where we start, and it may be
lower than that.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Butts, if we went to a direct loan system, or
even continue the present one, does it make sense to have multiple
disbursements instead of one delayed disbursement of a check?

Mr. Burrs. Well, the 30-day delay, I have to agree, is not a very
useful approach to controlling defaults at low default institutions.
Multiple disbursements like twice a year disbursements, absolutely,
that is a good idea.

Mr. CommAN. Something like four, maybe?
Mr. Burrs. It strikes me that again you need to look at the char-

acteristics of the institutions. We have had multiple disbursements
in the Perkins Loan Program from day one. You get a check at the
beginning of the semester. It is credited to the student's account. If
there are any refunds to it, that can be accommodated handily at
the institution level.

Mr. Commw. You don't see a big problem with that?
Mr. Burrs. No. If you start talking about monthly disbursements,

you want to do it four times a year in the course of traditional 8
month calendar, then without some cause then you are getting into
sort of a micro-managing thing I would suggest be avoided.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, the purpose is to reduce the default rates.
Mr. Burrs. That is right. If you can show that it makes a signifi-

cant contribution there, but in principle, yes, of course we support
multiple disbursements.
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Mr. SALEM Mr. Coleman, if I may, I would agree with Mr. Butts
that the multiple disbursements when we went to two disburse-
ments really was a step in the right direction. It really helped.
There are students attending traditional institutions who attend in
the fall and don't come back in the spring, and I think that was a
very good step.

I would suggest that if we were going to go to disbursements
more frequently than that It again would be performance based. If
it is an institution with a high default rate, then let's talk about
multiple disbursements.

Mr. CoutmA.N. Perhaps under some sort of management plan
with the department?

Mr. SALEM Yes.
Mr. CoLEPLAN. Mr. Belew, do you have any serious problems with

the multiple disbursements idea we were talking about?
Mr. BELEW. No, sir. We have worked with the committee and

with the department in trying to improve those. We have endorsed
various forms of multiple and delayed disbursements. We think the
concerns were legitimate, and those were appropriate measures to
take.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I can't pass it up. You had Mr. Coleman and 1, I

think up in Philadelphia, where your association endorsed multiple
disbursements, and it was the kind of multiple disbursements that
your members were already making. We discovered during the last
reauthorization process 5 years ago that many banks were writing
more than one check for the proceeds of a maximum guaranteed
student loan. One was written at the beginning when the loan in-
strument was signed, and one was written further down the road.

The interest meter clicked at the Department of Education as
soon as the first one was written, and interest kept accumulating
in the banker's account even though no disbursement had been
made.

We reached out and said, "There will be multiple disbursements,
but the interest clock won't start running until each of the multi-
ples is actually disbursed."

At that time there was an estimate of several hundred million
dollars afloat out there in this program between the money that we
were paying in school interest on and the money that had been
paid out, and it was working very well to the benefit of the people.

Now I discover this morning we wrote one more provision intend-
ed to save money and take credit for cutting the cost of this pro-
gram without taking money away from kids, and you guys are get-
ting a float again. Now it is only a 30-day float, but it is a pretty
good sized float.

I am going to have to figure out what 30 days of money sitting in
your vault or in your computer collecting interest from the Federal
Government while your check hasn't been disbursed really means.
That is not what we had in mind. Nobody in this room who was
here when we did that believes it. We did it to cut the budget, to
meet the crazy requirements that they gave us, and after we do it,
somebody at the Department of Education now lets you cut a check
at the day that the note is written, send it to Mr. Saleh, say, "Sit
on this check for 30 days."
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You know, I wish I could pay my bills by sending a check and
say, "Don't cash this for 30 days." It is the old joke about the
fellow that gow past the friend's coffin, and people are throwing
money in te help hiin in the hereafter, and he says, "I'll take some
change and write a check," and throws it in there.

You know, I don't think that anybody did this deliberately, but
this is clearly not what we intended, and this has got to be cleaned
up right away. This is not only bad from the point of view that you
are talking about. I originally tried to get 60 clays. What we started
out to do, these premiere institutions like the ones at the table
ought to remember, is respond to all the criticisms of the proprie-
tary schools and the short term educational programs. And you
know who was that complained to me when I said, "Sixty days?"
The same kind of people who are at this table.

"That will inconvenience our bursar. When school starts, the
bursar wants to know how much money we have got in our bank
account, and we can't be waiting around for students for 30 days or
g0 days to get their money. We want to be ready." When you get
your tail into that seat in the classroom, it has got to be paid for.

It was the premiere institutions who couldn't be inconvenienced
by 30 days. I have never been very much impressed, including Mr.
Butts' university which is in my area, with the argument of incon-
venience for that school.

But I am impressed with the fact that even when we impose the
inconvenience, it is not doing what we said. It may be saving us a
little on default, but the next question that comes to my mind, sup-
pose the student isn't there at the end of 30 days, and the meter
has been running in the meantime.

How do we get our money back? Yes, the interest that has ac-
crued to the account of the lender. There is no checks exchanged
for interest, is there? That goes on a computer account and it is
like the loan origination fee. That simply goes into your account
and becomes a credit to you, and you tell the government you have
collectedyou don't send a check to the government for the origi-
nation fee.

Mr. BY.Law. May I drop back one step to the original question be-
cause I am not at all certain that that interest is being charged for
those 30 days.

Chairman FORD. Do you suppose you could fmd out and let us
know?

Mr. Baum. Yes, sir. I will do that post haste because I don't
want you to get upset about a problem that might not exist.

In point of fact, I believe there is a procedure by which the
school can notify the lender of the exact date the check is needed,
when it should be cut and counter-signed and so forth. But I would
like to get a very clear answer to you for the record for this hear-
ing, if I may.

Chairman FORD. While you are looking at it, find out which in-
strument triggers the computer. Is it the cashing of the check or is
it the execution of the note?

Mr. Bzucw. I will do so.
Chairman Folio. Now, the way you fellows used to do it, it was

on the execution of the note, and you disbursed some of the money
at the end of 2 months and some of the money after another 2
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months, and some of the money later but collected the interest
during the whole period of time. We stopped that. We thought we
did.

Now, I want to know whether this new one works that way or
not.

Mr. BELEw. I will find out.
Mr. COLEMAN. Well, I would like to also, because apparently Cor-

nell has these checks sitting around there for 30 days. You know;
you have seen that?

Mr. SALEM I am speaking into the future. I am predicting what
will happen in this coming fall for that group of freshmen who
enter in the fall.

Mr. COLEMAN. So we might be able to control this problem before
it goes too far.

Mr. SALEH. I think that is possible. My understanding is the reg-
ulations on this have not been written yet so it may very well be
possible.

Mr. COLEMAN. We will start writing them tonight.
Chairman FORD. We will have a joint letter, you and I, to the

Secretary.
Mr. BELEVV. Mr. Chairman, I would point out that with direct

loans as with the other student aid programs, when the institutions
draw the money down from the treasury, they can't take it down
more than three days prior to actual disbursement and are prohib-
ited from earning a float on any money they draw from the treas-
ury.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank each

of the panelists for their very enlightening discussion, and I
wanted to ask Father Whalen a question.

I understand that there are three major ways that the Federal
Government assists or can assist students in loan programs. The
first way is to directly subsidize their loan with current dollars,
either by buying down the interest rate or paying the interest rate
for a period of time.

The second way is by credit enhancement. That is to lend the full
faith and credit of some public entity, presumably the Federal Gov-
ernment, to the loan transaction, which provides an incentive for
the lender to provide a lower rate of interest and a lower cast of
funds to the student.

And then the third way is to make a borrower or give a borrower
access to the Federal Government'swhat we might call discount-
ed rate of acquiring funds; the fact that the Federal Government,
because it borrows in such great bulk and has a relatively high
credit rating, is able to acquire funds at a lower cost.

It is my understanding that your proposal involves only the
second and third kinds of assistance; that your 1?ropmal would say
that entities like the one that you have organized would have a
limited guarantee, limited because it would have a deductible pro-
vision in it. The guarantee would not kick in until the 5 percent
ceiling occurred, and then, secondly, you would look for a way that
organizations such as yours could benefit from that third category
of help which would be the lower cost of acquiring funds.
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If we were tofirst of all, I would like to know if that is an accu-
rate summary of what you said.

Reverend WHALEN. That is completely accurate.
Mr. &maws. Okay. If we were to adopt your recommendations,

what kind of impact would that have on a student who borrows,
say, $5,000 from your program? Let's say I am going to attend the
!greatest universityone of the two greatest universities in Amer-
ica, Cornell University. I am going to borrow $5,000 to attend Cor-
nell University.

What would these kind of credit enhancements do to my cost of
borrowing that $5,000?

Reverend WHALEN. It may reduce your cost of borrowing by
someplace between a point and a point and a half, a percent and a
percent and a half.

Mr. Amows. On the rate of interest that I pay?
Reverend WHALEN. On the rate of interest which you pay.
Mr. ANDREWS. Which presumably is somewhere, 10, 12, 13 per-

cent?
Reverend WHALEN. On cost of that interest. Currently, our rate

of interest is about nine and a quarter so it would reduce it to in
the neighborhood of 8 percent, and that would have a dramatic
impact on the repayment, on the repayment schedule, the monthly
payment schedule.

Mr. ANDREWS. Given the lower burden on the student when it
comes time to repay the loan.

Under your program do students and their families service those
loans on a current basis? Is there any deferral of interest or princi-
pal payment?

Reverend WHALEN. They can choose to defer principal, but they
have to begin to pay interest right away, and the reason for that is
that we have to pay interest on our mum* of money right away.

Oddly enough, however, almost 50 percent of our borrowers
choose to pay both principal and interest at the same time. They
choose not to defer principal.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many families are taking advantage of your
program right now?

Reverend WHALEN. Currently about 31,000.
Mr. ANDEEws. How many applicants have you had over the

course of' your program?
Reverend WHALEN. About 50,000, probably.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you screen the applicants on the basis of

creditworthiness?
Reverend WHALEN. Yes. We have 161 criteria that are looked at.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is more than you get when you run for Con-

gress.
Reverend WHALEN. For every application. These are all comput-

erized. There is no bank officer that looks at the loan application.
It is a one-page application for the borrower, but the computer
looks at it in 161 different ways, and everyone is treated equally,
without any human intervention in this process whatsoever.

Mr. ANDEEws. I assume that if these reforms that you have pro-
posed today were adopted, that a greater percentage of those appli-
cants would become creditworthy because of the lower cost of the
credit. Could you give us any kind of estimate as to how many
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more people would have been helped out of that applicant pool if
these proposals were enacted?

Reverend WHALEN. One of our criteria is the debt to income
ratio.

Mr. .Armasws. Right.
Reverend WHALEN. So that the repayment of this loan, if it had a

lower monthly repayment, would qualify, I would guess, 15 to 20
percent of those that we now don't make loans to would qualify for
them.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Father. Mr. Belew, on page two of
your written statement, the very last word on page two, you begin
by saying, "Because Federal funds are less expensive to borrow
than private sector funds, this"and you are referring to the con-
ceptual proposals for direct lending by the Federal Government
"this appears as a significant Federal capital savings."

What is your estimate of how much of a significant Federal cap-
ital savings would occur in terms of basis points?

Mr. BELEw. It would be a significant number. I don't know the
number of basis points. You would have to do some quick math,
but I don't think anyone is contesting that Federal funds borrow-
ing is going to be a cheaper source of funds.

We are simply looking at the other aspects of the program which
might be more costly under the direct lending proposal.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, can you give us an estimate of how much
the Federal capital savings would be, just ballpark estimate?

Mr. BELEW. A hundred basis points.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay, and let's talk now about some of the in-

creased expenditures that you talk about in your testimony, and I
do sympathize, as the Chairman pointed out, I sympathize with
your plight of having to analyze or critique a proposal that doesn't
exist, and I hope that if the department is interested in this, they
give us something tangible to explore, all of us something tangible
to explore.

Some of the concerns that you raise, I guess they fall into two
categories. One is the sort of increased cost of administering the
program that goes to direct lending, and the second category is
what you might call the opportunity cost, or the lost opportunity
cost, that if people get out of the guarantee or lending market and
there is a need to bring them back in later on, they either may not
go back in, or it may be so expensive to bring them back in that
you are going to cripple or undercut the program.

In the first category the increased present cost, what is wrong
with this argument? l'he private sector efficiencies that presum-
ably exist today by the private banking administration of the pro-
gram could simply be replicated under this system if the depart-
ment contradW out to the lowest responsible bidder the responsi-
bility of administering the funds and servicing the loans.

Therefore, all of the private sector efficiencies that purportedly
exist today would be replicated. What is wrong with that argu-
ment?

Mr. Buzw. Well, there are two levels of the efficiencies which
exist now. One is in the private sector lending, servicing communi-
ty, and then in the guaranty agencies, but let's look at the lenders.
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It is unclear to us how many of the lenders would want to
remain in as servicers. Now, it is conceivable you would find com-
panies who are doing servicing now who would simply want to con-
tract with the government.

I can't answer that question because it is very much of an intan-
gible. It may be that there would be comnies that wanted to
remain as players. It may be that many would want to take a walk.
Certainly firom a lender perspective there are any number of func-
tions that occur within the lending community, and to the extent
that the lenders decide to exit the program, they have the invest-
ment of hardware, software, and peop e skills which are going to
have to be phased out. That would take a significant investment to
rebuild at a later time if that became necessary.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, do the lenders make a profit, as a rule, on
the servicing activities?

Mr. Bmzw. It depends from company to company, again. There
is a certain amount of profit in the lending aspect, and then ru
have companies which do nothing but servicing, so the servicing
leapt-et is usually on a fee base so under your scenario there could
be a servicing company just contracted out for a fee, assumedly a
higher fee than currently if they are asked to share the burden of
defaults, so there is another very difficult cost factor to estimate in
terms of a higher fee arrangement which would have to be built in
for a servicer if they were partially liable.

Mr. ANnaxws. Another point that I think I understand that you
make is the elimination of the guarantee agencies would shift the
entire risk of default to the Federal Government, eliminating the
situation we have now where a guarantee agency improperly re-
ports or monitors a loan and therefore eats the loan, or therefore
must absorb that loss. How frequent is that? It seems to me that a
well managed bank, lender, or guarantee agency simply has to
comply with the 30 day kinds of notice requirements, and if it does
so, it doesn't absorb the cost of the loan?

Let me put it to you this way. Of the volume of dollars of default-
ed loans in the country, what percentage wound up getting ab-
sorbed by either the guarantee agency or the lender because they
have failed to comply with the requirements of the law?

Mr. Thrum. I believe I saw a figure of $400 million over the last 2
years so $200 million per annum.

Mr. ANDREWS. It may be less than 10 percent, the dollar volume,
since we had $2.5 billion, right?

Mr. Biazw. There may be a larger question, Congressman, and
that is how well default prevention might work if the guarantee
mechanism were removed because currently you have the lender
mechanisms and then the guarantee apncy mechanisms in lock
step through the procedures, both of wMch try to go through the
collections and to partially cure default.

You might lose a large part of that if you assume it all is lodged
in the department under a direct proposal, and you may not have
as efficient a collection mechanism and recoveries.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, that presupposes that there isn't an ade-
quate incentive for someone to make a profit by giving us that ef-
fective collection mechanism, and that is a question that is debata-
ble.
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Let me jus: ;lose with this point, and I think you make the point
persuasively, that we are testing an unknown versus a known, and
I find it exceedingly attractive, intuitively attractive, that we can
go to the existing dollars in this' 'program, and on the basis of a
spread of 80 to 120 basis point differential in the cost of acquiring
funds, either broaden the accessibility of this program to many
people who are not in it, or increase what we do for those who are
already in it, or do what we are doing now at a lower cost for those
who are in there. I mean, it provides a lot of very happy options for
us, and your point to that is, "Well, we don't really know how this
would work in the real world because it hasn't been tested in the
marketplace."

I understand that. What is your proposal as to what we do,
though? I mean, what is the conclusion of that ent? When I
read your testimony, you say a lot of unanswearuestions, even
on a conceptual level. You are right; I agree. What is the "there-
fore?" Is it, "Therefore, we shouldn't do this at all?" Or, "There-
fore, we should experiment with it on a pilot basis?" What should
we do when we are confronted with an intuitively attractive idea
like this?

Mr. BELEw. Well, I think the first thing, it is difficult to say
whether it is truly attractive until you fmd out if that is real
money, the 80 to 120 basis points. Well, it may not be. That is in
the cost of funding. There may be offsetting additional costs which
wipe out or exmed that amount.

Mr. ANDREWS. How are we going to
Mr. Bmicw. We don't know that, and I wish I had the numbers

here.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, how are we going to find that out?
Mr. &Lim I think the OMB and the department will be work-

ing on that, as I understand, and we eagerly await those as well.
Mr. ANnazws. Hopefully, they get the data bank finished first,

and then do that. Okay.
Mr. Bicizw. I really don't mean to dodge the question, but it is

very difficult to say just how real that money is. In terms of what
we are suggesting, we have submitted on several occasiors our pro-
posed improvements in the Stafford program which we hope will be
taken into account through the reauthorization process.

Mr. ANDREWS. But those proposals really do notI mean, they
assume the continued existence of the private lender guarantee
model and don't give us an opportunity to try this one out. How
should we try this one out? Should we, or shoiildn't we?

Mr. Bzucw. I think the first step, obviously, is to take a look at
those cost estimates to see whether you still intuitively believe that
it is attractive.

Mr. ANnazws. Thank you, and I will close with this point, that I
guess there is two ways you can find that out. One is to commission
a study, which I thinlc is going to come back and say pretty much
what this dialogue has said today, is that there is one argument
that the market will react this way, and that there will be an in-
centive for people to get in and service these loans, and in fact the
public will get almost the full benefit of the interest rate differen-
tial because the administrative costs will be pretty much awash.
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There is another argument that will say, "No, the market will
react very differently, and the increased or the changed risk alloca-
tion and the inefficiencies in servicing will wipe out the interest
rate differential, and you are not going to save any money at all."

I could write an econometric model that would probably prove
one or the other.

It seems to me the other way to go about this is try it on some
kind of fair test basis where in the real market and the real world
we could find out if this happens, and I guess I would encourage
everyone here to advise us as to ways we might do that in a way
that is fair and rational.

Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Petri?
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I just wanted

to thank each and every one of the witnesses for your testimony
and tell you how much I appreciate the effort that you have made
to develop a direct loan program. It is something that has interest-
ed me for a long time, and I am looking forward as we move to the
writing of this legislation to working with you in trying to come up
with something that is feasible and that will help solve a number
of problems and fill some gaps that we have got.

Reverend Whalen, you said we ought to come up with a good
name for our program. I have a modest proposal, if we do have a
direct loan program. We might call it the Ford Program in honor
of a fellow who has spent more years on this subject and done
more, I think, than anyone else in the House, certainly during the
time I have served in the House of Representatives.

Some say we need to have a model program or see if it will work
in the real world. I am particularly impressed that you haven't
waited for someone else to do that. You have, in fact, done a model
program without any government support or help, and helped
30,000 families and loaned several hundreds of millions of dollars
to them so we know that there is a need there, and we know it can
be done. The only real question is whether we can contribute in im-
proving access to a lot of middle income families who are falling
between the cracks or if we will end up futzing things up which the
Federal Government sometimes does with the best of intentions.

I guess I do have a couple of questions. One is of you, Mr. Butts,
particularly, and maybe 1Mr. Saleh. That is whether there is any
interest at all in the higher education community in trying to solve
the default problem by having, or giving the option to an institu-
tion, of co-signing all or a portion of loans that its students get in
exchange for streamlining the system; in other words, getting rid of
a lot of these requirements so far as screening and bureaucratic
delay and everything else, and giving that institution some of the
money. If an institution's loan default rate is below a percent and a
half, say, the institution could keep the funds, and if it was over a
percent and a half the institution would have to pay all or a por-
tion of the defaults.

We do this sort of thing with federally insured, small business
loans and with other federally insured loans, so it is not a foreign
concept, and I just wonder if you think there is any interest in ex-
ploring something like that to simplify guaranteed student loans
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and to cut away a lot of the paper work which is really not neces-
sary.

Mr. Burr& There hasn't been a lot of discussion, I don't believe,
in the higher education community of late on concepts of that sort.
There is a precedent with the Perkins Loan Program, of course,
where the institutions have a one-ninth match requirement which
puts them at risk to some extent in the default areas.

Certainly as you consider notions of this sort, you want to see
where it might truly help or whether it is simply another thing
that might add to the complexity of the process.

Clearly, the entire community wants to minimize defaults, and
whatever can be done reasonably in that area must be done. With
direct lending you do have much clearer lines of accountability
than I think you have at the moment with the more diffuse guar-
antee type system. You know where the money comes from, wheth-
er the institutions get it. It goes to the students; a clear track of
responsibility in terms of collection done under servicing contracts
with the department. When there is a problem, you know exactly
who to have at the table here.

That is not the case in the current situation. Though that type of
notion needs to be traded off against the idea of a one-ninth match
or other approaches as you describe.

Mr. SALEM I am going to have a little difficulty answering the
question because your idea is one that at an institution like Cornell
we can think about, and at institutions represented by State uni-
versity systems, the legislature can think about that.

So if the question were directed at institutions, as the Chairman
pointed out, that have strong fmancial positions, then it is certain-
ly something that we can think about, and we understand that
there is a risk to be taken here by some party. Truly our students
and our institutions benefit from these programs.

The concern I have is that there are a number of schools out
there in the proprietary sector and in the independent sector that
run much closer to the margin, and this would be a very difficult
issue for them.

I guess my answer is similar to Tom's that we have precedent in
the Perkins Loan Program. Most institutions, I think, are very will-
inginstitutions like ours are very willing to put in our one-ninth
match and assume the responsibility. We do our own collections.
We don't ask someone else to do them and have a good track
record with that, and we understand the liability when we make a
loan of our own moneys.

So I think there is good reason to consider what you are suggest-
ing.

Mr. Prrar. Okay, then, just one general question of anyone who
would care to respond, although I think Reverend Whalen may be
the most likely candidate. I have introduced the IDEA version of a
direct loan program, and I would appreciate any advice or sugges-
tions or reactions or criticisms or improvements that you might
have with regard to that.

Reverend WHALEN. I don't think I am in the position today, Mr.
Petri, to respond to that. I have an appointment, I think, set up
with your staff, however, to go over it with them. I think it is an
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intriguing idea. I think it has a great deal of merit to it, but to get
into the specifics, I really didn't come prepared to do that today.

Ms. Sum. If I could comment, we have also been in communica-
tion with Mr. Flader and plan to have him come down and discuss
the proposal in more detail with the associations there in our build-
ing at One DuPont Circle.

We have certainly enjoyed the conversations in the past and re-
spect a great deal all the work he has done on really trying to
make income contingency something reasonable and not onerous.

Mr. SALER. Mr. Petri, I guess the comment I was wanting to
make about the direct lending program when Mr. Andrews was
asking the question, too, deals with the idea of having a parallel
program or a pilot program in the early stages, and the good sense
that that may make for all of us.

It seems to me that if we were to select institutions and to run
the program on an optional basis in the early years, we could deal
with a number of the issues that are unanswered at this point.

One suggestion made was that there is a $20 per applicant or per
recipient administrative allowance to the institutions, and I may
risk the wrath of my colleagues in saying that I am not sure that
that is really necessary. I think running a program in the early
years would allow us to judge that.

Institutions, frankly, have something to be gained in this pro-
gram. There is administrative gain. If you take a look at our insti-
tution, we handle 15,000 checks per year. There is a significant cost
in handling those checks, having students come in and sign them,
depositing them, accounting for them. A direct lending program
would allow the funds to move electronically to students accounts.
We would still have to have promissory notes signed, but the
checks would not have to be handled.

It would also deal with the issue of float that we talked about
earlier. We would, instead of having checks sit in cashiers' offices
for sometimes weeks waiting for students to come in and sign
them, we would deposit them to the students' accounts, immediate-
ly funds to the accounts, and thereby pay the tuition early on.

So the institution gains the float on the money where now the
lenders had the float on the money. So I think one of the things,
not wanting to use the word "study" but I will, one of the things
that we would study is whether the institutions gain enough in re-
duced administrative charges from this kind of program that it
warrants no administrative allowance for running the program,
and I think that could be done. That could be undeood by run-

nuglilemprogram as an optional program in the early years.
an Foul. I want to thank the panel for a very interesting

discussion today.
I am not very optimistic that anything has been done with these

changes that we have made in the ensuing period of time. I am im-
pressed with the fact that there is a bit of fraud on our part. We
h.ave been given credit by the Congressional Budget Office year
after year for saving money, and then the Department of Educa-
tion hasn't done anything to save the money so no money has been
saved but we have got the credit. It is a great system. It makes the
budget look good; it makes us look pod, but we are getting a letter
off to the Secretary to ask if we can't get up to date.
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The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee was adjourned subject

to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS C. SAWYER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF OHIO

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for making it possible for this subcommittee to contin-
ue to examine the Stafford Loan

The Higher Education Act autg=nnearly $20 billion in student financial aid.
By far the largest part of that aid is in the form ofStafford loans, which account-

ed for $12.8 billion in the 1989-90 school year.
This program also accounts for the largest amount of criticism in the Higher Edu-

cation Act.
The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations recently issued a report

that described the Guaranteed Student Loan Program as "riddled with fraud, waste,
abuse and pervasive patterns of mismanagement."

Everyone is worried by the high rate of defaults.
And many of us are concerned that working class and middle income families

lack access to these loans.
But the same program that has prompted so many concerns has also given mil-

lions of students access to higher education that they never would have received
without Staffoni loans.

Does this program need radical changes or moderate reforms?
Should it be completely eliminated?
I look forward to hearing the alternatives that the witnesses will present to us.
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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 19. 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVFS,
SUBCOMMrrrEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:46 am., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Williams, Hayes, Lowey,
Sawyer, Andrews, Reed, Kildee, Murphy, Coleman, Klug, Good ling,
and Gunderson.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate: Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Rose Di Napoli, minority
professional staff member; and Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority edu-
cation counsel.

Chairman FORD. This morning we convene the Subcomniittee on
Postsecondary Education for this the 25th of 46 hearings scheduled
on reauthorization.

Today's hearing is our third in a series of three on the Stafford
Loan Program. About $4.2 billion in Federal funding generates
about $12 billion in Stafford loans for almost 4 million students
and their parents each year.

Today I am pleased that Representative Tim Penny from Minne-
sota is appearing before us to discuss his bill, H.R. 179, which
would restore a deferment on repayment of student loans for bor-
rowers in a postgraduate internship or residency program. Mr.
Penny is very familiar with the Federal student aid program,
having been a member of this subcommittee during the last reau-
thorization of this Act.

I am pleased to welcome Representative Clay Shaw from Florida,
who will testify regarding his bill, H.R. 709, which would provide
reduced rates of interest to Stafford borrowers who enter the teach-
ing profession.

Our second panel today focuses on the subject of government-
sponsored enterprises, referred to around here as GSEs. The Omni-
bus Reconciliation Act of 1990 required the Department of Treas-
ury and the Congressional Budget Office to submit to Congress a
report on government-sponsored enterprises. The 1990 Reconcilia-
tion also required each committee that had jurisdiction over a GSE

(301)
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to report legislation by September 15, 1991, to ensure the financial
soundness of the GSE within their jurisdiction.

The Higher Education Act is the authorizing statute for one such
GSE, the Student Loan Marketing Association. Today we will have
before us representatives from the Department of the Treasury, the
Congressional Budget Office, the General Accounting Office, which
also did a study on GSEs, and the Student Loan Marketing Asso-
ciation, to discuss proposals to ensure the financial soundness of
Sallie Mae, or the Student Loan Marketing Association. I look for-
ward to hearing from all the witnesses.

Before we get to the witnesses. I will recognize Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement. I

welcome our colleagues this morning and look forward to their tes-
timony. Thank you.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Murphy has joined us this morning and has
an opening statement.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to join
you on your energetic set of hearings concerning the Reauthoriza-
tion of the Higher Education Act. I appreciate the opportunity to
participate in this hearing this morning.

It is my understanding that our colleague, Mr. Penny, will be dis-
cussing his bill, H.R. 179. I have also introduced a measure, H.R.
1482, the Resident Physician Student Loan Deferment Act, which
is very similar in concept to Mr. Penny's legislation. My bill would
allow physicians continuing th...r education in accredited residency
training programs to defer payment of their Title IV student loans
until completion of their residency program.

I believe that Mr. Penny's bill would also extend this exemption
to a larger group of health professionals. As evidenced by the
number of combined cosponsors of both of these measures, which is
at least 150 at present, there is broad-based support in Congress for
considering this type of legislation.

Current law now has the effect of accelerating the repayment of
these loans at precisely the time that these graduate students are
least able to meet such financial obligations due to postgraduate
training. A 1 or 2 year residency, the length of time student defer-
ment is allowed under current law, does not allow sufficient time
for certification in any specialized area. The present law can have
the effect, therefore, of discouraging physicians from undergoing
specialized training.

The cost of a medical education requires most medical students
to borrow heavily to finance their education. The average debt is
over $42,000. Many potential medical students are rethinking their
careers. In addition, the indebtedness can make it financiWly im-
possible for young doctors to set up practice in rural or urban un-
derserved mew. A longer deferment period for repaying these stu-
dent loans will eliminate one factor contributing to the problem of
specialty and geographic distribution of our physicians.

There are many other reasons for considering this type of legisla-
tion, which I am sure Mr. Penny will elaborate on, and I would ask
the committee to give this matter the attention it deserves.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The text of H.R. 1482 follows.]
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IO2D CONGRESS H. R. 14821ST SESSION

To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow msident
physicians to defbr repskyment of title IV student loans while completing
aocredited resident training programs.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Hosea 19, 1991

Mr. MURPHY (for himself, Mr. HORTON, Mr. COLEMAN of Texas, Mr. FAT.
RON, Mr. Bauctrrts, Mr. PENNY, Mr. LENT, Mr. EIrkle, Mr. TOWNS,
Mr. HYDE, Mr. DERRICK, Mr. FROST, Mr. LANCASTER, Mr. RAIISTAD,
Mr. BRUCE, Mr. LACIONARSINO, Mr. EOM, Mr. OWENS of Utah, Mr.
ERDREICH, Mr. CHAPMAN, and Ms. NORTON) intmduced the following
bill; which was referred to the Committee on Edueation and Labor

A BILL
To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965

Le allow resident physicians to defer repayment of title
IV student loans while completing accredited resident
training programs.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of Ametica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT Trriz.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Resident Physician

5 Student Loan Deferment Act".
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2

1 SEC. 2. Rzsiozstr PHYSICIAN DEFERMENTS.

2 (R) FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT IJOANS.S0c-

3 tion 427(a)(2)(C)(i) of the Higher Education Act of 1965

4 (20 U.S.C. 1077(a)(2)(C)(i)) is amended-

5 (1) by striking "or" before subelause (111);

6 (2) by striking "except" and all that follows

7 through "residency program"; and

8 (3) by inserting before the semicolon at the end

9 the following "or (IV) is serving in a medical intern-

10 ship or residency program accredited by the Aceredi-

11 teflon Council for Graduate Medical Education or

12 the Accrediting Committee of the Ameriean Osteo-

13 pathic Association".

14 (b) FEDERAL PAYMENTS To REDUCE STUDENT IN-

15 TEREST COSTS.Seetion 428(b)(1)(M)(i) of the Act (20

16 U.S.C. 1078(b)(1)(M)(i)) is amended-

17 (1) by striking "or" before subelause

18 (2) by striking "except" and all that follows

19 through "residency program"; and

20 (3) by inserting before the semicolon at the end

21 the following "or (IV) is serving in a medical intern-

22 ship or residency program aeeredited by the Aceredi-

23 tation Council "or Graduate Medical Education or

24 the Accrediting Committee of the American Osteo-

25 pathic Association".

4111 1011
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1 (e) LoAN AommancNTS.Seetion 464(c)(2)(A)(i) of

2 the Act (20 U.S.C. 1087dd(c)(2)(A)(i)) is amended-

3 (1) by striking "except" and all that follows

4 through "residency program"; and

5 (2) by inserting before the semicolon at the end

6 the following: "or serving in a medical internship or

7 residency program accredited by the Accreditation

8 Council for Graduate Medical Education or the Ac-

9 crediting Committee of the American Osteopathic

10 Association".

11 (d) EFFECTIvE DATE.The amendments made by

12 this Act shall apply to any loan made, insured, or guaran-

13 teed under part B or part E of title IV of the Higher

14 Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1071 et seq. and

15 1087sa et seq.), including a loan made before the date

16 of enactment of this Aci.

4111 14411 111
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Chairman Foan. Mr. Klug.
Mr. Kum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman I just have a brief state-

ment.
I would like to welcome Congressmen Penny and Shaw here

today. We in Congress have for years provided tax incentives to
help both individuals and companies ffinnel savings into plans
where we thought it was in the common good, such as home owner-
ship. It seems to me only to make sense that we try to do the same
kind of thinking and planning and execute the same kinds of ideas
when it comes to education.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, as you know, there is a great need in this
country for people intermted, in science, doing whatever we can to
encourage more people to enter medicine, and also to have folks
enter the teaching profession. Those are some of the ideas that we
are going to talk about on the panel today, from Mr. Shaw and Mr.
Penny.

In the near future, I will be introducing legislation to provide in-
centives for college graduates interested in teaching to serve the
very special needs of disabled infants and toddlers. There is a pro-
gram now which includes the ages three to five, but, because of the
new birth through three program, we are going to try to close the
present loophole.

So, again, in closing, let me welcome my colleagues and continue
to praise you for holding these hearings.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Scott Klug follows:1

STATEMENT Olt HON. SCOIT KLUO, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS nom THE STATE
OF WISCONSIN

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd like to join the other members of the committee in
welcoming our distinguished colleague from the other body, Senator Bumpers, and

C°114re, ross:tril:
Penny and Clay.

ely, and very appropriately, use the tax code to encourage individual
decisions and behavior whkh we believe will serve the common good. We try to en-
courage home ownership, saving, investment, and many other things which are not
only good for the individual, but for the community at large.

It is perfectly appropriate that we also consider ways to create similar incentives
in the structure of our student fmancial aid programs, as our colleagues on this
panel are proposing that we do.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, there are many vitally important areasin the teaching
professions and the sciences, for example-in need of talented and committed people.
Nile need to encourage more of our college educated and trained men and women to
focus their energies and make their careers in these and other areas.

I commend all three of our colleagues for the very interesting proposals that
they've put forward. and I will in fact be introducing legislation which will use this
same mechanism to increase the incentives for college graduates interested in teach-
ing to serve the very special needs of disabled infants and toddlers.

In closing let me again welcome our colleagues. I look forward to their testimony.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to wel-

come my colleagues, Mr. Penny and Mr. Shaw, and I look forward
to their testimony.

Chairman Font. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GoonuNo. Nothing, Mr. C'hairman.
Chairman Foan. Mr. Siawyer.
Mr. SAwyEa. Nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Foul. Without objection, the prepared statements of

these witnesses and the panel following them will be inserted in
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the record immediately following the oral statement of each of the
people who testify.

Further, without objection, is a statement of the Association of
American Medical Colleges submitted for the record on this hear-
ing by the Association of American Medical Colleges.

Mr. Penny, do you wish to proceed with your bill first?

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE TIMOTHY J. PENNY, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FORM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. PENNY% Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do appreciate the opportunity to testify before your committee

this morning on my legislation, H.R. 179. As you know, this bill
calls for deferment on repayment of federally-insured student loans
during professional internships and residencies. This legislation
currently has 130 cosponsors and is similar to legislation intro-
duced in the other body by Senator Cohen, and that same legisla-
tion has been introduced here in the House by your colleague and
mine, Representative Austin Murphy.

The legislation is necessitated by changes in the Reconciliation
Act of 1989. That legislation restricted deferments on professional
residencies or internships to no more than 2 years. As a conse-
quence, even with forbearance, which could exist for another year
beyond that, we are finding students with several years' worth of
residency or internship at a very low stipend, who are expected to
pay back a sizeable amount each month on their loans.

The residencies often last as much as 5, 6, or 7 years. Under cur-
rent law, these students only have deferral on the first 2 years, and
that places a financial hardship on them.

There is a growing debt burden among our professional students,
Eighty-one percent of the 1989 graduates of medical schools were
indebted. The average indebtedness was over $42,000, and 29 per-
cent of that graduating class had debts in excess of $50,000. Even
more alarming statistics exist for osteopathic schools, where the av-
erage debt was approximately $67,000, and 64 percent of those
graduates in 1989 from that type of institution, or that type of pro-
gram, had debts in excess of $50,000.

In addition, dental schools have average debt of $43,000, and 32
percent of the graduating class in a recent year had debts in excess
of $50,000. So the indebtedness levels of these students is growing,
and it is particularly evident among minority graduates more so
than graduates as a whole.

The legislation I have introduced would ensure that a borrower
can defer repayment for the duration of their internship or resi-
dency. Without this deferment, I fear that many medical students
will opt for specialties with short residency periods or forego addi-
tional training entirely. This view is shared by many in the medi-
cal field. The American Medical Association, the Association of
American Medical Colleges, and numerous other medical and pro-
fessional organizations have all endorsed this legislation.

Representing a rural area, I am concerned that many medical
students who might otherwise relocate to a rural area will instead
opt for higher-paying residencies in urban areas unless the current
limited deferment period is extended. Many small cities across the

3 1 7
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United States lack basic medical care and have trouble attracting
physicians. I believe the policy on loan deferment is one factor that
will continue to exacerbate the rural health crisis.

Again, I look forward to working with the committee on this
issue and would ask your indulgence to touch on one other issue
involving legislation that I will soon introduce. I am talking about
the nontraditional students, or what we call nontraditional stu-
dents. The traditional image of an undergraduate is a 20-year-old,
full-time student, who lives in the dorm for 4 years, and then grad-
uates. But today that represents only about 20 percent of the stu-
dents on our college campuses.

A more accurate picture today is a 25-year-old female who lives
off campus, works almost full time, and commutes to a community
college. This individual postpones having children until earning a
degree, or juggles both family and school. Of the approximately 13
million college students, 55 percent today are female; 45 percent
are at least 24 years old; 40 percent attend school part-time; and
nearly 30 percent are married.

The number of part-time students is expected to grow to 60 per-
cent by the year 1995, and not all part-time students are older stu-
dents. Twenty percent of students under age 24 also attend school
on a part-time basis at present.

Despite the trend toward attending school on a less than half-
time basis, only 6 percent of these students receive Pell grants
presently. In 1989, in his report to Congress on less-than-half-time
students, former Secretary of Education Cavazos concluded, "Such
students deserve our encouragement support and should not be
denied access to training that may better their job skills or employ-
ment solely because they are unable to enroll for more than a few
courses at a time."

At the same time, these nontraditional students are not eligible
for any federally-insured student loans. Many of these students
have no access to any form of student aid at all. My legislation is
aimed at helping these students by allowing them access to the
guaranteed student loan program and the grant program, based on
their financial need and their resources, and not on their enroll-
ment status as full or part time.

Mr. Chairman, as Congress begins to process the reauthorization
bill, I would hope that we would keep in mind these changes on
our college campuses, and I would ask at this point unanimous con-
sent to include in the record letters of support for the medical
school deferment bill from the American Medical Association, from
the Organization of Student Representatives of the American Asso-
ciation of Medical Colleges, a letter of support from the American
Association of Dental Schools, a letter of support from the Mayo
Clinic in my district, and two articles, one from JAMA and one
from AMN.

I have several letters and two articles in support of the defer-
ment bill that I would like included in the record.

Chairman Foul. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Timothy J. Penny followsl

34S
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN TIMOTHY J. PINNY
JUNE 19, 1991

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBEES OF THE SUBCOMMITITE, IT IS A PLEASURE TO APPEAR

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE IN SUPPORT OF MY LEGISLATION, U.R. 179, THAT WOULD

ALLOW A DEFERMENT FROM REPAYWENT OF FEDERALLY-INSURED STUDENT LOANS DURING

PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIPS AND RESIDENCIES. THIS LEGISLATION CURRENTLY HAS

NEARLY 130 COSPONSORS IN THE HOUSE. SIMILAR LEGISLATION HAS BEEN

INTRODUCED IN THE OTHER SODY BY SENATOR WILLIAM COHEN OF MAINE AND OUR

COLLEAGUE REPRESENTATIVE AUSTIN MURPHY HAS AUTIORED THE COMPANION TO THE

COHEN BILL IN THE HOUSE.

MY LEGISLATION IS NECESSITATED BY CHANCES MADE IN THE OMNIBUS BUDGET

RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1989 (P.L. 101-239) IN THE DEFERMENT PROVISIONS OF

TITLE IV OF THE HICHER EDUCATION ACT. THAT LEGISLATION PROHIBITED MEDICAL

RESIDENTS FROM BEING CLASSIFIED AS STUDENTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEFERMENT

OF THEIR LOAN REPAYMENT. AS OF JANUARY 1, 1990, MEDICAL RESIDENTS AND

OTHER STUDENTS ENGACED 1N PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIPS OR RESIDENCIES WILL BE

ELIGIBLE FOR DEFERMENT OF STAFFORD, SLS, AND PERKINS LOANs FOR A PERIOD OF

ONLY TWO YEARS. WHILE A MANDATED FORBEARANCE PROVISION wAS AGREED TO IN

THE RECONCILIATIGW ACT THAT WILL ALLOW A BORROWER THE PRIVILEGE OF

DELAYING REPAYMENT AND CAPITALIZINC THE ADDED INTEREST COSTS, MEDICAL

INTERNSHIPS AND RESIDENCIES CAN TYPICALLY LAST FOR THREE TO SEVEN YEARS.

UNDER CURRICET LAW, ONCE A WJEROVER RAS EXHAUSTED ors OR HER DEFERNENT AND

FORBEARANCE, REPAYMENT MUST BEGIN. ON A maResT STIPEND, THE AVERAGE

DOCTOR -IN-TRAJNINC CANNOT AFFORD A LOAN PAYMENT OF $600 OR MORE PER mONTH.

THE CROWING DEBT BURDEN OF PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY

NEDICAL DOCTORS, HAS REACMED UNPRECEDENTED LEVELS. LICHTY -ONE PERCENT OF

1989 GRADUATES OF MEDICAL SCHOOL WERE INDEBTED; THE AVERAGE DEBT OF THESE

GRADUATES AMOUNTED TO $42,374; 29 PERCENT OF THIS GRADUATING CLASS HAD

319
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DEBTS IN EXCESS OF $50,000. NINETY-FIVE PERCENT OF 1989 GRADUATES OF

OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL SCHOOLS WERE INDEBTED; THE AVERAGE DEBT OF THESE

GRADUATES WAS APPROXIMATELY $67,000; 64 PERCENT OF THE 1989 GRADUATING

CLASS HAD DEBTS IN EXCESS OF $50,000 AND 20 PERCENT HAD DEBTS EXCEEDING

$100,000. FINALLY, 89 PERCENT OF 1989 GRADUATES OF DENTAL SCHOOLS WERE

INDEBTED; THE AVERAGE DEBT OF THESE GRADUATES WAS $43,300; 32 PERCENT Or

THIS GRADUATING CLASS HAD DEBTS IN EXCESS OF $50,000.

FURTHERMORE, TmE EDUCATIONAL INDEBTEDNESS LEVELS OF UNDERREPRESENTED

MINORITY GRADUATES ARE EVEN GREATER THAN THEY ARE AMONG INDEBTED GRADUATES

AS A WHOLE. THE AVERAGE DEBT OF 1988 UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITY MEDICAL

SCHOOL GRADUATES WAS $44,897 - -$6,408 ABCVE THE MEAN FOR ALL INDEBTED

GRADUATES THAT YEAR.

THE LEGISLATION I HAVE INTRODUCED WILL INSURE THAT A BORROWER CAN

DEFER REPAYMENT FOR THE DURATION OF THE INTERNSHIP/ RESIDENCY TRAINING

PERIOD. WITHOUT THIS GRANT OF DEFERMENT, I FEAR MANY MEDICAL STUDENTS

WILL OPT FOR SPECIALTIES WITH SHORT RESIDENCY PERIODS OR FORGO ADDITIONAL

TRAINING. THIS VIEW IS SHARED BY THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, THE

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, AND NUMEROUS OTHER MEDICAL AND

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ALL OF WHOM ENDORSE THIS BILL. I HAVE ALSO

RECEIVED LETTERS OF ENDORSEMENT FROM HUNDREDS OF MEDICAL AND PROFESSIONAL

STUDENTS FROM AROUND THE NATION.

REPRESENTING A RURAL AREA I AM CONCERNED THAT MANY MEDICAL STUDENTS

WHO MIGHT OTHERWISE RELOCATE TO RURAL AMERICA WILL INSTEAD OPT roR HIGHER

PAYINC RESIDENCIES IN URBAN AREAS UNLESS THE CURRENT LIMITED DEFERMENT

PERIOD IS EXTENDED. MANY SMALL CITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY CANNOT Ryes

ATTRACT A SINGLE DOCTOR. MANY RURAL HOSPITALS CANNOT FIND PHYSICIANS IN

CERTAIN SPECIALTIES. UNLESS WE CHANCE CURRENT LAW, AN ALREADY SIGNIFICANT

RURAL HEALTH CARE CRISIS WILL BE EXACERBATED.

I WILL BE HAPPY TO WORE WITH THE COMMITTEE 061 THIS ISSUE. AT A

MINIMUM, PERHAPS WE CAN EXTEND THE DEFERMENT FOR AN ADDITIONAL YEAR.

3 Ai
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LET ME DIGRESS A MOMENT MR. CHAIRMAN TO BRIEFLY COMmENT ON ANOTHER

SET OF CONCERNS I HAVE SHARED WITH YOU RECENTLY: THE NEED TO PROVIDE AID

TO NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS.

IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS I INTEND TO INTRODUCE LEGISLATION ONCE AGAIN

TO MAKE ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR PEDEPAL STUDENT AID BASED OM NEED AND

SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE IN SCHOOL. LE/EL OF ATTENDANCE WOULD NO LANCER

BE A CONSIDERATION FOR ?ME PURPOSES OF DETERNINING,AID.

THE TRADITIONAL IMACE OF AN UNDERGRADUATE IS A TWENTY YEAR OLD

FULL-TIME STUDENT WHO LIVES IN A DORM FOR FOUR YEARS AND THEN GRADUATES.

HOWEVER, THAT REPRESENTS ONLY ABOUT 20 PERCENT OF COLLEGE STUDENTS TODAY.

A MORE ACCURATE PICTURE IS A TWENTY-F1VE YEAR OLD FEMALE WHO LIVES OFF

CAMPUS, WORKS ALMOST FULL TIME, AND COMMUTES TO A COMMUNITY COLLEGE. SHE

POSTPONES HAVING CHILDREN UNTIL SHE EARNS A DECREE, OR SHE JUGGLES FAMILY

AND SCHOOL. OF TDE APPROXIMATELY 13 MILLION COLLEGE STUDENTS, 55 PERCENT

ARE FEMALE; 45 PERCENT ARE AT LEAST 24 YEARS OLD; 40 PERCENT ATTEND SCHOOL

PART-TIKE; AND NEARLY 30 PERCENT ARE MARRIED. TUE NUMBER OF PART-TIME

STUDENTS IS EXPECTED TD CROW TO 60 PERCENT BY 1995. AND NOT ALL PART-TIME

STUDENTS ARE OLDER: 20 PERCENT OF STUDENTS UNDER ACE 24 ATTEND SCHOOL ON A

PART-TINE BASIS.

DESPITE THE TREND TOWARD ATTENDING SCHOOL ON A LESS-THAN-HALF TIME

BASIS, ONLY SIX PERCENT OF THESE NEEDY STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS LAST

SCHOOL YEAR. IN 1989, IN HIS IMPORT TO THE CONGRESS ON LESS-THAN-HALF

TINE STUDENTS, FORMER SECRETARY OF EDUCATION LAURO CAVAZOS CONCLUDED THAT

"SUCH STUDENTS DESERVE OUR ENCOURAGEMENT AND SUPPORT AND SHOULD ROT BE

DENIED ACCESS TO TRAINING THAT MAY BETTER THEIR JOB SKILLS OR EKPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES SOLRLY BECAUSE TWEY ARE UNABLE TO ENROLL FOR MORE THAN ONE

OR TWO CLASSES AT A TIME."

AT THE SAME TINE, THESE "NOW-TRADITIONAL" STUDENTS ARE MOT ELIGIBLE

FOR FEDERALLY-INSURED STUDENT LOANS. TRULY, MR. CHAIRMAN, MANY OF THESE

321
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STUDENTS HAVE NO ACCESS TO ANY FORM or STUDENT AID. MY LEGISLATION IS

AIMED AT HtLPINC THESE STUDENTS BY ALLOWIRC THEM ACCESS TO TOE CUARANTEED

LOAN AND GRANT pROGRAMS, BASED ON FINANCIAL WEED AND RESOURCES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, AS THE CONGRESS BEGINS THE PRCKMSS OP REWTHOSIZINC THE

HICHER EDUCATION ACT, LET US BE MINDFUL OF THE NEED TWAT IS NOT BEM NET;

OF TNE CHANCES THAT ARE HAPPENINC ON OUR COLLECE CAMPUSES; AND OF THE NEED

TO ADEQUATELY TRAIN ALL PEOPLE TO MEET THE CHALLENGES THAT CONFRONT THIS

COUNTRY. THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.

3
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May 7, 1990

The Honorable Timothy J. Penny
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Penny:

On behalf of the American Association of Dental Schools (AADS), I
would like to thank yvu for introducing M.R. 4690, the Student Loan
Deferment bill.

As you know, student loan indebtedness is an increasing problem
among dental graduatee, especia3le among minority students.
Indebtedness is a major concern in dental education because federal
grant support is available only to a small portion of our most
needy students. The majority of dental students, therefore, must
borrow to finance their education, and the aneual escalation in the
level of educational debt is of serious concern. Indebtedness
levels among graduates of health professions schools have increased
almost 200 percent in the last decade.

Dental educators worry that theee debt burdens are becoming
unmanageable for many borrowers, particularly during the first few
years after repayment when many dentiste are still in training in
a residency program. Some of these dental residents ars required
to pay tuition or receive only a small stipend that makes repayment
of their student loans very difficult. Your bill to permit the
deferral of payments on Federallyinsured student loans for the
full duration of the period during which borrowers are enrolled in
professional internships or residencies is an important step in
making debt burdens more manageable for many health professions
borrowers. We believe that the bill will also help avoid defaults
by residents who do not wish to evade financial responsibility,
but who are temporarily financially incapable of loan repayment.

Ma. Marty Liggett, Director of Government Affairs at AADS, has been
in contact with Joe Theissen concerning this important legislation.
we look forward to working with yo.1 on this matter. Again, thank
you for sponsoring H.R. 4690 and for your continued support for
dental education.

Sincerely,

Richard D. Mumma, Jr.
Executive Director
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Mayo Foundation
for Medico! Education and Research

ewe M. Selly
GwernonentstAtraos

Representative Timothy J. Penny
436 Cawson House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515.2301

Dear Mr. Paw:

317

Rochester, hatinnesota S5905 Telephone 507-284-2511

May 29, 1990

On behalf of Mayo Foundation, I want to ewes our support for your bill H.R.
4690, providing for deferment of student loans for medkal residents. We agree that the
inability to obtain deferment of these loans beyond the first two years of nuident training
may lead some medkal residents to either choose the most lucrative specialties, or to
choose specialties with short resident training periods.

If we can be of any assistance to you with respect to this legislation. please do not
hesitate to contact me at (507) 284-5904.

BMIC.-11

cc: Alan D. Semler. M.D.

Sinter*,

.

Bruce M. Kelly
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Resident Forum moilimsommom
naWnna Pelyeftimve isogon

Student Loam Warms it end
Forbearance Prot& lone

The American Medical Association
(AMA) is ;weed to a pronsion that
Conveys included in Oro 1889 Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (Pub L PJo
WI-239) that prevents some resident
physicians from deferring repayment of
Stafford student loans beyond 2-yeer
period. It is the AMAk position that all
resident physicians shoold bet able to
deferstudent loan rapnymentathreogh-
out residency training, ince wiring a
tendency is a necessary part of a physi-
nano education.

Previewily, those who served in resi-
dency program, that had a mador uni-
versity *Minion were ebursdled under
student deferment provisions of the law
as in seboor and were able to defer
repayment of their Stafferd student
loans throug)lout their resitiencies As

$10 million costsaving measure, the
moot recent Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act rescinds that clawiRcation for
residents as of.danuary 1. IMO,

In what is intended to be a partial
alternative, the legislation provides
-furbearence" without penalty Of Mkt to
the borroner. Forbearance is unlike &-
ferment in two critical respectw Inter-
eat continues to accrue on the outstand-
ing principal during forbearance, and
the total 10-year mpayment period may
nut be lengthened to acoommodate the
forhearance periods. Whether the pen-
oil is lengUwnedis up to the discretion a
the lendet Fureaampk.i resident who
deters peyment for 2 years and then
takes forbearance for 2 yeses meg hater
his loan remittent period redueed toM
rent Decease borrowers must pay
bark accumulated intemt and principal
over a loan repayment peeled(normally
le years) that will be reduced by the
number ayears of forbearance. making

payments will be that mail Murr
dimetilt

The law does provide that no 'amino-
trative m other fee may be charged In
connection with granting forbesrui
and that no 'deem information regard-
ing the bonvwer may be reported to a
credit berm organisation solely be-
cause forbearance ',granted.

The denial at in-school statue, along
with the elimination of the tax deduct-
ibility of student loans by Congress ie
Ina& Ihnnamis the ability o' many resi-
dent physicians to complete their educe-
bon. According to the Association of
American Medical Colleges, ttl.-Ffs o( all
INV medical school gmduatte had oh:-
rational debt, witb a total ambient in.
debtedness of VX 489. an WI inernwe
above the I 91t7 leer), Of thole- with debt,
SO have a total educauunal debt ut
more than The average rood
debt kw graduates a iwlysie Imo Nei
wheels in MO *Apr $48 i1Iu, and tor tots
be medical school graduate it wits
VI 37U. Monthly student Ira!,

monis of at least WU to Von are not
uncommon for resident phynciane with
typical monthly salaries of StinI0 to
a2:300 in programs that often ere lunged
in urban ems with high wets allying.

The AMA is committed to the princi-
ple that qualified individuallia all Ilium
nal and sorial backmounda who want to
be physicians should have the oppor-
tunity to do go. Clearly, the inability to
defer loan repayment while cvmpletine
an education and to deduct student loan
interest will keep some utherWisr
deserving individuals from following
&lough on their daiiire to become physi-
cians or km those who do become phy-
sician* to chow medical praline in
Mtge hierativr geographic anrns rather
than in mess with high need that would
offer Wm income potential.

The AMA will redouble its efforts to
see that loan deferment throughout rev,-
Wein training is established. meant-
ime ot the kind of training institotam,
and that the tax deductibility of student
Wan interest payments is restored.

I I, t.,1 I %PRI. L ed.... tbpd.....44 04000

AMA febhary23 IWO .10:f3 No 8 Re-..utnt iviedt1
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Lawrence Tsen
4449 Francis Street
Kansas City, Kansas 66103

Mr Joe Theissen
Office of the Honorable Timothy J Penny
US. House of Representatives
436 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Theissen.

July 5, 1990

On behalf of th! Organization of Student Representatives (OSR) to
the Association of American rledical Colleges (AAMC), 1 would like
to thank you for meeting with me regarding HR 4690 which allows
resident physicians to defer repayment of their Title IV student
loans while completing resident training programs

Even at my state supported medical Institution, the University of
Kansas, a student can accumulate enormous debt loads, upon my
graduation next year, I will owe In excess of $50,000 Compared to
national statistics, these figures are not unusual. Among 1989
graduates, 81 percent were indebted with an average debt of
$42,374, with 29 percent having debts in excess of $50,000. Among
underrepresented minority medical school graduates, the figures are
even more staggering Ninety-one percent of 1989 minority
graduates were indebted with an average debt of $48,168, with 41
percent having debts above $50,000

I am commited to repaying my loans but am concerned about those
potential medical students who are rethinking their career
decisions, and my current medical colleagues who are rethinking
their specialty and geographic decisions in light of the financial
obligations of attending medical school. HR. 4690 will ease this
preoccupation with Indebtedness I appreciate your assisting
Congressman Penny's efforts in this important area of higher
education.

Sincerely yours,

1-440ffilt/
Lawrence Tsen
OSR Chair-Elect

3 3 ()
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wig= H. R. 179 
la alma *a Arbor Eimatiaa Ara Web la perm* *a ishmil al mama 

mailamer War arig palamairmal modem at illaralia. 

IN THE HOUSE OF BEFILEIBUITATIVES 

JaillAir 3, 1991 

Mr. riongT eir bient Mr. eaurime, Mr. Twigs, Mr. Nablus" Mr. Oars- 
man at Taw, Mr. Lawasma, Mr. Wawa, M. Ilassaanam, Mr. Own, 
lb. Tama el Mairaelmans, Mr. PAM at Vlighlik Mr. YAIMINa Jaen 
Mr. Busirria, Mr. Mogaani, liff. Yawn, Ir. Want, Mr. Ravaam, Mr. 

Kiaauca, Mr. MaDmanr, Mr. Iszames, Mr. DaPasso, Mr. KUM- 
lar, Mr. Jamor at &nth Dakota. Mr. Taw, la Mr. lbw) 

ibe Maw* which was aimed le do Comillas as Ziamias 
rad leer 

A BILL 
To amend the Esher Education Aet of 1965 to permit the 

deferral et paymen_ . on students loans &rig professional 

internships, reprdless of duration. 

I Be ii enacted by the Senate and Hosea of Representa- 

2 lieu of the mad States of Asseriea in Congress assembled, 

B SWIM 1. 1,11111119811 AND 11111P0111M 

4 (a) Ftwomun.Congress finds *M 
b (I) the interest subsidy pnwided borrowers of title 

6 IV loans during periods of internship or resideney is 

3:32 
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2

1 critical to the borrower's ability to complete his or her

2 educational program;

(2) a number of professional degree programs

4 have an essential postgraduate training component that

5 can last from one to seven or more years;

6 (3) health professions programs, in particular, re-

7 quire periods of postgraduate training for reasons relat-

8 ing to qualification to practice, licensure, specialty cer-

9 tification, or access to hospital privileges;

10 (4) the educational indebtedness of graduates of

11 professional degree programs has reached unprecedent-

12 ed levels;

13 (5) the educational indebtedness levels of underre-

14 presented minority graduates are even greater than

15 they are among indebted graduates as a whole;

16 (6) given the level of financial support provided to

17 borrowers in postgraduate training programs (primarily

18 through stipends), debt levels such as these can make

19 loan repayment obligations extremely difficult to meet;

20 (7) growing debt burdens may discourage pursuit

21 of advanced training, adversely affect oareer choice,

22 create fmancial barriers to practicing in remote loos-

23 tions, and exacerbate minority underrepresentation in

24 certain professions; and

3.33
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1 (8) many health professional graduates who are

2 committed to caring for underserved conmumity kind

this career path infeasille in light of their enormous

4 debt burdens and the hishility to defer their loan pity-

5 meats throughout the period of residency training.

(b) PITEPOSE.-It is the purpose of this Act

(1) to permit the deferral of payments on student

8 loans throughout the duration of post-graduate intern-

9 ships and residency programs; and

10 (2) to ensure that loan repayment obligations are

11 not acting as a disincentive to advanced training and

12 adversely affecting career choice and service to the

18 poor and underserved by temporarily alleviating loan

14 repayment requirements for borrowers serving in in-

15 ternship and residency programs.

16 SEC. L ADIMMENTS.

17 (a) WE Pzooneit.Bection 428(bX1)04)(v1il of the

18 Nigher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 107900(1XMXviiT

19 is amended by straing "not in excess of two years".

20 (b) FEL Pnoonest.ffection 427(aX2XCXviil of the

21 Irtgher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1078(bX1)(K)(vW)

22 is amended by striking "not in excess of two years".

28 (e) ND& Psoonsm.Section 464(cX2XA) of the

24 Meier Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1087dd(cX2XA)) is

25 amended by staring out the following: "The period during

3:34
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4

1 which repayment may be deferred by reason of clause (vi)

2 shall not exceed 2 pare.

3 EEC & EFFECTIVE DATE.

4 The amendments made by section 1 of this Act shall

5 apply on or after the date of enactment of this Act with re-

6 spect to loans made under the Ifigher Education Act of

7 1965 before, on, or after that date.

3 3 5
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Chairman FORD. Mr. Shaw.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE E. CLAY SHAW, JR., A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement prepared by Leslie Waters of my staff which

you have already placed in the record, so I will summarize in a
very merciful fashion.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, members of the committee, I, of
course, want to thank you for your patience and indulgence in
asking us to testify today. You, better than any other in the Con-
gress, recognize the pending crisis that we have in education in
this country, with a tremendous shortage of teachers. Now is the
time to attack this problem.

Over the next decade, it has been estimated that 2 to 2.5 million
teachers will be needed in order to just fulfill the demand that is
anticipated in the schools at the present level. That number of
teachers is not in sight. My bill &imply builds upon the present law,
which allows a 8 year deferment for the payment of student loans
by new teachers in areas of greatest need. It extends that idea to
the student loan, when students are paying it back, by cutting the
amount of interest payable on these loans in half.

Right now the repayment interest is 8 percent. For teachers in
the area of critical need, that would be reduced to 4 percent as long
as they continue teaching in that area. If they leave the profession,
then their student payments return to the full 8 percent, but never
do they have to go back and repay the discounted portion for the
period during which they taught.

One other point that I would like to make, on the national study
that was done with regard to eighth graders in science and math,
and also recognizing the shortage of teachers in those areas. My
bill could be readily amended by this committee to give special con-
sideration to teachers who go into that area.

I think there are other bills around the Hill right now that are
addressing the pending teacher shortage, which is going to be of
crisis proportion. I commend this committee for getting ahead of
the curve and trying to solve the problem.

Right now my bill has about 75 or 76 cosponsors, many of which
are on this committee. It is a straightforward approach, and it
would be a very effective method. Unfortunately, I do not, at this
point, have the figures from 0MB as to exactly what the cost
imPact of this bill is go : to be, but I am sure that they will be
available before the uI ttee commences with its markup.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. E. Clay Shaw, Jr., followsl
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STUDENT LOAN DIF1RIALS FOR TEACNIRS

TESTIMONY SY CONGRESSMAN R. CLAY SRAM, JS.

BEFORE TM* SUBCOMMITTEE OW POSTSECONDARY =CATION

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991

Chairman Ford, Mr. Coleman, and Members of the subcommittee,

I thank you for the opportunity to testify before you regarding my

bill, S.A. 709, an amendment to the Sigher Education Act of 1965.

While there are many ways to reform education, the best way

to secure excellence in our classroom* La by recruiting highly

talented and wall-trained teachers.
Unfortunately, however, we

are losing our most talented students, and future teachers, to

better-paying jobs. This problem is compounded for those students

who have loans to repay. Furthermore, our nation is facing a

substantial loss of teachers to retirement in the next decade.

This loss of teachers to retirement threatens our nation's already

strained supply of teachers.

My proposal has two objectives -- to make it financially

easier for students to choose teaching AA a career and to

encourage those who chrome teaching to remain in the field.

The Sigher Education Act requires teaching in a teacher

shortage area as a prerequisite for a three-year deferral of

GUaranteed Student Loans. The shortage areas are established by

the Secretary of Education. After the deferral, my proposal would

allow for repayment of the GAL at half the normal interest rate

P37
$ r
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for as long as the person reeains a full-time teacher. As the

current rate for a GM. is 8%, any student taking advantage of the

discount would therefore repay the loon at 4%. If he or sbe

ahould decide to atop teeching full-time, any remaining payments

would be made using an 8* interest rate.

I have included as an appendix a 1990 regional salary

analysis provided by the Association for School, College and

University Staffing, Inc. According to this report, the average

starting salary for a teacher in 1990 was $19,000. The U.S.

Department of Education estimates that just tuition and required

fees are approximately $1,781 per school veer for an in-state

Student at a public institution. This number skyrockets to $8,446

....or a private institution. These rates generally increase at a

rate of 6% to 7* a year.

The latest figures from the U.S. Department of education for

student debt is for those students who graduated in 1986. In that

year total average indebtedness was $6,810 for public college

graduates and $10,000 for%those coming out of private sabools. I

think it I. safe to assume that these figures have risen

significantly in the 5 years since those figures were compiled.

As a result of the gap between salary and debt, those who

want greater compensation, or simply think they won't be able to

afford to repay their loans on a teacher's salary, choose more

lucrative careers. Many who currently teach will eventually leave

the classroom tor educational administration or fox

eon-e4acational fields.

33S
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A cover article published in the September 1990 edition of

"Education Week recognised that, as the competition increases la

the future among seployers seeking to hire from a shrinking pool

of young college graduates, graduate* will be less likely to

choose Mooching. Similarly, it has been forecasted that

prospective teachers will have more lucrative options in the

1990's then they had in the 1900**.

As a result of tate budget cuts, some areas are laying off

teachers. I know this is of concern to many of you, and I assure

you it is a concern of mins as well. This is happening in my own

congressional district in South !Florida. For this reason I would

like to stress that 07 procosal focuses on areas suffering from

shortages.

The nation as a whole will continue to suffer from an acute

shortage of teachers. Experts say the United States will need 2

million new teachers over the next decade. Some believe the

number night be as high as 2.3 million. That would mean as many

teachers will be in demand in the next 10 years as are currently

teaching today. If current trends continue, the U.S. will

graduate less than half that number.

In my appendix I have included reprints of tables outlining

expected shortages also documented in the ASCUS 1990 study. By

region, Alaska reported the greatest teacher shortages, and the

Southeast, South Central, and Western regions of our country

follow in terms of reported shortages.

The need for teachers is becoming even more urgent as policy

3 9
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=kers anticipate a move of retirements in the field according

to a study prepared by the National Center for Iducetion

Statistics, half of those teachimg la 19$7-010 were-age 40 cc

older. Many will be leaving their jobs within the next decade.

disproportionate number of these are the most experienced and

skillful teachers, primarily talented women who bad few other

career choices when they entered the teaching profession. Some

experts base estimated that as much as St of the teaching force is

leaving the profession each year.

Ny proposal addresses both of the problems I have outlined

for you. First, by offering a discounted interest rate, my

amendment to the BMA encourages more qualified students to enter

the teaching profession instead of 4booeing other, more lucrative.

careers. To further ease the burden of repayment, the thres-yeer

deferral will allow time for the teacher's salary to reach a

higher income level before loan repayment begins.

Secondly, ay proposal addresses shortages by incorporating

the three-year deferral requirement to teach in a shortage aree.

Furthermore, it encourages teachers to riertn in the classroom.

For the individual to benefit from the discounted rate, he or she

must continue to teach.

I wish that I could provide a cost estimate on my proposal

for you today. The Congressional Budget Office was unable to

fulfill my request in time for this bearing, but has promised to

get one b) me shortly.

Ca a different note, NC. Chairman, I want to take a moment to

mention the recent national study which showed the sation's eighth

graders have dangerously low levels of math and science

3 1 o
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proficiency. This does not come as a surprise considering studies

report critical shortages of teachers in the math and science

fields.

The National Center for Education Statistics has found a

ubstantial number of teachers who did not major in math or

science in college and are pressed into teaching these subjects as

a result of the shortage. For this reason, I would not object if

the ubcommittee amended my proposal to also specifically address

this problem.

In his stated national education goals, the President set

being number one in the world In math and science a* Gni' of sir

goals to be reached by the year 2000. Me have an opportunity here

to help realise this goal.

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the subcommittee, The Higher

Education Act is the primary federal source of improvement for the

recruitment, retention, and prepsratIon of elementary and

secondary school teachers. My proposal takes the Act a step

further and recognises that the success or failure of any broad

scale effort to reform education will depend upon the capacity of,

and support for, individual classroom teachers.

Sy supporting my proposal, I believe that the subcommittee

will significantly enhance the ability of our young people to

seriously consider a teaching career. I know that all of you are

looking for ways to improve our aducational system, and hope you

find merit in my ideas.

r thank you for your time, and urge your favorable passage of

X.R. 709.
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R. 709
To mead the Nigher gdoestieo Aet d 100 to provide adored rates d interest

ander the Guarsateed Ssadros Loan Program to Wishful. who ester the
teaching prolession.

IN THE HOME OF REPREMITATIVES
UMW! 20, 1091

Mr. fizAw himelf, Mr. Pntorr, Mr. FL= Msassehassits, Mr. POINAID,
Mi. Boo-learnnow, Mr. Purls, Mr. Sim, Mr. Hosrow, Mr. Mom",
Mr. STEAMS, Mr. Twits, Mr. Ras, Mr. Domais at Nora Dakota, Mr.
FALBOILIVABOA, Mr. WoLro, Mr. Matorrum, lir. Pomo; Mrs. Cowes
ol Maio, Mr. Omaaail, Mr. Owneteow, Mr. LIPIX113, Mr. Lamm-
am, Me. ikezteirrze et New Tad, Mr. Joinapros at INadia, Mr. CRAP-
NAN, Mr. SMITH al Ronk, Mr. WALIIII, Mr. ?mutant, Mr. Woonneowoor,
Mrs. fieneoreas, Mr. lEaorwoirns, sod Mrs. limns of Moms) ic
dared the tallow* IA leads wag referred to the &make Natittits
antl Leber

A BILL
To amend the Nigher Placation Aet of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed &adept Loan Pro-
gram to individuals who enter the teaching profession.

1 Be it elifftted by the Senate and Howe of Representa-

2 tints of the Unit;s1 States 4 America is Congress assemble4

3 That section 427A of the liEgher Education Act of 1965 is

4 amended-

3 I f
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2

1 (1) redesignating subsections (0 and (g) as subsea-

2 tions (g) and (b); and

(2) by inserting aftor subsection (e) the following

4 new subsection:

5 "0) Um Ton Bowman Wso Ems THID
TBACEM PEOFBOSION.Notwithstanding subsections (a),

7 (b), and (d) of this section, with respect, to a loan (other than

8 a loan made pursuant to section 428A, 428B, or 4280) to

9 any borrower who qualifies for sad obtains a deferment under

10 seetit.i 127(a)(2X0)(v0 or 428(bX1X11Xv0 foi service as a

11 full-time teacher for three years, the applicable rate of inter-

12 est shall be 4 percent per year on the unpaid balance of the

18 loan during the period from the end of such deferment and

14 until the end of the repayment period or nue the borrower

15 ceases to be full-time teacher, whichever first enure

347
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tion of the deferment, looking at a deferment for an extra year,
perhaps, or 2 years, instead of a full deferment for all the years of
a residency or an apprentiasship might be appropriate, or targeting
it in some way would also be worth pansideration.

Chairman Posta Well, I don't want to hold you up, because we
all have to go to vote, but I have just instructed the staff to ask the
Congressional Budget Office to cost both ofyour proposals out with
the amount of interest that you have generated. Akt some stage, we
will have to decide yes or no, we do or don't want to do these
things. And I don't propose to consider matters of this kind without
knowing what they cost.

Mr. PENNY. Mr. Chairman, I can only give you the figure that
was released at the time that this change was made, and that was
$10 million back in 1989.

Chairman Foam We have those numbers. We have the numbers
that they were willing to grant as savings when we backed away,
but I'm not at all sure that those aren't shaped on the wrong side.
We will ask them for a straight-up statement now.

Mr. Shaw, this committee has tried every way we could possibly, ,
wiggle to get some kind of deferment to encourage teachers, be-
cause we have knorn for 10 years that we were going to be where
we are now looking at a 8 million teacher shortage, not in the
future, but right around the owner. And it has been resisted by
budget makers over and over again.

It survived on this side the last reauthorization but didn't sur-
vive the conference, because the Senate conferees absolutely re-
fused to "break the budget," as they put it. I don't think we are
going to be tied down that tight this time, and I hope you can en-
courage members to consider the long-term investment aspects of
this.

Since it was during the Eisenhower Administration that the idea
of loan forgiveness for teachers first came to life, and it was during
the Reagan Administration that it was opposed so strongly, it
would be sort of symmetrically nice to have the Bush Administra-
tion sign a bill that once again forgave teacher indebtedness and
encouraged us to get more teachers, thereby identifying more with
the Eisenhower Administration than with the Reagan Administra-
tion. A. an admirer of President Bush, I would like to see him do
that.

Mr. Slum. Well, Mr. Chairman, my bill I. fairly narrowly drawn.
It applies only to teachers in the areas of greatest need, not to
areas where there are sufficient numbers or excess of teachers,
where we are seeing layoffs, and it cuts the interest payment in
half rather than forgive it.

So, with the Octr budget reconciliation bill and the need to
find the revenue to be the locomotive _pulling these various bills
that you will be considering, I think that tiais bill is at least as
sharply drawn as it possibly can be in order to attack the problem
and also minimize the impact on the budget.
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Chairman FORD. Thai* you.
Mr. PRNNY. Mr. Chairman, could I also ask consent to include in

the record a statement from the Medical Society of the State of
New York?

Chairman FORD. Certainly. Without *action, it will be inserted.
I thank you gentlemen very much for your time this morning.

the hearing was ed.]
Illhdcrirttainal material submitted for the record follows.]
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Distinguished Meissen end members ort Congrosse

p. Olt

I thank you for the opportunity te make a statement to this

distinguished Committee. Ny name is Paul Pipia sad I serve as

shairmae Of the 'Resident Physician Section et the Masai Society

of the State of New Work, I begs te speak for all residents who

financed their medical admonitions througb student leans. V*

giiintataLt need Ygor help.

No one expects medical education to be tree. Nowever, tuition

costs at the 12 nedical schools in New York State average

$55,000. Night of these schools ere private schools where the

average tuition Is $72,000 over the course of 4 years. Tuition

expenses, of course, do not include the cost of books, room and

board, and other necessary expenses I personally owe S51.000

and eo I an deeply concerned about the changes that were made

Togarding tudent loan'. The new laws concerning determent

greatly changed how I had planned to repey my loans.

As the soh of a bus driver, I had little chance t) personally

finance a medical school education. I found sysell in a rather

common ituations I had the skills to beams a physician and

only lacked the financial resources to attend sedical school. I

wag tnankful that a student loan program existed. Through the

student loan program, it was possible to einem* a medical

education, defer payments during residency and deduct the

interest on loans. Today, this is no longer a reality.

The plane that I made in 1914.were drastically changed by the

Omnibus Reconcilliation Act of Mit which scaled back the
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&W...102, tWirm. slags, 0.0a
.40ternent,ot Title'2V loons. In 191e, when 2 financed my medieel

education, loan repayment was deferred throughout one's entire

residency. It was crystal clear at that time that no resident

could afford to repay their loans on the small stipend a resident

would receive.

financially disadvantaged students were encouraged to bormildumm

the security of s loan deferment policy existed. in 1909, Olt of

the minority graduates bad financed thoir education through

student loans. Those who made their plans before the law was

changed were, not grandtathered into the agreesente of the old

law, but they ars forced to abide by the new rules.

Presently, residents are allowed a six sonth grace period and two

year deferral. At the end of that ties, they are required to

begin rpayment of their student loans. Moat reoldencies aro

four years long, though pose may extend as long as seven years.

for many physicians, it would be impossible to begin maysent

during their residency. To use myself es an example, Wpm is

to be repaid at approximately 0100 per month tor ton years. Xy

current sonthly take home pay atter taxes L. $1,700. That is

lmost half of my monthly salary. Many residents have faeilies

to support and will find it impossible to repay their loons at

such a burdensome tine. Physicians are always thought to *make a

lot of money.* Nowever, residents earn an average salary of

$20,000 tor an eighty hour work week.

The alternative that has been offered to us is that of

forbearance. Under this plan, one oan put oft paysents but a

penalty in the number of years to repay and increased interest is

incurred. 2t you originally have ten yars to repay your loan,
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,,but yea need two years of determent, it will be greeted mite the

umarstanding that you mow have eight years t complete the

finamolag terms. Within theme rules, Z mould hare eight years to

repay the 161,000 in additiom %ea penalty (th* accruing

interest) 'Shift mould greatiy Increase ay meethly payments, in

all simoerity, I mould mot be able to afford sedb a burden end

meld be tweed to default on my student loans. NOV times

physicians' specialty decisions ore determined by their ability

to repay their loans.

nesse hew lamina that me ere not asking for navooneidaretion,

rather vs eat that you restore what was originally guaranteed to

all residents under the terms of their original loan. Please

pass student loan referml In so doing, yeu will allow thee*

residents before Omah NM to continue with their previous plans

and allow financially disadvantaged students to pursue a uedical

education.

ft student loan reform is not passed, it will cause many

residents financial hardship, force other, to default and

establish the precedent tbat medical education is not for those

with exceptional ability, but rather for those with the ability

to pey the met of tuition.

I treat, ladles and lentleaen that you won't let this happen.

nespeotfully submitted,

Paull. Pipla, VD

Chairman, NOWT Resident Physician Section
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insufficient to comer the full cost of medical education, forcing finny students, especially those

attending private institutioea, to rely on =subsidized, market-rate ball= with terms and conditions

much btu favorable than the ilde IV loans. For csampk, the =subsidized Health Education

Assistance loan (HEAL) program administered by HHS supplements Tide IV financing for about

17 percent of medical students.

As borrowing has become the chid vehicle to fmancing professional education. heightened

attention h being focused on recent escalation in educational debt levels of medical school

graduates. In the past decade, medical school graduate indebtedness has increased almost 200

percent. For the 79 percent who borrowed, the average 1990 medical school graduate's total debt

(including medical and pre-medical loam) was S46,224; over twelve percent of graduates bad debt

in mesa of S7.5.000. Minority students acquire a higher average debt of S51,000; 21 percent

graduate with debt in excess of $75,130a Such debts are unmanageable for many borrowers,

panicidarly In the first few years of repayment when a significant number of graduates are still in

professional training programs. A medical school graduate must complete a residency training

program, lasting between three and seven years, to become a board-certified physician. During

this three to seven year training period, medical residents earn annual stipends ranging from

$25000 to $35,000, depending on their residency year mid region of the country. Clearly, a

recent medical school graduate's debt-to-income ratio makes loan repayment very difficult during

their pongraduate training and early years of practice.

The medical education community is studying the affect indebtedness may be having on an

individuars decision to pursue profmaional education, mediod specialty choice, and practice

location. The consequences af high debt may frustrate ow ability to reduce current shortages in

the number of primary cart practitioners as well as to correct the geographic maldistaution of

pinsician manpower. The AAMC is also concerned about the relationship between high debt and

default While the rate of default in the Stafford pougram is very low for medical graduates, the

dollar defied* rate is a concern because of the 'mounts borrowed by medical students.

In order to oddness these and other concerns. the AAMC recommends scleral changes to

programs within the lfigher Education Act

3
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parent, sad therefere, costs the Waal gesernment reknit* little. It has the advantage of

being eligible kr cummEdadon with other Title IV loans during repayment. A Madan it not

narked to demmetrate &andel seed, other than SILS efigthiky, Qom aidd-
to additimeig capital necessay So Stance thek medind education Increarieg the

maw! $LS keit from $4,000 to S15000 for graduate and profesdroal 'sweats souk! amble

these $tudents to reduce their reliance au other bifisex imam bans, and io effect, mduce their'
overall indehtednan

Perkins Lan Pangisms The Patin. lean pogrom Ian 4=12eptirlainy beneecial ken for

students and a sound inseunteut thr inatitutiom and the federal gosernsami. With a statutorily

specified km bums rste of 5 priment. Perkhu kens me among the most attractive Waal loam

available to snaksits. In addkice. nom at the Perkins mosey is required for lender allowsztoem

adminintative costs are extremely amid and annual capital eantributionaand reerged fund" me

used far financial amismom to students. lingthadaidg the indminn of graduate and priessined

students maid make dear to institution Corgyeao kids to comider these students when they

Orate funds. Increased participative in the Patina program would enable more ecommuiesBy

diushantiges1 graduate and profestional students to reduee their overall indebtedness. We urge

Cowen to specify in the mange that graduate and professimal students should participate in the

Perkily' program hicerover, io recognineg the cosine in the value of loam due to inflation over
the past decade. ea imitate io the Perkilts kan link will maim monontiailly disadvantaged

graduate and poessal students in their kin./ educed:mai yeam. The MAW recamecads

that Congress increase the aggrepte borrowkg limit far health profemions student' from SI8,000

to S20,000.

Pakkia Bahama Hamis Giudame reliouraldpi °Zak The Department ci Situation

administers two Harris graduate program. The propms has pusided valuable assitattee to
colleges and universities in attract* underrepresented students into port-hamaktutate programs.

The Harris Graduate Freamaship Program swank smuts to awed students enrolled in nuitees

and selected prammiorml program The Harris program should he imitated to award grant aid

to an expanded papdatkm of graduate and pmfeationd SIZIdeatly including health pmfersions

students, The Hank Pub& Service Pellosaddp Form should provile grant maim= to health
priessiona studeats lobo agree to seme in a natiosiagy defined health profemicea shortage area

5
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Allow The Use Of Estinstad-Year hems For Dirtermiaing Finencial Need Arnow Graduate

And Profesdasd Students: The we of base-pen beam penalises a large proportkm of post-

bacesisureate studente who hove socked for a year oc more after completing their undergreduate

adulation. Remelt aid edminiftraton have authority to =eke professional judgmeet and use

projected amen year income whee they believe it woukl provide * mom appropriate

detmmination of a student's expected contributioe. This authority is aunt but since the use of

base-year incotae is inappropriate for so many graduate and professional students, we of cumuli

year estimates should be the rule. Professional judgement should be applied to the exceptions

where base-year income would be most appropriate.

Improve Tide IV Inas Consolidants Annum And laded, The HEAL Program Under The

Loss Ceaselidaties Fromm The complexity of loan ponfolics for nadical school graduates

may make loan comolidation disadvantageous. Consolidation may lead to higher WW1* rates,

kiss of deferment optics% and minimum payments of no less than accrued interest. We urge

Congress to evaluate the effectiveness of the current loan consolidation program in terms of the

numhets of borrowus utilizing it and whether it his been successful in easing repayment burdens,

pertain/1y for the subset of professional schcel borrowen. In addition, under the ban

consolidation progrsm, borrower, with a minimum of $5.000 in student loan debt ean refinance

loans received from a variny of lenders participating in the Stafford. SU, Perkins, and HFSL

student ban programs. Tyvically, the monthly payments are made for a greater period of time,

but consolidated monthly payments are lower than they amid be in aggregate for bormwers with

multiple loam, end, consequently, hn the effect of reducing borromer defaults. The inclusion of

the Health Education ASSISSAIICe Loan (HEAL) in eligible loans for consolidation would greatly

ease the repayment burden for health professions borrowenwith hem student loan debt, and

feeilitate Os reduction of federal loan default coin

Increase Fending For lltia Ill Amd TRIO Program For Disadvantaged Aad Underweresented

Minorities Minorities are inadequately =presented in the health professions. tm-ne institutions

sie =rained to enrolling and graduating more disadvantaged and minority students. progress has

been disappointing. %dorsi support in the form of hmding for reauitment and retention grants,

condiment programs and financial aid at the professionsl level has been helpful. but early

intervention programs art crucial in expanding the applicant pool of disadvantaged and minority

6
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